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FOR A CLEANER, SAFER, BETTER WORKPLACE

COUNT ON PIG
Cleaner

Safer

Better

It’s more important than ever to keep our
workplaces and the natural environment of
the communities where we live and work
clean — and New Pig is here to help you
do just that! Our comprehensive range
of products, from absorbent mats to spill
containment and everything in-between,
includes more than 170 products that are
manufactured using up to 100% recycled
content — meaning you can always rely on
us to help you maintain a cleaner, greener
working environment.

For over 27 years New Pig has been
providing the high-quality products you need
to help protect employees, customers and
the environment from your leak and spill
problems.

With over 90 patented products to choose
from, you can always rely on New Pig for
top quality leak, drip, and spill solutions —
look for the “Patented” icon
throughout this Pigalog.

So whether you’re keeping walkways dry
to reduce slips and falls, absorbing a 98%
sulfuric acid spill or handling an oily leak,
we have over 1,300 products to help you
tackle these problems (and more) safely.

We’re committed to continuous
innovation, offering free expert
advice and providing first-class service to
ensure you find the highest quality products
and advice to better protect your workplace,
employees and the environment.
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Cleaner, Safer, Better • 100% Money-back Guarantee

“We’re committed to helping you work
cleaner, safer and better every single day.”
Recycled Products
Many PIG products combine top
quality, top performance and
recycled content! Just look for these
icons which indicate either varied
amounts or a specific percentage of
recycled content.

A commitment to quality
and the environment
You’ll find plenty of PIG
Products to help you
comply with ISO 14001
and promote continuous
environmental improvements
as identified in an Environmental Management
System (EMS). Just look for the icon (above)
throughout this Pigalog or phone our Technical Advice Team.
Like you, we are also committed to quality and continuous
improvement! You can count on New Pig for exemplary
service and environmental commitment as evidenced by
our ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 certifications.

Percentage of
Recycled Content

Varied Recycled
Content

TAKE YOUR PICK!

Choose from our top-quality PIG-branded Thermo Flask, Lunch Cooler
or Pilsner Glass Set — FREE with any order over £349.

FREE GIFT limited to one per customer. Cannot be redeemed in conjunction with any other
offer. Available while stocks last. Quote PIGALOG22 to redeem.

362209 / CECR46
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SHOP AT NEWPIG.CO.UK!

Register your online account and start
pigging out on the benefits.
• PRICING
• SAMPLES
• DETAILED PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONS
• QUICK ORDERING
• LIVE CHAT
• MANAGE YOUR ACCOUNT ONLINE
• VIEW PREVIOUS ORDERS
• CREATE SHOPPING LISTS

Shop online at newpig.co.uk to take advantage of these
great features! What are you waiting for? Get more with PIG!

SOLUTIONS INSIDE!

SERVING YOU

Absorbents

YOUR WAY
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Spill Kits

78

Our Customer Service Representatives
are eager to take your order, give
you helpful advice and even identify
possible savings when you get in touch.
You can count on their friendly service
before, during and after each sale.

Wipes & Rags

108

Monday - Friday, 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM.

EASY ORDERING

ANY WAY YOU LIKE IT

online and live chat: newpig.co.uk

pigpen@newpig.com
phone: 0800 919 900
fax: 0800 731 50 71
email:

Expert Advice
Unsure about chemical compatibility, compliance or the best way to
handle a leak and spill problem? Our Technical Support Team is here to
give you free, easy-to-understand advice and product recommendations.
You’ll also find a wealth of resources online at newpig.co.uk, including
Safety and Product Data Sheets (SDS & PDS), chem guides, videos and
installation manuals all available to view and download anytime.

Risk-Free Shopping
We stand behind 100% of our PIG-branded products 100% of the time.*
If you’re not happy for any reason, we’ll refund every single penny of
your order, including VAT and any delivery charges ... both ways! We’ll
even schedule collection from your location. It’s our 100% Money-Back
Guarantee - Every PIG-branded product. Every penny. Every time.

Fast Delivery

Grippy AdhesiveBacked Mats

117

Spill Control

132

Stormwater Management &
Weather Defence

149
Leak Diverters

154

Floor Mats & Tapes

168

Liquid & Material Handling

Get same-day dispatch, next-day delivery. We know you want your order
fast. That’s why 95% of orders placed by 4:30 PM are delivered to you
the next working day.
†

Free Samples
Try before you buy.‡ We’re so confident in the quality of our products
that we’re happy to offer free samples on a selection of our Absorbent,
SpillBlocker, DrainBlocker and Wipe ranges so you can put them to the
test and rate them for yourself.

185

Containment

210

PIG Extras

247
*Terms & conditions apply. See page 253, section 9, for details.
†Applies to stocked products only. Postcode & product restrictions apply. See page 252, section 4, for details.
‡Samples subject to availability and available for selected products only.

Terms & Index
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ABSORBENTS

Any liquid, any job, any workplace – soak it up with PIG.

				

TRUST YOUR MESS
TO THE VERY BEST
Choose PIG to help clean-up your leaks,
drips, and spills.
If you work around liquids – leaks, drips, and spills are inevitable. That’s where
PIG Absorbents come in. With over 250 absorbent products to choose from,
including patented and recycled solutions, we’ve got what you need to clean up
any mess you’ve got.
Select from our tried-and-trusted mats, socks & booms, pillows & pans, and loose
absorbent products to tackle leaks, drips, and spills with
confidence – including oils, coolants, solvents, water,
fuels, chemicals, and more.

Nothing tackles liquids quite like PIG Mat!

PIG Mat’s layered construction delivers the perfect
combination of fine-fibre materials, thermal bonding,
and multi-layered design. That all adds up to
absorption, retention, and durability that just can’t be
beat. Join industry professionals worldwide and choose
PIG Absorbent Mat to keep your workplace cleaner,
safer, and better prepared for when spills strike.

Leaks & spills – we have you surrounded

It’s no secret – back in the ‘80s our Original PIG Sock
launched the absorbent industry as we know it today.
Since then, we’ve continued to innovate, bringing you
multiple sock and boom products to help contain leaks
and stop spills from spreading both indoors and out.
Choose socks to surround machine bases or tackle nasty
liquids on water with our range of booms.

Extra absorbency for spill clean-ups

Sometimes spill response calls for added
absorbency – that’s where PIG Pillows
and Pans come in! These high-capacity
absorbents are ideal for adding absorbency during spill response efforts or capturing
steady leaks and drips around spigots, flanges, machinery, and pipes. We even offer
Chemical-Resistant Skimmer Pillows that float to absorb surface oil from tanks
and are tough enough to handle acid baths and phosphate tanks!

Better than clay in every way

Loose Absorbents are highly effective in tackling large and dangerous spills. We
may have left the cat litter where it belongs, but our silica-free loose is lighter, more
absorbent, and cleans up better than clay. An economical addition to your modern
spill response programme - Loose Absorbents offers a cost-effective way of
cleaning up the remnants of a spill from those hard-to-reach cracks and crevices.

INDEX
UNIVERSAL

For oils, coolants, solvents & water.

PIG Universal Mats..............12-23, 30-33
Dispensers.......................................... 24
PIG High-Traffic
Absorbent Mats............................. 25-29
PIG Universal Socks....................... 34-37
PIG Universal Pillows & Pans.......... 38-39
PIG Universal Loose Absorbents..... 40-42

WATER

For water, NOT oil-based liquids.

PIG Water Strips & Pads.......................44
PIG Water Mats...................................44
PIG Water Socks..................................45

OIL-ONLY

For fuels and oil-based liquids, NOT water.

PIG Oil-Only Mats...........................48-57
PIG Oil-Only Socks......................... 58-60
PIG Oil-Only Sump Skimmers................ 61
PIG Oil-Only Booms....................... 62-63
PIG Oil-Only Pillows.......................58, 64
PIG Oil-Only Loose Absorbents.............65
PIG Oil-Only Filters & Drain Inserts. 66-67

HAZMAT

For most acids, caustics & unknown fluids.

PIG HazMat Chemical Mats.............70-74
PIG Encapsulating/Neutralising
Absorbent Mat................................... 75
PIG HazMat Chemical
Socks & Pillows.............................. 75-77
PIG HazMat Loose Absorbents............ 77

PIG Absorbents – the best you can buy
for the worst you’ve got.
“The quality and
engineering that go into
our absorbents are second
to none and we never stop
looking for cleaner, safer,
better ways to work.”
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Universal

UNIVERSAL
ABSORBENTS

Perform everyday maintenance and clean up spills of oils,
coolants, solvents and water.

What is universal?
Also called “MRO” absorbents, they soak up the widest range of liquids for everyday applications, including:
•	Hydraulic oil
•	Vegetable oil
•	Fuel

• Diesel fuel
•	Antifreeze
•	Water-based solvents

•	Propylene glycol
•	Acetone
•	Toluene & Xylene

•	MEK (methyl ethyl ketone)
•	Many other noncorrosive
liquids

THE BEST IN CLASS
DOES IT ALL

INDEX
PIG Universal Mat Pads
& Rolls........................................... 12-23
Lightweight........................................ 13
Mediumweight.................................... 14
Heavyweight.................................. 15-18
Barrel Top........................................... 19
High-Visibility & Thick Liquids Mat....... 20
Pig Blue.............................................. 21
Pig Essentials................................. 22-23
Mat Dispensers............................... 24
PIG High Traffic Mats.............. 25-29
PIG Grippy Absorbent Mat............. 26-27
PIG Elephant Mat................................ 28
PIG Traffic Mat ................................... 29

Tired of trying to remember which absorbent works for which liquid? Count on
Universal! PIG Universal Absorbents absorb the widest range of liquids for everyday
applications, including oils, coolants, solvents and water and much more!

SOME SPILLS NEED
MORE THAN A MAT

PIG Specialty Mats...................30-33
PIG Ham-O Mat.................................. 30
PIG 4 in 1 Mat.................................... 31
PIG Chat Mat ..................................... 32
PIG Fat Mat ....................................... 33
PIG Universal Socks................ 34-37
PIG Essentials Universal
Sock & Boom ................................... 37
PIG Drip Pans & Pillows.........38-39
PIG Universal Loose
Absorbents ................................ 40-42

LOOKING FOR ECONOMICAL
ABSORBENTS FOR EVERYDAY USE?
CHECK OUT OUR PIG ESSENTIALS
PRODUCTS ON PAGES 22 - 23.
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simple steps to get the most out of your
PIG Socks.

1. C lean up all loose absorbents, rags and other debris around the source of the leak.

Hold each sock by its ends and shake to evenly distribute filler. This will create better
surface contact.

2. M
 ake sure your PIG Socks have direct contact with the floor and the liquid being
absorbed. Don’t stack socks on top of each other. When placing end-to-end,
overlap them by 8cm.

3. If it ain’t soaked, don’t ditch it! Let the sock work until it’s saturated. Replace the
sock when you see liquid seeping out from underneath.
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NO CONTEST!
PIG MAT IS LAB-TESTED AND PROVEN, SO YOU
DON’T HAVE TO GUESS WHICH MAT IS BEST.

PIG MAT

THEIR MAT

PIG MAT

LASTS 2X LONGER THAN ORDINARY MATS

THEIR MAT

=

THE STRONGEST MAT ON THE MARKET

HOLDS ITS LIQUID

LEAVES NO FIBRE RESIDUE BEHIND

THE PERFECT BALANCE OF DURABILITY,
ABSORBENCY AND RETENTION
See PIG Universal Mats on pages 12-16

UNIVERSAL MATS
•	Lasts 2x longer

Tougher than ordinary mats for fewer changeouts.

•	Strong layered construction
Won’t rip, tear or shred, even if soaked.

•	Highly absorbent

Fine-fibre construction retains liquids.

•	Exclusive dimple pattern

Quickly wicks liquid for faster, easier clean-up.

•	Easy-tear perforations

Use only what you need, reduce waste.

See pages 13-21
Layers of 100% polypropylene
make PIG Universal Mat the
toughest on the market.

NEED A UNIVERSAL MAT?

LET US HELP YOU CHOOSE THE RIGHT ONE.
1. SELECT FOR POTENTIAL SPILL VOLUME
231,227
Lightweight See page 13

Mediumweight See page 14

Heavyweight See pages 15-18

Designed to handle small leaks,
drips and spills.

An economical choice when you don’t
need maximum absorbency.

Absorb more liquid per pad for
high-volume leaks and large spills.

2. SELECT MAT TYPE AND PACKAGING
Mat Pads

Mat Rolls

Dispenser
Box

Mat pads are ideal for catching
drips and soaking up spills.

Ideal for covering large areas and
soaking up leaks and overspray.

Take, carry and store your mat whilst
protecting it from dirt and moisture.
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Absorbents
Universal

Lightweight Universal Mats — Designed for
small leaks, drips and spills.
•	
L ayers of 100% polypropylene are thermally bonded to make
PIG Mat the strongest mat on the market; it won’t rip, tear or fray
even when saturated
• Lightweight construction is ideal for small tasks and cleanup
•	Absorbs common industrial liquids; oils, water, solvents,
coolants and more
•	
Dark grey colour hides grime so mat stays on the job longer
•	
Flame-resistant material won’t burn immediately like
cellulose mats; melts when exposed to high heat whilst
on the job
• Contains 25% or more recycled content
MAT135

PIG® Lightweight Absorbent Mats
Item #

Size

Units

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MAT204

38cm W x 51cm L

200 pads

83.6L

£98.50

£93.58

MAT135

38cm W x 51cm L

200 pads in disp. box

83.6L

£99.50

£94.53

MAT155

38cm W x 51cm L

100 pads in disp. box

41.8L

£51.50

£48.93

MAT225

76cm W x 91m L

1 roll

152.4L

£157.50

£149.63

MAT137

76cm W x 46m L

1 roll

76.2L

£80.50

£76.48

MAT245

61cm W x 91m L

1 roll

122.6L

£126.00

£119.70

MATE250

50cm W x 46m L

1 roll

50.3L

MAT246
MAT226
MAT141

38cm W x 91m L

2 rolls

152.4L

25cm W x 31m L

2 rolls in disp. box

33.4L

38cm W x 46m L

1 roll in disp. box

37.1L

£55.00
£157.50
£66.50
£52.25

£52.25
£149.63
£63.18
£49.64

MAT204

MORE INFORMATION ON PAGES 10-12
Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900

MAT225
MAT135
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Absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and water

MAT204

Absorbents
Universal
Absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and water

MAT411

Mediumweight Universal Mats — For
everyday tasks and cleanup.
•	
An economical choice when you don’t need maximum absorbency
•	L ayers of 100% polypropylene are thermally bonded to make
PIG Mat the strongest mat on the market; it won’t rip, tear or fray
even when saturated
•	Absorbs common industrial liquids; oils, water, solvents,
coolants and more
•	
Flame-resistant material won’t burn immediately like cellulose
mats; melts when exposed to high heat whilst on the job
• Contains 25% or more recycled content

MAT139
MAT412
PIG® Mediumweight Absorbent Mats
Item #

Size

Units

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MAT412

38cm W x 51cm L

125 pads

82.3L

MAT160
MAT139

38cm W x 51cm L

100 pads

65.1L

38cm W x 51cm L

125 pads in disp. box

82.3L

£98.50
£78.75
£99.50

£93.58
£74.81
£94.53

MAT154

38cm W x 51cm L

100 pads in disp. box

65.1L

£79.75

£75.76

MAT171

38cm W x 51cm L

50 pads in disp. box

32.5L

£41.50

£39.43

MAT411

76cm W x 61m L

1 roll

161L

£157.50

£149.63

MAT153

76cm W x 46m L

1 roll

120.7L

£126.00

£119.70

MAT185

61cm W x 61m L

1 roll

128L

£126.00

£119.70

MAT263

38cm W x 61m L

2 rolls

161L

£157.50

£149.63

MORE INFORMATION ON PAGES 10-12
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Cleaner, Safer, Better • 100% Money-back Guarantee*

MAT139
MAT411

Absorbents
Universal

Heavyweight Universal Mats — For
demanding jobs and large-volume spills.
•	Absorb more liquid per pad for high-volume leaks and
large spills
•	
L ayers of 100% polypropylene are thermally bonded to make
PIG Mat the strongest mat on the market; it won’t rip, tear or fray
even when saturated
•	Absorbs common industrial liquids; oils, water,
solvents, coolants and more
• Contains 25% or more recycled content

MAT170
PIG® Heavyweight Absorbent Mats
Item #

Size

Units

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MAT203

38cm W x 51cm L

100 pads

83.6L

£98.50

£93.58

MAT231

38cm W x 51cm L

50 pads

41.8L

MAT216
MAT240

76cm W x 76cm L

50 pads

126.4L

38cm W x 51cm L

100 pads in disp. box

83.6L

£50.50
£124.25
£99.50

£47.98
£118.04
£94.53

MAT170

38cm W x 51cm L

50 pads in disp. box

41.8L

£51.50

£48.93

MAT251

25cm W x 33cm L

100 pads in disp. box

37.1L

£50.75

£48.21

MAT230

76cm W x 46m L

1 roll

152.4L

£157.50

£149.63

MAT202-01

61cm W x 46m L

1 roll

122.6L

£126.00

£119.70

MATE260

51cm W x 41m L

1 roll

91.3L

£98.25

£93.34

MAT220

38cm W x 46m L

2 rolls

152.4L

£157.50

£149.63

MAT140

38cm W x 23m L

1 roll in disp. box

37.1L

£52.25

£49.64

MAT203

MORE INFORMATION ON PAGES 10-12
Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900

MAT230
MAT240
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Absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and water

MAT240

Absorbents
Universal

OIL-ONLY

UNIVERSAL

2-IN-1
DISPENSER BOX

Absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and water

MAT2240

Absorbent Mat Combo in Dispenser Box — Two of our top
mats are now in one box so you can be ready for any spill.
• W
 ith two types of Mats in one package, you can absorb any
liquid! Choose Universal for oil, coolants, solvents and water, or
Oil-Only for petroleum-based liquids

PIG Oil-Only Mat
• Absorbs and retains oil-based liquids — including lubricants
— without taking in a drop of water

• E xclusive dimple pattern speeds wicking of liquid throughout
mat for faster, easier cleanup

• Bright white colour makes absorbed oil easier to see

• D
 ouble-sided dispenser box makes it easy to take, carry and
store your mat whilst protecting it from dirt and moisture
PIG Universal Mat
• Absorbs common industrial liquids; oils, water, solvents,
coolants and more
• Dark grey colour hides grime so mat stays on the job longer

PIG® Absorbent Mat Combo in Dispenser Box
Item #

Weight

Size

# Pads

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MAT2240

Heavy

38cm W x 51cm L

100

83.6L/box

£95.50

£90.73

41.8L/bag

£52.00

£49.40

MAT2240 Contents • 50 Universal Mat Pads • 50 Oil-Only Mat Pads

MAT2241

Heavy

38cm W x 51cm L

50

MAT2241 Contents • 25 Universal Mat Pads • 25 Oil-Only Mat Pads

• Contains 25% recycled content

Extra-Duty Mat — Clean up with two-sided toughness.
• Two additional spunbond outer layers resist ripping and fraying
from wiping rough surfaces or parts that would shred
conventional mats
• E xclusive dimple pattern speeds wicking of liquid throughout
mat for faster, easier cleanup; highly absorbent, fine-fibre
construction won’t leave behind liquids or fibre residue
• L ow-lint for wiping rough parts or equipment and for cleaning in
paint booth applications; also great for lining benches
• Contains 25% or more recycled content

MAT173
MAT175
PIG® Extra-Duty Absorbent Mat Pads in Dispenser Box
Item #

Weight

Size

# Pads

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MAT173

Heavy

41cm W x 51cm L

100

68.7L/box

£90.25

£85.74

1-2

3+

PIG® Extra-Duty Absorbent Mat Rolls
MAT173
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Cleaner, Safer, Better • 100% Money-back Guarantee*

Item #

Weight

Size

# Rolls

Abs. Up To

MAT175

Heavy

81cm W x 46cm L

1

139.3L/bag

£137.50 £130.63

• Backing prevents absorbed liquids from reaching floors, counters
or other surfaces
• P lace over a spill with poly-back side up to suppress potentially
harmful, flammable or irritating vapours

Absorbents

Poly-Back Absorbent Mat Pads — An extra layer of
protection to prevent liquids from reaching floors.

 eavy-weight construction delivers greater durability and
• H
absorbency for demanding tasks and large-volume clean-ups
 ontains 25% or more recycled content
• C

Universal
MAT283

PIG® Poly-Back Absorbent Mat Roll
Item #

Weight

Size

# Rolls

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MAT283

Heavy

79cm W x 23m L

1

77.7L

£118.25

£112.34

PIG® Poly-Back Absorbent Mat Pads
MAT285

Item #

Weight

Size

# Pads

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MAT285

Heavy

39.5cm W x 51cm L

50

43.2L

£77.75

£73.86

Absorbent Mat Roll in Dispenser Box — Cover long, narrow
ledges to capture condensation and contain drips.
• 1 0cm x 46m rolls are ideal for covering long runs, narrow
areas or placing in troughs; mat absorbs and retains leaks,
condensation, and spills to stop them from spreading into walkways
• 1 00% polypropylene resists the growth of mildew, tearing
and chemicals; reduces dust and holds in liquids, even when
fully saturated
• P erforated every 25cm so you can tear off as much as you need
for the job
• V
 ery effective and highly efficient for absorbing water; watersoaked mats can be air-dried and re-used
• Contains 25% or more recycled content

MAT4150

PIG® Absorbent Mat Roll in Dispenser Box
Item #

Weight

Size

# Rolls

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MAT4150

Heavy

10cm W x 46m L

1

20.4L

£33.00

£31.35

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900

MAT4150
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Absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and water

MAT285

Absorbents
Universal
Absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and water

MAT242

Rip-&-Fit Rolls — Create custom sizes
without cutting!
• E xtra perforations in our Rip-&-Fit Mat allow you to easily
“rip” this PIG Mat and “fit” it to your application — create the
right size mat size and shape for any area without cutting!
• N
 o matter how you rip it, this mat features the proven layered,
100% polypropylene construction of PIG Mat, the strongest
mat on the market
• P erfed every 10cm across width and every 25cm
along length

MAT242

• H
 ighly absorbent, fine-fibre construction won’t leave behind
liquids or fibre residue
• F lame-resistant material won’t burn immediately like
cellulose mats; melts when exposed to high heat
whilst on the job

MAT243

50cm
25cm

10cm

Tear at the
perforations to
create the right
mat size for any
area, any shape!

• D
 ark grey colour hides grime so mat stays on the
job longer
• Dispenser box (MAT242) is easy to carry and store your mat
while protecting it from dirt and moisture
• R ip-&-Fit design means you use less and waste less, helping
with ISO14001 compliance. Mat can be incinerated to further
reduce waste.
• Contains 25% or more recycled content
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Cleaner, Safer, Better • 100% Money-back Guarantee*

PIG® Rip-&-Fit® Absorbent Mat Rolls in Dispenser Box
Item #

Weight

Size

# Rolls

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MAT242

Heavy

38cm W x 18m L

1

29.7L

£51.00

£48.45

PIG® Rip-&-Fit® Absorbent Mat Rolls
Item #

Weight

Size

# Rolls

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MAT243

Heavy

38cm W x 46m L

1

74.3L

£90.25

£85.74

Absorbents

Barrel Top Mat — Keep drum tops clean
with a mat that’s shaped to fit.
• S oak up pump drips without
cluttering up your workspace with
dirty rags
•	
Dispenser box makes it easy to carry
and store your mat while protecting it
from dirt and moisture

Universal

 recut holes for 3⁄4" and 2" bungs
• P
provide a perfect fit on drum tops
PIG Barrel Top Mat
•	Layers of 100% polypropylene make
PIG Mat the strongest mat on the
market; won’t rip, tear or fray even
when saturated
• C
 ontains 25% or more
recycled content

Absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and water

Precut holes
for pump and
fill gauge.

NO
MORE
MESSY DRUM TOPS!

Pig Blue Barrel Top Mat
•	For your biggest pump and dispensing
messes, put our most absorbent
mat to work!
• Contains 90% pre-consumer
recycled cellulose

MAT244

All PIG Barrel Top Mats are
packaged in a wall-mount
dispenser — hang it anywhere!

PUMPS AND OTHER DRUM ACCESSORIES
SOLD ON PAGES 186-209

PIG® Barrel Top Absorbent Mat
Item #

Weight

Use With

# Pads

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MAT244

Light

210L Steel Drum

25

13.2L

£34.75

£33.01

MAT208

Heavy

210L Steel Drum

25

26L

£69.50

£66.03

Pig Blue® Barrel Top Absorbent Mat
Item #

Weight

Use With

# Pads

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

BLU255

Light

210L Steel Drum

25

22.3L

£55.75

£52.96

BLU255

Pig Blue Barrel Top Mat absorbs almost twice as much as
standard mats. (Not for use with acids, caustics or corrosives).
Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900

Patent 8,182,927

CHEMICAL VERSION SOLD ON PAGE 73
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Absorbents

High Visibility Mat — Alert workers to slip hazards
while cleaning up leaks.
•	
High-visibility yellow colour is easier to see in poorly lit areas to
minimise tripping hazards; alerts workers to potential dangers and
work in progress
•	Layers of 100% polypropylene are thermally bonded to make PIG Mat
the strongest mat on the market; won’t rip, tear or
fray even when saturated

Universal

• Highly absorbent, fine-fibre construction won’t leave liquids or
fibre residue behind
Exclusive dimple pattern speeds wicking of liquid throughout mat
•	
for faster, easier cleanup

Absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and water

•	
Perforated pads and rolls are easy to tear to size

MAT604

MAT606
MAT605

PIG® High-Visibility Yellow Mat Pads
Item #

Weight

Size

# Pads

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MAT604

Light

38cm W x 51cm L

200

83.6L

£98.50

£93.58

PIG® High-Visibility Yellow Mat Pads in Dispenser Box
Item #

Weight

Size

# Pads

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MAT605

Heavy

38cm W x 51cm L

100

83.6L

£99.50

£94.53

PIG® High-Visibility Yellow Mat Rolls
MAT630

Item #

Weight

Size

# Rolls

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MAT606
MAT630

Light

76cm W x 91m L

1

152.4L

£157.50

£149.63

Heavy

76cm W x 46m L

1

152.4L

£157.50

£149.63

Thick Liquids Mat — Specially made to
soak up paints, glues, resins and more.
• T hirsty air pockets absorb even the stickiest thick liquids with
only slight pressure
 uickly absorbs thick, high-viscosity liquids that conventional
• Q
absorbents can’t handle
• Can also be used to filter metal chips and other large debris
• Ideal for cleaning up paint spills, glues, resins, liquid
chocolate, syrup and varnish

PIG® Thick Liquids Absorbent Mat Pads
MAT209
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Item #

Size

# Pads

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MAT209

46cm W x 56cm L

50

182L

£174.50

£165.78

Blue Mat — Our most absorbent mat easily
handles high-volume liquids.
• Max

absorbency absorbs more so you use less on big spills and
high-volume leaks; absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and water
 o leak zones! Consistent construction produces a mat that’s free
• N
of light spots to absorb liquid evenly for better wicking and retention
• Stays together, even when picking up or shifting a fully
saturated mat
• C
 ontains 90% recycled fibres; ideal in situations where green
products are desired or required
• F ire retardant for added safety; flame tested in accordance with
ASTM Standard E84-08
• Contains 90% recycled content

BLU102
BLU101

A CLOSER LOOK

Pig Blue® Absorbent Mat Pads in Dispenser Box
Item #

Weight

Size

# Pads

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

BLU100

Light

38cm W x 48cm L

100

91L

£81.00

£76.95

38cm W x 48cm L

50

45.5L

Heavy

38cm W x 48cm L

100

129L

38cm W x 48cm L

50

64.5L

£41.50
£92.00
£48.25

£39.43
£87.40
£45.84

# Rolls

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

£105.21

BLU107
BLU101
BLU106

Pig Blue Absorbent Mat Rolls
®

Item #

Weight

BLU104

Light

Size
76cm W x 46m L

1

155.4L

£110.75

38cm W x 46m L

1

77.7L

£57.25

£54.39

76cm W x 46m L

1

242.5L

£145.75

£138.46

BLU103

38cm W x 46m L

1

122.2L

£76.00

£72.20

BLU108

38cm W x 15m L

1

40.4L

£34.00

£32.30

BLU105
BLU102

Heavy

Patent 8,182,927

PIG BLUE BARREL TOP MAT SOLD ON PAGE 19

Superabsorbent core fuses
natural and synthetic fibres
to enhance
absorbency,
strength
and loft.

Fused layers
create strength
and enhance
absorbency.

Lofty inner
core for
superabsorbency.

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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Absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and water

BLU102

Universal

SOAKERUPPER

Absorbents

SUPER

Absorbents
Universal
Absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and water

MATE709

Essentials Plus Universal Mat Pads — Controls spills and
overspray to help keep floors dry and safe.
• Top layer of low-lint spunbond fabric provides extra strength and
tear resistance
• A layer of meltblown polypropylene creates high surface area that
enables the mat to quickly soak up liquids on contact
• Mat absorbs high volumes of liquid fast; great for catching
overspray or soaking up spills
• Bond points increase speed of absorbency and fuse layers of fibres
together — mat keeps its shape even when completely saturated
• Dispenser box makes it easy to take, carry and store your mat whilst
protecting it from dirt and moisture
• Rolls are ideal for covering large areas and soaking up leaks
and overspray

PIG® Essentials Plus Universal Mat Pads
Item #

Weight

Size

# Pads

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MATE716

Light

40cm W x 50cm L

200

76L

£66.50

£63.18

MATE709

Heavy

40cm W x 50cm L

100

70L

£62.25

£59.14

PIG® Essentials Plus Universal Mat Pads & Rolls
in Dispenser Box
Item #

Weight

Size

# Units

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MATE737

Light

40cm W x 50cm L

200 pads

76L

£68.50

£65.08

MATE735

Heavy

40cm W x 50cm L

100 pads

70L

£64.25

£61.04

50cm W x 40m L

1 roll

70L

£56.25

£53.44

MATE736

PIG Essentials Plus Universal Mat Rolls
®

Item #

Weight

Size

# Rolls

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MATE714

Heavy

100cm W x 40m L

1

140L

£106.00

£100.70

50cm W x 40m L

1

70L

£54.25

£51.54

MATE715

• Pads are ideal for catching drips and soaking up spills

A CLOSER LOOK
Low-lint spunbond top layer is
tear-resistant.
MATE737
MATE715
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High loft meltblown layer
helps to soak up liquid quickly.
Bond points increase the
speed of absorbency and fuse
layers of fibres together.

Absorbents
Universal

Essentials Universal Mat Pads — Offers quick absorption
for effective clean-up of high-volume spills.
• High loft meltblown design increases surface area on spill;
mat starts wicking on contact to save time in critical situations
• Provides quick, efficient clean-up to help protect the
environment from contamination
• Fibres are randomly assembled to create a lofty mat that absorbs
high volumes of liquid fast

PIG® Essentials Universal Mat Pads
Item #

Weight

Size

# Pads

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MATE706

Light

40cm W x 50cm L

200

86L

£61.00

£57.95

MATE703

Heavy

40cm W x 50cm L

100

86L

£56.75

£53.91

PIG® Essentials Universal Mat Pads & Rolls
in Dispenser Box
Item #

Weight

Size

# Units

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

• Pads are ideal for catching drips and soaking up spills

MATE732

Light

40cm W x 50cm L

200 pads

86L

£63.25

£60.09

• Rolls are ideal for covering large areas and soaking up leaks
and overspray

MATE730

Heavy

40cm W x 50cm L

100 pads

86L

£59.00

£56.05

50cm W x 40m L

1 roll

86L

£53.75

£51.06

• Dispenser box makes it easy to take, carry and store your mat whilst
protecting it from dirt and moisture

MATE731

PIG® Essentials Universal Mat Rolls
Item #

Weight

Size

# Rolls

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MATE707

Light

100cm W x 40m L

1

86L

£51.50

£48.93

50cm W x 40m L

1

43L

£27.50

£26.13

Heavy

100cm W x 40m L

1

173L

£97.50

£92.63

50cm W x 40m L

1

86L

£51.50

£48.93

MATE708
MATE704
MATE705

A CLOSER LOOK
MATE730

MATE705

High loft meltblown design
increases surface area to
start wicking on contact.
Randomly assembled fibres
result in a lofty mat with
high absorbency.

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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Absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and water

MATE703

Absorbents
Universal

Wall-mount dispenser fits rolls up to
91cm wide and 51cm in diameter.

Wall-Mount Dispenser — Position your
PIG Mat Roll for easy access.

Mat Roll Dispenser — Free-standing
dispenser works with a variety of
PIG Mat Rolls for easy access.

• D
 rop-in core rod holds mat roll;
three sizes available; easy to
refill and replace

•	
Width adjustable from 41cm to 81cm
• Locks open for hassle-free moving

MAT293

• ”
 Slot and cork” brake
prevents mat from unfurling
as it’s dispensed

•	Tilted design enhances stability when dispensing
Absorbent Accessories

MAT293

GEN182

•	Durable painted steel resists rust and corrosion

PIG® Wall-Mount Mat Roll Dispenser
PIG Adjustable Mat Roll Dispenser
®

Item #

GEN182 • Use with 41cm to 81 cm W PIG® Mat Rolls

1-2

3+

1-2

3+

MAT293 • For rolls up to 91cm W x 51cm Dia.

£89.50

£85.03

£62.75

£59.61

MAT292 • For rolls up to 61cm W x 51cm Dia.

£69.00

£65.55

Item #

DRUM
PUMPS
& OTHER DRUM
ACCESSORIES
Hand-picked for safe,
convenient liquid
handling and transfers.

SHOP ON PAGES 196-203
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HIGH TRAFFIC ABSORBENT MATS
Our roughest, toughest mats are built
for traffic — from feet to forklifts!
Our original PIG Mat offers plenty of oomph! for messy jobs all around
your workplace. That’s why it’s used in more workplaces than any other
brand. But when leaks, drips and spills hit your aisles, walkways and
other high-traffic areas, you need something more.
Our family of High-Traffic Absorbent Mats pump up durability
without losing absorbency — it’s like PIG Mat on steroids! Upgraded
features like spunbond layers, zigzag stitching, heat fusion, needle
punching or adhesive Grippy backing make these mats the toughest you
can buy. They can take a daily barrage of wheels and work boots, and
some are even tough enough for forklifts.

See pages 26-29

NEED A HIGH TRAFFIC
ABSORBENT MAT?

LET US HELP YOU CHOOSE THE RIGHT ONE.
SELECT BASED ON TYPE OF TRAFFIC
Foot Traffic

Light-Wheeled Traffic
(e.g. Pallet Trucks)

Heavy Traffic
(e.g. Forklifts)

PIG Grippy AdhesiveBacked Absorbent Mat

PIG Elephant Mat

PIG Traffic Mat

Spunbond top is zigzag stitched for extra
strength. Great for foot traffic, trolleys and pallet
trucks. Grippy adhesive backing won’t budge.

We took our classic PIG Mat and zigzag-stitched
it for extra durability. This mat can take whatever
your boots dish out.

Our most durable absorbent mat! Keep floors dry,
even in areas with forklift traffic.

See pages 26-27

See page 28

See page 29
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Absorbents

STAYS PUT

NO MATTER WHAT.

Absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and water

Universal

®

MAT32100

Reduce slip and fall claims
by as much as 90%!
Grippy Mat is tested and certified by
the National Floor Safety Institute
(NFSI) as a high-traction surface,
which can reduce slip and fall claims
by as much as 90% when used as
part of a Floor Safety Program.

Mat stays tight and
flat to the floor,
making it safer for
walking and easier
to clean.

Absorbents

MAT3200

Universal

Line your counters for an absorbent surface that won’t shift
or slide.

Grippy Absorbent Mat — Our exclusive, adhesivebacked mat stays put to prevent slips, trips and falls.
• A
 dhesive-backed absorbent mat stays exactly where you put it with
no shifting, bunching up or flipping over to prevent slips, trips
and falls in workstations and around machinery
• P roprietary adhesive sticks to the floor with a super-tight grip, but
peels up easily for quick changeouts; reduces cleanup time to
make your facility more productive

MAT3200

• P IG Grippy Mat will stick to most common commercial floor
surfaces, including: concrete, vinyl tile, ceramic and quarry tile
• T ough, spunbond top layer with heavy-duty zigzag stitching
stands up to foot and light-wheeled traffic as well as heavy
equipment driveovers; replace when mat becomes saturated or
shows signs of wear or damage
MAT32100

• L ayers of fine-fibre polypropylene safely absorb leaks, drips and
overspray of oils, coolants, solvents and water
• Contains up to 25% recycled content

A CLOSER LOOK
Spunbond top layer stands up to

PIG® Grippy® Adhesive-Backed Absorbent Mat Pads
Item #

Weight

Size

# Pads

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MAT3200

Medium

41cm W x 61cm L

10

3.8L

£31.75

£30.16

PIG® Grippy® Adhesive-Backed Absorbent Mat Rolls
Item #

Weight

Size

# Rolls

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MAT32100

Medium

81cm W x 30m L

1

39.7L

£193.50

£183.83

MAT3250

81cm W x 15m L

1

19.9L

£103.00

£97.85

MAT1650

41cm W x 15m L

1

9.8L

£57.75

£54.86

MAT1625

41cm W x 7.6m L

1

5L

£30.75

£29.21

MAT3251

81cm W x 102cm L

1

1.3L

£15.50

£14.73

Please note: New Pig provides the warranties implied by law only in relation to New Pig adhesive-backed mats. The customer must ensure that
these products are suitable for use in their premises and on their flooring. Further details to relevant terms and conditions can be found on
page 253.

traffic; dark colour hides grime.
Zigzag stitching adds strength.
Layers of fine-fibre
polypropylene absorb oils,
coolants, solvents and water.
Poly backing stops liquid from
passing through to floors.

Fully coated adhesive backing
holds tight but leaves no residue.

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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Absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and water

MAT3250

Absorbents
Universal
Absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and water

Zigzag stitching lets
you walk all over it.

MAT234

Elephant Mat — Our zigzag-stitched mat offers
absorbency plus walk-on durability.
• Mat has greater wear resistance so you replace it less often
 ighly absorbent layered PIG Mat is zigzag stitched to offer
• H
excellent walk-on durability
• D
 esigned specifically for heavy foot traffic or moderate to light
wheel traffic; put the zigzag side up to extend product life
• E xclusive dimple pattern speeds wicking of liquid throughout mat
for faster, easier cleanup; highly absorbent, fine-fibre
construction won’t leave liquids or fibre residue behind
• Dark grey colour hides grime so mat stays on the job longer

PIG® Elephant Absorbent Mat Pads
Item #

Weight

Size

# Pads

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MAT286

Medium

42cm W x 51cm L

100

49.2L

£98.50

£93.58

PIG® Elephant Absorbent Mat Rolls
Item #

Weight

Size

# Rolls

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MAT234

Medium

84cm W x 46m L

1

87L

£177.75

£168.86

84cm W x 23m L

1

45.4L

£91.50

£86.93

MAT256

PIG® Elephant Poly-Back Absorbent Mat Roll
Item #

Weight

Size

# Rolls

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MAT270

Medium

79cm W x 30m L

1

56.7L

£152.00

£144.40

• Flame-resistant material won’t burn immediately
like untreated cellulose mats; melts when exposed
to high heat while on the job
• Contains 25% or more recycled content

A CLOSER LOOK
Zigzag stitching
adds strength.
Layers of meltblown
polypropylene.

MAT270

Impermeable backing on PIG Poly-Back Elephant Mat prevents oil
from getting through to the floor.
28
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Absorbents
Universal

Traffic Mat — Keep floors dry, even in forklift
areas, with our most durable absorbent mat.
• 1 00% polypropylene material is heat fused and needle punched for
incredible durability for walk-on and wheeled traffic
 ur most durable mat won’t rip, shred or fray, even under
• O
heavy forklift traffic
• Dark grey colour hides grime so mat stays on the job longer
• Ideal for walkways and large areas to soak up leaks and overspray
• Poly backing (MAT223) prevents absorbed liquids from
reaching floors

PIG® Traffic Mat® Absorbent Mat
Item #

Weight

Size

# Rolls

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MAT218

Medium

91cm W x 91m L

1

148L

£235.00

£223.25

91cm W x 46m L

1

74L

£119.00

£113.05

MAT280

PIG Traffic Mat Poly-Back Absorbent Mat
®

®

Item #

Weight

Size

# Rolls

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MAT223

Medium

91cm W x 30m L

1

49L

£149.50

£142.03

WANT TRAFFIC MAT WITH AN ADHESIVE BACK?
SEE PIG GRIPPY FLOOR MAT ON PAGES 121-125, 172-175

A CLOSER LOOK
Barbed needles interlock
polypropylene fibres for
more durability.
Surface is heat fused for
superior durability.

MAT223

Poly backing on MAT223 prevents absorbed liquids from reaching
floors or counters.

Poly backing (MAT223) to
keep liquid from passing
through to floors.

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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Absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and water

MAT218

Absorbents

Now you see it…

Absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and water

Universal

...now you don’t!

Oily leaks, drips and spills disappear as
they’re absorbed.

MAT116

Ham-O Mat — Keep it down until it’s soaked.
The grime-hiding top always looks clean!
•	Exclusive “hamouflage” top layer saves on product and disposal
costs; absorbed grime is invisible, so you’ll leave mat in place
longer and save money
•	
Fast-wicking dimple pattern transfers liquids from the top
layer into the absorbent inner layers; spills disappear in seconds
•	Tough, scuff-resistant, spunbond top layer stands up to heavy
foot traffic; won’t rip, tear, fray or create a trip hazard, even
when saturated
•	
Easy-tear perforations let you take only what you need so you
use less mat and save money
• Flame-resistant material won’t burn immediately like untreated
cellulose mats; melts when exposed to high heat
•	Helps you meet ISO 14001 guidelines
• Contains 25% or more recycled content
Available in two
grime-hiding colours!

PIG® Green Ham-O® Absorbent Mat Pads & Rolls
Item #

Weight

Size

Unit

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MAT268

Heavy

41cm W x 51cm L

100 pads

98.8L

£108.25

£102.84

MAT269

81cm W x 46m L

1 roll

179.5L

£173.25

£164.59

MAT267

41cm W x 46m L

1 roll

89.7L

£100.50

£95.48

PIG® Grey Ham-O® Absorbent Mat Pads & Rolls
Item #

Weight

Size

Unit

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MAT117

Heavy

41cm W x 51cm L

100 pads

98.9L

£108.25

£102.84

MATE118

81cm W x 116cm L

25 pads

113.2L

£124.50

£118.28

MAT116

81cm W x 46m L

1 roll

179.5L

£173.25

£164.59

A CLOSER LOOK
Tough spunbond top
layer stands up to heavy
foot traffic.

MAT269
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Layers of
polypropylene
provide absorbency
and wear resistance.

IT’S A ROLL!

IT’S A WIPE!

4

IT’S A SOCK!

Absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and water

2

Universal

3

IT’S A PAD!

Absorbents

1

4 in 1 Mat — Stock one absorbent for a variety of
leaks, drips and spills.
•	Exclusive 4 in 1 Mat is a pad, roll, sock and wipe all in one
•	Use as a pad to catch drips and soak up spills; roll out to cover
large areas; fold along score lines to make a thick, absorbent sock;
tear off a piece to use as a low-lint wipe
• B uilds on the proven layered, 100% polypropylene construction of
PIG Mat, the strongest mat on the market
•	
Scuff-resistant, spunbond outer layer resists wear and tear,
even under heavy foot traffic or abrasive conditions
Exclusive dimple pattern speeds wicking of liquid throughout
•	
mat for faster, easier cleanup; highly absorbent, fine-fibre
construction won’t leave liquids or fibre residue behind

PIG® 4 in 1® Absorbent Mat Roll
Item #

Weight

Size

# Rolls

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MAT235

Medium

41cm W x 46m L

1

66L

£116.00

£110.20

PIG® 4 in 1® Absorbent Mat Roll in Dispenser Box
Item #

Weight

Size

# Rolls

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MAT284

Medium

41cm W x 24m L

1

34.8L

£63.75

£60.56

Patent 5,888,604; 5,597,418

• F lame-resistant material won’t burn immediately like untreated
cellulose mats; melts when exposed to high heat while on the job

A CLOSER LOOK

• R olls are perforated every 25.5cm; easy to tear to size, use only
what you need
•	Contains 25% or more recycled content

Scruff-resistant spunbond
top layer stands up to
wear and tear.

MAT235

MAT284

Layers of
polypropylene
provide absorbency
and wear resistance.

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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Chat Mat — Keep floors dry and deliver a safety message.
• C
 learly visible messages are repeated down the length of the roll
to help create a safer environment for workers
• Durable top layer prevents wear, even under heavy foot traffic
• U
 nder the Chat Mat top layer is proven layered PIG Mat, the
strongest mat on the market
• Easy-tear perforations let you take only what you need

Absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and water

Universal

• H
 igh-visibility yellow colour is easier to see in poorly lit areas to
minimise tripping hazards; alerts workers to potential dangers and
works in progress

MAT607

SPECIFY LEGEND
DON’T LET A DRIP
TURN INTO A SLIP

CAUTION

CLEAN UP

Watch Your Step

TM

CAUTION

PIG® Chat Mat® Yellow Absorbent Mat Roll
Watch Your Step

(Specify Legend)
Item #

Weight

Size

# Rolls

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MAT607

Medium

61cm W x 23m L

1

51.1L

£77.75

£73.86

MAT607

THE PATH TO FLOOR SAFETY

STARTS WITH PIG
For safer industrial floors, choose
PIG Adhesive-Backed Grippy Floor
Mat with Safety Borders — the ONLY
mat on the market with an adhesive
backing, hi-vis edging and a hightraction top.

SEE PAGE 174 OR OUR SPECIAL
GRIPPY ADHESIVE-BACKED MAT
FEATURE ON PAGES 117-130.
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Absorbents
Universal
Absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and water
MAT2102

Fat Mat — Double-thick to absorb more plus
a durable top layer for long life.
•	
Extremeweight Fat Mat construction is ideal for jobs that require
long life and high capacity
• T wice as many layers as original PIG Mat; 100% polypropylene is
thermally bonded to form one super-absorbent mat capable of
drinking up huge volumes of liquid
•	Tough, spunbond top layer stands up to heavy foot traffic;
won’t rip, tear, fray or create a trip hazard, even when saturated

PIG® Fat Mat® Absorbent Mat Roll
Item #

Weight

Size

# Rolls

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MAT2102

Extreme

81cm W x 23m L

1

151.6L

£172.50

£163.88

PIG® Fat Mat® Absorbent Mat Pads in Dispenser Box
Item #

Weight

Size

# Pads

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MAT2101

Extreme

41cm W x 51cm L

50

83.3L

£108.25

£102.84

• F ast-wicking action transfers liquids into the absorbent inner
layers to keep moisture away from surface
• E asy-tear perforations let you take only what you need, so you
use less mat and save money

A CLOSER LOOK

• Contains 25% or more recycled content

Spunbond polypropylene top
layer adds walk-on
durability.
Twice as many layers of
meltblown polypropylene
as original PIG Mat for
extreme absorbency.
MAT2101

MAT2102

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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Absorbents
Universal
Absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and water

404

Original Sock — Control your everyday leaks
with our most shape-hugging socks.
• F ormable socks hug corners and surround machine bases
to absorb leaks, contain puddles and keep workers safe
• C
 orncob filler pulls liquids from the floor for maximum
absorbency; cleanup is quick and easy
• P olypropylene skin resists tearing; reduces
dust and holds in liquid, even when saturated

404

• Contains 99% pre-consumer recycled cellulose filler

99% Recycled
Cellulose Filler
PIG® Original Absorbent Sock
Item #

Size

# Socks

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

PIG209

8cm Dia. x 2.4m L

16

52L

£86.00

£81.70

404

8cm Dia. x 107cm L

40

76L

£79.50

£75.53

204

8cm Dia. x 107cm L

20

38L

£43.50

£41.33

PIG237

8cm Dia. x 107cm L

12

22.7L

£28.25

£26.84

PIG218

8cm Dia. x 61cm L

16

29.8L

£54.25

£51.54

PIG205

5cm Dia. x 107cm L

60

56.8L

£88.75

£84.31

PIG® Clip-&-Fit® Absorbent Sock

PIG Clip-&-Fit Socks (PIG220 and PIG219) let you create
custom-sized socks using included ties! Use what you need
and reduce waste.
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Item #

Size

# Socks

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

PIG220

8cm Dia. x 37m L

1

57L

£87.00

£82.65

PIG219

5cm Dia. x 37m L

1

30L

£78.50

£74.58

NEED TO CHAT ABOUT A SOCK?

CALL OUR TECH TEAM AT 0800 900 919

Absorbents
Universal
Absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and water
4048

Blue Sock — Our heaviest sock forms a
barrier to keep spills from spreading.
• T he heaviest sock we make features extra-dense construction to
hug floors and stay in place while containing spills; ideal for diking
and damming liquids

PIG202

• F ine-grade vermiculite filler quickly absorbs leaks, drips and
spills; great for spill response or absorbing machine leaks 
• S titch-bonded, polypropylene skin resists bursting; reduces
dust and holds in liquid, even when saturated 
• Can be air-dried for reuse when soaked with water 

4048

Vermiculite Filler

PIG® Blue Absorbent Sock

4048

Ideal for surrounding leaking machines, too!

Item #

Size

# Socks

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

PIG217

13cm Dia. x 3m L

4

120L

£110.75

£105.21

PIG203

8cm Dia. x 6m L

4

56L

£57.00

£54.15

PIG202

8cm Dia. x 3m L

8

56L

£57.00

£54.15

4048

8cm Dia. x 122cm L

40

112L

£103.00

£97.85

2048

8cm Dia. x 122cm L

20

56L

£56.75

£53.91

PIG238

8cm Dia. x 122cm L

12

34L

£36.75

£34.91

PIG201

8cm Dia. x 61cm L

55

78.1L

£84.25

£80.04

MA1097

3.8cm Dia. x 74cm L

50

34.1L

£103.00

£97.85

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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Absorbents
Universal
Absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and water

PIG210

Super Absorbent Sock — Handle your highvolume leaks with our most absorbent sock.
• E xtra-thirsty, formable socks hug corners and walls, surround
higher-volume machine leaks and contain spills to keep workers safe 
• C
 ellulose filler is highly absorbent for big leaks and spills;
super absorbency means that you replace them less often
• S titch-bonded, polypropylene skin resists bursting; reduces
dust and holds in liquid, even when saturated
• 8 5% recycled cellulose filler is ideal when green products
are desired

85% Recycled
Cellulose Filler

PIG210

• A
 bsorbs and retains oils, coolants, solvents and water; not
recommended for acids, caustics or other corrosive liquids
• Wringable for reclaiming up to 65% of absorbed liquid
•	Contains a mixture of 85% pre- and post-consumer recycled
cellulose filler — ideal when green products are desired
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PIG® Super Absorbent Sock
Item #

Size

# Socks

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

PIG214

8.25cm Dia. x 213cm L

12

91.2L

£86.00

£81.70

PIG210

8.25cm Dia. x 107cm L

24

91.2L

£69.95

£66.45

PIG211

8.25cm Dia. x 53cm L

48

91.2L

£95.25

£90.49

• F lexible socks stop leaks, spills and condensation from
spreading into walkways; ideal for placement under freezers and
coolers, surrounding equipment and stopping the spread of spills

Absorbents

PIG Mildew-Resistant Absorbent Sock — Clean up the mess,
hang it out to dry and redeploy for more!

• 1 00% polypropylene skin and filler resist the growth of mildew
unlike cellulose absorbent socks
 ery effective and highly efficient for absorbing water. Air dry and
• V
reuse up to 1-3 times; squeeze water from sock and let sock air
dry before reuse

Universal

• Absorbs and retains water-based liquids only
• Contained absorbent makes cleanup quick and easy

Polypropylene
Filler

PIG® Mildew-Resistant Absorbent Sock
Specify Colour:

PIG105

Blue

Yellow

Item #

Size

# Socks

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

PIG105

8cm Dia. x 122cm L

12

45.4L

£36.50

£34.68

Essentials Universal Socks and Booms — Ideal for wrapping
around leaky machines and for spill response.
• Easy and convenient to put into place; contain spills to keep fluids
from spreading into larger areas and becoming slippery hazards
• Flexible to conform around machine bases and offer a snug fit
with no seepage
• Booms include durable, easy-to-use connectors that provide a
simple and efficient way to link Booms together and create a
containment system big enough to handle almost any size spill

BOME700

PIG® Essentials Universal Socks
Item #

Size

Unit

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

PIGE700

8cm Dia. x 120cm L

20

72L

£44.50

£42.28

PIG® Essentials Universal Boom
PIGE700

Item #

Size

Unit

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

BOME700

13cm Dia. x 3m L

4

88.2L

£81.75

£77.66

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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PIG105

Absorbents

Drip Pan — Low-profile pan traps leaks from drum taps, spigots
and flanges.
• L ow-profile drip pan fits underneath drum taps and other tight
spaces; wide base won’t tip over like unsturdy buckets
• S oft polypropylene cover catches drips without splashing
and prevents polypropylene filler from spilling out
• Highly absorbent polypropylene filler soaks up liquid on contact
• Ideal for use under leaking drum taps, spigots and flanges to
absorb nuisance drips; keeps your floors clean and safe

Universal

• Contains 98% pre-consumer recycled polypropylene filler

Absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and water

PIG Pans are packed
with highly absorbent,
recycled loose filler
that holds up to 2.8L
of liquid!

2410PP

98% Pre-Consumer Recycled
Polypropylene Filler
PIG® Absorbent Drip Pan
2410PP-01

Item #

Size

# Pans

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

2410PP

27cm W x 27cm L x 8cm H

24

67.2L

£139.00

£132.05

2410PP-01

27cm W x 27cm L x 8cm H

12

33.6L

£78.00

£74.10

Essentials Universal Pillow — Absorb high-volume leaks and
spills of oils, coolants, solvents or water.
• P illows are easy to place in hard-to-reach areas — use under
machines and leaky hydraulic hoses or wedge in corners cramped
for space
• P ulls liquids from the floor like a sock, catches leaks like a pan,
absorbs spills like a pad; versatile product that works for many
different jobs
• Ideal for spill response; pillow’s large surface area speeds the
absorption process and shortens the overall response time

PILE705

PIG® Essentials Universal Pillows
PILE706
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Item #

Size

# Pillows

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

PILE706

46cm W x 46cm L

10

45L

£66.00

£62.70

PILE705

30cm W x 30cm L

24

36L

£61.00

£57.95

Absorbents
Universal

Absorbent Pillow — Highly absorbent pillows have
the capacity for large spills and steady drips.
• P illow has large surface area, high capacity and fast-wicking
filler to quickly soak up liquids
 olypropylene skin resists tearing; reduces dust and holds in
• P
liquid, even when saturated
• C
 ellulose filler is highly absorbent for long-term use or big
spill cleanup

PIL201
PIL204

• C
 ompact design is great for catching persistent drips and leaks in
small spaces or adding absorbency for spill response
 ontains a mixture of 85% pre- and post-consumer recycled
• C
cellulose filler

PIG® Absorbent Pillow
Item #

Size

# Pillows

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

PIL201

43cm W x 53cm L x 5cm H

16

121L

£88.00

£83.60

PIL204

25cm W x 25cm L x 5cm H

40

76L

£87.25

£82.89

Super Absorbent Pillow — Reclaim
absorbed liquids from our tough,
wringable pillow.
• E xtra-tough, stitch-bonded polypropylene skin resists bursting;
for use with a wringer or other demanding applications
• P illow has large surface area, high capacity and fast-wicking filler
to quickly soak up liquids
• C
 ompact design is great for catching persistent drips and leaks in
small spaces or adding absorbency for spill response
• C
 ontains a mixture of 85% pre- and post-consumer recycled
cellulose filler

PIG® Super Absorbent Pillow
Item #

Size

# Pillows

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

PIL205

20cm W x 51cm L x 4cm H

14

53L

£63.50

£60.33

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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PIL201

Absorbents

Crysta-lite Absorbent Granules — Economical
loose absorbent.
•	Can be used as an absorbent media in enclosed containers;
non-combustible
•	Remains granular, even when saturated; stands up to heavy traffic
without releasing liquids
•	Particle size of 3.0mm to 6.0mm
•	Countless tiny air bubbles within granules create ultra light weight

Universal

•	High surface area and excellent absorption
•	Chemically inert and non-toxic
mineral product; ideal for oil,
water, hazardous chemicals, nuclear
waste and more

Absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and water

• Non-toxic mineral product is
safe to handle and use
without any risk

P45-1
P45-1
PIG® Crysta-lite Absorbent Granules
Item #

P45-1 • 1 - 3.5kg Bag • Absorbs up to 18L/bag

1-15

16-34

35+

£11.75

£10.58

£9.99

P45-PLT • 70 - 3.5kg Bags • Abs. up to 1,260L/pallet

£659.00

NOTE: Packaged by volume; seasonal variance can affect packaged weight.

FIRE-DRI — Organic, renewable and fireproof.
• 	Vegetable absorbent dried at high temperatures and processed to
develop a fireproof behaviour
• 	Absorbs liquid spills, leaving clean, dry and safe surfaces, free from
oily sheen
•	Fire-retardant material is capable of absorbing more than 3kg of
oil per 1kg of product — perfect for use in locations such as petrol
stations, garages, airports and railway stations
•	Natural, renewable resource absorbent
has a low environmental impact
since it can be eliminated
by incineration
•	Non-abrasive, light-weight
material is ideal solution for logistics
& haulage companies, service &
cleaning companies, armed forces and
emergency services

PLPE270

PIG® FIRE-DRI
Item #

PLPE270 • 1 - 6kg Bag • Absorbs up to 15L/bag
NOTE: Packaged by volume; seasonal variance can affect packaged weight.
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1-15

16-69

70+

£8.75

£7.88

£7.44

Absorbents

GRIP-DRI — Quick-acting, non-flammable and
chemically inert absorbent.
•	Fast-acting universal absorbent is chemically inert, making it
compatible with almost any liquid; soaks up oils, coolants,
solvents, water, acids and caustics
• Remains granular even when saturated to provide excellent
retention; stands up to heavy traffic without releasing liquids
•	Fire-retardant product is ideal for use with low flash point
solvents and other flammables

Universal

•	Micro-granular formulation
absorbs 25% more than
regular moler absorbents
• 	Low-dust and easy to sweep
away; won’t leave behind an
oily sheen or residue

PIG® GRIP-DRI
Item #

PLPE260 • 1 - 15kg Bag • Absorbs up to 19.8L/bag

1-15

16-69

70+

£11.75

£10.58

£9.99

Essentials Cellulose Fibre Loose Absorbent —
Over 3Xs more absorbent than typical clay
• Three times more absorbent means you’ll use less material on the
spill, reducing your labour and disposal costs
•	European-sourced, post-consumer recycled cellulose is carefully
blended, processed into pellets, and then crushed to create the
optimum bulk density for absorbent performance
• N
 onabrasive composition won’t harm finished floors or
damage expensive machinery
• Lightweight absorbent is
easier than clay to carry and use
without injury
• L ightweight 8kg bag is easy
to handle
• Environmentally
conscious

recycled material reduces the
amount of waste entering landfills
• C
 ontains 100% post-consumer
recycled cellulose waste
NOTE: PLPE240 is a replacement
for PLP201.

PLPE240

PIG® Essentials Cellulose Fibre Loose Absorbent
Item #

PLPE240 • 1 - 8kg Bag • Absorbs up to 24L/bag

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900

1-15

16-84

85+

£15.25

£13.73

£12.96
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PLPE260

Absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and water

Universal

Absorbents

GEN305

PLP213-1
GEN305

Dri Loose Absorbent — Heavy
absorbent granules won’t blow around.

TLS290

• U
 nlike clay, fast-wicking cellulose-based kaolin granules begin to
soak up liquid the moment they touch the spill

Nonsparking Tools — These tools make it
safer to clean up flammable or volatile
spill waste.

• S ilica-free composition does not pose the health hazards
associated with breathing in clay dust

• M
 ade of durable, corrosion-resistant polypropylene for excellent
chemical resistance

• C
 ontains 100% post-consumer recycled cellulose waste (a
by-product of the papermaking process); ideal when green
products are desired or required

• Hardwood-core handle resists hundreds of pounds of pressure
• Shovel is in two pieces for easy storage
• Ideal for use with flammable or volatile chemicals

PIG® Dri Loose Absorbent
Item #

PLP213-1 • 1 - 18.1kg Bag • Absorbs up to 18.9L/bag
Item #

PLP219 • 4 - 2.27kg Containers • Abs. up to 9.5L/box

1-15

16-49

50+

£16.50

£14.85

£14.03

1-2

3+

£47.50

£45.13

Nonsparking Tools
1-2

3+

GEN305 • Shovel • 35.5cm W x 103cm L x 46cm H

£65.25

£61.99

TLS290 • Scoop • 15cm W x 23cm L x 9cm H

£6.50

£6.18

Item #

WIPE IT DOWN!
From sanitising hands and disinfecting surfaces to rough
scrubbing and fine dusting — we’ve got a wipe for that.

SHOP FULL RANGE ON PAGES 109-116.
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WATER
ABSORBENTS

INDEX
PIG Water Absorbent Mats......... 44
PIG Absorb-&-Lock
Water Absorbents.......................... 44
Strips & Pads...................................... 44
PIG Water Absorbent Socks....... 45

IT’S ONLY WATER, UNTIL
YOU’RE DROWNING IN
PROBLEMS.

WEATHER-RELATED
Keeps floors dry and safe with our range
of water absorbents – perfect for
condensation and wet weather clean-ups.

PIG Water Absorbents can help you manage
weather-related issues such as a leaky roof, wet
entrance or rising water at the loading dock.

Stop water in its tracks before it leads to costly damages or injuries with our highly
absorbent mat pads, socks and superabsorbent water spill pads and strips.
Designed specifically for water clean-up during wet weather, system failures and
breakdowns, overflows, spills, roof leaks and more, our Water Absorbent Mats
absorb a ton of water on contact so there are no pools or puddles to slip on.
PIG Water-Absorbing Socks also soak up large volumes of water on contact to stop
water leaks, drips, spills and condensation before they turn into a floor safety nightmare.
Absorb-&-Lock Absorbent Strips & Pads swell up and lock in high volumes of
water on contact so it can’t escape. They are perfect for around the base of equipment,
appliances and machinery, underneath pipes, or in window wells and doorways.
They’re low-profile even when saturated, so they stay out of the way as they work
– catching and locking in water leaks, drips and condensation – so they’re never a trip
hazard like buckets or pans.

MORE SOLUTIONS INSIDE THIS PIGALOG:
SEE FLOOD BAGS & BARRIERS ON PAGE 163
AND LEAK DIVERTERS ON PAGES 254–263.

OPERATIONAL
Our specialised product line can also help you
respond to operational problems, such as leaky pipes,
toilet overflows or equipment condensation.
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Absorbents

Water Absorbent Mat — The ONE mat to stock for water cleanup
caused by wet weather, washdowns, ceiling leaks and more.
• D
 esigned and engineered to pull in large volumes of water on
contact; superfast wicking helps you quickly eliminate puddles to
prevent damage and falls
• W
 ring and re-use during a single water clean-up for quicker, more
economical spill response

• Easy-tear perforations let you take only what you need

Wring water from mats and
redeploy to absorb more
during a single water spill!

Absorbs water but not oil-based liquids

Water

• T ough, spunbond top layer holds mat together when it’s fully
saturated, so it won’t rip or fall apart when you pick it up
• Cleaner method than dirty mops, rags and towels
• Contains 60% pre-consumer recycled cellulose

WTR006

WTR008

PIG® Water Absorbent Mats

WTR006

Item #

Size

Units

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

WTR006

38cm W x 48.cm L

50 pads/box

41.6 L/box

£73.25

£69.59

76cm W x 46m L
1 roll
159 L/roll
WTR008
£211.00 £200.45
Aggressive Liquids Notice: Not recommended for acids, caustics or other aggressive liquids.
Patent 8,182,927

Absorb-&-Lock Water Strips & Pads — These low-profile
absorbents swell up to pull in high volumes of water.
•	
Absorbed water is “locked” inside; won’t leach or run out
when you pick up or dispose, even when fully saturated
• Ideal

for overflows and leaks at the base of equipment,
machinery and appliances such as refrigeration units
• S uper Absorbent Polymer (SAP) filler swells on contact and
expands to pull in large volumes of water quickly
•	Expanded absorbents create a barrier to help prevent leaks and
drips from escaping and spreading into walkways
•	Strips and pads (before water contact) are low-profile to fit tight
spaces; unobtrusive design won’t create trip hazards
•	All items feature “Caution” symbol for added safety; choose long,
narrow Strips (WTR001) or traditional Pads (WTR004)

WTR001

WTR004

Strips

Pads

WTR001
PIG® Absorb-&-Lock™ Water Absorbent Strips
Item #

Size

Units

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

WTR001

13cm W x 152cm L

10/pkg.

50L/pkg.

£31.50

£29.93

PIG® Absorb-&-Lock™ Water Absorbent Pads

Strips and pads swell on contact with water to keep absorbing more.
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Item #

Size

Units

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

WTR004

35.5cm W x 35.5cm L

10/pkg.

40.1L/pkg.

£26.00

£24.70

Absorbents
Water

Overlap socks to keep leaks contained and stop them
from spreading.

Absorbs water but not oil-based liquids
WTR018

Super Water-Absorbing Sock — Delivers the best
retention of absorbed water-based leaks and spills.
• Super Absorbent Polymer (SAP) filler and spunbond skin pulls in
large volumes of liquid on contact
• Fast-wicking

sock confines and contains pools and puddles to
prevent property damage and personal injuries
• L ocks liquid inside, without leakage, for faster, more economical
liquid clean-up
• 	 Ideal for use with water-based, noncorrosive liquids
WTR020

• 	Soaks up water from windows, cracked foundations and
seepage under doors
• 	 Great for surrounding machines during system breakdown;
use around pipes, broken hoses, leaking hot water tanks or
malfunctioning equipment
• 	 Soaks up excess washdown water in food service and food
processing areas

Super Absorbent
Polymer Filler

PIG® Super Water-Absorbing Sock
Item #

Size

Unit

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

WTR018

8cm Dia. x 122cm L

40

265L/box

£100.75

£95.71

WTR020

8cm Dia. x 122cm L

20

132.5L/box

£52.00

£49.40

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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OIL-ONLY
ABSORBENTS

Soak up oily leaks and spills without
wasting absorbency on water.

What is Oil-Only?
Oil-only absorbents are naturally water-repellent. They should be your first choice for any application —
indoors or out — where you need to soak up oil but don’t want to waste absorbency on water.
Use for any oil- or hydrocarbon-based liquids including:
• Motor oil
• Hydraulic oil

•	Petrol
• Diesel fuel

• Kerosene
•	Vehicle fluids

•	Vegetable oil
• Oil-based solvents

WATER REPELLENT.
OIL OBSESSED.

INDEX
PIG Oil-Only Mat
Pads & Rolls................................48-57
Lightweight........................................ 49
Mediumweight.................................... 50
Heavyweight.................................. 51-52
PIG Specialty Mats...................53-55
PIG Fat Mat........................................ 53
PIG 4 in 1 Mat.................................... 54
PIG Stat-Mat....................................... 55
PIG Essentials Mat Pads
& Rolls...........................................56-57
PIG Oil-Only Socks...................58-59
PIG Essentials Oil-Only
Socks.................................................. 60

3

applications where PIG Oil-Only
Absorbents are most effective:

PIG Oil-Only Sump
Skimmers & Socks ................. 60, 61
PIG Oil-Only Booms.................62-63

1. O
 n water — Our oil-only socks, booms, mats and pillows float on the surface

PIG Essentials Oil-Only
Booms ................................................ 62

2. In the rain — Raindrops bounce right off our oil-only products for easy,

PIG Oil-Only Skimmer
Pillows................................................ 64

3. Just oil — Indoors or out, if you know you’re only cleaning up oil-based liquids,

PIG Essentials Oil-Only
Pillows ............................................... 64

so you can control even the largest waterborne oil spills. They won’t sink, even if
they’re soaked!

effective outdoor clean-ups. Don’t waste absorbency on a puddle of water when
you can just skim the oil off the top.

PIG Oil-Only Absorbents can maximise efficiency and save you money.

LOOKING FOR ECONOMICAL ABSORBENTS FOR
EVERYDAY USE? CHECK OUT OUR PIG ESSENTIALS
PRODUCTS ON PAGES 56-57, 60, 62 & 64.

PIG Oil-Only Loose......................... 65
Oil Filtration ..............................66-67

EXPERT ADVICE
Frequently asked questions:
Q: Can I use oil-only mats to filter oil out of water?
A: No. Oil-only mats will remove free-floating oil-based liquids from the surface of water or in the rain, but they won’t filter oil out of water or
demulsify an oil/water solution. For oil filtration products, see page 66-67.
Q: Are the mats safe to use around aviation fuel and other flammable liquids?
A: PIG Stat-Mat Pads and Rolls (see page 55) are specially treated to reduce the risk of electrostatic discharge when working with flammables
and consistently dissipate static per the ANSI and MIL spec standards for static decay and surface resistivity, making them perfect for
fuelling areas and solvent clean-up.
Q: What is the difference between socks and booms?
A: Use a sock for small oil-based spills or maintenance applications to control leaks and drips without absorbing water. Use a boom to
surround, absorb and control large-volume oil-based spills on land or water.
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OIL-ONLY MATS
•	Lasts 2x longer

Tougher than ordinary mats for fewer changeouts.

•	Strong layered construction
Won’t rip, tear or shred, even if soaked.

•	Highly absorbent

Fine-fibre construction retains liquids.

•	Exclusive dimple pattern

Quickly wicks liquid for faster, easier clean-up.

•	Easy-tear perforations

Use only what you need, reduce waste.

See pages 49-52
Layers of 100% polypropylene
make PIG Oil-Only Mat the
toughest on the market.

NEED AN OIL-ONLY MAT?

LET US HELP YOU CHOOSE THE RIGHT ONE.
1. SELECT FOR POTENTIAL SPILL VOLUME

Lightweight See page 49

Mediumweight See page 50

Heavyweight See pages 51-52

Designed to handle small leaks,
drips and spills.

An economical choice when you don’t
need maximum absorbency.

Absorb more liquid per pad for
high-volume leaks and large spills.

2. SELECT MAT TYPE AND PACKAGING
Mat Pads

Mat Rolls

Dispenser
Box

Mat pads are ideal for catching
drips and soaking up spills.

Ideal for covering large areas and
soaking up leaks and overspray.

Take, carry and store your mat whilst
protecting it from dirt and moisture.
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Oil-Only

Lightweight Oil-Only Mats — Suited for small
leaks, drips and spills.
•	Layers of 100% polypropylene are thermally bonded to make
PIG Mat the strongest mat on the market; it won’t rip, tear or fray
even when saturated
• Lightweight construction is ideal for small tasks and clean-ups
•	
Absorbs and retains oils and oil-based liquids — including
lubricants and fuels — without taking in a drop of water
•	Bright white colour makes absorbed oil easier to see; clearly shows
saturation level during spill response
•	
Flame-resistant material won’t burn immediately like cellulose
mats; melts when exposed to high heat whilst on the job
• Can be wrung out and incinerated after use to reduce waste or
for fuels blending

MAT423

• Floats to clean up spills on water
MAT485
PIG® Lightweight Oil-Only Absorbent Mats
Item #

Size

Units

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MAT423

38cm W x 51cm L

200 pads

83.6L

£73.25

£69.59

MAT485
MAT419
MAT462

38cm W x 51cm L

200 pads in disp. box

83.6L

76cm W x 91m L

1 roll

152.4L

76cm W x 46m L

1 roll

76.2L

£74.25
£128.50
£65.50

£70.54
£122.08
£62.23

MATE450

50cm W x 46m L

1 roll

50.3L

£45.25

£42.99

MORE INFORMATION ON PAGE 48
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MAT423

Absorbents
Oil-Only
Absorbs fuels and oil-based liquids but not water

MAT460

Mediumweight Oil-Only Mats — Versatile for
general, everyday tasks.
•	
An economical choice when you don’t need maximum absorbency
L ayers of 100% polypropylene are thermally bonded to make
•	
PIG Mat the strongest mat on the market; it won’t rip, tear or fray
even when saturated
•	
Absorbs and retains oils and oil-based liquids — including
lubricants and fuels — without taking in a drop of water
•	Bright white colour makes absorbed oil easier to see; clearly shows
saturation level during spill response
Floats to clean up spills on water
•	
• F lame-resistant material won’t burn immediately like cellulose
mats; melts when exposed to high heat whilst on the job
•	
Can be wrung out and incinerated after use to reduce waste or
for fuels blending

MAT460

PIG® Mediumweight Oil-Only Absorbent Mats
Item #

Size

Units

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MAT460

38cm W x 51cm L

125 pads

82.3L

£73.25

£69.59

MAT461

76cm W x 61m L

1 roll

161L

£128.50

£122.08

MORE INFORMATION ON PAGE 48
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MAT460

MAT461

Absorbents
Oil-Only

Heavyweight Oil-Only Mats — Highly
durable and absorbent for tough jobs.
•	Absorb more liquid per pad for high-volume leaks and
large spills
•	Layers of 100% polypropylene are thermally bonded to make
PIG Mat the strongest mat on the market; it won’t rip, tear or fray
even when saturated
• Floats to clean up spills on water
•	
Absorbs and retains oils and oil-based liquids — including
lubricants and fuels — without taking in a drop of water
•	Bright white colour makes absorbed oil easier to see; clearly shows
saturation level during spill response
• F lame-resistant material won’t burn immediately like cellulose
mats; melts when exposed to high heat whilst on the job
Can be wrung out and incinerated after use to reduce waste or
•	
for fuels blending

MAT440

PIG® Heavyweight Oil-Only Absorbent Mats
Item #

Size

Units

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MAT403

38cm W x 51cm L

100 pads

83.6L

£73.25

£69.59

MAT415

38cm W x 51cm L

50 pads

41.8L

MAT440
MATE451
MAT401

38cm W x 51cm L

100 pads in disp. box

83.6L

25cm W x 33cm L

100 pads in disp. box

37.1L

76cm W x 46m L

1 roll

152.4L

£37.75
£74.25
£39.25
£128.50

£35.86
£70.54
£37.29
£122.08

MAT424

61cm W x 46m L

1 roll

122.6L

£103.00

£97.85

MAT425

38cm W x 46m L

2 rolls

152.4L

£128.50

£122.08

MORE INFORMATION ON PAGE 48
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MAT403

Absorbents
Absorbs fuels and oil-based liquids but not water

Oil-Only

OIL-ONLY

UNIVERSAL

2-IN-1
DISPENSER BOX

MAT2240

Absorbent Mat Combo in Dispenser Box — Two of our top mats
are now in one box so you can be ready for any spill.
• W
 ith two types of Mats in one package, you can absorb any
liquid! Choose Universal for oil, coolants, solvents and water, or
Oil-Only for petroleum-based liquids

PIG Oil-Only Mat
• Absorbs and retains oil-based liquids — including lubricants
— without taking in a drop of water

• E xclusive dimple pattern speeds wicking of liquid throughout
mat for faster, easier cleanup

• Bright white colour makes absorbed oil easier to see

• D
 ouble-sided dispenser box makes it easy to take, carry and
store your mat whilst protecting it from dirt and moisture
PIG Universal Mat
• Absorbs common industrial liquids; oils, water, solvents,
coolants and more
• Dark grey colour hides grime so mat stays on the job longer
• Contains 25% recycled content

PIG® Absorbent Mat Combo in Dispenser Box
Item #

Weight

Size

# Pads

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MAT2240

Heavy

38cm W x 51cm L

100

83.6L/box

£95.50

£90.73

41.8L/bag

£52.00

£49.40

MAT2240 Contents • 50 Universal Mat Pads • 50 Oil-Only Mat Pads

MAT2241

Heavy

38cm W x 51cm L

50

MAT2241 Contents • 25 Universal Mat Pads • 25 Oil-Only Mat Pads

Rip-&-Fit Oil-Only Mat — Create a custom size to fit your
workspace and reduce waste.
•	
E xtra perforations allow you to easily ”rip” this PIG Mat and ”fit”
it to your application without cutting; reduced usage means a
decrease in disposal that helps with ISO 14001 guidelines
•	
L ayered construction is the strongest on the market!	
• B
 right white colour makes absorbed oil easier to see; draws
attention to machine leaks and clearly shows saturation level during
spill response
• E xclusive dimple pattern speeds wicking of liquid throughout
mat for faster, easier cleanup
 ighly absorbent, fine-fibre construction won’t leave behind
• H
liquids or fibre residue

MAT442

51cm

10cm

52

25cm

Easily tear at
perforations and
fit mat to your
application
without cutting.

Cleaner, Safer, Better • 100% Money-back Guarantee*

MAT442

MAT443

PIG® Rip-&-Fit® Oil-Only Absorbent Mat Roll
Item #

Weight

Size

# Rolls

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MAT443

Heavy

38cm W x 46m L

1

74.3L

£76.75

£72.91

38cm W x 18m L

1

29.7L

£43.50

£41.33

MAT442

Absorbents
Oil-Only
Absorbs fuels and oil-based liquids but not water
MAT4101

Oil-Only Fat Mat — Double-thick, so it absorbs more,
lasts longer.
•	
Extremeweight Fat Mat construction is ideal for jobs that require
long life and high capacity
• T wice as many layers as original PIG Mat; 100% polypropylene is
thermally bonded to form one super-absorbent mat capable of
drinking up huge volumes of liquid
•	Tough, spunbond top layer stands up to heavy foot traffic;
won’t rip, tear, fray or create a trip hazard, even when saturated

PIG® Fat Mat® Oil-Only
Absorbent Mat Pads in Dispenser Box
Item #

Weight

Size

# Pads

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MAT4101

Extreme

41cm W x 51cm L

50

83.3L

£80.75

£76.71

PIG® Fat Mat® Oil-Only Absorbent Mat Roll
Item #

Weight

Size

# Rolls

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MAT4102

Extreme

81cm W x 23m L

1

151.6L

£140.75

£133.71

•	
Fast-wicking action transfers liquids into the absorbent inner
layers to keep moisture away from surface
•	Absorbs and retains fuels and oil-based liquids — including
lubricants and fuels — without taking in a drop of water

A CLOSER LOOK

• Perforations let you take only what you need; white colour
makes it easy to see how much capacity the mat has remaining
•	Flame-resistant material won’t burn immediately like cellulose
mats; melts when exposed to high heat whilst on the job

Spunbond polypropylene
top layer adds
walk-on durability.
Twice as many layers of
meltblown polypropylene
as original PIG Mat for
extreme absorbency.

MAT4101

MAT4102

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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IT’S A PAD!

2

IT’S A ROLL!

IT’S A WIPE!

4

IT’S A SOCK!

Absorbs fuels and oil-based liquids but not water

Oil-Only

Absorbents

1

3

4 in 1 Oil-Only Mat — Tackle all your leak, drip and
spill problems with our tear-to-size mat.
• Exclusive 4 in 1 Mat is a pad, roll, sock and wipe all in one
• U
 se as a pad to catch drips and soak up oily spills;
roll out to cover large areas; fold along score lines to make
a thick, absorbent ”sock”; tear off a piece to use as a
low-lint wipe
• L ayered, 100% polypropylene PIG Mat construction
MAT484

• S cuff-resistant, spunbond outer layer resists wear and tear,
even under heavy foot traffic or abrasive conditions

MAT435

 ighly absorbent, fine-fibre construction won’t leave behind
• H
liquids or fibre residue
 bsorbs and retains oils and oil-based liquids — including
• A
lubricants and fuels — without taking in a drop of water
• Flame-resistant material melts when exposed to high heat

PIG® 4 in 1® Oil-Only Absorbent Mat Roll
Item #

Weight

Size

MAT435

Medium

41cm W x 46m L

# Rolls Abs. Up To
1

66L

1-2

3+

£116.00

£110.20

PIG® 4 in 1® Oil-Only Absorbent Mat Roll in Dispenser Box
Item #

Weight

Size

MAT484

Medium

41cm W x 24m L

# Rolls Abs. Up To
1

34.8L

1-2

3+

£63.75

£60.56

Patent 5,888,604; 5,597,418
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Absorbents
Oil-Only

Stat-Mat — The best absorbent mat for flammable fuels
and solvents is proven to dissipate static.
•	Stat-Mat Pads and Rolls pass ANSI and MIL spec standards for
static decay and surface resistivity, making them perfect for fuelling
areas and solvent cleanup

Packaged in special bags that
dissipate static charge buildup
for sensitive environments; bright
pink colour is easily distinguishable
to prevent improper use or pilfering.

• R
 educes the risk of electrostatic discharge; a critical
precaution around flammable liquids and vapours
•	
Absorbs and retains oils and fuels — including acetone,
benzene, petrol and more — without taking in a drop of water

PIG® Stat-Mat® Absorbent Mat Pads
Item #

Weight

Size

# Pads

Abs. up to

1-2

3+

MAT215

Light

38cm W x 51cm L

200

83.6L

£101.25

£96.19

MAT214

Heavy

38cm W x 51cm L

100

83.6L

£101.25

£96.19

38cm W x 51cm L

50

41.8L

£51.50

£48.93

MAT414

PIG Stat-Mat Absorbent Mat Roll
®

®

Item #

Weight

Size

# Rolls

Abs. up to

1-2

3+

MAT402

Heavy

76cm W x 46m L

1

152.4L

£161.25

£153.19

51cm W x 41m L

1

91.3L

£100.75

£95.71

MATE460

MAT402
MAT214

You can follow guidelines, comply with regulations, bond and ground every tank, fuel pump and
container, but one simple fact remains: static electricity hides in plain sight and all it takes is one
spark for disaster to strike — especially when there’s a spill.
Refuelling and liquid transfers create spills, so it makes sense to use absorbents in these areas
to conform with environmental standards. The problem with conventional oil absorbents is that
they’re made from polypropylene — a plastic — and naturally carry a static charge. Independent
testing shows that these absorbents can carry a charge large enough to spark an explosion just
by pulling one out of the bag. That’s why using conventional oil absorbents around flammable
liquids puts people in real danger.
The only way to be sure an absorbent is safe to use around flammables is to use one designed
specially for static decay and surface resistivity, like PIG Static Dissipative pads and rolls!
There also is a significant potential for shipping and handling to cause friction between the
plastic bag and the absorbents inside — resulting in static charging. PIG Stat-Mat is packaged
in bright pink, static-dissipative plastic that is similar to the packaging used to protect
microconductors and electronics from static.
Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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Absorbs fuels and oil-based liquids but not water

MAT214

Absorbents
Oil-Only
Absorbs fuels and oil-based liquids but not water

MATE814

Essentials Plus Oil-Only Mat — Bonded Mat controls spills
and overspray to help keep floors dry and safe.
• Top layer of low-lint spunbond fabric provides extra strength and
tear resistance
• A layer of meltblown polypropylene creates high surface area that
enables the mat to quickly soak up liquids on contact
• Mat absorbs high volumes of liquid fast; great for catching
overspray or soaking up spills
• Bond points increase speed of absorbency and fuse layers of fibres
together — Mat keeps its shape even when completely saturated

PIG® Essentials Plus Oil-Only Mat Pads
Item #

Weight

Size

# Pads

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MATE817

Light

40cm W x 50cm L

200

133L

£56.75

£53.91

MATE814

Heavy

40cm W x 50cm L

100

102L

£53.00

£50.35

PIG® Essentials Plus Oil-Only Mat Pads & Rolls
in Dispenser Box
Item #

Weight

Size

# Units

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MATE837

Light

40cm W x 50cm L

200 pads

133L

£59.00

£56.05

MATE835

Heavy

40cm W x 50cm L

100 pads

102L

£55.25

£52.49

50cm W x 40m L

1 roll

102L

£53.00

£50.35

MATE836

PIG® Essentials Plus Oil-Only Mat Rolls
Item #

Weight

Size

# Rolls

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MATE818

Light

100cm W x 40m L

1

133L

£52.50

£49.88

MATE815

Heavy

100cm W x 40m L

1

203L

£98.50

£93.58

50cm W x 40m L

1

102L

£51.00

£48.45

MATE816

PIG® Essentials Plus Oil-Only
Multi-Perf Mat Roll in Dispenser Box
MATE815

Item #

Weight

Size

# Rolls

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MATE838

Heavy

33cm W x 46m L

1

77L

£46.00

£43.70

A CLOSER LOOK
Low-lint spunbond top layer is
tear-resistant.
MATE837
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High loft meltblown layer
helps to soak up liquid quickly.

Absorbents
Oil-Only

Essentials Oil-Only Mat — Meltblown Mat offers effective
clean-up of high-volume oil spills on land or water.
• High loft meltblown design increases surface area on spill; mat starts
wicking on contact to save time in critical situations
• Provides quick, efficient clean-up to help protect the
environment from contamination
• Meltblown polypropylene fibres are naturally hydrophobic
and repel water (and float) while only absorbing oils and
other hydrocarbons
• Fibres are randomly assembled to create a lofty mat that absorbs
high volumes of liquid fast

PIG® Essentials Oil-Only Mat Pads
Item #

Weight

Size

# Pads

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MATE808

Light

40cm W x 50cm L

200

144L

£52.00

£49.40

MATE805

Heavy

40cm W x 50cm L

100

137L

£48.75

£46.31

PIG® Essentials Oil-Only Mat Pads & Rolls
in Dispenser Box
Item #

Weight

Size

# Units

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MATE832

Light

40cm W x 50cm L

200 pads

144L

£54.25

£51.54

MATE830

Heavy

40cm W x 50cm L

100 pads

137L

£51.00

£48.45

50cm W x 40m L

1 roll

137L

£48.00

£45.60

MATE831

PIG® Essentials Oil-Only Mat Rolls

• Works on land or water; floats when fully saturated

Item #

Weight

Size

# Rolls

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MATE809

Light

100cm W x 40m L

1

144L

£47.25

£44.89

50cm W x 40m L

1

72L

£25.00

£23.75

Heavy

100cm W x 40m L

1

274L

£89.00

£84.55

50cm W x 40m L

1

137L

£45.75

£43.46

MATE813
MATE806
MATE807

MATE806

A CLOSER LOOK
MATE830

MATE807
MATE805

High loft meltblown design
increases surface area to
start wicking on contact.
Randomly assembled fibres
result in a lofty mat with
high absorbency.

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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Absorbs fuels and oil-based liquids but not water

MATE805

Oil-Only

Absorbents

SKM210

Absorbs fuels and oil-based liquids but not water

SKM602

SKM601

Sheen Clean Oil-Only Absorbent Socks and Pillows —
Cleans up thin, oily residue floating on water that other
absorbents leave behind.
• P roprietary filler blends high-capacity recycled cellulose with a
copolymer that pulls in thin, “rainbow” sheens of oil
•	Ideal for long-term deployment to remove sheen from oil spills
or absorb residue in retention ponds, catch basins, tanks and more
•	Polypropylene skin resists tearing; reduces dust and holds in
liquid, even when saturated

SKM602

SKM600

• A
 ttached string for tying socks down, together or dipping
into tanks
Absorbs and retains fuels and oil-based liquids — including
•	
lubricants and fuels — without taking in a drop of water
• S punbond polypropylene skin is UV resistant up to 12 months;
meets ANSI and MIL spec standards for static decay
• Contains 95% post-consumer recycled cellulose waste

58
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Blend of Hydrophobic
Cellulose with
Oil Absorbent
Co-Polymer Filler

PIG® Sheen Clean® Oil-Only Absorbent Sock
Item #

Size

# Socks

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

SKM601

8cm Dia. x 3m L

6

56.8L

£228.50

£217.08

SKM600

8cm Dia. x 122cm L

12

45L

£172.25

£163.64

PIG Sheen Clean Oil-Only Absorbent Pillows
®

®

Item #

Size

# Pillows

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

SKM602

41cm W x 43cm L

10

37.9L

£181.75

£172.66

Absorbents
Oil-Only
Absorbs fuels and oil-based liquids but not water
SKM210

Oil-Only Absorbent Sock — A full year of UV
resistance makes PIG the best outdoor sock you can buy.
• Mouldable socks hug corners and surround machine bases to
absorb leaks, contain puddles and keep workers safe
•	Cellulose filler is hydrophobic — absorbs oils and oil-based
liquids but not water — in a variety of environments
•	Polypropylene skin resists tearing; reduces dust and holds in
liquid, even when saturated
•	Ideal for use on land, but also floats to clean up oil spills
on water

SKM210

•	
Attached string conveniently allows socks to be tied down,
tied together or dipped in noncorrosive wash baths

95% Recycled
Cellulose Filler

•	Spunbond polypropylene skin is UV resistant up to 12 months;
meets ANSI and MIL spec standards for static decay
•	Contains a 95% mixture of pre- and post-consumer
recycled cellulose
PIG® Oil-Only Absorbent Sock
Item #

Size

# Socks

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

SKM210

8cm Dia. x 122cm L

12

45.6L

£65.25

£61.99

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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Absorbents

SKM210

Skimmer Sock — Skim and absorb surface oil from acid
baths or other caustic environments.
•	Tough, chemical-resistant polypropylene skin and filler absorb oils
but repel water-based liquids; UV resistant
• Ideal for skimming oil off acid or caustic baths or in other
acidic environments
•	Spunbond polypropylene skin is UV resistant up to 12 months;
meets ANSI and MIL spec standards for static decay

Oil-Only

• Attached string allows socks to be tied down, tied together
or dipped into tanks
• Socks float for easy retrieval

Absorbs fuels and oil-based liquids but not water

• Contains 98% pre-consumer recycled polypropylene filler

SKM203
104PS

Polypropylene
Filler

PIG® Skimmer Sock
104PS

Item #

Size

# Socks

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

SKM203

8cm Dia. x 3m L

6

57L

£90.25

£85.74

104PS

8cm Dia. x 122cm L

10

38L

£74.00

£70.30

Essentials Oil-Only Sock — Surround spilled fluids or
wrap around leaky machines.
• Keeps fluids from spreading into larger areas and becoming
slippery hazards
• Flexible to conform around machine bases and offer a snug fit with
no seepage
• Polypropylene filler is excellent for both absorbency and
liquid retention
• Stitched spunbond outer skin provides extra durability
• White colour makes it easy to see when it’s fully saturated – you save
money by not throwing it away too soon
• Works on land or water; floats when fully saturated

PIGE800
PIG® Essentials Oil-Only Sock
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Item #

Size

# Socks

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

PIGE800

8cm Dia. x 120cm L

20

92L

£49.75

£47.26

Absorbents
Oil-Only
Absorbs fuels and oil-based liquids but not water
SKM403

Sump Skimmer — Perfectly sized to pull oil out of your
drains, sumps, tanks and bilges.
• S imply lower floating skimmer into any water-based liquid
to absorb oils without taking in water
• B
 right white colour makes absorbed oil easier to see; clearly shows
saturation level

SKM401

SKM403

• Can be incinerated after use to reduce waste or for fuels blending
• S punbond polypropylene skin is UV resistant up to 12 months;
meets ANSI and MIL spec standards for static decay (SKM401 and
SKM404 only)
SKM404

Spaghetti Strip
Polypropylene Filler

Skimmer floats while
absorbing oils without
taking in water.

Polypropylene
Filler

PIG® Sump Skimmer
Item #

Size

# Skimmers

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

SKM403

20cm Dia. x 46cm L

12

81.6L

£179.00

£170.05

SKM404

8cm Dia. x 46cm L

25

35L

£94.50

£89.78

PIG® Monitoring Well Skimming Sock
Item #

Size

# Skimmers

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

SKM401

3.8cm Dia. x 46cm L

30

15L

£95.25

£90.49
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Absorbents

Oil-Only Spaghetti Booms — Specially designed to
contain and absorb thick oils on water.
• M
 esh skin and spaghetti strip filler design are ideal for pulling in
thick oil or for use in fast-moving waters
• T ough outer mesh is UV resistant for long-term outdoor use
without degradation; lets fluids easily pass through to filler material

Absorbs fuels and oil-based liquids but not water

Oil-Only

• R ope running along length of boom withstands up to
183kg loads, adding strength for deployment and retrieval
• A
 bsorbs and retains fuels and oil-based liquids — including
lubricants, fuels and crude oil — without absorbing a drop of water.
Not recommended for use on land
• Boom floats at surface for easy retrieval, even when saturated
• S trong, zinc-plated carbon steel attachment clips and rings allow you
to link booms together
u	Helps you comply with Environmental Regulations

BOM204

8cm boom

BOM202
BOM403

13cm boom

BOM202

20cm boom

PIG® Oil-Only Spaghetti Booms

Spaghetti strip filler
pulls in thick,
petroleum-based
liquids for effective
spill clean-up.

Item #

Size

# Booms

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

BOM402

20cm Dia. x 6m L

2

181.6L

£307.75

£292.36

BOM202

20cm Dia. x 3m L

4

181.6L

£307.75

£292.36

BOM403

13cm Dia. x 6m L

2

90.8L

£182.50

£173.38

BOM203

13cm Dia. x 3m L

4

90.8L

£182.50

£173.38

BOM204

8cm Dia. x 3m L

8

60L

£167.50

£159.13

Essentials Oil-Only Booms — Take control of outdoor
spill response with Oil-Only Booms.
• Strong mesh outer sleeve encases a poly sock skin filled with
highly sorbent filler
• Poly filler is left in its natural hydrophobic state — repels water
(and floats) while only absorbing oils and other hydrocarbons –
booms won’t sink, even when saturated with oil
• A nylon rope and sturdy hardware ensure long-lasting durability and
easy retrieval
• Durable, easy-to-use connectors provide a simple and efficient
way to link booms together and create a containment system big
enough to handle almost any size spill on water
• White outer skin colour makes it easy to see when it’s fully saturated —
you save money by not throwing it away too soon
• 100% post-industrial recycled
poly blend filler is
environmentally conscious by
utilising materials otherwise
destined for disposal
OB20X6

u	Helps you comply with
Environmental Regulations

OB13X6

PIG® Essentials Oil-Only Booms
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Item #

Size

# Booms

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

OB20X6

20cm Dia. x 6m L

2

143.8L

£122.00

£115.90

OB20X3

20cm Dia. x 3m L

4

143.8L

£122.00

£115.90

OB13X6

13cm Dia. x 6m L

2

113.6L

£94.50

£89.78

OB13X3

13cm Dia. x 3m L

4

113.6L

£94.50

£89.78

Absorbents
Oil-Only

Oil-Only Absorbent Booms — Field-proven oil spill
control on land or water!
• Floats to confine and soak up spills on water; hugs ground for
land-based spills
•	
Rope running along length of boom adds strength for
deployment and retrieval
•	Spunbond polypropylene skin is UV resistant up to 12 months;
meets ANSI and MIL spec standards for static decay
• B
 right white colour makes booms easier to see in outdoor
environments and clearly shows saturation level

A CLOSER LOOK
Strong, zinc-plated
carbon steel
attachment clips
and rings allow
you to link booms

T ough outer mesh is UV resistant
for long-term outdoor use

•	
Booms float at surface for easy retrieval, even when saturated
• A
 bsorbs and retains fuels and oil-based liquids — including
lubricants and fuels — without taking in a drop of water
• Can be incinerated after use to reduce waste or for
fuels blending
• Contains 98% pre-consumer recycled polypropylene filler
u	Helps you comply with Environmental Regulations

PIG® Oil-Only Absorbent Booms
Item #

Size

# Booms

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

BOM409

20cm Dia. x 6m L

2

181.6L

£160.00

£152.00

BOM304

20cm Dia. x 3m L

4

181.6L

£161.00

£152.95

BOM400

20cm Dia. x 3m L

2

90.8L

£92.00

£87.40

BOM408

13cm Dia. x 6m L

2

90.8L

£124.25

£118.04
£118.04

BOM405

13cm Dia. x 3m L

4

90.8L

£124.25

BOM405-02

13cm Dia. x 3m L

2

45.4L

£68.25

£64.84

BOM406

8cm Dia. x 3m L

8

60L

£118.25

£112.34

BOM304

CONTAIN & DIVERT OIL SPILLS WITH OUR
NON-ABSORBENT BOOMS, SEE PAGE 148

PIG Oil-Only Booms in bright white are easier to see in outdoor
environments and clearly show the saturation level.

OIL SPILL ON WATER? NO PROBLEM! PUT PIG OIL-ONLY BOOMS TO WORK.
Surround spill
with booms.
They begin
to absorb oil
(not water) as
soon as they’re
in place.

As oil is
absorbed, the
boom sinks in
the water. Oil is
now exposed to
fresh absorbent.

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900

When
completely
saturated, the
boom will
”bob” just
below the
water‘s surface.
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BOM304

Absorbents
Oil-Only
Absorbs fuels and oil-based liquids but not water

PIL203

Skimmer Oil-Only Absorbent Pillows — When you need
more than a mat, our high-capacity pillows keep drinking oil.
• P illow has large surface area, high capacity and fast-wicking
filler to quickly soak up oils; resists tearing, reduces dust and holds
in liquid, even when saturated
• T ough, chemical-resistant polypropylene skin and filler absorb oils
but repel water-based liquids
• S punbond polypropylene skin is UV resistant up to 12 months;
meets ANSI and MIL spec standards for static decay

PIL405
PIL203

• Contains 98% pre-consumer recycled polypropylene filler
PIG® Skimmer Oil-Only Absorbent Pillows
Item #

Size

# Pillows

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

PIL203

41cm W x 43cm L x 5cm H

10

38L

£99.75

£94.76

PIL405

31cm W x 31cm L x 3cm H

10

19L

£46.50

£44.18

Essentials Oil-Only Pillows — Use to absorb high-volume leaks and
spills of oil and other petroleum-based liquids on land or water.
• Pulls liquids from the floor like a sock, catches leaks like a pan,
absorbs spills like a pad
• Ideal for spill response; pillow’s large surface area speeds
the absorption process and shortens the overall response time
• Pillows are easy to place in hard-to-reach areas — use under
machines and leaky hydraulic hoses or wedge in
corners cramped for space
• White colour makes it easy to see
when it’s fully saturated – you save
money by not throwing it away too soon
• Works on land or water; floats when
fully saturated

PILE805

PIG® Essentials Oil-Only Pillows
PILE806
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Item #

Size

# Pillows

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

PILE805

30cm W x 30cm L

24

69.6L

£61.00

£57.95

PILE806

46cm W x 46cm L

10

87L

£66.00

£62.70

Absorbents

Oil-Only Lite-Dri Loose Absorbent
— Lighter than clay plus it absorbs
3X more oil.
• Recycled

cellulose repels water while absorbing only
oil-based liquids
•  Works instantly on contact with liquid
• Ideal for outdoor oil spills on land; floats to clean up spills
on water
• C
 ontains a mixture of 100% pre- and post-consumer
recycled cellulose

Oil-Only
Absorbs fuels and oil-based liquids but not water

PLP410

PIG® Oil-Only Lite-Dri® Loose Absorbent
Item #

PLP410 • 1 - 10kg Bag • Absorbs up to 30L/bag

1-15

16-53

54+

£23.75

£21.38

£20.19

Peat Absorbent — Our best loose
absorbent for cleaning up oil that
was spilled on soil.
• S uper absorbent non-leaching activated sphagnum peat moss
absorbs up to 30 litres of oil per bag
• J ust throw on a spill and sweep it up; used indoors, it even removes
the oily sheen from your floor
• N
 on-abrasive composition will not harm floors or
expensive machinery

PLP404

PIG® Peat Absorbent
Item #

PLP404 • 1 - 5kg Bag • Absorbs up to 30L/bag

1-15

16-39

40+

£21.75

£19.58

£18.49

NOTE: Not recommended for oil spills on water.

GET SCOOPS, SHOVELS AND MORE! SEE PAGES 248-249
Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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Absorbents

Pour-Through Oily Water Filter — Separate free-floating oils
from water.
•	Just pour liquid into the filter and filtered water flows out
of drain
•	Drum filter handles up to 30 litres of liquid per minute
Outflow pipe allows hose connection for easy draining of
•	
filtered water
•	Absorbents are replaceable and easy to change when saturated

Oil-Only

•	Durable polyethylene drum won’t rust or corrode

Absorbs fuels and oil-based liquids but not water

FLT525
Replace the used absorbents in
your Oily Water Filter with this
Refill. Contains six pillows and
one plastic liquid funnel.

Replaceable
absorbent
pillows filter
oil from water.

PIG® Pour-Through Oily Water Filter
1-2

3+

FLT521 • Absorbs up to 125L • 61cm Dia. x 99cm H

£312.75

£297.11

FLT525 • Refill • Absorbs up to 125L

£164.25

£156.04

Item #

Connect a hose or
position over floor drain.

FLT521

FLT525 & FLT521 Contents • 6 Pillows • 1 Polyethylene Diffuser Funnel
NOTE: Liquid should always be checked before discharge into the environment.

Ultra X-Tex Mat — Absorb oil-based liquids
with this geo-textile and filter medium!

PipeSock — Control and contain oil and
sediment during lower-volume dewatering.

• Allows water to pass through whilst absorbing hydrocarbons,
including petroleum, animal and vegetable oils

•	Simply secure PipeSock to 20cm diameter hose or pipe to remove
hydrocarbons and sediment from water

• When used as a filter medium water passes freely, whilst absorption
of target hydrocarbons begins on contact

•	X-Tex recycled fibres provide high efficiency and excellent flow

• Absorbs up to 20 times its own weight of hydrocarbons

•	Ideal for pumping out containment areas, collection ponds, utility
vaults and sumps

• Protect enormous surface areas from oil-based liquids

• Contains 100% post-consumer recycled synthetic fibres

• Contains 50% post-consumer recycled synthetic fibres

u	Helps you comply with Environmental Regulations
PipeSock

Ultra X-Tex Mat

Item #

Item #

Weight

Size

# Rolls

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MATE4000

Heavy

152cm W x 15.2m L

1

197L

£211.50

£200.93
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FLT564 • Fits pipes up to 20cm Dia. • 152cm L x 20cm Dia. • Abs. up to 3L
NOTE: Liquid should always be checked before discharging into the environment.

1-2

3+

£79.50

£75.53

RFLE700

Absorbents

Plant Nappy® Liners
(sold separately)
can be added to
extend the usable life.

FLTE703

FLTE701

A rainy forecast
is no problem
for Plant Nappy®!

•	Ideal for outdoor use in wet and rainy conditions; contain spills on
construction sites or where machinery needs to be left outside
•	Non-permeable base fabric is laminated with an oil soak filter and
protected by a permeable top fabric to allow free passage
of contaminants
•	Permeable side wall contains filter fabric that allows free passage
of water but not oil
•	UV-resistant design stands up to harsh weather conditions

Plant Nappy®
1-2

3+

FLTE702 • 137cm W x 200cm L x 8cm H • Absorbs up to 18L

£299.95

£284.95

RFLE702 • Refill Liner for FLTE702 • Absorbs up to 18L

£105.00

£99.75

FLTE701 • 68.5cm W x 100cm L x 8cm H • Absorbs up to 4.5L

£133.50

£126.83

RFLE701 • Refill Liner for FLTE701 • Absorbs up to 4.5L

£28.00

£26.60

FLTE700 • 50cm W x 68.5cm L x 8cm H • Absorbs up to 2L

£76.00

£72.20

RFLE700 • Refill Liner for FLTE700 • Absorbs up to 2L

£14.75

£14.01

Item #

Plant Nappy Anchoring Pegs
®

Item #

FLTE703 • 19cm L • 4/pack

1-2

3+

£4.50

£4.28

Frameless Storm Drain Filter — Catch basin insert protects
drains and filters oil, sediment, debris and trash from stormwater.
•	New! “Witches hat” is redesigned for better filtration,
improved handling and all-around performance
•	Frameless design is ideal for small drains of any shape, even
shallow drains
•	Heavy-duty, hi-vis strap allows easier handling and removal
•	Four-stage filtration process treats more water and removes
more oil than basic storm drain filters
•	Overflow ports help prevent blockage during high water flow
u	Helps you comply with Environmental Regulations

A CLOSER LOOK
Fabric shelf starts removing
pollutants immediately.

Filter ring pulls oil from
stormwater and channels
runoff into collection bag.
Grommet lets you attach
optional filtration products.

FLT116

Hi-viz straps are easy to
handle, easy to see.

Overflow ports
prevent blockage.
Filter strips act like
tentacles to remove
hydrocarbons.

PIG® Frameless Storm Drain Filter
Item #

Storm Drain Size

Product Size

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

FLT1000

23cm - 51cm W & 23cm - 51cm L;
Round Drains 23cm - 51cm Dia

66cm W x 66cm L
x 25cm H

1.9L

£41.50

£39.43

FLT116

51cm - 76cm W & 51cm - 91cm L;
Round Drains 51cm - 76cm Dia.

91cm W x 107cm L
x 43cm H

5.3L

£69.00

£65.55

61cm - 122cm W & 61cm - 137cm L; 137cm W x 152cm L
Round Drains 61cm - 122cm Dia.
x 43cm H

7.8L

£94.50

£89.78

FLT615

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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Absorbs fuels and oil-based liquids but not water

Plant Nappy — Catch oily leaks and spills from equipment whilst
rainwater passes right through.

Oil-Only

Ideal for windy conditions,
Plant Nappy® Anchoring Pegs
help to safely secure the Plant
Nappy into soft surfaces.

HAZMAT CHEMICAL
ABSORBENTS

Specially treated to absorb most acids,
caustics, corrosives and chemicals.

What is HazMat?
PIG HazMat Absorbents are specially treated to soak up spills without degrading or reacting to
corrosive liquids including:
• Sulfuric acid
• Hydrochloric acid

• Nitric acid
• Hydrofluoric acid

• Phosphoric acid
•	Sodium hydroxide

•	Potassium hydroxide
• Hydrogen peroxide

ACID SPILLS?
THINK PINK.
PIG HazMat outperforms the competition:

INDEX
PIG HazMat Mat Pads
& Rolls........................................... 70-75
Lightweight.........................................71
Heavyweight...................................72-73
PIG HazMat Socks
& Pillows...................................... 74-75
PIG HazMat Loose.......................... 75
PIG Essentials Chemical
Mat Pads & Rolls............................. 76
PIG Essentials Chemical
Socks & Pillows............................... 77
PIG Encapsulating/
Neutralising Mats.......................... 77

OURS

Even 98% Sulfuric acid is
completely absorbed.

THEIRS

Highly corrosive liquids
just puddle on top.

Specially treated to absorb highly
concentrated corrosives.
Only PIG HazMat Absorbents are built to handle the worst of
the worst. Highly corrosive liquids like 98% sulfuric acid and
30% sodium hydroxide can cause inferior cellulose mats,
socks and pillows to degrade or react. But PIG is specially
treated to absorb high concentrations of chemicals.
PIG HazMat Absorbents provide the widest range of
chemical resistance you can buy, but don’t let the pink
colour fool you — they’re all tough as nails. You get the
same strength and durability that make PIG one of the
world’s most popular absorbent brand. Highly corrosive liquids?
Think pink!

LOOKING FOR ECONOMICAL
ABSORBENTS FOR EVERYDAY USE?
CHECK OUT OUR PIG ESSENTIALS
PRODUCTS ON PAGES 74 & 75.
HAZMAT NOTICE: Independent testing indicates that PIG HAZ-MAT products are compatible with
and absorb most acids and caustics. Due to variables and conditions of applications beyond our
control, New Pig cannot guarantee that this product will absorb to your satisfaction. To ensure
effectiveness and your safety, we recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption
testing of your chemicals with PIG HAZ-MAT products prior to purchase.
If you have any questions or need samples to test, please call us on 0800 919 900.

CHEMICAL NOTICE: To ensure effectiveness and your safety, we recommend that you conduct
compatibility and absorption testing of your chemicals with PIG Essentials products prior to
purchase. If you have questions or need samples to test, please call 0800 919 900.

EXPERT ADVICE
Frequently asked questions:
Q: Do they neutralise acids and caustics?
A: No. PIG HazMat Chemical Absorbents help responders with clean up by quickly absorbing spills but they don’t neutralise.
(see our neutralising absorbents on page 77)
Q: Why do these cost more than universal sorbents?
A: Many universal sorbents on the market are made from cellulose or other materials that are unsuitable for corrosive liquids.
PIG HazMat Absorbents are 100% polypropylene and specially treated to provide the widest range of chemical resistance.
Q: Why are high concentrations of acids or caustics slow
to absorb?
A: The surface tension of highly concentrated acids and caustics slows absorption. Lightly misting the absorbent with water
will help break the surface tension and allow it to be absorbed more quickly.
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HAZMAT MATS
•	Lasts 2x longer

Tougher than ordinary mats for fewer changeouts.

•	Strong layered construction
Won’t rip, tear or shred, even if soaked.

•	Highly absorbent

Fine-fibre construction retains liquids.

•	Exclusive dimple pattern

Quickly wicks liquid for faster, easier clean-up.

•	Easy-tear perforations

Use only what you need, reduce waste.

See pages 71-73
Layers of 100% polypropylene
make PIG HazMat the
toughest on the market.

NEED A HAZMAT MAT?

LET US HELP YOU CHOOSE THE RIGHT ONE.
1. SELECT FOR POTENTIAL SPILL VOLUME
Lightweight

Heavyweight

See page 71
Designed to handle small
leaks, drips and spills.

See pages 72-73
Absorb more liquid per
pad for high-volume leaks
and large spills.

2. SELECT MAT TYPE AND PACKAGING
Mat Pads

Mat Rolls

Dispenser
Box

Mat pads are ideal for catching
drips and soaking up spills.

Ideal for covering large areas and
soaking up leaks and overspray.

Take, carry and store your mat whilst
protecting it from dirt and moisture.
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Absorbents
HazMat

Lightweight HazMat Absorbent Mats —
Absorbs highly concentrated corrosives.
•	Absorbs the widest range of acids, caustics and unknown
liquids — even those with high concentrations like 98% sulfuric
acid and 30% sodium hydroxide
• Lightweight construction is ideal for small tasks and clean-ups
•	
Chemical-resistant mat won’t degrade or cause a dangerous
reaction upon contact with corrosive spills
•	
Pink colour is easily distinguishable to assure workers use the
correct mat during a spill emergency

MAT302

PIG® Lightweight HazMat Absorbent Mats
Item #

Size

Units

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MAT302

38cm W x 51cm L

200 pads

83.6L

£108.25

£102.84

MAT325

76cm W x 91cm L

1 roll

152.4L

£173.25

£164.59

HazMat Notice: To ensure effectiveness and your safety, we recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your chemicals
with PIG HazMat products prior to purchase. If you have any questions or need samples to test, please call 0800 919 900.

MORE INFORMATION ON PAGE 70
Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900

MAT302

MAT325
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Absorbents
HazMat
Absorbs most acids, caustics & unknown fluids

MAT310

Heavyweight HazMat Absorbent Mats —
Highly durable for large-volume cleanups.
•	Absorbs the widest range of acids, caustics and unknown
liquids — even those with high concentrations like 98% sulfuric
acid and 30% sodium hydroxide
•	Absorb more liquid per pad for high-volume leaks and
large spills
•	
Chemical-resistant mat won’t degrade or cause a dangerous
reaction upon contact with corrosive spills
•	
Pink colour is easily distinguishable to assure workers use the
correct mat during a spill emergency

MAT309
PIG Heavyweight HazMat Absorbent Mats
®

Item #

Size

Units

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MAT301

38cm W x 51cm L

100 pads

83.6L

£108.25

£102.84

MAT310

38cm W x 51cm L

50 pads

41.8L

MAT354
MAT351

38cm W x 51cm L

100 pads in disp. box

83.6L

25cm W x 33cm L

100 pads in disp. box

37.1L

£55.75
£109.25
£60.50

£52.96
£103.79
£57.48

MAT309

76cm W x 46m L

1 roll

152.4L

£173.25

£164.59

MATE360

51cm W x 41m L

1 roll

91.3L

£108.75

£103.31

MAT303

38cm W x 46m L

1 roll

76.2L

£88.50

£84.08

MAT309

HazMat Notice: To ensure effectiveness and your safety, we recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your chemicals
with PIG HazMat products prior to purchase. If you have any questions or need samples to test, please call 0800 919 900.

MORE INFORMATION ON PAGE 70
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MAT301

MAT354

•	
E xtra perforations allow you to easily ”rip” this PIG Mat and ”fit”
it to your application without cutting; reduced usage means a
decrease in disposal that helps with ISO 14001 guidelines
•	No matter how you rip it, this mat features the proven layered,
100% polypropylene construction of PIG Mat, the strongest mat
on the market

Absorbents

Rip-&-Fit® HazMat Rolls — Create a custom size to fit your workspace
and reduce waste.

• P erforated every 10cm across width and every 25cm across
length; “rip” the perfect sized mat, then “fit” it into place

HazMat

MAT342

Tear at the perfs to
create the right mat
size for any area.

51cm
25cm

10cm

MAT343

PIG® Rip-&-Fit® HazMat Roll
Item #

Weight

Size

# Rolls

Abs. up to

1-2

3+

MAT343

Heavy

38cm W x 46m L

1

74.3L

£99.25

£94.29

PIG® Rip-&-Fit® HazMat Roll in Dispenser Box
Item #

Weight

Size

# Rolls

Abs. up to

1-2

3+

MAT342

Heavy

38cm W x 18m L

1

29.7L

£56.50

£53.68

HazMat Notice: To ensure effectiveness and your safety, we recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your chemicals
with PIG HazMat products prior to purchase. If you have any questions or need samples to test, please call 0800 919 900.

HazMat Mat Pad in Bench Box®
Dispenser — Notches on back of box allow
for wall mounting or hanging on hooks.

HazMat Chemical Barrel Top Absorbent
Mat — Shaped to fit on drum tops to keep
them clean.

• 	Protects a personal supply of PIG HazMat Pads from dirt and
moisture; easy to store nearby or take on the go

• 	Soak up pump drips without cluttering up your workspace with
dirty rags!

• 	Absorbs the widest range of acids, caustics and unknown
liquids — even those with high concentrations like 98% sulfuric acid
and 30% sodium hydroxide

• 	Fits 210-litre steel and poly drum tops; pre-cut with two 3.5"
holes to fit a variety of openings, even poly drums with
dual 2" bungs

• 	Chemical-resistant mat won’t degrade or cause a dangerous
reaction upon contact with corrosive spills

• 	Chemical-resistant mat won’t degrade or cause a dangerous
reaction upon contact with corrosive spills

PIG® HazMat Pads in a Bench Box® Dispenser

PIG® HazMat Chemical Barrel Top Absorbent Mat

Item #

Weight

Size

# Pads

Abs. up to

1-2

3+

Item #

Weight

Use With

# Pads

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MAT3510

Heavy

33cm W x 25cm L

100

37.1L

£65.00

£61.75

MAT355

Heavy

210L Steel & Poly Drums

25

22.3L

£76.25

£72.44

HazMat Notice: To ensure effectiveness and your safety, we recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your chemicals
with PIG HazMat products prior to purchase. If you have any questions or need samples to test, please call 0800 919 900.

HazMat Notice: To ensure effectiveness and your safety, we recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your chemicals
with PIG HazMat products prior to purchase. If you have any questions or need samples to test, please call 0800 919 900.
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MAT342

Absorbents
HazMat
Absorbs most acids, caustics & unknown fluids

MATE913

Essentials Chemical Mats — Absorbs high-volume spills of
acids, caustics & unknown liquids.
• Meltblown mat quickly absorbs most caustic, hazardous or
unknown liquids — including acids, caustics, solvents and chemicals

• Easy-tear perforations let you take only what you need so you
use less mat and save money

• High loft design increases surface area on spill; mat starts wicking on
contact to save time in critical situations
• Provides quick, efficient clean-up to help protect the environment
from contamination
• Fibres are randomly assembled to create a lofty mat that absorbs
high volumes of liquid fast
• Colour-coded yellow for fast identification in an emergency
spill situation
• Pads are ideal for catching drips and soaking up spills
• Rolls are ideal for covering large areas and soaking up leaks
and overspray

PIG® Essentials Chemical Mat Pads
Item #

Weight

Size

# Pads

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MATE913

Light

40cm W x 50cm L

200

86L

£77.75

£73.86

MATE910

Heavy

40cm W x 50cm L

100

86L

£77.25

£73.39

PIG® Essentials Chemical Mat Rolls
Item #

Weight

Size

# Rolls

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MATE914

Light

100cm W x 40m L

1

86L

£66.00

£62.70

50cm W x 40m L

1

43L

£33.50

£31.83

Heavy

100cm W x 40m L

1

173L

£129.50

£123.03

50cm W x 40m L

1

86L

£66.00

£62.70

MATE915
MATE911
MATE912

Chemical Notice: To ensure effectiveness and your safety, we recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your
chemicals with PIG products prior to purchase. If you have any questions or need samples to test, please call 0800 919 900.

Essentials Plus Chemical Multi-Perf Mat Roll in Dispenser Box — Easily
rip along the perforations and fit into place to control spills and overspray.
• Extra perforations in our Multi-Perf Bonded Mat Roll allow you to
easily tear this mat to fit your application without cutting
• 100% polypropylene mat quickly absorbs most caustic,
hazardous or unknown liquids — including acids, caustics,
solvents and chemicals
• Top layer of low-lint spunbond fabric provides extra strength and
tear resistance
• Bond points increase speed of absorbency and fuse fibres together —
Mat keeps its shape even when completely saturated
PIG® Essentials Plus Chemical
Multi-Perf Mat Roll in Dispenser Box
MATE938

Item #

Weight

Size

# Rolls

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MATE938

Heavy

33cm W x 46m L

1

53L

£58.00

£55.10

Chemical Notice: To ensure effectiveness and your safety, we recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your
chemicals with PIG products prior to purchase. If you have any questions or need samples to test, please call 0800 919 900.
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• M
 ats help encapsulate and neutralise common acids or caustics
in one step
• Colour changes as acids or caustics are taken in, then remains in a
colour-changed state when neutralisiation is complete; helps identify
the best time to handle with least risk

Absorbents

Encapsulating/Neutralising Mats — One easy step for safer
acid or caustic clean-up.

 elling agents solidify liquids during neutralisation; prevents
• G
them from leaching out of the absorbent

HazMat

 cid neutraliser (MAT304) instantly absorbs up to 98%
• A
concentrations of sulfuric and other acids
• C
 austic neutraliser (MAT353) instantly absorbs up to 50%
potassium hydroxide & other caustics

MAT304

Item #

Size

# Pads

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MAT304

28cm W x 30cm L

25

2.4L

£66.50

£63.18

Notice: Not for use with hydrofluoric acid.

PIG® Caustic Encapsulating & Neutralising Mat

Colour-change
technology takes the
guesswork out of
safe handling.

Item #

Size

# Pads

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MAT353

28cm W x 30cm L

25

2.4L

£66.50

£63.18

HazMat Notice: To ensure effectiveness and your safety, we recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your chemicals
with PIG HazMat products prior to purchase. If you have any questions or need samples to test, please call 0800 919 900.

Essentials Chemical Socks and Pillows — Soak up acids,
caustics and unknown liquids fast.
• 100% polypropylene pillows quickly absorb nearly any type of
caustic, hazardous or unknown liquid – including acids, caustics,
solvents and chemicals
• Colour-coded yellow outer skin for fast identification in an
emergency spill situation
• Polypropylene filler is excellent for both absorbency and
liquid retention
• Stitched spunbond outer skin provides extra durability
• 100% post-industrial recycled filler is environmentally
conscious by utilising materials otherwise destined for disposal
• Socks contain spills to keep fluids from spreading into larger areas
and becoming slippery hazards
• Pillows are easy to place in hard-to-reach areas — use under
machines and leaky hoses or wedge in corners cramped for space
• Ideal for spill response; pillow’s large surface area speeds the absorption
process and shortens the overall response time

PIG® Essentials Chemical Socks
Item #

Size

# Socks

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

PIGE900

8cm Dia. x 120cm L

20 socks

72L

£57.25

£54.39

PIG® Essentials Chemical Pillows
Item #

Size

# Pillows

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

PILE906

46cm W x 46cm L

10

45L

£99.00

£94.05

PILE905

30cm W x 30cm L

24

36L

£94.75

£90.01

PIGE900

PILE906

Chemical Notice: To ensure effectiveness and your safety, we recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your
chemicals with PIG products prior to purchase. If you have any questions or need samples to test, please call 0800 919 900.

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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Absorbs most acids, caustics & unknown fluids

PIG® Acid Encapsulating & Neutralising Mat

Absorbents

CONTAIN AND ABSORB

Absorbs most acids, caustics & unknown fluids

HazMat

CHEMICAL
SPILLS
PIL302

124CR

HazMat Chemical Socks, Pillows and Dikes — Contain and
absorb spreading spills of highly concentrated corrosives.
• A
 bsorbs the widest range of acids, caustics and unknown
liquids, even those with high concentrations like 98% sulfuric acid
and 30% sodium hydroxide
• C
 hemical-resistant socks and dikes won’t degrade or cause a
124CR
dangerous reaction upon contact with corrosive spills

 illows won’t degrade or cause a dangerous reaction upon
• P
contact with corrosive spills
• P illows have large surface area, high capacity and fast-wicking
filler to quickly soak up liquids; great for adding absorbency
during spill response

• P olypropylene skin resists chemicals and tearing; reduces dust
and holds in liquid, even when saturated
• P olypropylene filler is highly absorbent for containing corrosive or
reactive spills
• Socks (124CR and PIG301) are excellent for quickly diking and
stopping the spread of smaller chemical spills; dikes (HA1010)
are excellent for quickly diking and stopping the spread of larger
chemical spills
• P
 ink colour is easily distinguishable to assure workers use the
correct dike during a spill emergency
• Can be incinerated after use to reduce waste
HR7015
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Cleaner, Safer, Better • 100% Money-back Guarantee*

Absorbents

HA1010

HazMat

PIG301
PIL302

HR7015

Absorbs most acids, caustics & unknown fluids

PIG® HazMat Chemical Absorbent Dike
Item #

Size

# Socks

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

HA1010

13cm Dia. x 3m L

2

68L

£125.75

£119.46

PIG® HazMat Chemical Absorbent Socks
Item #

Size

# Socks

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

PIG301

8cm Dia. x 3m L

6

45L

£151.75

£144.16

124CR

8cm Dia. x 117cm L

12

36L

£119.75

£113.76

PIG® HazMat Chemical Absorbent Pillows in Dispenser Box
Item #

Size

# Pillows

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

PIL302

20cm W x 20cm L x 3cm H

20

17.8L

£105.75

£100.46

PIL306

20cm W x 20cm L x 3cm H

10

8.9L

£55.75

£52.96

PIG® HazMat Chemical Absorbent Pillows
Item #

Size

# Pillows

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

HR7015

43cm W x 41cm L x 5cm H

10

38L

£143.25

£136.09

PIL307

20cm W x 43cm L x 5cm H

10

22.5L

£86.25

£81.94

PIL302

HazMat Notice: To ensure effectiveness and your safety, we recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your chemicals
with PIG HazMat products prior to purchase. If you have any questions or need samples to test, please call 0800 919 900.

SEE OUR HAZMAT PADS AND ROLLS ON PAGES 71-73

HA1010

Socks are excellent for quickly stopping the spread of chemical spills
while pillows have high capacity to quickly soak up liquids.

HazMat Chemical Loose Absorbent —
Our HazMat Pad in loose form.
• W
 ith the power of PIG HazMat in a
loose absorbent, pulp can be used
for various applications; it’s
ideal for hard-to-reach spaces or
final cleanup
 hemical-resistant pulp won’t
• C
degrade or cause a
dangerous reaction

PIG® HazMat Chemical Loose Absorbent
Item #

HA8010 • 2.3kg bag • Abs. up to 22.7L/bag

HA8010

1-2

3+

£54.50

£51.78

HazMat Notice: To ensure effectiveness and your safety, we recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your chemicals
with PIG HazMat products prior to purchase. If you have any questions or need samples to test, please call 0800 919 900.

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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SPILL KITS

Be prepared for fast spill response.

BAD SPILLS
CAN LEAD TO
BIG FINES

INDEX
Spill Kits.................................80-104
For spills...

Be spill ready with PIG!
Spills are a serious business. With harmful consequences like slip-and-fall injuries,
environmental contamination and fines, you can’t risk a failed response with inferior
absorbents or a clumsy container.
PIG Spill Kits deliver peace of mind:

Packed with PIG Absorbents

PIG Mats, Socks, Pillows and Loose are the best you can buy — and you’ll only
find them in PIG Spill Kits.

Filled for fast response

Every PIG Spill Kit is filled in the order you need the contents. No digging
required! Clean-up starts the second you open the lid.

More choices to fit your workplace

From wheeled bins to grab-and-go bag kits, you’ll find a PIG Spill Kit that’s
perfect for your application.

LOOKING FOR SPILL KITS FOR EVERYDAY USE?
CHECK OUT OUR PIG ESSENTIALS PRODUCTS
ON PAGES 85, 94, 98, 100 & 102.

UNIVERSAL

OIL-ONLY

Under 25 Litres..............................80-86
25-50 Litres................................... 87-90
51-100 Litres.................................. 91-95
101-190 Litres................................ 96-99
191-300 Litres.............................100-101
Over 300 Litres........................... 102-103
You-Supply-the-Wheeled-Bin Kits...... 104
(120L | 240L | 360L)
Disposal Bags, Signs
& Labels...................................... 105
Personal Protective
Equipment...........................106-107

HAZMAT NOTICE: Independent testing indicates that PIG HAZ-MAT products are compatible with
and absorb most acids and caustics. Due to variables and conditions of applications beyond our
control, New Pig cannot guarantee that this product will absorb to your satisfaction. To ensure
effectiveness and your safety, we recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption
testing of your chemicals with PIG HAZ-MAT products prior to purchase.
If you have any questions or need samples to test, please call us on 0800 919 900.

CHEMICAL NOTICE: To ensure effectiveness and your safety, we recommend that you conduct
compatibility and absorption testing of your chemicals with PIG Essentials products prior to
purchase. If you have questions or need samples to test, please call 0800 919 900.

HAZMAT

For oils, coolants, solvents & water.

For fuels and oil-based liquids, NOT water.

Also called “MRO” absorbents, they soak up
the widest range of liquids — oils, coolants,
solvents and water.

PIG Oil-Only Absorbents repel water to clean up PIG HazMat Absorbents are specially treated
oil and fuel spills, even outdoors. Only PIG Kits
to soak up high-concentration acids and
include Stat-Mat, the best absorbent mat for
caustics without degrading or reacting.
flammable liquids, proven to dissipate static.

For most acids, caustics & unknown fluids.

EXPERT ADVICE
Frequently asked questions:
Q: What size kit do I need?
A: Statistics show that most industrial spills are less than 190 litres. Placing kits in spill-prone locations throughout your facility can help you
respond quickly and keep spills under control until they can be cleaned up.
Q: Why don’t you put PPE in most of your spill kits?
A: Spill kits are used to absorb thousands of different liquids and a one-size-fits-all approach to PPE doesn’t work. Instead, stock kits with
your own PPE that’s appropriate for your liquids and responders. See PPE on pages 106-107.

Need help making a selection? Call us!
Our Technical Advice Team is well versed in choosing Spill Kits and PPE. Further assistance is available before, during or after the sale at no cost.
Simply contact us on 0800 919 900.
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Spill Kits
For spills under 25L

KIT3200

KIT213

Spill Response Bucket — Grab-and-go
spill response comes in a UN Rated
container for shipping waste.
• Polyethylene

bucket with easy-open, screw-on lid can be used to
ship or temporarily store used absorbents
• UN Rating 1H2/Y30/S for Packing Groups II and III
• Bold Spill Kit lettering for quick identification

Spill Kit in Hi-Vis Economy Container —
Low-cost kit is perfect for small spills.
• Bright yellow container saves money when a UN Rated container
is not necessary
• Non threaded lid lifts off for fast access; steel bail handle for
easy carrying
• Lightweight polyethylene containers resist chemicals and protects
contents from the weather

• U
 niversal Kit (KIT213) includes PIG Mat Pads containing 25% or
more recycled content

• Bold Spill Kit lettering for quick identification

• Oil-Only Kit (KIT413) includes PIG Skimmer Socks containing 98%
pre-consumer recycled polypropylene filler and PIG Absorbent
Socks containing a mixture of 95% pre- and post-consumer
recycled cellulose

• Oil-Only Kit (KIT4200) includes PIG Absorbent Socks containing a
mixture of 95% pre- and post-consumer recycled cellulose

KIT413

64CRSC

KIT4200

KIT2200
PIG® Spill Kit in High-Vis Economy Container

PIG® Spill Response Bucket

1-2

3+

KIT2200 • Universal • Abs. up to 13L • 37cm H x 30cm Dia.

£53.75

£51.06

£73.15

KIT4200 • Oil-Only • Abs. up to 16L • 37cm H x 30cm Dia.

£59.00

£56.05

£84.55

* KIT3200 • HazMat • Abs. up to 15.7L • 37cm H x 30cm Dia.

£69.00

£65.55

1-2

3+

KIT213 • Universal • Abs. up to 13.2L • 32cm Dia. x 49.5cm H • UN1H2/Y30/S

£65.00

£61.75

KIT413 • Oil-Only • Abs. up to 16.5L • 32cm Dia. x 49.5cm H • UN1H2/Y30/S

£77.00

* 64CRSC • HazMat • Abs. up to 13.8L • 32cm Dia. x 49.5cm H • UN1H2/Y30/S

£89.00

Item #

Contents • 4 Mat Pads • 2 Socks • 2 Temporary disposal bags and ties • 6 Tamper proof labels
* We recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your chemicals with PIG HazMat products prior to
purchase. See note on page 79.
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• U
 niversal Kit (KIT2200) includes PIG Mat Pads containing 25% or
more recycled content

Cleaner, Safer, Better • 100% Money-back Guarantee*

Item #

Contents • 8 Mat Pads • 3 Socks • 2 Temporary disposal bags and ties • 6 Tamper proof labels
* We recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your chemicals with PIG HazMat products prior to
purchase. See note on page 79.

Spill Kits

The convenient carry handle on
this Kit lets you easily hang it by
spill-prone areas.

For spills under 25L
KITL250

Clear Compact Spill Kit — See-through kit makes it
easy to know when to replenish supplies.
• D
 urable see-through wallet makes it easy to check supplies at
a glance
• H
 ook-and-loop closure is easy to open for fast access to absorbents
• C
 onvenient carry handle for easy transport is ideal for hanging
• E ffectively deals with minor spillages and takes up minimum
storage space
• U
 niversal Kit (KITL250) includes PIG Mat Pads containing 25%
recycled content and PIG Pillows containing a mixture of 85%
pre- and post-consumer recycled cellulose filler
• Oil-Only Kit ((KITL450) includes PIG Skimmer Pillows containing
98% pre-consumer recycled polypropylene filler
KITL350

PIG® Clear Compact Spill Kit
Item #

KITL250 • Universal • Abs. up to 7.1L • 38cm W x 46cm H x 10cm D

1-2

3+

£30.25

£28.74

£33.50

£31.83

£41.00

£38.95

KITL250 Contents • 8 Mat Pads • 1 Pillow • 2 Temporary disposal bags and ties

KITL450 • Oil-Only • Abs. up to 6.8L • 38cm W x 46cm H x 10cm D
KITL450 Contents • 6 Mat Pads • 1 Pillow • 2 Temporary disposal bags and ties

* KITL350 • HazMat • Abs. up to 6.7L • 38cm W x 46cm H x 10cm D

KITL450

KITL350 Contents • 6 Mat Pads • 2 Pillows • 2 Temporary disposal bags and ties
* We recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your chemicals with PIG HazMat products prior to
purchase. See note on page 79.

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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Spill Kits

Spill Kit in a Clip-Close Bag — PIG Absorbents in low cost, easy to close,
hang and carry bag!
•	Durable see-through bag allows you to quickly and easily inspect
spill kit supplies
•	Heavy gauge polythene bag helps protect absorbents from
moisture and damage during storage to ensure maximum
product performance in use
•	Convenient clip close handle makes kit easy to carry to spill site for
rapid response during emergencies
 niversal Kit (KITE291) includes PIG Mat Pads containing 25% or
• U
more recycled content

For spills under 25L

• Oil-Only Kit (KITE491) includes PIG Absorbent Socks that contain a
mixture of 95% pre- and post-consumer recycled cellulose

KITE491

KITE391

PIG Spill Kit in a Clip-Close Bag
®

Item #

KITE291 • Universal • Abs. up to 12.8L • 51cm L x 10cm W x 38cm H

1-2

3+

£21.25

£20.19

£23.50

£22.33

£26.50

£25.18

KITE291 Contents • 1 Sock • 12 Mat Pads • 1 Disposal bag and tie

KITE491 • Oil-Only • Abs. up to 13.8L • 51cm L x 10cm W x 38cm H
KITE491 Contents • 1 Sock • 12 Mat Pads • 1 Disposal bag and tie

* KITE391 • HazMat • Abs. up to 13L • 51cm L x 10cm W x 38cm H
KITE391 Contents • 1 Sock • 12 Mat Pads • 1 Disposal bag and tie

KITE291

* We recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your chemicals with PIG HazMat products prior to
purchase. See note on page 79.

Fork Truck Spill Kit — Kit with patching paste is ideal for fast response to punctured
drums or leaking containers.
• 	Durable, high-visibility vinyl bag has secure “box lid” closure with
hook- and-loop fastening that opens easily and protects contents
• 	Hanging loops attach Kit to any fork truck
• U
 niversal Kit (NPK205) includes PIG Mat Pads containing 25% or
more recycled content
• Oil-Only Kit (NPK405) includes PIG Absorbent Socks that contain a
mixture of 95% pre- and post-consumer recycled cellulose

NPK405

NPK305

PIG Fork Truck Spill Kit
®

1-2

3+

NPK205 • Universal • Abs. up to 10.2L • 30cm W x 30cm H x 15cm D

£56.75

£53.91

NPK405 • Oil-Only • Abs. up to 11.2L • 30cm W x 30cm H x 15cm D

£62.75

£59.61

* NPK305 • HazMat • Abs. up to 10.4L • 30cm W x 30cm H x 15cm D

£71.00

£67.45

Item #

NPK205
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Cleaner, Safer, Better • 100% Money-back Guarantee*

Contents • 1 Sock • 20 Mat Pads • 2 Temporary disposal bags and ties • 1 Patching Paste
* We recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your chemicals with PIG HazMat products prior to
purchase. See note on page 79.

Spill Kits
For spills under 25L
KIT470

Spill Kit in See-Thru Bag — Compact, easy-to-carry
inventory bag kit with zip is perfect for stocking a fleet.
• Compact kit with zip closure and carry handle is ideal for
outfitting a vehicle fleet
• Socks stop spreading spills; PIG Mat absorbs quickly
•	
Transparent so you can check supply levels at a glance while
79
keeping contents clean and dry
• U
 niversal Kit (KIT274) includes PIG Mat Pads containing 25% or
more recycled content
• Oil-Only Kit (KIT470) includes PIG Absorbent Socks containing 98%
pre-consumer recycled polypropylene filler
KIT274
PIG® Spill Kit in a See-Thru Bag
1-2

3+

KIT274 • Universal • Abs. up to 18.5L • 38cm W x 46cm H x 13cm D

£47.75

£45.36

KIT470 • Oil-Only • Abs. up to 21.3L • 38cm W x 46cm H x 13cm D

£56.75
£66.75

£53.91
£63.41

Item #

* KIT367 • HazMat • Abs. up to 18.5L

• 38cm W x 46cm H x 13cm D

Contents • 3 Socks • 12 Mat Pads • 2 Temporary disposal bags and ties

KIT367

* We recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your chemicals with PIG HazMat products prior to
purchase. See note on page 79.

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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Spill Kits

Eco-Friendly Compact Spill Kit — Stuffed with super-thirsty absorbents,
our small eco-friendly Kit can handle a surprisingly big spill!
• 	High-vis, reusable bag made of jute plant bark; durable with
waterproof lining
•	Eco-friendly absorbents reuse materials that normally enter
a waste stream
•	Compact Kit with handle can hang on wall, stow in vehicle
or storage cabinet

For spills under 25L

• K
 it includes Pig Blue Mat Pads containing 90% pre-consumer
recycled cellulose, a PIG Pillow containing a mixture of
85% pre- and post-consumer recycled cellulose filler
and Disposal Bags made from a 100% mixture of pre- and
post-consumer recycled plastic

KITE210
PIG® Eco-Friendly Compact Spill Kit
Item #

KITE210 • Universal • Abs. up to 7L • 38cm W x 46cm H

KITE210

1-2

3+

£24.00

£22.80

Contents • 4 Mat Pads • 1 Pillow • 2 Temporary disposal bags and ties

Spill Bag — High-visibility, compact Spill Bag for spill response on the go.
•	Flexible and small enough to fit behind the seat of a lorry; stows
almost anywhere and is easy to carry in the event of a spill
• Brightly coloured neon bag features a reflective stripe for greater
visibility and easy identification
• Drawstring closure is ideal for carrying or hanging on a wall
• U
 niversal Kit (KIT251) includes PIG Mat Pads containing 25% or
more recycled content
• O
 il-Only Kit (KIT451) includes a PIG Absorbent Sock that contains a
mixture of 95% pre- and post-consumer recycled cellulose

KITE351

KITE451

PIG® Spill Bag
1-2

3+

KITE251 • Universal • Abs. up to 10.4L • 25cm W x 36cm H x 14cm D

£35.50

£33.73

KITE451 • Oil-Only • Abs. up to 11.3L • 25cm W x 36cm H x 14cm D

£40.50

£38.48

* KITE351 • HazMat • Abs. up to 10.4L • 25cm W x 36cm H x 14cm D

£48.50

£46.08

Item #

Contents • 1 Sock • 20 Mat Pads • 2 Temporary disposal bags and ties
* We recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your chemicals with PIG HazMat products prior to
purchase. See note on page 79.
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Cleaner, Safer, Better • 100% Money-back Guarantee*

KITE251

Spill Kits

KITE234

KITE233

Essentials Clip Close Carrier
Spill Kit — The clear choice for easy
grab-and-go spill response!

• Contains a selection of great value absorbents to help contain and
absorb small-to-medium-sized spills
• Brightly coloured bag is highly visible, making this kit easy to
identify during spill response
• Durable vinyl shoulder bag helps protect absorbents from
moisture and damage during storage to ensure maximum product
performance in use
• Bag's hook-and-loop fastening is easy to open and provides
quick access to absorbents
• Use socks to stop spill from spreading and mat pads to quickly absorb
the contained liquid

• Packed with an absorbent sock and mat pads to help contain
and absorb small spills
• Compact size makes kit easy and convenient to store, whether it's
behind the seat of a vehicle or forklift truck, or hanging in spill
prone areas
• Heavy gauge polythene bag helps protect absorbents from
moisture and damage during storage to ensure maximum
product performance in use
• Convenient clip-close handle makes this kit easy to carry to spill site
• Durable see through bag allows you to quickly and easily inspect
spill kit supplies

PIG® Essentials Vinyl Shoulder Bag Spill Kit

PIG® Essentials Clip Close Carrier Spill Kit
1-2

3+

KITE234 • Universal • Abs up to 24.4L • 61cm W x 42cm L x 10cm D

£52.00

£49.40

KITE434 • Oil-Only • Abs up to 36.6L • 61cm W x 42cm L x 10cm D

£52.00

* KITE334 • Chemical • Abs up to 24.4L • 61cm W x 42cm L x 10cm D

£62.00

Item #

1-2

3+

KITE233 • Universal • Abs up to 12.2L

£17.50

£16.63

£49.40

KITE433 • Oil-Only • Abs up to 18.3L

£17.50

£16.63

£58.90

* KITE333 • Chemical • Abs up to 12.2L

£20.75

£19.71

Contents • 20 Mat Pads • 2 Socks • 2 Temporary disposal bags and ties
* C hemical Notice: To ensure effectiveness and your safety, we recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your
chemicals with PIG products prior to purchase. If you have any questions or need samples to test, please call 0800 919 900.

Item #

For spills under 25L

Essentials Vinyl Shoulder
Bag Spill Kit — Easy to see, fast
to find bag.

Contents • 10 Mat Pads • 1 Sock • 1 Temporary disposal bag and tie

* C hemical Notice: To ensure effectiveness and your safety, we recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your
chemicals with PIG products prior to purchase. If you have any questions or need samples to test, please call 0800 919 900.

CHOOSE YOUR WEAPON

FOR OVERHEAD

PROTECTION
Channel leaks away from floors, inventory and
equipment with the most dependable leak diverters.

SEE THE UK’S LARGEST LEAK DIVERTER RANGE ON PAGES 154-167.
Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900

LEAK DIVERTERS:
PIPE
ROOF
CEILING
KITS
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Spill Kits
For spills under 25L

HazMat Spill Pack — Vacuum sealed, tamper resistant packaging
ensures kit is complete and ready to go.
• 	 Absorbs the widest range of acids, caustics and
unknown liquids — even those with high concentrations like
98% sulfuric acid and 30% sodium hydroxide
• 	Highly-visible pack is easy to locate
• 	Built-in handle and sturdy grommets make the pack easy to
carry and hang

PIG® HazMat Spill Pack
Item #

* KIT355 • HazMat • Absorbs up to 20.8L • 58cm W x 72cm H x 10cm D

1-2

3+

£101.75

£96.66

Contents • 3 Socks • 20 Mat Pads • 1 Temporary disposal bag and tie
* We recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your chemicals with PIG HazMat products prior to
purchase. See note on page 79.

Mercury Spill Cleanup & Decontamination — Safely cleans up to five spills.
• 		Easy-to-follow instructions are based upon COSHH and British
Dental Association methodologies
• Contains adsorbent alloy wool, clean up tools, shatter-proof
waste container, PPE and detailed instructions
• New corrugated cardboard storage box reduced plastic used by
75% (by weight)
Mercury Spill Cleanup & Decontamination Kit
1-2

3+

KITL500 • 23.5cm W x 20cm L x 9cm D

£58.50

£55.58

KITL501 • Refill • 15cm W x 25cm H

£26.00

£24.70

Item #

KITL500
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Cleaner, Safer, Better • 100% Money-back Guarantee*

Contents • 1 Leak-proof, shatter-proof waste container • 1 - 50g Bottle of calcium hydroxide • 1 - 75g Bottle of
microfine sulphur • 1 Pack of adsorbent alloy wool • 1 Syringe • 1 Brush • 1 Scoop
2 Pair of powderless vinyl gloves • 1 Dust mask • 1 Set of instructions

BKT214

Spill Kits

Spill Response Bag — PIG Absorbents in the ideal spill kit bag − hi-vis,
water-resistant, and easy to close, hang and carry.
•  Durable bag with hook-and-loop closure keeps contents
clean and dry

 niversal Kit (KITE220) includes PIG Mat Pads containing 25% or
• U
more recycled content

• Bright yellow bag with bold Spill Kit lettering makes kit easy to see

• Oil-Only Kit (KITE420) includes PIG Absorbent Socks that contain a
mixture of 95% pre- and post-consumer recycled cellulose

• Strap for easy carrying and hanging
• Compact and easy to store; makes a great truck spill kit
• BKT214 is a durable steel hook that mounts on any surface;
increases spill kit visibility for faster response and to establish a
specific location to store your kit

PIG® Spill Response Bag
Item #

KITE220 • Universal • Abs. up to 34.7L • 43cm W x 52cm H x 15cm D
KITE420 • Oil-Only • Abs. up to 38.5L • 43cm W x 52cm H x 15cm D

* KITE320 • HazMat • Abs. up to 34.7L • 43cm W x 52cm H x 15cm D

1-2

3+

£86.75

£82.41

£95.00

£90.25

£114.50 £108.78

Contents • 4 Socks • 28 Mat Pads • 5 Temporary disposal bags and ties
* We recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your chemicals with PIG HazMat products prior to
purchase. See note on page 79.

Wall-Mount Hook for PIG Spill Kit
KITE420

KITE320

Item #

BKT214 • Use with PIG® Spill Kits w/ Handles • 6cm W x 22cm L

1-2

3+

£17.50

£16.63

Spill Kit in a Clip-Close Bag — PIG Absorbents in low cost, easy to close, hang and carry bag!
•	Durable see-through bag allows you to quickly and easily inspect
spill kit supplies
•	Heavy gauge polythene bag helps protect absorbents from
moisture and damage during storage to ensure maximum
product performance in use
•	Convenient clip close handle makes kit easy to carry to spill site
for rapid response during emergencies
• U
 niversal Kit (KITE292) includes PIG Mat Pads containing 25% or
more recycled content
• Oil-Only Kit (KITE492) includes PIG Absorbent Socks that contain a
mixture of 95% pre- and post-consumer recycled cellulose
PIG® Spill Kit in a Clip-Close Bag
1-2

3+

KITE292 • Universal • Abs. up to 26.5L • 51cm L x 15cm W x 38cm H

£39.00

£37.05

KITE492 • Oil-Only • Abs. up to 28.5L • 51cm L x 15cm W x 38cm H

£43.50
£48.75

£41.33
£46.31

Item #

* KITE392 • HazMat • Abs. up to 26.9L • 51cm L x 15cm W x 38cm H
Contents • 2 Socks • 25 Mat Pads • 2 Disposal bag and tie

KITE292

* We recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your chemicals with PIG HazMat products prior to
purchase. See note on page 79.
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For spills 25 - 50L

KITE220

Spill Kits
For spills 25 - 50L

KITE489

KIT211

Spill Kit in a See-Thru Duffel Bag —
Easy to store, carry and inspect contents.

Spill Kit in a 76L Overpack — Strong
enough to earn a UN rating for transport.

• H
 eavy-duty, black vinyl duffel bag resists wear and tear; pockets
let you store additional tools and supplies

• Avoid fines and be spill response ready with the ideal kit for
everyday liquids; helps you comply with spill response requirements

•	Clear plastic top flap lets you easily check contents, so you know
you’re prepared prior to a spill or an audit

• Overpack drum container is UN Rated for transporting waste
after spill cleanup

• Compact size is ideal for storage in vehicles or in other tight spaces

• Neatly prepacked container speeds access during a
spill emergency

• U
 niversal Kit (KITE289) includes PIG Mat Pads containing
25% or more recycled content and PIG Absorbent Pillows that
contain a mixture of 85% pre- and post-consumer recycled
cellulose filler
• O
 il-Only Kit (KITE489) includes PIG Skimmer Socks &
Absorbent Pillows containing 98% pre-consumer recycled
polypropylene filler

• Temporary disposal bags help make cleanup easier
• U
 niversal Kit (KIT211) includes PIG Mat Pads containing 25% or
more recycled content and PIG Absorbent Pillows that contain a
mixture of 85% pre- and post-consumer recycled cellulose filler

KITE389
KIT311

Optional Wall Mount Bracket
(TLS468) saves floor space.

PIG® Spill Kit in a 76L Overpack
Item #

KITE289
PIG® Spill Kit in a See-Thru Duffel Bag
1-2

3+

KITE289 • Universal • Abs. up to 27L • 28cm W x 51cm L x 23cm H

£84.75

£80.51

RFLE289 • Universal • Refill only • Abs. up to 27L

£33.75

£32.06

KITE489 • Oil-Only • Abs. up to 30L • 28cm W x 51cm L x 23cm H

£94.00

£89.30

£37.25

£35.39

Item #

RFLE489 • Oil-Only • Refill only • Abs. up to 30L

* KITE389 • HazMat • Abs. up to 27.4L • 28cm W x 51cm L x 23cm H
* RFLE389 • HazMat • Refill only • Abs. up to 27.4L

£111.25 £105.69
£63.25

£60.09

Contents • 40 Mat Pads • 3 Socks • 2 Pillows • 5 Temporary disposal bags and ties
* We recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your chemicals with PIG HazMat products prior to
purchase. See note on page 79.
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Cleaner, Safer, Better • 100% Money-back Guarantee*

1-2

3+

KIT211 • Universal • Abs. up to 46L • 48cm H x 58.5cm Dia. • UN1H2/X46/S

£139.50 £132.53

KITR211 • Universal • Refill only • Abs. up to 46L

£68.00

£64.60

KIT211 & KITR211 Contents • 15 Mat Pads • 5 Socks • 2 Pillows • 5 Temporary disposal bags and ties
6 Tamper proof labels

* KIT311 • HazMat • Abs. up to 40.9L • 48cm H x 58.5cm Dia. • UN1H2/X46/S
* KITR311 • HazMat • Refill only • Abs. up to 40.9L

£194.50 £184.78
£119.75 £113.76

KIT311 & KITR311 Contents • 6 Mat Pads • 6 Socks • 5 Pillows • 5 Temporary disposal bags and ties
6 Tamper proof labels
* We recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your chemicals with PIG HazMat products prior to
purchase. See note on page 79.

Wall Mount Bracket
Item #

TLS468 • Wall mount bracket

1-2

3+

£76.00

£72.20

Spill Kits
For spills 25 - 50L
KIT2300

Spill Kit in Hi-Vis Economy Container — Clean up and
comply without the extra cost of a UN Rated container.
• B asic container saves money when you don’t need a UN Rated
container for disposal of used absorbents
• Packed with top-quality PIG Absorbents
• Nonthreaded lid lifts off for fast access

• U
 niversal Kit (KIT2300) includes PIG Mat Pads containing
25% or more recycled content and PIG Absorbent Pillows that
contain a mixture of 85% pre- and post-consumer recycled
cellulose filler
• Oil-Only Kit (KIT4300) includes PIG Absorbent Booms containing
98% pre-consumer recycled polypropylene filler

• Bold Spill Kit lettering for quick identification

PIG® Spill Kit in High-Vis Economy Container
Item #

1-2

3+

KIT2300 • Universal • Abs. up to 46L • 59cm H x 49cm Dia.

£122.00 £115.90

KITR211 • Universal • Refill only • Abs. up to 46L

£68.00

£64.60

KIT2300 & KITR211 Contents • 15 Mat Pads • 5 Socks • 2 Pillows • 5 Temporary disposal bags and ties
6 Tamper proof labels

KIT4300 • Oil-Only • Abs. up to 47L • 59cm H x 49cm Dia.

£163.25 £155.09

KIT4300 Contents •12 Mat Pads • 3 Socks • 2 Skimmers • 5 Temporary disposal bags and ties • 6 Tamper proof labels

* KIT3300 • HazMat • Abs. up to 40.9L • 59cm H x 49cm Dia.
* KITR311 • HazMat • Refill only • Abs. up to 40.9L

£179.50 £170.53
£119.75 £113.76

KIT3300 & KITR311 Contents • 6 Mat Pads • 6 Socks • 5 Pillows • 5 Temporary disposal bags and ties
6 Tamper proof labels

KIT3300

KIT4300

* We recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your chemicals with PIG HazMat products prior to
purchase. See note on page 79.
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Spill Kits

Small Wall-Mount Spill Kit — Hang your spill supplies right
where you need them.
• Safety yellow, heavy-gauge, welded steel cabinet
is printed ”Spill Kit” for quick identification
• S ee-through front panel lets you easily check
inventory levels
• Prepacked cabinet provides easy access to contents
• Includes write-on label for emergency contact info

For spills 25 - 50L

 niversal Kit (KIT215) includes PIG Mat Pads containing
• U
25% or more recycled content and PIG Absorbent Pillows that
contain a mixture of 85% pre- and post-consumer recycled
cellulose filler

KIT315
PIG Small Wall-Mounted Spill Kit
®

Item #

3+

1-2

KIT215 • Universal • Kit • Abs. up to 46.8L • 35cm W x 76cm L x 32.4cm D

£266.50 £253.18

KIT216 • Universal • Refill only • Abs. up to 46.8L

£77.50

£73.63

KIT215 & KIT216 Contents • 10 Pillows • 75 Mat Pads • 56 Wipes • 5 Temporary disposal bags and ties

* KIT315 • HazMat • Kit • Abs. up to 36.7L • 35cm W x 76cm L x 32.4cm D
* KIT316 • HazMat • Refill only • Abs. up to 36.7L

£331.25 £314.69
£99.25

£94.29

KIT315 & KIT316 Contents • 75 Mat Pads • 10 Pillows • 50 Wipes • 5 Temporary disposal bags and ties

KIT215

* We recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your chemicals with PIG HazMat products prior to
purchase. See note on page 79.

Eco-Friendly Spill Response Bag — Stuffed with extra-thirsty absorbents
made with high recycled content.
• 	Reusable Spill Bag is constructed out of jute plant bark; naturally
strong and durable with waterproof inner coating
•	Eco-friendly absorbents feature high recycled content; reuses
material that would normally enter a waste stream
• K
 it includes Pig Blue Mat Pads containing 90% pre-consumer
recycled cellulose, PIG Absorbent Socks that contain a mixture of
85% pre- and post-consumer recycled cellulose filler and
Disposal Bags made from a 100% mixture of pre- and postconsumer recycled plastic

PIG® Eco-Friendly Spill Response Bag
Item #

KITE211

90

Cleaner, Safer, Better • 100% Money-back Guarantee*

KITE211 • Universal • Abs. up to 34.4L • 46cm W x 52cm H x 18cm D
Contents • 15 Mat Pads • 4 Socks • 5 Temporary disposal bags and ties

1-2

3+

£71.00

£67.45

Spill Kits
For spills 51 - 100L
KITE201

Small Mobile Container Spill Kit — Economical Kits let you
respond quickly to spreading liquids.
• 	Durable, wheeled container is packed with high-quality
PIG Absorbents
• 	Weather-resistant polyethylene container protects contents
from moisture, dirt and damage (containers are best
kept indoors for long-term storage)
• Hinged lid makes it easy to get the absorbents you need — just
flip it open
• 	Heavy-duty rubber wheels roll easily over nearly any surface
• U
 niversal Kit (KITE201) includes PIG Mat Pads containing 25% or
more recycled content and PIG Absorbent Pillows that contain a
mixture of 85% pre- and post-consumer recycled cellulose
filler
• Oil-Only Kit (KITE401) includes PIG Absorbent Socks that contain a
mixture of 95% pre- and post-consumer recycled cellulose and
PIG Skimmer Pillows containing 98% pre-consumer recycled
polypropylene filler

PIG® Small Mobile Container Spill Kit
Item #

3+

1-2

KITE201 • Universal • Abs. up to 87.9L • 48cm W x 97cm H x 55cm D

£188.25 £178.84

RFLE201 • Universal • Refill only • Abs. up to 87.9L

£122.00 £115.90

KITE201 & RFLE201 Contents • 10 Socks • 100 Mat Pads • 12 Pillows • 5 Temporary disposal bags and ties

KITE401 • Oil-Only • Abs. up to 79.6L • 48cm W x 97cm H x 55cm D

£207.75 £197.36

RFLE401 • Oil-Only • Refill only • Abs. up to 79.6L

£136.25 £129.44

KITE401 & RFLE401 Contents • 6 Socks • 50 Mat Pads • 4 Pillows • 5 Temporary disposal bags and ties

* KITE301 • HazMat • Abs. up to 80.7L • 48cm W x 97cm H x 55cm D
* RFLE301 • HazMat • Refill only • Abs. up to 80.7L

£255.50 £242.73
£185.50 £176.23

KITE301 & RFLE301 Contents • 8 Socks • 100 Mat Pads • 12 Pillows • 5 Temporary disposal bags and ties
* We recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your chemicals with PIG HazMat products prior to
purchase. See note on page 79.

PAKL201

Add this laminated cover to protect
your kit during outdoor storage.
Clear pocket holds label and SDS.

PIG® Mobile Container Cover
Item #

KITE301

KITE401

PAKL201 • Small • Yellow • 50cm W x 40cm H x 57cm D

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900

1-2

3+

£16.50

£15.68
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Spill Kits
For spills 51 - 100L

PACKED
WITH

PIG!

KIT236

Spill Kit in a 115L Overpack — Strong enough to earn a
UN rating for transporting spill cleanup waste.
• 	 Avoid fines and be spill response ready with the ideal kit for
everyday liquids; helps you comply with spill response requirements
• Overpack drum container is UN Rated for transporting waste
after spill cleanup
• 	Neatly prepacked container speeds up access during a
spill emergency

PIG® Spill Kit in a 115L Overpack
Item #

1-2

3+

KIT236 • Universal • Abs. up to 79.3L • 76cm H x 58.5cm Dia. • UN1H2/X70/S

• 	Temporary disposal bags help make cleanup easier

£199.00 £189.05

RFL236 • Universal • Refill only • Abs. up to 79.3L

£93.25

• 	Lightweight polypropylene container resists chemicals and keeps
contents clean and dry

KIT236 & RFL236 Contents • 4 Socks • 4 Pillows • 25 Mat Pads • 5 Temporary disposal bags and ties
6 Tamper proof labels

• U
 niversal Kit (KITE236) includes PIG Mat Pads containing
25% or more recycled content and PIG Absorbent Pillows that
contain a mixture of 85% pre- and post-consumer recycled
cellulose filler
• Oil-Only Kit (KITE436) includes PIG Absorbent Booms containing
98% pre-consumer recycled polypropylene filler

KIT436 • Oil-Only • Kit • Abs. up to 78.4L • 76cm H x 58.5cm Dia. • UN1H2/X70/S
RFL436 • Oil-Only • Refill only • Abs. up to 78.4L

£88.59

£249.00 £236.55
£150.00 £142.50

KIT436 & RFL436 Contents • 4 Socks • 4 Skimmers • 25 Mat Pads • 5 Temporary disposal bags and ties
6 Tamper proof labels

* KIT336 • HazMat • Abs. up to 70.1L • 76cm H x 58.5cm Dia. • UN1H2/X70/S
* RFL336 • HazMat • Refill only • Abs. up to 70.1L

£269.00 £255.55
£158.00 £150.10

KIT336 & RFL336 Contents • 4 Socks • 25 Mat Pads • 4 Pillows • 5 Temporary disposal bags and ties
6 Tamper proof labels
* We recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your chemicals with PIG HazMat products prior to
purchase. See note on page 79.

PAK205

Add this laminated cover to protect your
kit during outdoor storage.
Clear pocket holds label and SDS.
Protective Cover for PIG® Overpack
Item #

KIT436
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KIT336

Cleaner, Safer, Better • 100% Money-back Guarantee*

PAK205 • Yellow • 30cm L x 58cm Dia.

1-2

3+

£41.00

£38.95

Spill Kits
KITE250

Spill Caddy — Fast access to
spill supplies.

Trolley Bag Spill Kit — High-visibility
Kit is economical and mobile.

• Spill Caddies hold Rip-&-Fit Mat for cleaning up spills

• L uminous yellow bag with hook-and-loop closure protects
absorbents and provides easy access during spill response

• 	High-visibility polyethylene cart with full-height double doors,
adjustable shelves and 20cm wheels

• Wheeled Trolley manoeuvres with ease through doors and hallways
• Bold Spill Kit lettering for quick identification

• 	Compartmentalised contents for easy access; container can
be padlocked

• U
 niversal Kit (KITE250) includes PIG Mat Pads containing 25% or
more recycled content and PIG Absorbent Pillows that contain a
mixture of 85% pre- and post-consumer recycled cellulose
filler

• U
 niversal Kit (KIT244-999) includes PIG Mat Roll containing
25% or more recycled content and PIG Absorbent Pillows
containing an 85% mixture of pre- and post-consumer
recycled cellulose filler
 il-Only Kit (KIT444-999) includes PIG Skimmer Socks & Pillows
• O
containing 98% pre-consumer recycled polypropylene filler

KIT344-999

• Oil-Only Kit (KITE450) includes PIG Absorbent Socks that contain a
mixture of 95% pre- and post-consumer recycled cellulose and
PIG Skimmer Absorbent Pillows containing 98% pre-consumer
recycled polypropylene filler

KIT444-999

KITE350

KITE450

PIG® Trolley Bag Spill Kit

PIG Spill Caddy

Item #

®

Item #

1-2

3+

KIT244-999 • Universal • Abs. up to 51.5L • 43cm W x 46cm L x 91.5cm H

£336.00 £319.20

RFL244-999 • Universal • Refill only • Abs. up to 51.5L

£93.25

KIT444-999 • Oil-Only • Abs. up to 56.2L • 43cm W x 46cm L x 91.5cm H

£377.25 £358.39

RFL444-999 • Oil-Only • Refill only • Abs. up to 56.2L

£110.75 £105.21

* KIT344-999 • HazMat • Abs. up to 47.4L • 43cm W x 46cm L x 91.5cm H
* RFL344-999 • HazMat • Refill only • Abs. up to 47.4L

£88.59

£419.00 £398.05
£125.25 £118.99

Contents • 1 Mat Roll • 5 Socks • 4 Pillows • 5 Temporary disposal bags and ties
NOTE: Not for outdoor storage.
* We recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your chemicals with PIG HazMat products prior to
purchase. See note on page 79.

KITE250 • Universal • Abs. up to 58.3L • 45cm W x 53cm H x 27cm D
RFLE250 • Universal • Refill only • Abs. up to 58.3L

3+

1-2

£122.00 £115.90
£71.00 £67.45

KITE250 & RFLE250 Contents • 40 Mat Pads • 6 Socks • 8 Pillows • 5 Temporary disposal bags and ties

KITE450 • Oil-Only • Abs. up to 54.3L • 45cm W x 53cm H x 27cm D

£135.75 £128.96

RFLE450 • Oil-Only • Refill only • Abs. up to 54.3L

£78.00

£74.10

KITE450 & RFLE450 Contents • 30 Mat Pads • 6 Socks • 4 Pillows • 5 Temporary disposal bags and ties

* KITE350 • HazMat • Abs. up to 53.7L • 45cm W x 53cm H x 27cm D
* RFLE350 • HazMat • Refill only • Abs. up to 53.7L

£189.25 £179.79
£137.25 £130.39

KITE350 & RFLE350 Contents • 30 Mat Pads • 6 Socks • 12 Pillows • 5 Temporary disposal bags and ties
* We recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your chemicals with PIG HazMat products prior to
purchase. See note on page 79.
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For spills 51 - 100L

KIT244-999

Essentials Weatherproof Cabinet Spill Kit — Wall Mount for outdoor storage!

For spills 51 - 100L

Spill Kits

• Packed with a selection of absorbent socks, mat pads
and pillows to help efficiently manage, contain and absorb
small-to-medium-sized spills
• Sturdy, weather-resistant polyethylene construction helps protect kit
contents from contamination and moisture during storage
to ensure maximum product performance in use
• Brightly coloured door is highly-visible so kit is easily
identifiable during spill emergencies
• T-lock door is easy to open and provides quick access
to absorbents
• Internal shelves keep spill supplies organised and help save
time when selecting product for spill emergencies

KITE465

KITE365

PIG Essentials Weatherproof Cabinet Spill Kit
®

Item #

KITE265 • Universal • Abs up to 57.7L • 56.5cm W x 85cm H x 37.5cm D
KITE465 • Oil-Only • Abs up to 87.2L • 56.5cm W x 85cm H x 37.5cm D
* KITE365 • Chemical • Abs up to 57.7L • 56.5cm W x 85cm H x 37.5cm D

KITE265

1-2

3+

£232.75
£232.75
£273.50

£221.11
£221.11
£259.83

Contents • 35 Mat Pads • 6 Socks • 4 Pillows • 5 Temporary disposal bags and ties

* C hemical Notice: To ensure effectiveness and your safety, we recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your
chemicals with PIG products prior to purchase. If you have any questions or need samples to test, please call 0800 919 900.

Spill Kit in High-Vis Container —
 Perfect for everyday spill response.
• Bright yellow colour container is easy to locate and saves money
when a UN Rated container is not needed
• Non threaded lid lifts off for fast access; moulded-in handles
for easy carrying
• Lightweight polyethylene containers resist chemicals and
protects contents
• 	 Tamperproof seals help prevent pilfering of spill response supplies
• Bold Spill Kit lettering for quick identification
• U
 niversal Kit (KITE2400) includes PIG Mat Pads containing 25% or
more recycled content and PIG Absorbent Pillows that contain a
mixture of 85% mixture pre- and post-consumer recycled
cellulose filler
• Oil-Only Kit (KIT4400) includes PIG Absorbent Booms containing
98% pre-consumer recycled polypropylene filler

KIT2400

PIG® Spill Kit in High-Vis Container
Item #

KIT2400 • Universal • Abs. up to 79.3L • 59cm H x 55cm Dia.

3+

1-2

£171.25 £162.69

RFL236 • Universal • Refill only • Abs. up to 79.3L

£93.25

KIT4400 • Oil-Only • Abs. up to 78.4L • 59cm H x 55cm Dia.

£225.00 £213.75

RFL436 • Oil-Only • Refill only • Abs. up to 78.4L

£150.00 £142.50

* KIT3400 • HazMat • Abs. up to 70.1L • 59cm H x 55cm Dia.
* RFL336 • HazMat • Refill only • Abs. up to 70.1L

£88.59

£239.50 £227.53
£158.00 £150.10

Contents • 4 Socks • 25 Mat Pads • 4 Pillows • 5 Temporary disposal bags and ties • 6 Tamper proof labels

KIT4400
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KIT3400

Cleaner, Safer, Better • 100% Money-back Guarantee*

* We recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your chemicals with PIG HazMat products prior to
purchase. See note on page 79.

Spill Kits

Comfortably carry absorbents right to the site of
the spill with a convenient shoulder strap.
For spills 51 - 100L
KITL251

Clear Cube Bag Spill Kit — Easy to carry and store.
• 	Durable, see-through cube bag makes it easy to check spill
response supplies at a quick glance
• 	Hook-and-loop box-lid closure protects contents and provides
easy access

• Oil-Only Kit (KITL451) includes PIG Absorbent Booms containing
98% pre-consumer recycled polypropylene filler and PIG
Absorbent Socks & Skimmer Pillows containing 98% pre-consumer
recycled polypropylene filler

• 	 Shoulder strap for comfortable transport and wall hanging
• U
 niversal Kit (KITL251) includes PIG Mat Pads containing 25%
recycled content and PIG Absorbent Pillows that contain a mixture
of 85% pre- and post-consumer recycled cellulose filler

PIG® Clear Cube Bag Spill Kit
1-2

3+

KITL251 • Universal • Abs. up to 53L • 52cm W x 41cm H x 32cm D

£101.75

£96.66

KITRL251 • Universal • Refill only • Abs. up to 53L

£84.25

£80.04

Item #

KITL251 & KITRL251 Contents • 35 Mat Pads • 4 Pillows • 5 Socks • 5 Temporary disposal bags and ties

KITL451 • Oil-Only • Abs. up to 53.3L • 52cm W x 41cm H x 32cm D

£111.25 £105.69

KITRL451 • Oil-Only • Refill only • Abs. up to 53.3L

£91.75

£87.16

KITL451 & KITRL451 Contents • 30 Mat Pads • 2 Pillows • 5 Socks • 5 Temporary disposal bags and ties

* KITL351 • HazMat • Abs. up to 54.4L • 52cm W x 41cm H x 32cm D
* KITRL351 • HazMat • Refill only • Abs. up to 54.4L

£133.50 £126.83
£118.25 £112.34

KITL351 & KITLR351 Contents • 30 Mat Pads • 6 Pillows • 5 Socks • 5 Temporary disposal bags and ties

KITL351

KITL451

* We recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your chemicals with PIG HazMat products prior to
purchase. See note on page 79.
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CUSTOMER FAVOURITE

For spills 101 - 190L

Spill Kits

WE SUPERSIZED OUR

Absorbs
up to

51.5

128cm H

litres

Absorbs
up to

91.5cm H

179.1

75cm W

43cm W

litres

REGULAR SIZE
SPILL CADDY
AVAILABLE ON
PAGE 93
KIT244-999

KITE205

Choose from three versions of our Large Spill Caddy!

UNIVERSAL
KITE205
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Cleaner, Safer, Better • 100% Money-back Guarantee*

OIL-ONLY
KITE405

HAZMAT
KITE305

Spill Kits
Swivel casters let you pivot and move from a
resting position without tipping it back.

For spills 101 - 190L

20cm rear wheels can easily roll over
uneven, rugged surfaces.

KITE205

Ergonomic features make it easy to transport
kit to the site of the spill.

Large Spill Caddy — Almost 3X larger and absorbs over
3X more than our regular Spill Caddy!
• R espond to large spills or use as a highly visible central station
for absorbents and spill supplies
• D
 oors and lid open for instant, full access; pre-packed and
thoughtfully designed so you can find what you’re looking for
without rummaging
• 2
 0cm rear wheels roll easily over uneven surfaces; front
swivel casters let you pivot cart and move from a resting position
without tipping it back
• H
 olds a mounted roll of PIG Mat for easy pull-and-tear
dispensing; also contains PIG Absorbent Socks, Mat Pads, Pillows
and Wipes for fast cleanup
• L ockable cart (padlock not included) features adjustable shelves
and built-in door pocket for documents and instructions

PIG® Large Spill Caddy
Item #

RFLE205 • Universal • Refill only • Abs. up to 179.1L

£216.25 £205.44

Contents • 1 Mat Roll • 50 Pads • 8 Socks • 8 Pillows • 56 Wipes • 10 Temporary disposal bags and ties

KITE405 • Oil-Only • Abs. up to 190.1L • 75cm W x 76cm L x 128cm H

£736.50 £699.68

RFLE405 • Oil-Only • Refill only • Abs. up to 190.1L

£255.50 £242.73

Contents • 1 Mat Roll • 50 Pads • 8 Socks • 8 Pillows • 56 Wipes • 10 Temporary disposal bags and ties

* KITE305 • HazMat • Abs. up to 173.2L • 75cm W x 76cm L x 128cm H
* RFLE305 • HazMat • Refill only • Abs. up to 173.2L

£789.00 £749.55
£281.00 £266.95

Contents • 1 Mat Roll • 50 Pads • 8 Socks • 8 Pillows • 100 Wipes • 10 Temporary disposal bags and ties
NOTE: Not for outdoor storage.
* We recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your chemicals with PIG HazMat products prior to
purchase. See note on page 79.

PAK880

Protect absorbents
inside your Spill Caddy
from UV weathering,
dust, dirt and moisture
with a durable cover.

• Top shelf for site specific spill accessories and PPE storage

• O
 il-Only Kit (KITE405) includes PIG Skimmer Socks & Pillows
containing 98% pre-consumer recycled polypropylene filler

3+

£694.00 £659.30

• 75cm width fits through doors and aisles
 niversal Kit (KITE205) includes PIG Mat Pads & Roll containing
• U
25% or more recycled content and PIG Absorbent Pillows that
contain a mixture of 85% pre- and post-consumer recycled
cellulose filler

1-2

KITE205 • Universal • Abs. up to 179.1L • 75cm W x 76cm L x 128cm H

PIG® Large Spill Caddy Protection Cover
Item #

PAK880 • Yellow

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900

1-2

3+

£103.50

£98.33
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Spill Kits

Essentials Wheeled Container Spill Kit — Go almost
anywhere with these high-vis, wheeled containers.
• Contains a selection of absorbent socks, mat pads and pillows to
help contain and absorb small-to-medium-sized spills
• Brightly coloured container is highly visible, making this kit easy to
identify during spill response emergencies
• Integrated handle and 200mm diameter wheels, with rubber tyres,
provide excellent manoeuvrability
• Hinged lid provides easy access to organised absorbents,
helping you respond quickly and efficiently during spill emergencies
• Durable polyethylene containers helps keep kit contents clean
and dry to ensure maximum product performance in use

For spills 101 - 190L

PIG® Essentials Wheeled Container
Spill Kit – Medium
Item #

3+

1-2

KITE239 • Universal • Abs up to 96.6L • 48cm W x 97cm H x 55cm D
RFLE239 • Universal • Refill Only • Abs up to 96.6L

£162.25 £154.14
£116.25 £110.44

KITE439 • Oil-Only • Abs up to 145.6L • 48cm W x 97cm H x 55cm D

£162.25 £154.14

RFLE439 • Oil-Only • Refill Only • Abs up to 145.6L

£116.25 £110.44

* KITE339 • Chemical • Abs up to 96.6L • 48cm W x 97cm H x 55cm D
* RFLE339 • Chemical • Refill Only • Abs up to 96.6L

KITE239

£194.50 £184.78
£150.00 £142.50

Contents • 60 Mat Pads • 10 Socks • 6 Pillows • 5 Temporary disposal bags and ties
Chemical Notice: To ensure effectiveness and your safety, we recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your
chemicals with PIG products prior to purchase. If you have any questions or need samples to test, please call 0800 919 900.

PAKL201

Add this laminated cover to protect your
kit during outdoor storage.
Clear pocket holds label and SDS.
PIG® Mobile Container Cover
Item #

PAKL201 • Small • Yellow • 50cm W x 40cm H x 57cm D

1-2

3+

£16.50

£15.68

KITE439

KITE339

STANDS
UP TO

HEAVY
LOADS.
PIG-proven containment
that keeps liquids
in their place.

SEE THE WORLD’S BEST-BUILT PALLET ON PAGE 215.
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Spill Kits
For spills 101 - 190L
KITE202

Medium Mobile Container Spill Kit — Respond
quickly to spreading liquids.
• 	Weather-resistant polyethylene container protects contents
from moisture, dirt and damage (Containers are best kept
indoors for long-term storage)
• 	Heavy-duty rubber wheels roll easily over nearly any surface
• 	Hinged lid makes it easy to get the absorbents you need — just
flip it open

PIG® Medium Mobile Container Spill Kit
Item #

3+

1-2

KITE202 • Universal • Abs. up to 183.1L • 57cm W x 105cm H x 73cm D

£342.75 £325.61

• 	Absorbents are organised for quick, easy response

RFLE202 • Universal • Refill only • Abs. up to 183.1L

£246.00 £233.70

• U
 niversal Kit (KITE202) includes PIG Mat Pads containing 25%
recycled content and PIG Absorbent Pillows that contain a mixture
of 85% pre- and post-consumer recycled cellulose filler

KITE202 & RFLE202 Contents • 150 Mat Pads • 16 Socks • 12 Pillows • 10 Temporary disposal bags and ties

• O
 il-Only Kit (KITE402) includes PIG Absorbent Socks that contain a
mixture of 95% pre- and post-consumer recycled cellulose and
PIG Absorbent Booms & Skimmer Pillows containing 98% preconsumer recycled polypropylene filler

KITE402 • Oil-Only • Abs. up to 168.3L • 57cm W x 105cm H x 73cm D

£361.50 £343.43

RFLE402 • Oil-Only • Refill only • Abs. up to 168.3L

£259.75 £246.76

KITE402 & RFLE402 Contents • 120 Mat Pads • 8 Socks • 12 Pillows • 10 Temporary disposal bags and ties

* KITE302 • HazMat • Abs. up to 179.2L • 57cm W x 105cm H x 73cm D
* RFLE302 • HazMat • Refill only • Abs. up to 179.2L

£476.25 £452.44
£365.75 £347.46

KITE302 & RFLE302 Contents • 120 Mat Pads • 12 Socks • 18 Pillows • 10 Temporary disposal bags and ties
* We recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your chemicals with PIG HazMat products prior to
purchase. See note on page 79.

ADD A DRAINBLOCKER TO YOUR
SPILL RESPONSE TOOLKIT! SEE PAGES 135-139
PAKL202

Add this laminated cover to protect your
kit or during outdoor storage.
Clear pocket holds label and SDS.
PIG® Mobile Container Cover
Item #

KITE302

KITE402

PAKL202 • Medium • Yellow • 60cm W x 40cm H x 75cm D

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900

1-2

3+

£19.95

£18.95
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Spill Kit in a 360-litre Overpack Drum — Strong enough to earn a UN
Rating for shipping spill cleanup waste.
•	Absorbents are packed in protective baskets with lid for long-term
protection against UV degradation; lift-out baskets provide
easy, organised access to Socks, Booms, Mats and Pillows for quick
spill response
•	Overpack is X-rated for Packing Groups I, II and III, so it’s
certified for shipping waste by land, sea or rail after cleanup is finished
•	Leak-proof, twist-on lid is notched so you can easily remove or
tighten it with a 2x4 or pole
• U
 niversal Kit (KIT202-999) includes PIG Mat Pads containing 25%
or more recycled content and PIG Absorbent Pillows that contain
a mixture of pre- and post-consumer recycled cellulose filler

For spills 191 - 300L

• Oil-Only Kit (KIT402-999) includes PIG Absorbent Booms containing
98% pre-consumer recycled polypropylene filler

PIG® Spill Kit in a 360L Overpack Drum
Item #

3+

1-2

KIT202-999 • Universal • Abs. up to 226.5L • 105.5cm H x 80cm Dia.

UN1H2/X295/S

£528.75 £502.31

KITR202-999 • Universal • Refill only • Abs. up to 226.5L

£324.50 £308.28

KIT202-999 & KITR202-999 Contents • 60 Mat Pads • 26 Socks • 8 Pillows • 56 Wipes • 10 Temporary disposal
bags and ties

KIT402 • Oil-Only • Abs. up to 194L • 105.5cm H x 80cm Dia. • UN1H2/X295/S

£588.25 £558.84

RFL402 • Oil-Only • Refill only • Abs. up to 194L

£370.00 £351.50

KIT402 & RFL402 Contents • 60 Mat Pads • 3 Booms • 10 Socks • 10 Temporary disposal bags and ties
6 Tamper-proof labels

* KIT302 • HazMat • Abs. up to 236.8L • 105.5cm H x 80cm Dia. • UN1H2/X295/S
* KITR302 • HazMat • Refill only • Abs. up to 236.8L

£755.00 £717.25
£529.50 £503.03

KIT302 & KITR302 Contents • 75 Mat Pads • 18 Socks • 2 Dikes • 7 Pillows • 10 Temporary disposal bags and ties

KIT202-999

* We recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your chemicals with PIG HazMat products prior to
purchase. See note on page 79.

PAK201

PAK414

PIG Overpack Protection Cover is suggested
for outdoor storage to protect container from
UV degradation and weathering.

Heavy-duty Dolly has 362kg capacity.
Stable four-wheel design.

Protective Cover for PIG® Overpack

PIG® Overpack Dolly
Item #

1-2

PAK414 • Dolly • Chemical and water resistant for outdoor storage

3+

£159.00 £151.05

Item #

PAK201 • Yellow

1-2

3+

£63.50

£60.33

Essentials Wheeled Container Spill Kit — Go almost anywhere with these high-vis,
wheeled containers for quick spill clean-up!
• Contains a selection of absorbent socks, mat pads and
pillows to help contain and absorb small-to-medium-sized spills
• Integrated handle and 200mm diameter wheels, with rubber tyres,
provide excellent manoeuvrability; hinged lid provides easy
access to organised absorbents

Brightly coloured container is
easy to identify during spill
response emergencies

PIG® Essentials Wheeled Container Spill Kit – Large
Item #

KITE440

1-2

3+

KITE240 • Universal • Abs up to 195.6L • 57cm W x 105cm H x 73cm D
RFLE240 • Universal • Refill Only • Abs up to 195.6L

£297.75 £282.86
£249.00 £236.55

KITE440 • Oil-Only • Abs up to 296.5L • 57cm W x 105cm H x 73cm D

£297.75 £282.86

RFLE440 • Oil-Only • Refill Only • Abs up to 296.5L

£249.00 £236.55

* KITE340 • Chemical • Abs up to 195.6L • 57cm W x 105cm H x 73cm D
* RFLE340 • Chemical • Refill Only • Abs up to 195.6L

£357.75 £339.86
£309.50 £294.03

Contents • 150 Mat Pads • 16 Socks • 6 Pillows • 10 Temporary disposal bags and ties
* C hemical Notice: To ensure effectiveness and your safety, we recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your
chemicals with PIG products prior to purchase. If you have any questions or need samples to test, please call 0800 919 900.
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Spill Kits
For spills 191 - 300L
KITE203

Large Mobile Container Spill Kit — Quality PIG Absorbents
in a weather-resistant container.
• 	Weather-resistant polyethylene container protects contents
from moisture, dirt and damage (Containers are best kept
indoors for long-term storage)
• 	Heavy-duty rubber wheels roll easily over nearly any surface
• 	Hinged lid makes it easy to get the absorbents you need — just
flip it open
• U
 niversal Kit (KITE203) includes PIG Mat Pads containing 25%
recycled content and PIG Absorbent Pillows that contain a mixture
of 85% pre- and post-consumer recycled cellulose filler
• Oil-Only Kit (KIT402-999) includes PIG Absorbent Socks that contain
a mixture of 95% mixture of pre- and post-consumer recycled
cellulose and PIG Absorbent Booms & Skimmer Pillows containing
98% pre-consumer recycled polypropylene filler

PIG® Large Mobile Container Spill Kit
Item #

3+

1-2

KITE203 • Universal • Abs. up to 277.8L • 60cm W x 110cm H x 89cm D
RFLE203 • Universal • Refill only • Abs. up to 277.8L

£518.75 £492.81
£370.00 £351.50

KITE203 & RFLE203 Contents • 28 Socks • 200 Mat Pads • 18 Pillows • 15 Temporary disposal bags and ties

KITE403 • Oil-Only • Abs. up to 250.8L • 60cm W x 110cm H x 89cm D
RFLE403 • Oil-Only • Refill only • Abs. up to 250.8L

£566.00 £537.70
£418.75 £397.81

KITE403 & RFLE403 Contents • 14 Socks • 160 Mat Pads • 18 Pillows • 15 Temporary disposal bags & ties

* KITE303 • HazMat • Abs. up to 263.5L • 60cm W x 110cm H x 89cm D
* RFLE303 • HazMat • Refill only • Abs. up to 263.5L

£688.25 £653.84
£539.50 £512.53

KITE303 & RFLE303 Contents • 23 Socks • 160 Mat Pads • 28 Pillows • 15 Temporary disposal bags and ties
* We recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your chemicals with PIG HazMat products prior to
purchase. See note on page 79.

PAKL203

Add this laminated cover to protect your
kit during outdoor storage.
Clear pocket holds label and SDS.
PIG® Mobile Container Cover
Item #

KITE303

KITE403

PAKL203 • Large • Yellow • 62cm W x 50cm H x 90cm D

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900

1-2

3+

£23.50

£22.33
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For spills over 300L

KITE255

Essentials Wheeled Container Spill Kit — High-vis
container kit rolls to big spills!
• P acked with a selection of universal socks, booms, mat pads & rolls,
and pillows to help efficiently manage, contain and absorb
large-sized spills of oils, coolants, solvents and water
• H
 inged lid, drop-down front and organised absorbents help you
respond quickly and efficiently to spills
• Integrated handle and 200mm dia wheels, with rubber tyres, make
this kit extremely easy to manoeuvre to spill site
• D
 urable polyethylene container helps keep kit contents clean
and dry to ensure maximum product performance in use
• B right container colour is highly visible, making it easy to identify
during spill emergencies
PIG® Essentials Wheeled Container Spill Kit
Item #

KITE255 • Universal • Abs up to 824L • 108cm W x 137cm L x 132.5cm H
RFLE255 • Universal • Refill only • Abs. up to 824L

1-2

3+

£1139.00
£772.50

£1082.05
£733.88

Contents • 300 Mat Pads • 2 Mat Rolls • 4 Booms • 60 Socks • 20 Pillows • 50 Temporary disposal bags and ties
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Absorbents are packed for easy grab-and-go access.

Spill Kits

KIT204

Precision-packed with
PIG Absorbents.

Extra-Large Response Cart — Absorb up to 537 litres with
our largest spill kit!
•	Seamless, polyethylene, lockable containers keep absorbents clean,
dry and secure before use
 hoose 25cm no-flat wheels for mobility on rough surfaces and
• C
13cm wheels for smooth indoor rolling
•	Prepacked, compartmentalised container provides easy access
to contents
• Tamperproof seals help prevent pilfering of spill response supplies
•	Black container with opaque walls blocks UV rays from
degrading contents for up to 8,000 hours

PIG® Extra-Large Response Cart
1-2

3+

KIT204-01 • Universal • w/25cm No Flat wheels • Abs. up to 537L

£1453.50

£1380.83

KIT204 • Universal • w/13cm rubber wheels • Abs. up to 537L

£1330.00

£1263.50

KIT204-02 • Universal • Without wheels • Abs. up to 537L

£1128.50

£1072.08

KITR204 • Universal • Refill only • Abs. up to 537L

£641.00

£608.95

Item #
112cm W x 122cm L x 133cm H

112cm W x 122cm L x 126cm H

• U
 niversal Kit (KITE204) includes PIG Mat Pads containing
25% or more recycled content and PIG Absorbent Pillows that
contain a mixture of 85% pre- and post-consumer recycled
cellulose filler
• Oil-Only Kit (KIT404-999) includes a selection of PIG
Absorbent Booms containing 98% pre-consumer recycled
polypropylene filler

112cm W x 122cm L x 77.5cm H

KIT204-01, KIT204, KIT204-02 & KITR204 Contents • 73 Socks • 150 Mat Pads • 17 Pillows • 224 Wipes
30 Temporary disposal bags and ties • 6 Tamper proof labels

KIT404-02 • Oil-Only • With 25cm No Flat wheels • Abs. up to 476.7L
112cm W x 122cm L x 133cm H

£1710.00

£1624.50

KIT404-01 • Oil-Only • With 13cm rubber wheels • Abs. up to 476.7L
112cm W x 122cm L x 126cm H

£1586.50

£1507.18

KIT404-03 • Oil-Only • Without wheels • Abs. up to 476.7L
112cm W x 122cm L x 77.5cm H

£1385.00

£1315.75

KITR404 • Oil-Only • Refill only • Abs. up to 476.7L

£749.00

£711.55

KIT404-02, KIT404-01, KIT404-03 & KITR404 Contents • 20 Booms • 6 Pillows • 2 Bags Spaghetti Strips
150 Mat Pads • 30 Temporary disposal bags and ties • 6 Tamper proof labels

112cm

* KIT304-01 • HazMat • w/25cm No Flat wheels • Abs. up to 401.6L

£1770.00

£1681.50

* KIT304 • HazMat • w/13cm rubber wheels • Abs. up to 401.6L

£1646.50

£1564.18

* KIT304-02 • HazMat • Without wheels • Abs. up to 401.6L

£1445.00

£1372.75

* KITR304 • HazMat • Refill only • Abs. up to 401.6L

£804.25

£764.04

112cm W x 122cm L x 133cm H

112cm W x 122cm L x 126cm H

112cm W x 122cm L x 77.5cm H

126cm
with lid
& wheels.

KIT304-01, KIT304, KIT304-02 & KITR304 Contents • 43 Socks • 2 Dikes • 100 Mat Pads • 15 Pillows • 2 Bags
of Pulp • 30 Temporary disposal bags and ties • 6 Tamper proof labels
* We recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your chemicals with PIG HazMat products prior to
purchase. See note on page 79.

Refills can also be used
as economical spill kits.
Four-way
forklift entry.

1

22cm

KIT304

Choose 13cm rubber wheels (pictured) or 25cm no-flat wheels.
Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900

KITR204

Refills for chests feature four
compartments for easy access and
wooden pallets for forklift entry.
Absorbents are packed in sturdy,
affordable, tri-wall cardboard.
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For spills over 300L

KIT204-01

Spill Kits

RFLE203

RFLE403

RFLE303

You-Supply-the-Wheeled-Bin Kits

You-Supply-the-Wheeled-Bin Kit — Roll to the spill with
this assortment.
• 	Prepackaged PIG Absorbents are specially chosen to fit your
wheeled bin – just drop them in and go
• 	 Kits available for 120L, 240L and 360L wheeled bins in Universal,
Oil-Only and HazMat absorbencies
• U
 niversal Refill (RFLE201) includes PIG Mat Pads containing 25%
or more recycled content and PIG Absorbent Pillows that contain
a mixture of 85% pre- and post-consumer recycled cellulose
filler
• Oil-Only Refill (RFLE401) includes PIG Absorbent Socks that contain
a mixture of 95% pre- and post-consumer recycled cellulose
and PIG Absorbent Booms & Skimmer Pillows containing 98% preconsumer recycled polypropylene filler

PIG® You-Supply-the-Wheeled-Bin Kits
Item #

1-2

RFLE201 • Universal • Fits 120L bin • Abs. up to 87.9L

3+

£122.00 £115.90

RFLE201 Contents • 100 Mat Pads • 10 Socks • 12 Pillows • 5 Polyethylene disposal bags and ties
6 Tamper-proof labels

RFLE202 • Universal • Fits 240L bin • Abs. up to 183.1L

£246.00 £233.70

RFLE202 Contents • 150 Mat Pads • 16 Socks • 12 Pillows • 10 Polyethylene disposal bags and ties
6 Tamper-proof labels

RFLE203 • Universal • Fits 360L bin • Abs. up to 277.8L

£370.00 £351.50

RFLE203 Contents • 200 Mat Pads • 28 Socks • 18 Pillows • 15 Polyethylene disposal bags and ties
6 Tamper-proof labels

RFLE401 • Oil-Only • Fits 120L bin • Abs. up to 86L

£136.25 £129.44

RFLE401 Contents • 50 Mat Pads • 6 Socks • 4 Pillows • 5 Polyethylene disposal bags and ties
6 Tamper-proof labels

RFLE402 • Oil-Only • Fits 240L bin • Abs. up to 181L

£259.75 £246.76

RFLE402 Contents • 120 Mat Pads • 8 Socks • 12 Pillows • 10 Polyethylene disposal bags and ties
6 Tamper-proof labels

RFLE403 • Oil-Only • Fits 360L bin • Abs. up to 268L

£418.75 £397.81

RFLE403 Contents • 160 Mat Pads • 14 Socks • 18 Pillows • 15 Polyethylene disposal bags and ties
6 Tamper-proof labels

* RFLE301 • HazMat • Fits 120L bin • Abs. up to 80.7L

£185.50 £176.23

RFLE301 Contents • 100 Mat Pads • 8 Socks • 12 Pillows • 5 Polyethylene disposal bags and ties
6 Tamper-proof labels

* RFLE302 • HazMat • Fits 240L bin • Abs. up to 179.2L

£365.75 £347.46

RFLE302 Contents • 120 Mat Pads • 16 Socks • 18 Pillows • 10 Polyethylene disposal bags and ties
6 Tamper-proof labels

* RFLE303 • HazMat • Fits 360L bin • Abs. up to 263.5L

£539.50 £512.53

RFLE303 Contents • 160 Mat Pads • 23 Socks • 28 Pillows • 15 Polyethylene disposal bags and ties
6 Tamper-proof labels
* We recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your chemicals with PIG HazMat products prior to
purchase. See note on page 79.

PIG SPILL KITS AND PERSONAL PROTECTION EQUIPMENT
Since the wrong protection can be as dangerous as no protection, New Pig does not
include Personal Protection Equipment (PPE) in our Spill Kits. Selecting the
appropriate PPE requires understanding specific responder, compatibility and application
needs, which cannot be done safely with a one-size-fits-all approach.
Size Matters
One size of protective suit, glove or other PPE won’t fit every person. If too small, it may tear,
split or burst. If too big, the suit or gloves will reduce dexterity and can catch or snag easily.
Compatibility Matters
One type of protective suit, glove or other PPE won’t resist every chemical. For example,
nitrile gloves have varying levels of resistance to common hydrocarbons such as diesel
(>480 mins), petrol (>480 mins), mineral oil (untested), toluene (10 mins), acetone (1-5 mins)
or MEK (none).
Check the SDS
Refer to the Safety Data Sheets (SDS) for the liquids you’re working with to determine what
type of PPE is recommended. If you still need assistance choosing the right PPE, we’re happy
to help. Call our Technical Advice Team at 0800 919 900.
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SHOP PPE ON PAGES 106-107.

Spill Kits

Poly Disposal Bags — Temporarily store hazardous or
contaminated waste safely.
• 	Durable polyethylene resists punctures and chemicals; bright
yellow colour with black caution message alerts workers.
Self-locking ties included
• 	Choose standard Poly Bags (BAG201, BAG202
and BAG111) or Regran Bags (BAGE203) which
are made from 100% mixture of pre-and-post
consumer recycled plastic

BAG201

Disposal Bags, Signs & Labels

BAG111

PIG® Polyethylene Disposal Bags
1-2

3+

BAG201

Small - 50/pack • 46cm W x 76cm L

£34.50

£32.78

Item #
“Caution Handle with Care”

Large - 25/pack • 91cm W x 152cm L

£53.00

£50.35

BAG202

Small - 50/pack • 46cm W x 76cm L

£34.50

£32.78

“Hazardous Material- Handle With Care”

Large - 25/pack • 91cm W x 152cm L

£53.00

£50.35

BAG111 “Used Absorbents”

100/box • 91cm W x 97cm H

£269.00

£255.55

PIG® Regran Polyethylene Disposal Bags and Ties
1-2

3+

£34.50

£32.78

Item #

BAGE203 • “Caution Handle with Care” 50/package • 76cm L x 46cm W

“Spill Station”
legend is visible
from both sides.

SGN303

SGN2025

Spill Station Signs — Highly visible signs enable responders to
quickly locate spill kits.

Tamper Proof Seal Labels —
Secure kits and containers.

• 	 3-D Sign (SGN303) Protrudes from wall for
higher visibility; helps workers find supplies
quickly and respond to spills effectively

• Attach a tamperproof seal to container
lid and sidewall to show when it’s
been opened

• 	Spill Station Sign (SGN2025) is available
in two sizes and two compositions to suit
your use and budget

SGN303

• Ideal for ensuring that routine cleanups
don’t deplete your emergency spill kits

SGN2025

Spill Station Signs
Item #

SGN303

Spill Station

Style
3D

Size

1-2

3+

20cm W x 38cm L £20.25 £19.24

• B
 right yellow colour is highly visible for
easy checking at a glance

Aluminium 43cm W x 25cm L £20.75 £19.71

SGN2025
Spill Station

Vinyl

43cm W x 25cm L £20.75 £19.71

£9.75
25cm W x 18cm L £9.75

Aluminium 25cm W x 18cm L
Vinyl

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900

£9.26
£9.26

Tamper Proof Seal Labels
Item #

LBL100 • Yellow • 100/pack • 5.5cm W x 15cm L

1+

£24.95
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Personal Protective Equipment

Designed for easy
movement and
continuous wear.

Nitrile Gauntlets — Resistant to a range of
solvents, animal fats and other chemicals.

Silver Shield/4H Gloves — Resist permeation
and breakthrough of over 280 chemicals.

•	Full Nitrile coating with bisque texture finish allows secure handling
in wet and dry conditions

•	Resists even the most dangerous liquids like aromatics,
ketones, alcohols, esters and chlorinated and aliphatic solvents

•	A flexible glove with an anatomical shape that offers great
dexterity and tactile feel to protect the hand from oils,
hydrocarbons and grease

•	Ambidextrous design makes these ideal for single glove use one glove can be discarded if necessary without wasting a pair
•	Lightweight glove can be used as a secondary inner glove, allowing
worker maximum protection in heavy duty jobs

•	Glove is impermeable for working in damp or greasy
environments
•	Wrist is well protected due to longer 330mm length
•	Flock-lining absorbs perspiration for enhanced comfort

SHOWA 730 Nitrile Gauntlets

Silver Shield®/4H® Gloves

Specify size: 09/L or 10/XL

Specify size: 08/M, 09/L or 10/XL

Item #

WPL588 • Full Nitrile Coating; Flock-lining; 0.38mm • 1 pair • 330mm L

1-2

3+

£1.75

£1.66

Item #

WPL262 • Norfoil® laminate; Unlined; 0.07mm • 1 pair • 410mm L

NORTH
1-9

10+

£7.00

£6.65

Neoprene Gauntlets — Comfortable
protection against acids and caustics.

Butyl II Gauntlets — Acetone and Ketone
(MEK) resistant chemical protection.

•	Full Neoprene coating with rough texture finish over entire surface for
enhanced grip; cotton flannel lining

•	Full Butyl composition with rough texture finish over entire surface for
enhanced grip

•	A flexible glove that offers great dexterity and tactile feel, with good
resistance to tearing

•	A thin, light glove with an anatomical shape provides a ‘second skin’
feel; protects the hand from a wide array of chemical hazards

•	Protects the hand from oils, hydrocarbons, grease and abrasion, with
unrivalled, long living grip

• Designed for easy movement and continuous wear, this glove is
impermeable for working in damp or greasy environments
• Wrist is well protected due to longer 350mm length and
rolled cuff

SHOWA 874R Butyl II Gauntlets
SHOWA 6784R Neoprene Gauntlets
Item #

WPL367 • 10/XL • Neoprene; Gauntlet Cuff; Cotton Lining; 0.41mm • 1 pair • 355mm L
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Specify size: 09/L or 10/XL
1-2

3+

£10.25

£9.74

Cleaner, Safer, Better • 100% Money-back Guarantee*

Item #

BES0018 • Full Butyl Coating; Unlined; 0.35mm • 1 pair • 350mm L

1-2

3+

£44.50

£42.28

Spill Kits

Single-Use Nitrile Gloves — High
performance against penetration and
projection of chemicals.
•	A single-use, 100% nitrile disposable glove with a beaded cuff
•	Powder-free and approved for food-handling; also Latex-free to
avoid type I and type IV latex allergies
•	Gloves are double chlorinated to offer more comfort and grip,
and to reduce tackiness
• Textured finish on fingertips enhance grip

Specify size: 08/M, 09/L or 10/XL
Item #

GLVE001 • PPE & Medical Grade; 0.1mm • 100 gloves/dispenser • 240mm L

1-2

3+

£28.95

£27.50

SHOWA 7580 Single-Use Nitrile Gloves
Specify size: 08/M, 09/L or 10/XL
Item #

GLVE002 • PPE & Medical Grade; 0.2mm • 50 gloves/dispenser • 240mm L

1-2

3+

£28.95

£27.50

GLVE001

ChemTape — Withstands chemical attack
better than standard duct tape.
•	Perfect for creating a seal between your suit and other PPE
to keep out dangerous chemicals, especially liquids; designed and
tested to ensure chemical resistance
• Provides a higher level of protection and durability than
duct tape

Kappler™ ChemTape®
Item #

WPL591 • 1 roll • 55m L x 5cm W

1-2

3+

£33.00

£31.35

General Purpose Safety Goggles — Affordable
protection from debris and chemical splashes.
•	Soft PVC frame is comfortable to wear
• Direct vent helps prevent lens from misting
• Lightweight design with an adjustable elasticated strap to ensure a
comfortable fit

General Purpose Safety Goggles
Item #

GLSE102 • 1 pair

1-2

3+

£2.95

£2.80

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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Personal Protective Equipment

SHOWA 7540 Single-Use Nitrile Gloves

WIPES & RAGS

The best wipes for any task – from rough
scrubbing jobs to fine dusting.

WE’VE GOT
YOUR NUMBER
Performance Ratings (PR) help you zero in
on the right wipe for your job and budget.
PR

70

Pop-up
dispenser box

PR-Rated Wipes.................... 110-114
PR100 Ultra-Duty Wipes.................... 110
PR80-60 Heavy-Duty Wipes........ 111-112
PR40-30 Medium-Duty Wipes........... 113
PR20-10 Light-Duty Wipes................ 114
Specialty Wipes.............................115

PR

40

INDEX

Centre-pull roll

Rags in Bags.................................... 16

MEDIUM
DUTY

HEAVY
DUTY

Featured Products
PR100 Disposable
Polishing &
Wiping Cloths
Highly absorbent, no-scratch
material stands up to solvents
and harsh degreasers.

See page 110

PR

20

Quarter-fold stack

LIGHT
DUTY

Look for this icon — we’ve done the
comparison shopping for you! The
higher the Performance Rating (PR), the
more you can expect from your wipe.

PR

100
ULTRA
DUTY

• P
 R100 Ultra-Duty can be used all day and provide the highest levels of
abrasion and solvent resistance

PR70 Heavy-Duty
Maintenance
Wipes
Low-lint blend is our top seller
for heavy-duty wiping jobs.

See page 112
PR40 All-Purpose
Wipes

• PR60–80

Heavy-Duty provides the extra toughness you need for jobs like
wiping rough parts, gears and sprockets

Versatility makes these
tough but soft wipes our
most popular choice.

• PR30–40 Medium-Duty delivers a balance of toughness, absorbency, and
economical cost per use

See page 113

• PR10–20 Light-Duty is made for high-volume use during light wiping or
surface drying jobs

WYPALL L10
Extra+ Wipes
Use these wipes to clean everyday
spillages and grime.

See pages 114
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Wipes

PR100 Disposable Polishing & Wiping Cloths — Tiny pores nab
dust, wax and other contaminants. Great for final wiping!
• P erfect for no-scratch removal of wax,
polishing compound, fingerprints and
smudges from surfaces, or for prepping
products for painting

100
ULTRA
DUTY

• H
 ighly absorbent and textured cloth pulls
contaminants away from parts and surfaces
whilst soaking up liquids
• C
 an be rinsed and reused for long life
and less frequent replacement
Tiny pores are
great for capturing
contaminants.

All-day durability for the toughest tasks

Ultra-Duty

• R ayon/poly blend stands up to harsh
sanitisers, degreasers, cleaners
and solvents

PR

WIP950
PIG® PR100 Disposable Polishing & Wiping Cloths
WIP950

WIP455

Item #

Colour

Style

Wipes/Unit

Units/Case

Total Wipes

Size

1-2

3+

WIP455

White

1/4-fold

25/pack

12 packs/case

300

33cm W x 33cm L

£47.75

£45.36

WIP950

White

Flat pack

300/box

1 box/case

300

36cm W x 46cm L

£60.50

£57.48

PROTECTION THAT

WON’T DRAIN
YOUR BUDGET

Our DrainBlocker Drain Covers go down fast so
liquids can’t pass.

SEE PAGES 135-139
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Cleaner, Safer, Better • 100% Money-back Guarantee

• T ough, durable wipes can be reused over
and over, wet or dry; wash easily
 ighly absorbent material takes in up to
• H
four times its weight in water, oil or
solvents; works fast to quickly wipe
surfaces dry

Wipes

Sontara EC Wipes — Resist abrasion and solvents, so you can
use longer and save money!
PR

80
HEAVY
DUTY

Heavy-Duty

• S oft, low-linting wipes leave surfaces truly
clean; contains no additives or binders
that can contaminate surfaces making
these ideal for polishing and finishing
• S olvent-resistant fabric stands up to MEK,
isopropyl alcohol and other solvents or
cleaning agents
WIPE1003

WIPE1001
Sontara EC® Wipes

WIPE1004
WIPE1006
WIPE1002

Item #

Colour

Style

Wipes/Unit

Units/Case

Total Wipes

Size

1-2

3+

WIPE1000

Turquoise

Flat pack

100/pack

10 packs/case

1000

30cm W x 30cm L

£106.50

£101.18

WIPE1001

Turquoise

Pop-up box

125/side

2 sides/case

250

30cm W x 42cm L

£54.50

£51.78

WIPE1002

Turquoise

Pop-up box

125/side

2 sides/case

250

42cm W x 50cm L

£82.95

£78.80

WIPE1003

Turquoise

Roll

400/roll

1 roll/case

400

30cm W x 38cm L

£51.00

£48.45

WIPE1004

White

Flat pack

100/pack

10 packs/case

1000

30cm W x 30cm L

£106.50

£101.18

WIPE1006

White

Roll

400/roll

1 roll/case

400

30cm W x 38cm L

£47.95

£45.55

WypAll X80 ShopPro Wipes — Heavyweight wipes feel like cloth
and work even better!
• H
 YDROKNIT Technology provides extra
strength and bulk for heavy-duty tasks;
high-quality construction reduces waste
• L ong lasting, reusable and low-linting
wipe is an economical alternative to rags;
consistency in shape, size and quantity offers
performance peace of mind

PR

80
HEAVY
DUTY

• T ear-resistant and ideal for rough surfaces,
metal shavings, parts wiping or for prepping
surfaces with solvents
• Ideal for grease, oil and water
• Low-lint construction

WIPE8295
WYPALL® X80 Wipes

WIP41055
WIP41041

Item #

Colour

Style

Wipes/Unit

Units/Case

Total Wipes

Size

1-2

3+

WIPE8388

White

1/4-fold

50/pack

4 packs/case

200

31cm W x 37cm L

£42.95

£40.80

WIPE8295

Blue

Pop-up box

80/box

5 boxes/case

400

21cm W x 43cm L

£106.00

£100.70

WIP41055

Red

Large roll

475/roll

1 roll/case

475

31cm W x 34cm L

£73.75

£70.06

WIP41041

Blue

Z-fold

160/box

1 box/case

160

31cm W x 42cm L

£44.25

£42.04

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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Extra tough for wiping rough parts and gears

• Ideal for a wide range of applications

Wipes

PR70 Heavy-Duty Maintenance Wipes — Low-lint blend is our
top seller for heavy-duty jobs.
• S trong and solvent resistant for wiping
machines and rough parts, but soft enough
for cleaning skin or preparing surfaces

70
HEAVY
DUTY

• F or heavy-duty maintenance jobs like
machine wipedowns and degreasing parts

Extra tough for wiping rough parts and gears

Heavy-Duty

• E xceptional abrasion resistance and wet
strength that stands up to rough surfaces,
jagged edges or metal chips

PR

Binder-free cellulose/poly blend
leaves surfaces dry and clean.
WIP309

WIP306
PIG® PR70 Heavy-Duty Maintenance Wipes

WIP303
WIP306

Item #

Colour

Style

Wipes/Unit

Units/Case

Total Wipes

Size

1-2

3+

WIP303

White

1/4-fold

50 wipes/pack

20 packs/case

1,000

30cm W x 33cm L

£99.75

£94.76

WIP304

Blue

1/4-fold

50 wipes/pack

20 packs/case

1,000

30cm W x 33cm L

£99.75

£94.76

WIP306

Blue

Pop-up box

125 wipes/box

6 boxes/case

750

42cm W x 25cm L

£91.75

£87.16

WIP328

White

Pop-up box

125 wipes/box

6 boxes/case

750

42cm W x 25cm L

£91.75

£87.16

WIP309

White

Jumbo roll

1,035 wipes/roll

1 roll/case

1,035

25cm W x 30cm L

£82.25

£78.14

WYPALL X60 Teri Wipes & Cloths — Heavy-duty, high-cleaning
power at an economical price.
• H
 YDROKNIT material is fast absorbing and
flexible to absorb more oil and water than
cloth and rags
• C
 ontains no binders; won’t disintegrate
when wet

PR

60
HEAVY
DUTY

• Reusable to last through a variety of
demanding tasks
• Exceptionally high performance on
demanding tasks
• Ideal for precision cleaning or for
working on delicate machinery
WIP34955

WIPE6035

WIPE6035
WYPALL® X60 Teri® Wipes & Cloths
Style

Wipes/Unit

Units/Case

Total Wipes

Size

1-2

3+

WIPL8376 White

Pop-up box

126 wipes/box

10 boxes/case

1,260

23cm W x 43cm L

£105.75

£100.46

WIPE6035 White
WIP34955 White

Brag® box

200 wipes/box

1 box/case

200

32cm W x 43cm L

£29.95

£28.45

Jumbo roll

1,100 wipes/roll

1 roll/case

1,100

32cm W x 34cm L

£91.00

£86.45

Item #

WIPL8376
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Colour
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• C
 onstructed of soft, absorbent cellulose fibres
with a high-quality binder to increase
strength for wet or dry wiping
 ade thick and absorbent to quickly soak
• M
up oils, degreasers and other liquids

PR

40

Wipes

PR40 All-Purpose Wipes — Do more jobs in more places with a
perfect balance of toughness, absorbency and softness.

MEDIUM
DUTY

• L ow-lint material won’t leave residue
or create a mess
Medium-Duty

• E xcellent for a variety of wiping
applications from quick cleanups
to degreasing
WIP200

PIG® PR40 All-Purpose Wipes

WIP235

WIP310

Item #

Colour

Style

Wipes/Unit

Units/Case

Total Wipes

Size

1-2

3+

WIP230

Blue

1/4-fold

56 wipes/pack

18 packs/case

1,008

30cm W x 33cm L

£75.25

£71.49

WIP310

White

1/4-fold

56 wipes/pack

18 packs/case

1,008

30cm W x 33cm L

£75.25

£71.49

WIP231

Blue

Pop-up box

75 wipes/box

12 boxes/case

900

24cm W x 42cm L

£77.00

£73.15

WIP311

White

Pop-up box

75 wipes/box

12 boxes/case

900

24cm W x 42cm L

£77.00

£73.15

WIP235

Blue

Roll

415 wipes/roll

2 rolls/case

830

30cm W x 17cm L

£43.50

£41.33

WIP232

Blue

Centre-pull roll

250 wipes/roll

2 rolls/case

500

23cm W x 34cm L

£31.75

£30.16

WIP327

White

Centre-pull roll

250 wipes/roll

2 rolls/case

500

23cm W x 34cm L

£31.75

£30.16

WIP200

White

Dispenser box

225 wipes/roll

1 roll/box

225

23cm W x 34cm L

£17.00

£16.15

PR35 Parched Piggy Wipes — You’ll love the extra thickness,
softness and absorbency.
• Quickly absorbs oils, grease and water
• M
 ade of nonwoven cellulose soft enough to
wipe hands and face
• G
 reat for general cleanup, machine
wipedowns and small workstation spills

PR

35
MEDIUM
DUTY

PIG® PR35 Parched Piggy Wipes
Item #

Colour

Style

Wipes/Unit

Units/Case

Total Wipes

Size

1-2

3+

WIP150

White

1/4-fold

25 wipes/pack

36 packs/case

900

29cm W x 33cm L

£61.50

£58.43

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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Tough and absorbent plus low cost per use

WIP230

Wipes

WypAll L20 Extra+ Wipes — Fast-absorbing wipes for general
purpose use.
•	Composed of AIRFLEX highly
absorbent fabric that features large air
pockets to quickly absorb water and oil
•	Absorbs over 2 times more water than
other wipes and 37% more oil; fewer
sheets are required to get the job done

PR

20
MEDIUM
DUTY

Economical for high-volume, light-wiping jobs

Light Duty

• Wet strength to clean up spills fast
without falling apart or becoming soggy

WIPE7400
WIPL7300
WYPALL® L20 Extra+ Wipes

WIPE7400

Item #

Colour

Style

Wipes/Unit

Units/Case

Total Wipes

Size

1-2

3+

WIPL7300

Blue

Roll

500 wipes/roll

1 roll/case

500

23cm W x 38cm L

£21.25

£20.19

WIPL7301

Blue

Roll

500 wipes/roll

1 roll/case

500

33cm W x 38cm L

£27.95

£26.55

WIPE7400

Blue

Brag® Box

280 wipes/box

1 box/case

280

33cm W x 42cm L

£32.75

£31.11

WypAll L10 Extra+ Wipes — All-purpose wipes reduce waste,
save money.
•	Use these wipes to clean everyday
spillages and grime
•	Non-compressed fabric is thick for
great hand protection
•	Large rolls last longer and allow you to
take exactly what you need for any job

PR

10
LIGHT
DUTY

WIPL7200

WIPL7200
WYPALL® L10 Extra+ Wipes

WIPE7267
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Item #

Colour

Style

Wipes/Unit

Units/Case

Total Wipes

Size

1-2

3+

WIPL7200

Blue

Roll

1,000 wipes/roll

1 roll/case

1,000

23cm W x 38cm L

£21.50

£20.43

WIPL7240

Blue

Jumbo Roll

1,000 wipes/roll

1 roll/case

1,000

33cm W x 38cm L

£29.50

£28.03

WIPE7267

Blue

Centre-pull Roll

400 wipes/roll

6 rolls/case

2,400

18cm W x 38cm L

£37.95

£36.05

Cleaner, Safer, Better • 100% Money-back Guarantee*

WypAll Cleaning Wipes — Solvent-free, waterless cleaning wipes.
Wipes

•	Powerful d-limonene-free and solvent-free formula easily
removes soiling
•	Moisturising lotion on special fabric ensures hands are left feeling
clean and cared for
•	3-layer technology is tough on grime but easy on skin

WYPALL® Cleaning Wipes
1-5

6+

WIPL7772 • Portable container • 50 wipes/container • 27cm W x 27cm L

£14.50

£13.78

WIPL7775 • Portable bucket • 90 wipes/bucket • 27cm W x 27cm L

£21.00

£19.95

WIPL7776 • Refill for WIPL7775 • 75 wipes/package • 27cm W x 27cm L

£15.75

£14.96

Item #

WIPL7775

Specialty

KIMTECH Process Wipes — Ideal for repeat use with chemicals
and solvents.
•	Wipe designed for more critical environments
•	Chemical resistant to acids and caustics; can be used with
solvents or water-based sanitisers
• Wipes are excellent for special preparation tasks where low
lint and minimal use of chemicals are important; ideal for printing,
pre-paint applications, glass and appliance manufacturing, engine
assembly/repair
WIPL7643
WIPL7622
KIMTECH® Process Wipes
Item #

WIPL7622

1-2

3+

WIPL7622 • Blue • 1/4-fold • 35 wipes/box • 12 boxes/case • 420 wipes/case
38cm W x 49cm L

£105.95 £100.65

WIPL7643 • Blue • Roll • 500 wipes/roll • 1 roll/case • 34cm W x 38cm L

£178.25 £169.34

Meltblown Polypropylene Wipes — Sanitise surfaces with
chemically compatible wipes.
• Chemically compatible with many cleaners, disinfectants, and
quaternary ammonium sanitisers
•	Soft, durable wipers won’t scratch surfaces but will clean
rough areas without shredding; great for many general-purpose
cleaning and maintenance jobs

WIPL7622

PIG® Meltblown Polypropylene Wipes
Item #

WIP1800 • White • 1/4-fold • 100 wipes/pack • 6 packs/case
30cm W x 30cm L

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900

Light-Duty

WIPL7772

WIPL7776

1-2

3+

£82.75

£78.61
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Wipes

Rags in Bags — Screened, sized and
scanned so you get only quality,
usable rags.

Specialty

Boxed rags are weighed after they’re packed, so their weight includes a
box that’s as heavy as 1kg! Our Rags In Bags come in a compressionpacked poly bag, so the FULL weight of the product is usable rags! With
no bulky box, you can store more in less space. And, you don’t just get
more, you get better quality!

WorkWipes New Material Rags in Bags
New White T-Shirt (WIP554, WIP555) from factory mill ends; low lint
and pre-laundered for staining and wiping
New Coloured T-Shirt (WIP559) is new, coloured cotton material; lowlint and pre-laundered for polishing and general wiping
• Made using 100% pre-consumer recycled textiles

Rags in Bags

Rags in Bags

Recycled Rags (WIPE600–WIPE605) give old textiles a new life, limiting
the amount of waste entering our landfills
•	T-Shirt is great for staining, wiping, polishing and other
general-use jobs
•	Strong Sweatshirt and flexible Towelling offer superior absorbency
for wiping, soaking up spills and cleaning hands
• Sheeting is soft and low-lint for polishing
• Linen works well for tasks requiring durability and low-linting material
• Made using 100% post-consumer recycled textiles

WIP559

WIP554
WIP555
WorkWipes® New Material Rags in Bags
Features

kg/bag

1-2

3+

White T-Shirt

P

C

4.5kg

£26.50

£25.18

WIP555

White T-Shirt

P

C

11kg

£64.75

£61.51

WIP559

Coloured T-Shirt

P

C

11kg

£36.00

£34.20

Item #

WIP554

Rags in Bags

WIPE603

Item #

WIPE600

FEATURES KEY
P

Large Rubberised/
Plasticised Printing &
Logos are Removed

M

Visually Inspected
for Metal
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Colour

kg/bag

1-2

3+

Coloured T-Shirt

P

M

C

L

10kg

£14.95

£14.20

Colour

Features

WIPE601

White T-Shirt

P

M

C

L

10kg

£29.00

£27.55

C

Compression
packed

WIPE602

Coloured Sweatshirt

P

M

C

L

10kg

£14.50

£13.78

WIPE603

Coloured Toweling

P

M

C

L

10kg

£21.25

£20.19

L

Laundered Before
Processing

WIPE604

Best White Sheeting

P

M

C

L

10kg

£24.50

£23.28

WIPE605

White Linen

P

M

C

L

10kg

£20.50

£19.48

Cleaner, Safer, Better • 100% Money-back Guarantee*

FLOOR MATS

PIG GRIPPY ADHESIVE-BACKED
FLOOR MAT

TAKE FLOOR SAFETY
TO
THE

NEXT
LEVEL

PIG GRIPPY ADHESIVE-BACKED
FLOOR MAT
WITH SAFETY BORDERS

ABSORBENT MATS

PIG GRIPPY ADHESIVE-BACKED
ABSORBENT MAT

D I S C O V E R T H E R A N G E O N PA G E S 11 8 -13 0

Grippy Adhesive-Backed Mats

Adhesive-Backed Mats

Grippy Adhesive-Backed Mats

GRIPPY ADHESIVE-BACKED MATS
The answer to preventing slips, trips and falls? It’s right
under your feet!
Award-winning PIG Grippy AdhesiveBacked Mats are the perfect addition to
your floor safety measures.
Our team perfected New Pig’s exclusive
stick-and-release technology and invented
the world’s first adhesive-backed mat. Nearly
10 years later, no one comes close in quality,
range and reliability.
PIG Grippy Adhesive-Backed Mats are
proven to never disintegrate or leave any
residue behind — even when soaked with
water. They stick tight to floor surfaces and
won’t ripple or bunch up, reducing slips, trips
and falls, and costly legal claims. Grippy Mats
will keep floors clean, dry and safe.

ADHESIVE
BACKING!

EXCLUSIVE BENEFITS OF PIG GRIPPY ADHESIVE-BACKED MATS

SAFER

GREENER

CLEANER

Reduce hazards.

Environmental choice.

Keep floors cleaner for longer.

Trap dirt and liquids for months at a time
to prevent their spread for cleaner, safer,
drier floors.

PIG Grippy Floor Mat has up to 91% lower
environmental impact than rental floor mats.
Grippy Absorbent Mat is manufactured using
25% pre-consumer recycled content.

Traps dirt, grease, salt and a variety of liquids
to keep floors looking their best.

£
LONGER LASTING

ECONOMICAL

CUSTOMISABLE

Stays down longer.

Save time and money.

Easily cut to fit.

Durable mat construction lasts longer
than traditional style floor mats — stays on
the job for up to 6 months!

Protect floor surfaces and decrease cleaning
time, all while reducing slip, trip and fall claims.

Create perfect continuous coverage in any size
or shape. No gaps. No ripples. No overlaps.
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Grippy Adhesive-Backed Mats

Choose the Right PIG Grippy Mat
for Your Application.

INDEX

Absorb WATER and trap dirt, grease, salt, mud and oils.

GRIPPY FLOOR MATS
PIG GRIPPY ADHESIVE-BACKED
FLOOR MAT

PIG GRIPPY ADHESIVE-BACKED
FLOOR MAT WITH SAFETY BORDERS

Durable and attractive low-profile entrance mats for
areas where aesthetics are important and maximum
water absorbency is needed.

Improve industrial floor safety by highlighting dangers,
delineating pathways.

PIG Grippy Adhesive-Backed
Floor Mat............................120-123

See pages 124

See pages 120-123, 125

A

A
C

B

C

B

PIG Grippy Adhesive-Backed Floor
Mat with Safety Border.............124

B. Impermeable Bottom Layer
stops absorbed water from leaking
through to the floor.

A. Exclusive Adhesive Backing
keeps the mat in place, pulls up
easily and won’t disintegrate in
wet conditions.

C. Tough, Absorbent Top
traps dirt and grime while
absorbing liquids. Clean in place
with the rest of the floor.

Absorb OILS, coolants, solvents and water.

PIG Grippy Adhesive-Backed Floor
Mat Starter Pack...........................125

GRIPPY ABSORBENT MAT
Improve floor safety around machines, equipment and workstations with oily overspray.
See pages 126-128

PIG Grippy Adhesive-Backed
Absorbent Mat.......................126-128

A
C

B

A. Exclusive Adhesive Backing
keeps the mat in place, pulls up
easily and won’t disintegrate in
oily conditions.

B. Impermeable Bottom Layer
stops absorbed oils, coolants,
solvents and water from leaking
through to the floor.

C. Tough, Spunbond Top Layer
with zigzag stitching stands up to
light-wheeled traffic and heavy
equipment driveovers.

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900

Installation & Removal Tools........129
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Grippy Adhesive-Backed Mats
PIG Grippy Adhesive-Backed Floor Mats

NO SHIFTING,

BUNCHING OR

FLIPPING OVER!

Rubber-backed mats shift out of place, flip and
bunch-up creating slip and trip hazards.
120

Grippy Adhesive-Backed Mats

GRP36200
PIG Grippy Adhesive-Backed
Floor Mat
See pages 122-123, 125.

GRPSB36200
PIG Grippy Adhesive-Backed Floor
Mat with Safety Borders
See page 124.

GRIPPY ADHESIVE-BACKED FLOOR MATS
Grippy lets you create as much walk-off as you need — with no
dangerous gaps or overlaps — in entrances, aisles, transition areas,
walkways and more.
Unlike traditional rubber-backed mats, PIG Grippy Adhesive-Backed
Floor Mats never shift, ripple or bunch up, so they won’t obstruct
doors or become a tripping hazard. And because of their ultra-low
profile, they’re perfect for use with wheelchairs and walkers.
Maintenance is easy. Grippy Adhesive-Backed Mats can be cleaned
along with the rest of your floor — just leave it in place and
vacuum, mop or even deep clean with a floor scrubber!
PIG Grippy Adhesive-Backed Floor Mats can stay securely in place
for up to six months. But when the time does come to replace them,
our exclusive adhesive formulation pulls up easily without leaving
any residue behind.
Grippy Adhesive-Backed Floor Mat is the ideal solution
for commercial environments such as offices, receptions and retail
environments where aesthetics are important.

A CLOSER LOOK
Barbed needles interlock polypropylene
fibres for more durability.
Surface is heat fused for
superior durability.
Poly layer stops liquid from
passing through to floor.
Fully coated adhesive backing
holds tight but peels up easily.

Grippy Floor Mat has up to a 91% LOWER
environmental impact than rubber-backed mats!

Grippy Adhesive-Backed Floor Mat with Safety Borders
is perfect for industrial applications such as warehouses and
manufacturing floors where delineating spaces and high visibility
are essential.

Grippy Floor Mat would have to be replaced
47 times per year to have environmental impact
equivalent to rubber-backed mats. But you only
need to change Grippy Floor Mat as few as
two times a year, depending on conditions and
traffic patterns. Even if you OWN equivalent
rubber-backed floor mats and don’t launder
them, Grippy Floor Mat still has at least 40%
LOWER environmental impact.

TESTED & CERTIFIED AS SLIP RESISTANT!

EU
SAFE
FLOOR

EU: D
 IN 51130:2014 – Grippy Floor Mat classified as slip resistance R13 according to DIN51130 - suitable for use

on floors in workrooms and work areas where there is increased risk of slipping due to grease, oil, water, foods,
left-overs, dust, flour, paint clippings etc.
BS7976-2:2002+A1:2013 - Low slip. Tested in accordance with BS 7976-2:2002+A1:2013, and demonstrated
low slip potential in both wet and dry conditions.
BS EN 13501-1:2007+A1:2009 - Fire classification Bfl-s1 when tested according to BS EN 13501-1.
US: National Floor Safety Institute (NFSI): When used as part of your floor safety program, high-traction

surfaces such as Grippy Floor Mat have been proven to reduce slip-and-fall claims by as much as 90%.

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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PIG Grippy Adhesive-Backed Floor Mats

ADHESIVE BACKING

ENTRANCEWAYS

AIRPORTS

EDUCATIONAL SETTINGS

RETAIL ENVIRONMENTS

PIG Grippy Adhesive-Backed Floor Mat

Grippy Adhesive-Backed Mats

WHERE IT WORKS
For entrances, walkways, transition areas, wet environments,
front-of-house and common areas in a wide variety of
premises, including:
• Retail Environments
• Offices & Commercial Premises
• Airports, Rail & Bus Terminals
• Educational Settings
• Leisure & Hospitality Venues • Medical & Care Facilities

ADHESIVE
BACKING!

GRP36200

COMPATIBILITY

Its innovative construction is effortless to maintain — it traps dirt,
grease, salt, mud and moisture to prevent it being tracked through
your premises.

Stays down for up to
6 months!
The exclusive adhesive sticks to most commercial floor surfaces and
stays put, preventing the dangerous shifting, bunching and flipping
associated with traditional rubber-backed mats, helping to reduce
slips, trips and falls.

GRIPPY ADHESIVE-BACKED FLOOR MAT BEATS
RUBBER-BACKED MATS EVERY TIME

Suitable for hard floor surfaces including:
• Concrete
• Vinyl Tile
• Quarry Tile
• Linoleum

• Ceramic Tile

MAT MAINTENANCE
Easily clean in place using a variety of tools, including:
• Vacuum
• Brush
• Mop 		
• Commercial Floor Scrubber

CLEANER
Capture dirt at the door!
Entrance mats are the standard line of defence at the front door. But
the International Sanitary Supply Association estimates only 30% of
dirt is trapped in the first 91cm of the standard entrance mat. It takes
4.6m of walk-off (about six steps) to capture 85% of the dirt and keep
it from the floor. With Grippy Adhesive-Backed Floor Mat, you can
create continuous walk-off coverage that keeps floors clean.
Grippy Adhesive-Backed Floor Mat

Traditional mats

6 Shifts, moves and bunches
6 Water puddles and pools
6 Have to replace bi-weekly

GRIPPY FLOOR MAT

VS

4 Stays right where you put it
4 Absorbs water without leaking
4 Stays down for up to 6 months

PIG® Grippy® Adhesive-Backed Floor Mat
Specify Colour:

Black

Grey

Item #

Size

# Units

Abs. Up To

1+

GRP24200

61cm W x 30m L

1 roll

20L

£225.00

GRP36207

91cm W x 7.6m L

1 roll

7.6L

£101.00

GRP36201

91cm W x 15.3m L

1 roll

15L

£174.00

GRP36202

91cm W x 15.3m L

10 mats/roll

15L

£189.00

GRP36200

91cm W x 30m L

1 roll

30L

£322.00

GIVE PIG GRIPPY ADHESIVE-BACKED FLOOR MAT A TRY!
STARTER PACK SOLD ON PAGE 125

Grey

Black

Please note: New Pig provides the warranties implied by law only in relation to New Pig adhesive-backed mats. The customer must ensure that
these products are suitable for use in their premises and on their flooring. Product lifespan dependant upon usage conditions and traffic patterns.
Further details to relevant terms and conditions can be found on pages 130 and 253.

EU
SAFE
FLOOR

For certifications and environmental
credentials, see Page 121.

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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PIG Grippy Adhesive-Backed Floor Mat

Grippy Adhesive-Backed Floor Mat offers a highlyabsorbent, extremely-durable and low-profile floor safety solution.

RUBBER-BACKED MATS

Grippy Adhesive-Backed Mats

GRIPPY ADHESIVE-BACKED FLOOR MAT

Grippy Adhesive-Backed Mats

GRIPPY ADHESIVE-BACKED FLOOR MAT WITH SAFETY BORDERS
WHERE IT WORKS
For walkways, stairwells, transition areas, wet environments and
non-public areas in a wide varieties of industries, including:
• Manufacturing
• Heavy Engineering
• Transportation & Logistics
• Warehouse & Storage
• Leisure & Hospitality Venues

ADHESIVE
BACKING!

COMPATIBILITY

PIG Grippy Floor Mat with Safety Borders

GRPSB36200

Grippy Adhesive-Backed Floor Mat with Safety Borders
puts the path to floor safety front and centre! It provides a no-slip,
no-trip solution for cleaner and safer industrial floors for up to six
months, depending on traffic patterns.
The high-vis yellow chevron border helps highlight dangers and
creates safer pathways through hazardous industrial environments.

Withstands industrial
wear and tear for up to
6 months!

Suitable for hard floor surfaces including:
• Concrete
• Vinyl Tile
• Quarry Tile
• Linoleum

• Ceramic Tile

MAT MAINTENANCE
Easily clean in place using a variety of tools, including:
• Vacuum
• Brush
• Mop 		
• Commercial Floor Scrubber

The adhesive backing keeps the mat exactly where you put it with
no shifting, bunching up or flipping over. It’s high-traction surface is
durable enough to withstand even the toughest of industrial wear
and tear, standing up to forklift, pallet truck and heavy foot traffic.
Use in conjunction with PIG Grippy Adhesive-Backed Absorbent Mat as
part of your industrial floor safety programme. See page 127.

PIG® Grippy® Adhesive-Backed Floor Mat with Safety Borders
Item #

Size

# Units

Abs. Up To

1+

GRPSB36201

91cm W x 15.3m L

1 roll

15L

£210.00

GRPSB36200

91cm W x 30m L

1 roll

30L

£387.00

Please note: New Pig provides the warranties implied by law only in relation to New Pig adhesive-backed mats. The customer must ensure that
these products are suitable for use in their premises and on their flooring. Product lifespan dependant upon usage conditions and traffic patterns.
Further details to relevant terms and conditions can be found on pages 130 and 253.

EU
SAFE
FLOOR

For certifications and environmental
credentials, see Page 121.

PIG Grippy Adhesive-Backed Floor Mat with Safety Borders adds
traction and visibility to designated walkways — no more
guessing about the right path to take!
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TRY FOR

ONLY

£12900

Grippy Adhesive-Backed Mats

GRIPPY ADHESIVE-BACKED FLOOR MAT
STARTER PACK

GRPE36206

This great kit comes complete with one roll of 91cm W x 7.6m L
GRP012-001
PIG Grippy Adhesive-Backed Mat, a Safety Knife and an Installation
Board to help you customise and achieve a professional finish
when fitting.
PIG® Grippy® Adhesive-Backed Floor Mat Starter Pack
Item #

Size

# Units

Abs. Up To

Colour

1+

GRPE36206

91cm W x 7.6m L

1 roll

7.5L

Grey

£129.00

Please note: New Pig provides the warranties implied by law only in relation to New Pig adhesive-backed mats. The customer must ensure that
these products are suitable for use in their premises and on their flooring. Product lifespan dependant upon usage conditions and traffic patterns.
Further details to relevant terms and conditions can be found on pages 130 and 253.

EU
SAFE
FLOOR

For certifications and environmental
credentials, see Page 121.

Convenient, pre-scored template helps make precise cuts and
angles for clean, accurate fitting.

THE RIGHT TOOLS MAKE INSTALLING GRIPPY EVEN EASIER! ACCESSORIES SOLD ON PAGE 129

RETAIL COUNTERS

ENTRANCEWAYS

AIRPORT TERMINALS

PIG Grippy Adhesive-Backed Floor Mat Starter Pack

Grippy Adhesive-Backed Floor Mat Starter Pack has
everything you need to stop wrestling with rubber-backed and rental
mats. Make the switch to the mat that sticks and start creating safer
and cleaner floors in your premises!

STORAGE AREAS

WORKSHOPS

PARTS STORES

FACTORY FLOORS

PIG Grippy Adhesive-Backed Absorbent Mat

Grippy Adhesive-Backed Mats

Grippy Adhesive-Backed Mats

ADHESIVE BACKING

GRIPPY ADHESIVE-BACKED ABSORBENT MAT
Grippy Adhesive-Backed Absorbent Mat is ideal for
workstations or oily areas near machines and equipment in
industrial environments.

Stands up to foot and
light-wheeled traffic!
Mat stays down for up to three months, until it’s saturated or shows
signs of wear. Plus, the leakproof backing prevents absorbed liquid
from soaking through to the floor.
Our exclusive adhesive backing keeps the mat exactly where you put
it with no shifting, bunching up or flipping over, helping to prevent
slips, trips and falls.

A CLOSER LOOK
Spunbond top layer stands
up to traffic; dark colour
hides grime.

Zigzag stitching adds strength.
Layers of fine-fibre
polypropylene absorb oils,
coolants, solvents and water.
Poly backing stops liquid
from passing through
to floors.
Fully coated adhesive
backing holds tight but
leaves no residue.

Use in conjunction with PIG Grippy Adhesive Backed Mat with Safety
Borders as part of your industrial floor safety programme. See page 124.

US: N
 ational Floor Safety
Institute (NFSI): When used as

part of your floor safety program,
high-traction surfaces such as
Grippy Floor Mat have been proven
to reduce slip-and-fall claims by as
much as 90%.
Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900

Grippy Adhesive-Backed Absorbent
Mat contains 25% pre-consumer
recycled content!

TOOLS AND ACCESSORIES SOLD ON PAGE 129
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PIG Grippy Adhesive-Backed Absorbent Mat

MAT32100

Grippy Adhesive-Backed Mats

GRIPPY ADHESIVE-BACKED ABSORBENT MAT
WHERE IT WORKS
For spill-prone areas, workbenches, toolboxes, dispensing stations,
equipment repair areas and around machines with oily overspray in
a wide variety of industries, including:
• Manufacturing
• Heavy Engineering
• Warehouse & Storage
• Transportation & Logistics

ADHESIVE
BACKING!

COMPATIBILITY

PIG Grippy Adhesive-Backed Absorbent Mat

MAT32100

Grippy Adhesive-Backed Absorbent Mat, with its tough
spunbond layer and heavy-duty zigzag stitching, withstands heavy foot
traffic, as well as forklift, pallet truck and equipment driveovers in
challenging industrial environments.

Absorbs leaks, drips
and oversprays of oils,
coolants and solvents.

Suitable for hard floor surfaces including:
• Concrete
• Vinyl Tile
• Quarry Tile
• Linoleum

• Ceramic Tile

MAT MAINTENANCE
Easily clean in place using one of these tools:
• Vacuum
• Brush

Layers of fine-fibre polypropylene safely absorbs leaks, drips and
oversprays of oils, coolants, solvents and water around workstations,
machinery and walkways.
The exclusive adhesive backing sticks tight on most commercial floor
surfaces for up to three months, providing you with a no-slip, no-trip
solution for cleaner and safer industrial floors.

PIG® Grippy® Adhesive-Backed Absorbent Mat Pads
Item #

Weight

Size

# Pads

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MAT3200

Medium

41cm W x 61cm L

10

3.8L

£31.75

£30.16

Great for catching drips and lining workbenches, countertops,
toolboxes and more.

PIG® Grippy® Adhesive-Backed Absorbent Mat Rolls
Item #

Weight

Size

# Rolls

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

MAT32100

Medium

81cm W x 30m L

1

39.7L

£193.50

£183.83

MAT3250

81cm W x 15m L

1

19.9L

£103.00

£97.85

MAT1650

41cm W x 15m L

1

9.8L

£57.75

£54.86

MAT1625

41cm W x 7.6m L

1

5L

£30.75

£29.21

MAT3251

81cm W x 102cm L

1

1.3L

£15.50

£14.73

Please note: New Pig provides the warranties implied by law only in relation to New Pig adhesive-backed mats. The customer must ensure that
these products are suitable for use in their premises and on their flooring. Product lifespan dependant upon usage conditions and traffic patterns.
Further details to relevant terms and conditions can be found on pages 130 and 253.

For certification and environmental
credentials, see Page 121.

Wheel your light-duty trollies right over the mat — it won't bunch
or shift!

SEE ACCESSORIES AND INSTALLATION GUIDE ON PAGE 129
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Straight cuts, smooth placement, simple removal — Make an easy job
even easier with these handy tools!

Installation Board

GRP012

Safety Cutting Knife —
Make clean, professional and
precise cuts when fitting Grippy
Mat with this safety-first knife.
Recessed blade with protective
edges makes quick, clean cuts,
helping to eliminate injuries. It’s
the perfect tool to use with prescored guidelines on Installation
Board (GRP001).

Safety Cutting Knife
1+

Item #
1+

Item #

GRP001 • 96.5cm W x 15cm D • 1 each

£25.00

GRP012 • Safety Knife with 2 blades

£11.25

GRP011 • Replacement Blades • 10/bag

£10.50

Installation Roller —
Ergonomic design for
comfortable grip and upright
operation makes installing long
runs of Grippy quicker, easier
and less demanding on your
knees and back. Simply push
along to smooth mat into place
without creating air pockets
or bubbles.
Installation Roller For Grippy® Adhesive-Backed Mats

Removal Tool For Grippy® Adhesive-Backed Mats
1+

Item #

GRP021 • 96.5cm W x 147.3cm L • 1 each

Removal Tool —
“Lock” the tool’s claw-like
jaws onto mat material to
provide a firm, comfortable
handgrip that won’t dig into
your hands when pulling up and
removing Grippy Mat. Made of
durable, high-quality aluminum
and features a rounded handle
for easy grip.

£105.50

1+

Item #

GRP020 • 9cm W x 19cm L x 13cm H • 1 each

£26.00

EASY TO INSTALL
Use our installation tool as a guide for straight cuts, then pick it up and use it to smooth Grippy Adhesive-Backed Mat into place. Also works
for cutting corners at 45° angles to extend product life.

INSTALLATION

1. Prepare Floor

2. Cut to Fit

 lean, rinse and dry your floor
C
Roll out Grippy Mat and cut
thoroughly to remove detergent to size using a safety knife,
film so Mat will properly adhere. scissors or utility blade.

3. Stick It Down

4. Trim Edges and Corners

S mooth out mat and press it
Cut angled corners during
into place using Installation
installation and trim during
Board, Roller or other flat edge. use to reduce potential lifting.

VISIT THE GRIPPY RESOURCE CENTRE FOR VIDEOS AND HOW-TOS. SEE PAGE 130 FOR MORE INFO
Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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Installation and Removal Tools

Installation Board —
Produce clean, accurate cuts
with a convenient, pre-scored
template. Helps create perfect
corners and 45° angles for
fitting around obstacles or
cutting awkward shapes.
Connect two boards to create an
extra-long cutting guide for
making long diagonal cuts or
installing wide mats.

Grippy Adhesive-Backed Mats

INSTALLATION AND REMOVAL TOOLS

Grippy Adhesive-Backed Mats
PIG Grippy Adhesive-Backed Mat Resource Centre

ADHESIVE BACKING

PIG GRIPPY ADHESIVE-BACKED MAT RESOURCE CENTRE
Visit newpig.co.uk/expertadvice and click on the Grippy
Resource Centre at the top of the page.
The Resource Centre is where you’ll find the information you need to install, maintain, care for and get the best performance from your
PIG Grippy Adhesive-Backed Mats.

WATCH HELPFUL VIDEOS

How-To Video:
One Person Installation

How-To Video:
Two Person Installation

How-To Video:
Installation Board

ADJUST ANGLE TO PROPERLY CUT
How-To Video:
Installation Roller

How-To Video:
Safety Knife

How-To Video:
Using the Mat Removal Tool

New Pig Grippy® Adhesive-Backed Mat Notice: New Pig adhesive-backed mats are formulated to work with most common industrial and commercial floor surfaces but are not intended for home/residential use and wood flooring. All adhesive
mats have some potential to leave residue or lift or discolour finish coatings, paint, and loose or pre-damaged tiles depending on the condition and age of the floor surface. If you have questions about the suitability of New Pig adhesive-backed mats for
your application, test a 15 x 15cm piece in a non-critical area before use.
New Pig Grippy® Adhesive-Backed Mats should be replaced if they show signs of wear or damage and should always be changed out every 3 to 6 months, depending on conditions and traffic patterns.
Customer assumes the risk that a New Pig adhesive-backed mat may damage or alter their existing flooring or floor covering. Other than warranties implied by law, New Pig provides no warranty of fitness for a particular purpose and no warranty that an
adhesive-backed mat will be fit for customer’s intended use. Other than in respect of liability which New Pig cannot lawfully exclude, New Pig shall have no responsibility for, and customer hereby releases and discharges New Pig from, any direct, indirect,
incidental or consequential damages to their floors, flooring material, or any other surfaces in their premises. Customer is solely responsible for determining the fitness and appropriateness of the use of New Pig adhesive-backed mats in their premises.
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Cleaner, Safer, Better • 100% Money-back Guarantee*

PIG LEAK DIVERTERS

BETTER BY DESIGN
EASIER, SECURE
HANGING

STRONGER
MATERIALS

BETTER SHAPE
FOR MAX FLOW

FASTER
DRAINING

PIG Leak Diverters are engineered to outperform cheap
tarp-and-hose contraptions.

SEE THE UK’S LARGEST RANGE OF LEAK DIVERTERS ON PAGES 154-167.

SPILL CONTROL

Take charge of spill situations with
PIG-proven solutions.

THE SPILL
STOPS HERE
Protecting your drains is all about keeping unwanted liquids out. And containing
liquids at the source is a proactive and smart defence. Create your perfect drain
defence system using a combination of PIG Spill Control products, including
solutions from our selection of patented dikes, drain covers and customisable barriers.

PIG DrainBlocker Drain Covers
Keep fluids out of your drains during spill emergencies or washdowns.
When a spill strikes, it’s a good move to seal off drains entirely, so no unwanted
liquids escape. Unlike magnetic drain covers, PIG DrainBlocker Drain Covers
form an impenetrable seal around your drains thanks to their super-sealing, tacky
urethane bottom layer.

PIG Drain Plugs
Keep liquids out. Plug drains or block pipes with removable plugs.
In a spill emergency or during routine washdowns, preventing liquids from going
down your drains is essential. Our reusable, removable PIG Drain Plugs create a
liquid-tight, chemical-resistant seal in seconds to keep unwanted liquids out.

PIG SpillBlocker Dikes, Barriers & Booms
Seal tight to confine and channel liquids away from drains.
When a spill is heading right for your drain PIG’s SpillBlocker range guarantees
fast protection, indoors and out. This super-flexible and customisable solution seal
tight to contain, confine or channel liquids for extremely effective drain protection.

PIG-Build-A-Berm
Build your own berm for customisable, long-term liquid containment
anywhere you need it.
Create semi-permanent containment, indoors or out, in any size or shape for peace
of mind drain protection. Perfect for use around leaky machines, battery or drum
storage areas, liquid transfer locations or anywhere liquids have the potential to
make their way to your drains.

INDEX
DrainBlockers & Covers.... 135-139
PIG Drive-Over DrainBlockers............ 135
PIG DrainBlocker Drain Covers.... 136-137
PIG DrainBlocker Drain Cover
Carry Cases & Bags............................ 138
PIG Essentials Drain Covers........ 138-139
Disposable Drain Seals...................... 139
Drain Plugs.....................................140
Dikes, Barriers & Booms.. 142-145
PIG SpillBlocker Dikes................. 142-144
PIG SpillBlocker Rough
Surface Dike..................................... 144
PIG Driver-Over SpillBlocker Dike....... 145
PIG Water-Filled Dikes....................... 145
PIG Build-A-Berm.................146-148
PIG Drive-Over Build-A-Berm
Barriers............................................. 146
PIG Build-A-Berm Barriers................. 147
Containment Booms....................148

KEEP LIQUIDS IN THEIR PLACE
WITH PIG SPILL CONTAINMENT –
SEE THE RANGE ON 211-246.

EXPERT ADVICE
Frequently asked questions:
Q: Can I reuse my DrainBlocker and SpillBlocker?
A: Yes, we use very high-quality urethane and our patented formulations are built to last. They clean easily
with soap and water so you can reuse them over and over again!*
Q: Can I leave my DrainBlocker out in the sun?
A: Our Drive-Over DrainBlockers are built for long-term outdoor use.
Q: Can I drive over a SpillBlocker Dike?
A: No, but we do offer a Drive-Over SpillBlocker that’s built for traffic. You’ll find it on page 135.
Q: Is it difficult to install a Build-A-Berm system?
A: No, installation is easy. Just cut to length with a utility knife, secure to your floor with
silicone sealant, and seal seams with silicone sealant or vinyl cement.
Q: How do I choose the right size DrainBlocker?
A: All PIG DrianBlocker Drain Covers must be at least 15-16cm (approximately 8cm on all sides)
larger than the drain itself to create a liquid tight seal.

8cm

8cm

Round Drains

8cm

8cm
8cm

8cm

Square and
Rectangular
Drains

8cm

8cm

*SpillBlocker Rough Surface Dike is designed for one-time use only on tarmac.
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NEED SPILL CONTROL?

LET US HELP YOU CHOOSE THE RIGHT ONE.
THREE PIG-PROVEN WAYS TO CONTROL
LIQUIDS AND AVOID FINES:

2

1

3

Cover Drains

Confine & Channel Spills

Build Custom Containment

Drain Covers, Seals and Plugs

Dikes

Barriers

For PIG DrainBlockers,
PIG Essentials Drain Covers,
Drain Seals & PIG Drain Plugs
see pages 135-140

For PIG SpillBlocker Dikes
see pages 142-145

For PIG Build-A-Berm Barriers
see pages 146-147

Perfect for fast spill response. Seal or plug
drains tight to keep out unwanted liquids
and prevent pollution.

Flexible and formable, with a tacky bottom
layer that seals tight so no liquid seeps
underneath. Perfect for confining and
channelling spills or washdowns without
absorbing any liquids.

More than 300,000 customers
worldwide can’t be wrong.

SHOP PIG ABSORBENT MAT ON PAGES 46-54
54

Cleaner, Safer, Better • 100% Money-back Guarantee*

Semi-permanent, configurable barriers for
leak-prone areas. Offers big savings compared
with more permanent solutions like concrete
curbs or cutting angle iron.

Spill Control

OTHER COVERS
CAN’T CUT IT.

Drive-Over DrainBlocker Drain Cover

with

HogHyde™
Skin

with

HogHyde®

PLR303
10mm H

Skin

These products have a super-tough
HogHyde® skin and withstand
heavy traffic, UV rays and more.

Drive-Over DrainBlocker Drain Cover — The only drain
cover you can buy that withstands lorry traffic.
• P
 atented design is the only cover tough enough to handle
driveovers, only from New Pig
• I deal for long-term drain protection where liquid transfers,
washdowns or other leak- and spill-prone jobs are common
•	
Eliminates the need to frequently deploy and remove a
temporary cover or permanently seal your drains
•	Tough, patented-rubber HogHyde Skin stands up to punctures,
tearing and abrasion, even under heavy vehicle traffic from
tankers, lorries or forklifts

Stands up to debris and sharp objects that ruin other covers.

•	
Super-sealing urethane bottom layer conforms to uneven
surfaces and tightly seals drain openings to block liquid
u	Helps you comply with Environmental regulations
PIG® Drive-Over DrainBlocker® Drain Cover
1-2

3+

PLR300 • 46cm W x 46cm L x 1cm H • Includes Nylon Storage Bag

£126.25

£119.94

PLR301 • 61cm W x 61cm L x 1cm H • Includes Nylon Storage Bag

£196.25

£186.44

PLR302 • 76cm W x 76cm L x 1cm H • Includes Nylon Storage Bag

£281.00

£266.95

PLR303 • 91cm W x 91cm L x 1cm H • Includes Nylon Storage Bag

£355.00

£337.25

Item #

PLR300

Patent 8,117,686
NOTE: The physical properties of the softer urethane bottom may change over time with exposure to certain environmental
conditions like temperature, humidity and UV radiation. Typical life expectancy is 5 years. Inspect product regularly to ensure
usability. For more details and chemical compatibility, call our Technical Advice Team on 0800 919 900 or visit our website at
newpig.co.uk. For optimum performance, ensure that the area surrounding your drain is free of debris, cracks and holes.

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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Spill Control
Original DrainBlocker Drain Covers

TOUGH

ENOUGH

TO REUSE!

OTHER COVERS CAN’T
TAKE THE HEAT.

PLRE242

13mm H

Original DrainBlocker Drain Covers — Strong,
heavy cover makes a tight, temporary seal to keep
out unwanted liquids.
• E xclusive New Pig formulation features a super-durable, tearresistant top layer that withstands repeated use and abrasion
combined with a flexible, tacky bottom layer that tightly
seals drain openings
• Chemical-resistant polyurethane resists water, oil and
many chemicals
• F lexible cover is 13mm thick and moulds to uneven surfaces to
create an instant, temporary drain seal that prevents pollution
• Unlike messy alternative clay mats, it’s easy to clean and re-use
•	For best performance, make sure cover overlaps drain
opening at least 8cm on each edge
u	Helps you comply with Environmental regulations
Flexible, tacky bottom layer tightly seals drain openings and is tough
enough to wash, repackage and use again.
136

Cleaner, Safer, Better • 100% Money-back Guarantee*

Spill Control

Tear Resistant
Tougher than standard covers to
resist ripping.
Original DrainBlocker Drain Covers

PLRE246

Protect drains near washdown areas or workstations.

Chemical Resistant
Stands up to water, oils and
many chemicals.

PLR255

Rectangular covers are perfect for long narrow drains.

Easy to Clean
Dirt and grime won’t stick to the
surface, so the top wipes clean.

PIG® Original DrainBlocker® Drain Covers
1-2

3+

PLRE241 • 46cm W x 46cm L x 1.3cm H

£92.25

£87.64

PLRE244 • 61cm W x 61cm L x 1.3cm H

£156.00

£148.20

PLRE245 • 76cm W x 76cm L x 1.3cm H

£224.75

£213.51

PLRE242 • 91cm W x 91cm L x 1.3cm H

£284.00

£269.80

PLRE246 • 107cm W x 107cm L x 1.3cm H

£365.75

£347.46

PLRE243 • 122cm W x 122cm L x 1.3cm H

£479.95

£455.95

PLR255 • 46cm W x 152cm L x 1.3cm H

£291.50

£276.93

Item #

NOTE: The physical properties of the softer urethane bottom may change over time with exposure to certain environmental conditions like temperature, humidity and UV radiation. Typical life
expectancy is 5 years. Inspect product regularly to ensure usability. For more details and chemical compatibility, call our Technical Advice Team on 0800 919 900 or visit our website at newpig.co.uk.
For optimum performance, ensure that the area surrounding your drain is free of debris, cracks and holes. These covers should not be walked on.

DID YOU
KNOW?

Our DrainBlocker Drain Covers are an excellent spill response tool,
helping prevent water contamination. They may not, however, be
suitable for long-term, daily exposure to certain chemicals. For a
chemical resistance guide, please call our Technical Advice Team on
0800 919 900 or visit www.newpig.co.uk.

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900

Reusable
Durable enough to wash and use
again later.

TRANSPORT YOUR
DRAIN COVER IN A
CARRY CASE OR BAG
SEE PAGE 138
137

Spill Control
DrainBlocker Cases and Bags & Drain Cover with Handles

PLR286

DrainBlocker Cases and Bags — Keep your drain cover
protected and ready for quick response.
•	Carry your DrainBlocker Drain Cover right to the spill or mount it
to a wall near drains for faster response times. Both styles work
with all Drain Covers sold on pages 135–139
•	Rigid Carrying Case (PLR285 – PLR287) is made from
corrosion-resistant polypropylene. Soft Carry Bag (PLR232) is made
from PVC-supported nylon
•	Cases and Bags are compatible with all PIG and PIG Essentials
drain covers on pages 135–139

Carrying Case for PIG® DrainBlocker® Drain Cover
1-2

3+

PLR285 • For use with 46cm Sq. and 61cm Sq. Blockers • 79cm L x 19cm Dia.

£91.00

£86.45

PLR286 • For use with 76cm Sq. and 91cm Sq. Blockers • 109cm L x 19cm Dia.

£108.75

£103.31

PLR287 • For use with 107cm Sq. and 122cm Sq. Blockers • 140cm L x 19cm Dia.

£126.75

£120.41

Item #

Carry Bag for PIG® DrainBlocker® Drain Cover
1-2

3+

PLR232-24IN • For use with 46cm and 61cm Sq. Blockers • 70cm L x 18cm Dia.

£51.50

£48.93

PLR232-36IN • For use with 76cm and 91cm Sq. Blockers • 98cm L x 18cm Dia.

£64.75

£61.51

PLR232-48IN • For use with 107cm and 122cm Sq. Blockers • 128cm L x 23cm Dia.

£75.25

£71.49

Item #

Essentials Drain Cover with Handles — The economical
choice for easy deployment.
• Handles allow for fast, easy installation during an emergency
• Silicone fabric top layer enables rolling up the mat without need of
protective plastic film; polyurethane bottom layer seals tightly over
the drain
• Durable and chemical-resistant
• Clean after using and store for
repeat use

8mm H

u	Helps you comply with
Environmental regulations

PIG® Essentials Drain Cover with Handles
1-2

3+

PLRE613 • 45cm W x 45cm L x 0.8cm H

£66.50

£63.18

PLRE611 • 60cm W x 60cm L x 0.8cm H

£111.25

£105.69

PLRE614 • 75cm W x 75cm L x 0.8cm H

£159.75

£151.76

PLRE612 • 90cm W x 90cm L x 0.8cm H

£201.00

£190.95

Item #

PLRE612
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NOTE: The physical properties of the softer urethane bottom may change over time with exposure to certain environmental
conditions like temperature, humidity and UV radiation. Typical life expectancy is 5 years. Inspect product regularly to ensure
usability. For more details and chemical compatibility, call our Technical Advice Team on 0800 919 900 or visit our website at
newpig.co.uk. For optimum performance, ensure that the area surrounding your drain is free of debris, cracks and holes.

AND REUSE!

Spill Control

EASY TO CLEAN

Drain Covers and Disposable Drain Seals

10mm H

DC6161

Essentials Drain Covers — Create a tight, temporary seal
over drains to keep out unwanted liquids.
• Durable, tear-resistant top layer that withstands repeated
use and abrasion
• Chemical-resistant polyurethane resists water, oil and
many chemicals
• Flexible 10-mm thick cover moulds to uneven surfaces to create an
instant, temporary drain seal that prevents pollution
• Unlike messy alternative clay mats, it’s easy to clean and reuse
u	Helps you comply with Environmental regulations

PIG® Essentials Drain Covers
1-2

3+

DC4646 • 46cm W x 46cm L x 1cm H

£73.25

£69.59

DC6161 • 61cm W x 61cm L x 1cm H

£124.00

£117.80

DC7676 • 76cm W x 76cm L x 1cm H

£179.25

£170.29

DC9191 • 91cm W x 91cm L x 1cm H

£224.75

£213.51

Item #

NOTE: The physical properties of the softer urethane bottom may change over time with exposure to certain environmental conditions
like temperature, humidity and UV radiation. Typical life expectancy is 5 years. Inspect product regularly to ensure usability. For more
details and chemical compatibility, call our Technical Advice Team on 0800 919 900 or visit our website at newpig.co.uk. For optimum
performance, ensure that the area surrounding your drain is free of debris, cracks and holes.

Disposable Drain Seals — Eliminates the need for
decontamination after use.
• Economical choice for drain protection when a disposable product is
required; clay composition creates a 100% seal, even sticking to
rough, irregular surfaces like tarmac or concrete
• Instantly protects a range of different sized drains from spilt oils
and chemicals; for larger sized drains, overlap multiple drain seals
• Used by most fire services as first line pollution defence
• Resistant to the most common oils and chemicals, remains
flexible at low temperatures to -20°C, and treated with a formula
which prevents mould growth
u	Helps you comply with Environmental and ADR regulations.

Disposable Drain Seal
1-2

3+

PLRE165 • 4/box • 45cm W x 45cm L

£79.50

£75.53

PLRE166 • 4/box • 45cm W x 65cm L

£94.50

£89.78

Item #

PLRE165

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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Spill Control

Conical Drain Plugs — Ideal for plugging the outflow on long
channel and trench-style drains.
•	Durable polyurethane plug forms a liquid-tight, chemical-resistant
seal in seconds
•	Simply wedge plug in drain
• Installed plug is low-profile enough to fit below floor grate
• Removes easily with hand tools

Drain Plugs

• C
 onical drain plugs available in sizes from 5cm to 15.2cm
in diameter

PLR252

PLR210

PLR208

PLR209

PIG® Conical Drain Plugs

Drain plug (PLR209)
fits right underneath
your drain cover.

1-2

3+

PLR208 • 12cm H x 5cm ext. dia.

£55.25

£52.49

PLR209 • 12.7cm H x 7.6cm ext. dia.

£64.75

£61.51

PLR210 • 14.6cm H x 10cm ext. dia.

£75.25

£71.49

PLR252 • 14cm H x 15.2cm ext. dia.

£186.50

£177.18

Item #

7.6cm

PLR209

NOTE: Due to the nature of softer urethane, the physical properties of these products may change over time with exposure to certain environmental
conditions like temperature, humidity and UV radiation. Typical life expectancy is 5 years. Please inspect the stored product regularly to ensure it is
in a usable state. For more details and for chemical compatibility call our Technical Advice Team on 0800 919 900.

SOAK UP THE

SAVINGS!
PIG Oil-Only Mats save you
money by only absorbing
oil-based liquids, never water.

SHOP ON PAGES 49-57.
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NEED A SPILL BARRIER?

LET US HELP YOU CHOOSE THE RIGHT ONE.
Customisable solutions for temporary & longer-term liquid management.
Are you looking for …
A temporary solution to quickly confine & divert liquids during
washdowns or leak and spills incidents?
YES

NO

Does your spill
barrier need to withstand wheeled traffic?

Do you need a semipermanent longer-term
fix to manage leaks in
storage areas, around
machinery and other
risk prone locations?

YES - YOU NEED ...

NO

YES

NO

PIG Drive-Over
SpillBlocker Dikes

Will you be working
with high-volume leaks
and spills?

Does your spill barrier
need to withstand
vehicle traffic?

Contact our customer
service team for help on
0800 919 900.

YES - YOU NEED ...

NO - YOU NEED ...

YES - YOU NEED ...

NO - YOU NEED ...

PIG High-Volume
SpillBlocker Dikes

PIG Original SpillBlocker Dikes or PIG
SpillBlocker Dikes

PIG Drive-Over BuildA-Berm Barriers

PIG Build-A-Berm
Barriers

See page 142-143

See page 142-143

See page 146

See page 147

See page 145

Need more help? Our team are on hand to answer your questions on
0800 919 900 at pigpen@newpig.com or via our Live Chat service on newpig.co.uk
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TO STOP THE SPILL.

SpillBlocker Dikes

Spill Control

SEALS TIGHT

PLR267

Quick-deploy system with
built-in connectors let you
create barriers of any length.

SpillBlocker Dikes — Fast protection for
spreading spills or leaking machines.
• Formulation

resists tearing and a tacky bottom layer seals tight
to smooth surfaces
• R eusable dike is flexible and formable to shape to the spill; confines
and diverts fluids without absorbing them, making cleanup or
reclamation simpler
• Q
 uick-deploy solution with built-in connectors creates a
liquidproof seal and allow you to join as many sections as you
need (except for PLRE204, which requires a separate connector)
• Polyurethane material resists water, oils and many chemicals;
cleans easily with soap and water
• High-visibility colour draws attention to spill for increased safety
u	Helps you comply with Environmental regulations

PLR253

Our tallest dikes can handle high volume spills and pooling liquids.
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Spill Control

AVAILABLE IN MULTIPLE HEIGHTS!
Contain spills from shallow to deep with our wide
range of SpillBlockers.

6cm H – PLRE204

7.6cm H – PLR267

11cm H – PLR253

17cm H – PLR254

SpillBlocker Dikes

PLRE205

Connector

Contain washdown liquids or
channel to drains.
PLRE204

Surround your machine with a
dike to contain leaking liquid
until you can make repairs.
PLR254

PIG® Original SpillBlocker® Dikes
Specify Colour for PLRE204:

Yellow

Black

Item #

Name

Colour

Sizes

Unit

1-2

3+

PLRE204

Barrier

Black or Yellow

10cm W x 3m L x 6cm H

1/box

£306.75

£291.41

PLRE205

Connector

Black

10cm L x 6cm H

1/box

£14.50

£13.78

PLRE206

Corner

Yellow

10cm W x 10cm L x 6cm H

1/box

£36.25

£34.44

PIG® Original SpillBlocker® Dike Carrying Case
Item #

Use With

Sizes

1-2

3+

PLR284

PLRE204

10cm D x 63cm Dia.

£111.25

£105.69

PLR284

PIG® SpillBlocker® Dikes
Specify Colour for PLR267:

Black

Yellow

Item #

Name

Colour

Sizes

Unit

1-2

3+

PLR267

Barrier

Black or Yellow

9cm W x 152cm L x 7.6cm H

2/box

£349.25

£331.79

PLR268

Corner

Black

9cm W x 11.5cm L x 7.6cm H

1/box

£59.50

£56.53

PIG® High-Volume SpillBlocker® Dikes

PLRE205

Item #

Name

Colour

Sizes

Unit

1-2

3+

PLR253

Barrier

Green

10cm W x 152cm L x 11cm H

1/box

£296.25

£281.44

Barrier

Green

13cm W x 152cm L x 17cm H

1/box

£485.00

£460.75

PLR254

Simplify storage and decrease response time
with this case!

Patent 5,236,281
All SpillBlocker Dikes shown on pages 142-145 are designed for temporary use only. Pick up after each use, clean, then store properly. Do not leave down for extended periods
of time. SpillBlocker® Rough Surface Dike (PLR230, shown on page 144) is intended for one-time use only.

PLRE206

®

NOTE: Due to the nature of softer urethane, the physical properties of these products may change with exposure to certain environmental conditions like temperature, humidity
and UV radiation. Please inspect the stored product regularly to ensure it is in a usable state. Typical life expectancy is 5 years. For more details and chemical compatibility, call our
Technical Advice Team on 0800 919 900.

Add corners and connectors (PLRE205 and
PLRE206) to PLRE204 to join dike sections.

FOR MACHINES WITH CONSTANT LEAKS, SEE SEMI-PERMANENT BARRIERS ON PAGES 146-147
Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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Spill Control

SpillBlocker Rough Surface Dike — Stop a spill on rough cement or
tarmac from seeping under your dike.
• E xclusive New Pig formulation resists
tearing and has a super-tacky bottom layer
for tight seals on rough surfaces
• S pecially designed bottom layer ”seeps”
into surface cracks; our best blocker
for tarmac
• F ast protection when a spill is heading
for your drain
• C
 onfines and diverts fluids without
absorbing them, making cleanup or
reclamation simpler
• 6 cm high dike contains spills up to
5cm deep

SpillBlocker Dikes

• Intended for one-time use
only, and should not be left down for
extended periods
6cm
PIG® SpillBlocker®
Rough Surface Dike
Item #

PLR230 • 6cm H x 5cm W x 3m L

Includes connector and yellow disposal bag

Bottom surface “seeps” into surface
cracks to form a tight seal.

1-2

3+

£247.50

£235.13

NOTE: Due to the nature of softer urethane, the physical properties of these products may
change over time with exposure to certain environmental conditions like temperature,
humidity and UV radiation. Typical life expectancy is 5 years. Please inspect the stored
product regularly to ensure it is in a usable state. For more details and for chemical
compatibility call our Technical Advice Team on 0800 919 900.

SpillBlocker Dike — Stop a machine leak from spreading with this
quick-deploy dike.
•	Fast protection for when a leak is
starting to spread; just surround machine
with dike to contain liquid until you can
make repairs
•	Exclusive New Pig formulation features
a flexible, tacky bottom that seals tight to
smooth surfaces and blocks liquids
•	Built-in, interlocking end joints create
a liquidproof seal and allow you to join
as many sections as you need

PIG® SpillBlocker® Dike
Item #

PLR212 • 6cm W x 3m L x 3.5cm H

1-2

3+

£206.75

£196.41

NOTE: Due to the nature of softer urethane, the physical properties of these products may
change over time with exposure to certain environmental conditions like temperature,
humidity and UV radiation. Typical life expectancy is 5 years. Please inspect the stored
product regularly to ensure it is in a usable state. For more details and for chemical
compatibility call our Technical Advice Team on 0800 919 900.

A CLOSER LOOK
3.5cm
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Interlocking end
joints connect dike
sections to create
longer lengths.

Spill Control

Hyde

in

™

Corner pieces let you make sharp 90° turns
for a fully enclosed containment area.

A CLOSER LOOK

with

HogHyde®
Skin

 ogHyde skin stands up to
H
heavy traffic and resists UV rays.
2.5cm H

PLR350

S uper-sealing urethane bonds to
concrete and smooth surfaces
without adhesives.

Drive-Over SpillBlocker Dikes — The ONLY barrier designed for traffic
and long-term outdoor use.
•	First flexible barrier designed for traffic and long-term
outdoor use; driveovers won’t rip, tear or crush it to
compromise containment
HogHyde skin stands up to heavy traffic driveovers and
•	
resists UV rays

PIG® Drive-Over SpillBlocker® Dikes
1-2

3+

•	
Moulds easily around mounting brackets or other obstacles

PLR350 • 5cm W x 305cm L x 2.5cm H

£312.75

£297.11

Provides a full-width bond that strengthens over time
•	

PLR352 • 5cm W x 152cm L x 2.5cm H

£164.25

£156.04

PLR351 • Corner • 15cm W x 15cm L x 2.5cm H

£111.25PLR260
£105.69

Item #

•	
Reusable — cleans up with soap and water; picks up and
repositions as needed

Patent 5,236,281
NOTE: The physical properties of the softer urethane bottom may change over time with exposure to certain environmental
conditions like temperature, humidity and UV radiation. Typical life expectancy is 5 years. Inspect product regularly to ensure
usability. For more details and chemical compatibility, call our Technical Advice Team on 0800 919 900 or visit our website at
newpig.co.uk. For optimum performance, ensure that the area surrounding your drain is free of debris, cracks and holes.

Water-Filled Containment Dikes —
Keep washdown liquids in check with a
roll-up dike.
• H
 eavy-duty dike is durable and moldable (not 100% watertight);
just place on ground and fill with water to create a
gravity-based berm

Drain the water and roll it
up for compact storage.

• G
 reat for controlling and directing water from pressure
washing operations (not for long-term containment of liquids)
• H
 igh-visibility orange dike helps prevent trips and falls
during washdowns
• R
 e-usable; simply drain water, fold up dike and store for future use
PIG® Water-Filled Containment Dike
1-2

3+

PLR225 • 11cm W x 3m L • 5cm H when full

£49.95

£47.45

PLR266 • 24cm W x 7.6m L • 8cm H when full

£126.25

£119.94

PLR260 • 24cm W x 15.2m L • 8cm H when full

£242.75

£230.61

Item #

PLR260

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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SpillBlocker & Water-Filled Dikes

h

PLR351

Interlocking end joints connect dike
sections to create longer lengths.

Spill Control

TOUGH ENOUGH

Drive-Over Build-A-Berm Barriers

FOR HEAVY TRAFFIC.

PLR283

Drive-Over Barrier

PLR108

Corner

Drive-Over Build-A-Berm Barriers — Build a spill berm
that can handle heavy vehicle driveovers.
• Provides semi-permanent containment in high-traffic areas on
concrete, asphalt or most sealed surfaces; for best results, use on a
smooth, sealed surface
 onstructed of vinyl-coated fabric with an open-cell foam core, berm
• C
compresses to approximately 6mm when driven over; springs back
to shape when vehicles pass

A CLOSER LOOK
Aluminium
mounting strip

Strong 40 oz.
vinyl cover

• D
 urable enough to withstand indoor or outdoor traffic from
trucks, loaded tow motors and other heavy vehicles with sufficient
ground clearance
•	Predrilled aluminium mounting strips with anchors secure berm
to most surfaces; remove anchors to reposition and create
any configuration
•	Ends overlap and can be sealed together for
liquid-proof containment

Crush-resistant foam
Steel anchor point

5cm H

PIG® Drive-Over Build-A-Berm® Barriers
Item #

PLR283

Name

Size

Unit

1-2

3+

Straight Section

14cm W x 366cm L x 5cm H

1/box

£285.25

£270.99

2/box

£167.25

£158.89

2/box

£147.75

£140.36

PLR283 Contents • 6 Mounting Strips • 33 Anchors

PLR108

Vented Corner

14cm W x 28.5cm L x 5cm H

PLR108 Contents • 4 Mounting Strips • 18 Anchors

PLR109

Wall End

14cm W x 8cm L x 5cm H

PLR109 Contents • 4 Mounting Strips • 8 Anchors

Dow Corning 895 Sealant

Patent 5,820,297
1+

Item #

PTYL301 • 310ml cartridge • 12/box • Up to 8.5 linear metres of BAB per tube with 6mm x 6mm bead
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When used with standard Build-A-Berm Barriers (page 147), orange
colour indicates area where drivers can enter and exit.

Spill Control
Build-A-Berm Barriers

PLR117

Specially designed Wall End eliminates
excessive caulking and seepage.

PLRL222-999

PLR264

Install a 5cm-high
Build-A-Berm Barrier
around machines to keep
leaks and drips away from walkways.

Open-cell foam interior springs back into
shape after you walk on it or roll over it
with a trolley.

Build-A-Berm Barrier — Configure a custom-sized
barrier to fit your leak-prone area.
•	PIG Build-A-Berm Barriers can be constructed into a semi-permanent,
high-visibility barrier that’s exactly the size and shape you need —
indoors or out
•	Pliable open-cell foam barrier springs back into shape after you
walk or roll over it with light, wheeled equipment
• For best sealing results, secure to a smooth, sealed surface
• K
 it (PLRL222-999) includes straight sections, corners and sealant;
create any length or configuration
Add these components to your layout:
• C
 orners let you create liquidproof junctions; join two Build-A-Berm
sections at a 90-degree angle
• V
 ented corner prevents seam rupture by letting air escape
during a cart driveover
• W
 all end seals flush against the floor and wall for a seepagefree connection

3.8cm High PIG® Build-A-Berm® Barrier
Item #

PLR278

Name

Size

Unit

Straight Section

11.5cm W x 457cm L x 3.8cm H

1/box

Corner

11.5cm W x 17cm L x 3.8cm H

2/box

PLR279

3+

1-2

£196.75 £186.91
£87.50

£83.13

1-2

3+

5cm High PIG Build-A-Berm Barrier
®

Item #

PLRL222-999

®

Name

Size

Unit

Kit

14cm W x 5cm H x 762cm L

1/box

£759.50 £721.53

PLRL222-999 Contents • 2 PIG® Build-A-Berm® Barriers • 4 - Corners • 6 Sealant tubes

PLR264

Straight Section

14cm W x 457cm L x 5cm H

1/box

PLR265

Corner

14cm W x 18.5cm L x 5cm H

2/box

£218.50 £207.58
£92.75

£88.11

PLR103

Vented Corner

4cm W x 18.5cm L x 5cm H

2/box

£98.50

£93.58

PLR117

Wall End

14cm W x 8cm L x 5cm H

2/box

£87.50

£83.13

1-2

3+

10cm High PIG® Build-A-Berm® Barrier
Item #

Name

Size

Unit

PLR258

Straight Section

18cm W x 152cm L x 10cm H

2/box

£196.75 £186.91

PLR263

Corner

18cm W x 24cm L x 10cm H

2/box

£119.75 £113.76

15cm High PIG® Build-A-Berm® Barrier
Item #

3+

Name

Size

Unit

PLR276

Straight Section

23cm W x 152cm L x 15cm H

2/box

£221.50 £210.43

1-2

PLR277

Corner

23cm W x 27cm L x 15cm H

2/box

£163.75 £155.56
Patent 5,820,297

3.8cm H
PLR278

5cm H

PLR264

10cm H
PLR258

15cm H

PLR276

Dow Corning 895 Sealant
Item #

PTYL301 • 310ml cartridge • 12/box • Up to 8.5 linear metres of BAB per tube with 6mm x 6mm bead

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900

1+

£209.00
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Oil & Debris Containment Booms — Keep oil spills from spreading

using this durable, UV-resistant, non-absorbent floating boom.
•	Floats to surround and stop oil spills or debris in calm waters
from spreading
•	
UV-resistant, PVC-coated shell is packed with lightweight foam
• Above water height of 15cm; submerged depth of 30cm
Quality construction provides 3,400kg actual breaking strength
•	
•	Highly visible yellow colour for instant recognition in
emergency situations
•	
Snap hooks secure and overlap booms

Containment Booms

u	Helps you comply with
Environmental regulations

BOM301

BOM301

Booms have an above water
height of 15cm and a
submerged depth of 30cm.

PIG® Oil & Debris Containment Booms
Item #

1-2

3+

BOM301 • 30.5m L x 45cm H

£821.25 £780.19

BOM302 • 15.25m L x 45cm H

£482.25 £458.14

NOTE: Not recommended for use in open seas.

FROM

MINOR LEAKS
TO

MAJOR SPILLS
Be prepared with PIG! Over 150 Spill
Kits and Refills available.

SHOP NOW! SEE PAGES 78-104.
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STORMWATER &
WEATHER DEFENCE

INDEX
Stormwater Management..........150
Drain & Pipe Filters........................... 150
Flood Defence...................... 151-152
HydroSack........................................ 151
HydroSnake...................................... 151
FloodSax........................................... 151
Floodstop Barrier Pods...................... 152
Winter Safety.................................153
Grit Bins & Salt................................. 153
UniKart............................................. 153

Featured Products
Floodstop Barrier
Pods
Re-usable system protects your
property from floodwater.

See page 152
Interstacking
Grit Bin with Salt
& Scoop
Stackable grit bin is ideal when
space is tight.

See page 153

Filter pollutants from stormwater runoff
to stay in compliance.

BE PREPARED FOR ROOF
LEAKS TOO! UK’S LARGEST
RANGE OF LEAK DIVERTERS
ON PAGES 154-167.

When rain falls, it generates surface water runoff. This runoff can pick up a range of
pollutants, including oils, fuels, heavy metals, rubbish, and debris. To collect and filter
all those contaminants, you need a Stormwater Drain Filter or Filter Sock. Let us
help you manage runoff and capture stormwater pollutants before they enter your
drains to help you comply with regulations and reduce damage to the environment.

Flood defence in a flash!
Flash flooding happens quickly and can cause catastrophic damage. We offer a
range of easy-to-store, quick to deploy flood defence systems to help you divert
unwanted water flows and protect people and property when tides rise.

Freeze the day – plan ahead now.
Winter weather is unpredictable. Ice and snow have the potential to cause problems
wherever there are paths and walkways. You might not be able to avoid the
weather, but you can prepare for it. Make sure you’re ready to tackle winter’s worst
with grit bins and salt supplies on-hand and ready to deploy.
149

Stormwater & Weather Defence
Storm Drain Filters and PipeSock

FLT116

Frameless Storm Drain Filters — There’s no easier way to
control oily runoff and sediment.
•	New! “Witches hat” is redesigned for better filtration, improved
handling and all-around performance
•	Frameless design is ideal for drains of any shape, even in
shallow drains
•	Heavy-duty, hi-vis strap allows easier handling and removal
•	Four-stage filtration process treats more water and removes
more oil than basic storm drain filters
•	Overflow ports help prevent blockage during high water flow
u	Helps you comply with Environmental Regulations

A CLOSER LOOK
Fabric shelf starts removing
pollutants immediately.

Hi-vis straps are easy to
handle, easy to see.

Filter ring pulls oil from
stormwater and channels
runoff into collection bag.

Overflow ports
prevent blockage.
Filter strips act like
tentacles to remove
hydrocarbons.

Grommet lets you attach
optional filtration products.

Our affordable filters
let you protect all your
storm drains — even
the smaller ones!
FLT1000

PIG® Frameless Storm Drain Filter
Item #

Storm Drain Size

Product Size

Abs. Up To

1-2

3+

FLT1000

23cm - 51cm W & 23cm - 51cm L;
Round Drains 23cm - 51cm Dia

66cm W x 66cm L
x 25cm H

1.9L

£41.50

£39.43

FLT116

51cm - 76cm W & 51cm - 91cm L;
Round Drains 51cm - 76cm Dia.

91cm W x 107cm L
x 43cm H

5.3L

£69.00

£65.55

61cm - 122cm W & 61cm - 137cm L; 137cm W x 152cm L
Round Drains 61cm - 122cm Dia.
x 43cm H

7.8L

£94.50

£89.78

FLT615

PipeSock — Control and contain oil and sediment
during lower-volume dewatering.
•	Simply attach to hose or pipe to remove hydrocarbons and
sediment from water
•	X-Tex recycled fibres provide high efficiency and excellent flow
•	Ideal for pumping out containment areas, collection ponds, utility
vaults and sumps after heavy wet weather events
• Contains 100% post-consumer recycled synthetic fibres
u	Helps you comply with Environmental Regulations

Secure PipeSock to
the end of a pipe or
hose up to 20cm in diameter.
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PipeSock
Item #

FLT564 • Fits pipes up to 20cm Dia. • 152cm L x 20cm Dia. • Abs. up to 3L
NOTE: Liquid should always be checked before discharging into the environment.

1-2

3+

£79.50

£75.53

PLSE325 & PLSE336
Handles allow for easy movement of HydroSacks – perfect for
emergency conditions.

PLSE327

PLSE327 &
PLSE338
Each HydroSnake
will retain a
floodwater depth
of 5cm per snake,
and a floodwater
length of 140cm
per snake.

HydroSnake
1-2

3+

PLSE327 • 2/pack • 145cm L x 25cm W • Abs. up to 40 L/pack

£15.00

£14.25

PLSE338 • 20/case • 145cm L x 25cm W • Abs. up to 400 L/case

£139.75 £132.76

Item #

HydroSack
1-2

3+

PLSE325 • 2/pack • 60cm L x 48cm W • Abs. up to 40 L/pack

£15.00

£14.25

PLSE336 • 20/case • 60cm L x 48cm W • Abs. up to 400 L/case

£139.75 £132.76

Item #

FloodSax — Self-inflating flood defence system used to protect your
home and business from storms, flash floods and water damage.
• Lightweight (dry) product is easy to carry, store and deploy.
A box of 20 can be carried by one person and hundreds can be
transported to a flood scene in a car or van
• Simple to use – just soak with water from the sink, hosepipe,
watering can or even the floodwater itself; will become taut and
puncture–proof within five minutes
• Semi-porous inner liner contains absorbent crystals which absorbs up
to 22 litres of water in just 3-5 minutes and will stay energised
for up to 12 weeks if in contact with liquid without leaking
• Once the water is absorbed, bags perform like 22kg sandbags to
effectively keep floods at bay
• Designed to mould into doorways to keep floodwater out, divert
liquid flows or can be built up as walls up to one metre high to stop
larger floods
• FloodSax are biodegradable and can be disposed of in landfill sites
once the floodwater has subsided
• Vacuum packed, with a 5 year shelf life
• Can be used internally and externally and will absorb many
different type liquids, like hydrocarbons and not just water
PLSE305
FloodSax®
1-2

3+

PLSE306 • Door Pack • 5/pack • Abs. up to 125L/pack

£41.25

£39.19

PLSE305 • Commercial Pack • 4 packs/case • Abs. up to 500L/case

£149.95

£142.45

Item #

BE PREPARED FOR ROOF LEAKS, TOO!
SEE OUR RANGE OF LEAK DIVERTERS ON PAGES 154-167

53cm L x 52cm W x 12mm H

53cm L x 52cm W x 12mm H

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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Flood Sacks and Snakes

PLSE325

• Lighter weight means HydroSacks and HydroSnakes can be easily
stored in bulk awaiting use
• Unique three-section structure controls spread of filler to
prevent contents from accumulating or moving side to side
• Soak with water before installation and in only 2-3 minutes, each
HydroSack and HydroSnake absorbs up to 20 litres of water
and is ready-to-use
• Extremely flexible for snug fit into openings and door wells;
suitable for domestic and commercial properties
• Retain their saturated weight for up to 6 months and, since its
components are harmless to the environment, simply cut open
and dispose of contents into soil
• When built into layers, a HydroSack or HydroSnake wall creates a
highly effective barrier, retaining a floodwater depth of 5cm and
floodwater length of 45cm and 140cm respectively

Stormwater & Weather Defence

HydroSack and HydroSnake — Effective floodwater barrier that weighs
less than 10% of a traditional sandbag!

Stormwater & Weather Prep
Flood Barriers

PLSE300

PLSE301

Works on roads, pavements and pathways as well as grass or soil.

PLSE300

PLSE301

Floodstop Barrier Pods — Use rising floodwater to create
a quick-to-deploy flood defence barrier.
•	Deploy in emergencies or use as a semi-permanent or permanent
solution for flood defence, road traffic delineation or reservoir system
•	Works on hard standings such as roads, pavements, pathways, as
well as grass or soil (not gravel)
•	Self-balancing pods with a unique foam gasket base create a seal
with the ground — no anchoring required!
•	Pods fill with rising floodwater that, when combined with the
included weighted connection key, means the assembled barrier is
always denser than the flood water
•	Designed to handle a flow velocity of 0.5m/s and withstand strong
winds when deployed
Floodstop Barrier Multi-Hub Connection Pod (PLSE310,
•	
PLSE311) allows you to meet various gaps and angles with ease;
creates a clean connection to objects walls and buildings

PRE-ORDER NOW!

Be prepared for when floods strike! Floodstop Barriers are made-to-order.
Allow 6-8 weeks for delivery.

Floodstop Barrier Pods – 50cm High
Specify Colour:

Red

White

Item #

PLSE300 • Barrier Pod • 100cm L x 50cm W x 50cm H

1-9

10+

£214.50

£203.78

£132.00

£125.40

Contents • 1 – 12kg Barrier Pod • 1 – 18kg connection Key

PLSE310 • Multi-Hub Connection Pod • 30cm W x 60cm D x 50cm H
Contents • 1 – 6kg Barrier Pod • 1 – 18kg connection Key
NOTE: Every 3rd Pod is supplied as a pre-fill unit.

Floodstop Barrier Pods – 90cm High
Specify Colour:

Red

White

Item #

PLSE301 • Barrier Pod • 100cm L x 75cm W x 90cm H

1-9

10+

£412.50

£391.88

£214.50

£203.78

Contents • 1 – 22kg Barrier Pod • 1 – 24kg connection Key

PLSE311 • Multi-Hub Connection Pod • 40cm W x 74cm D x 90cm H
Contents • 1 – 12kg Barrier Pod • 1 – 24kg connection Key
NOTE: Every 3rd Pod is supplied as a pre-fill unit.
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Stormwater & Weather Prep

Interstacking Grit Bins — Stackable grit and
salt bins are ideal when space is tight.

PAKE256

• Manufactured from tough, medium density polyethylene,
this bin is also UV stabilised and will not discolour through
long-term exposure to sunlight
• Nestable design makes storage and transport of empty bins easier
• Forklift channels to aid transport and storage (not 100 litre design)
• Hinged Lid protects salt from the elements
• PAKE283, PAKE256 and PAKE257 include white de-icing salt
and scoop for easy spreading
Interstacking Grit Bins
1-2

3+

PAKE263 • Capacity 115L • 80cm W x 47.5cm D x 60.5cm H

£89.50

£85.03

PAKE251 • Capacity 200L • 102cm W x 52cm D x 72cm H

£102.00

£96.90

PAKE252 • Capacity 350L • 120cm W x 72.5cm D x 75cm H

£147.50

£140.13

Item #

1-2

3+

PAKE283 • Capacity 115L • 70.5cm W x 56cm D x 60.5cm H

Complete with 4 x 25kg bags of salt & 1 x scoop

£123.00

£116.85

PAKE256 • Capacity 200L • 102cm W x 52cm D x 72cm H

Complete with 8 x 25kg bags of salt & 1 x scoop

£168.00

£159.60

PAKE257 • Capacity 350L • 120cm W x 72.5cm D x 75cm H
Complete with 14 x 25kg bags of salt & 1 x scoop

£249.50

£237.03

Item #

PAKE263

PAKE252

Standard Grit and Salt Bins — Compact,
well designed, and extremely strong.

Hinged Lid protects salt
from the elements.

• Wide-body design prevents the bin from easily tipping over and
spilling the contents
• Manufactured from tough, medium density polyethylene, this bin is
also UV stabilised and will not discolour through long term exposure
to sunlight
• “GRIT” is moulded into the lid so will not scratch off

PAKE254

Standard Grit and Salt Bins
1-2

3+

PAKE253 • Capacity 200L • 72cm W x 75cm D x 71cm H

£132.50

£125.88

PAKE254 • Capacity 400L • 126cm W x 75cm D x 71cm H

£185.00

£175.75

Item #

PAKE253

Essentials UniKart — Mobile bin suitable
for indoor and outdoor storage.
• Made from polyethylene, it’s strong, durable, has good impact
resistance, and is easy to clean
• Large capacity is ideal for storing grit, sand or absorbents
• Compact and space saving design easily fits through
standard doorways
• Robust rubber wheels and slanted lid are ideal for outdoor use
and storage

PIG® Essentials Unikart
Item #

PAKE260 • 59cm W x 43.5cm D x 107cm H • 75L capacity

1-2

3+

£108.75

£103.31

NEED ABSORBENTS? SEE PAGES 06-77
Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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Grit Bins & UniKart

Interstacking Grit Bins complete with Salt & Scoop

LEAK DIVERTERS

Safeguard your assets.

DAMAGED GOODS!

THERE’S NO LEAK
WE CAN’T CATCH
The UK’s largest range of styles, sizes
and colours — available right here!
Who has time to repair roofs, ceilings or pipes in the midst of an emergency leak?
Minimise damage, reduce downtime and safeguard your assets with a little help
from PIG.
PIG Leak Diverters install fast, channelling liquids away from floors, helping to
protect people and property from the hazards and damage that overhead leaks
can cause.
Choose from our extensive range of customisable solutions and pre-packaged kits
for roofs, ceilings, pipes and appliance and machinery leaks.
You can find out more about the technology below and, for help choosing the
PIG Leak Diverter that’s right for you, check out our handy selection guide on
page 156 or call us on 0800 919 900.

WON’T RIP, TEAR,
PUNCTURE OR LEAK
Heavy-duty materials withstand rough handling
and multiple uses. RF welding creates leakproof
seams, unlike sewn corners and edges.

INDEX
Leak Diverters...................... 157-165
Leak Diverters for Roofs............. 157-159
Leak Diverters & Catchers
for Ceilings................................ 160-161
Leak Diverter Kits....................... 162-164
Leak Diverters for Pipes.............. 164-165
Leak Diverter
Accessories........................... 166-167

LEARN HOW TO CHOOSE A
LEAK DIVERTER AND FIND OUT
MORE ABOUT THE RANGE
ON PAGE 156.

MULTIPLE POINTS FOR
EASY HANGING
Multiple metal grommets provide
plenty of connection points for easier
hanging in more places.

SHAPED TO WORK
FOR MAX FLOW
Reinforced pinched corners and
folded edges create and maintain
a funnel shape. No drooping,
bowing or sagging!

HERE’S
HOW IT
WORKS
FAST, CLOG-FREE
DRAINING

Collection
tarp captures
liquid and funnels
it to the hose
connection.
Hose channels liquid
to a floor drain or
collection container.
Bucket not
included

Extra-large opening with built-in
debris cage stops clogs and keeps
leaks flowing. Debris is collected
but it won’t go down the drain.
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NEED A LEAK DIVERTER?

LET US HELP YOU CHOOSE THE RIGHT ONE.
New Pig offers the largest range of Leak Diverter styles and
options, each tailored to specific leak and drip challenges in
your workplace. Follow these simple steps to pick the right
one for your application.

1

Survey the spots where
you’re most likely to
have a leak: roof, ceiling,
pipes, HVAC, etc.

2

Choose the diverter
size and style that
matches the leak area.

3

Decide on the colour:
clear and translucent
diverters are easily
inspected and let light
through; hi-vis yellow
sends a clear safety
message; grey blends in
with surroundings.

4

Choose the appropriate
hanging straps and
hose (shown on page 167)
for your application.

5

Consider whether you
want to divert the leak
into a drain or use a
container to collect the
liquid (see Tote-N-Stor
Tanks on page 167).

6

Still not sure which
diverter fits your
workplace? Call our
Product & Technical Team
on 0800 919 900.

UK’S LARGEST RANGE OF
SIZES, STYLES & OPTIONS
FOR ROOFS

QUICK-DEPLOY KITS

PIG Roof Leak Diverters hang
in problem spots to channel leaks
to a drain or container.
See range on pages 157-159

PIG Umbrella-Style Leak
Diverters are the fastest solution
you can buy – installs in seconds!
See range on pages 159 & 162

APPLIANCES, MACHINERY
& CONVEYORS

FOR CEILINGS

PIG Trough Style Leak
Diverters are ideal for catching
condensation from duct work &
pipes, as well as runoff
from conveyors.
See range on page 159

See range on pages 160-161

FOR PIPES

ALL-IN- ONE KITS

PIG Pipe Leak Diverters hang
easily to catch and divert leaks
and condensation from pipes and
duct work.

PIG Leak Diverter Kits are
perfect for quick and easy graband-go leak response. Everything
you need all in one kit.
See range on pages
159 & 162-163

See range on pages 164-165
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PIG Ceiling Leak Diverters
offer discreet, low-profile
management of overhead leaks –
perfect for office areas.

Leak Diverters

EASIER, SECURE
HANGING

STRONGER
MATERIALS

FASTER
DRAINING

TLS462

TLS462

Leak Diverters for Roofs — Help protect your
people, equipment and inventory from a roof leak.
• Ideal for quick response to avoid downtime after a roof leak or
for long-term prevention in leak-prone areas
• Impermeable tarp is vinyl coated for strength and durability;
resists punctures, UV and mildew for long life
• P inched corners help funnel liquid toward center for better
drainage; grommets resist tearing and make installation easy
• W
 ater flow rate of 12.6-litres per minute when used with a
1/2" ID hose
• Hose and hanging straps sold separately on page 167
PIG® Leak Diverter for Roofs
Specify Colour:

Clear

Grey

Translucent
1-2

3+

TLS552 • 76cm W x 76cm L

£41.50

£39.43

TLS462 • 152cm W x 152cm L

£59.25

£56.29

TLS463 • 213cm W x 213cm L

£82.50

£78.38

TLS464 • 305cm W x 305cm L

£130.50

£123.98

TLS465 • 366cm W x 366cm L

£157.25

£149.39

TLS466 • 457cm W x 457cm L

£235.25

£223.49

TLS467 • 610cm W x 610cm L

£354.50

£336.78

TLS673 • 91cm W x 213cm L

£72.50

£68.88

TLS672 • 91cm W x 305cm L

£77.00

£73.15

TLS553 • 152cm W x 305cm L

£94.75

£90.01

TLS554 • 305cm W x 610cm L

£248.25

£235.84

Item #

TLS672

Rectangular leak diverter is ideal for catching leaks and drips from
long cracks or fissures.

SEE LEAK DIVERTER ACCESSORIES ON PAGES 166-167

NOTE: Not suitable for temperatures over 170°F/77°C.
Dimensions are nominal size due to pinched corners and reinforced side walls.

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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Roof Leak Diverters

BETTER SHAPE
FOR MAX FLOW

Leak Diverters
Roof Leak Diverters

TLS676

High Flow Leak Diverters — High-flow roof leak? No problem!
Catch and divert 38 litres of liquid per minute.
•D
 iverts liquids from pressure washing or hosedowns; catches
liquid and channels it to a drain, preventing puddling and wet floors
• Integrated 5cm x 762cm L flat vinyl hose drains up to 38L of liquid per
minute; 12-mil reinforced vinyl is chemical, puncture and UV
resistant; 90-degree elbow between hose sections prevents kinking
•H
 anging straps sold separately on page 167

PIG® High Flow Leak Diverters
1-2

3+

TLS675 • 183cm W x 183cm L

£161.75

£153.66

TLS676 • 340cm W x 340cm L

£251.50

£238.93

Item #

Contents • 1 Leak Diverter • 1 Flat Hose • 1 90° Elbow • 2 Hose Clamps
NOTE: Not suitable for temperatures over 170°F/77°C.
Dimensions are nominal size due to pinched corners and reinforced side walls.

Safety Message Roof Leak Diverter — Bold messages on two
sides reinforce safety.
• Engineered to stop devastating roof leak damage every
time, guaranteed
• H
 angs easily in problem spots to catch nuisance leaks and channel
them to a floor drain or collection container
• A
 void downtime after a roof leak or for long-term prevention in
leak-prone areas
• Nonpermeable tarp is vinyl coated for strength and durability;
resists punctures, UV and mildew for long life
• H
 anging straps and drainage hoses sold separately on page 167

PIG® Safety Message Roof Leak Diverter
Item #

TLS555 • 152cm W x 152cm L

“Safety Is Everyone’s Business” message

1-2

3+

£64.75

£61.51

NOTE: Not suitable for temperatures over 170°F/77°C.
Dimensions are nominal size due to pinched corners and reinforced side walls.

GET MORE OUT OF YOUR LEAK DIVERTER
WITH ACCESSORIES ON PAGES 166-167
158
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TLS555

Leak Diverters

Umbrella-Style Roof Leak Diverter Kits — Pop open the fastest
solution you can buy to catch a roof leak.
• H
 ang from a single point near the leak, remove the cover and it
opens like an umbrella

• All-in-one
kit is perfect for quick response to prevent damage to
inventory or machinery and avoid slip hazards
• H
 angs easily to catch nuisance leaks; flexible PVC drain hose
(included) channels them to a floor drain or collection container
• Impermeable tarp is vinyl coated for
strength and durability; resists punctures,
UV and mildew for long life
• T apered sides help funnel liquid toward
centre for better drainage
• 1 .9cm drain fitting accepts longer hoses
• F low rate is 12.6L per minute when used
with 1.2cm ID hose

Roof Leak Diverters

• T hree colours available: yellow draws
attention; clear shows liquids and lets light
pass through; translucent shows liquids and
blends in with white ceilings

Hang the diverter from a
single point near the leak.

PIG® Umbrella-Style Roof Leak Diverter Kits
Specify Colour:

Yellow

Clear

Translucent

Item #

TLS461 • 76cm W x 76cm L

1-2

3+

£165.50

£157.23

£224.00

£212.80

Contents • 1 Leak Diverter • 1 305cm L Hose • 1 Drain fitting

TLS903 • 123cm W x 123cm L x 117cm H
Contents • 1 Leak Diverter • 1 7.6m L Hose • 1 Drain fitting

The flexible hose
channels the leak to
a floor drain or
collection container.

NOTE: Not suitable for temperatures over 170°F/77°C.

TLS461

Trough Style Roof Leak Diverters — Long and narrow diverters
are perfect for leaks between joist spans and around pipes.
• H
 angs easily in problem spots to catch
nuisance leaks and channel them to a floor
drain or collection container
tarps are vinyl coated for
• Non-permeable

strength and durability; resist punctures,
UV and mildew for long life.
• 4
 1cm wide to fit between joist spans
underneath beams
• E dges feature stiffening rods along
length for additional stability; rods break
down for easy storage
• H
 anging straps and drainage hoses sold
separately on page 167
PIG® Trough Style Roof Leak Diverters
1-2

3+

TLS674 • Trough style for roofs

£92.75

£88.11

TLS560 • Trough style for roofs

£133.50

£126.83

TLS561 • Trough style for roofs

£177.00

£168.15

Item #
41cm W x 152cm L

41cm W x 305cm L x 8cm D
41cm W x 457cm L x 8cm D

NOTE: Not suitable for temperatures over 170°F/77°C.
Dimensions are nominal size due to pinched corners and reinforced side walls.

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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Leak Diverters
Ceiling Leak Diverters

Water drains
through a discreet
762cm hose.

Install TLS102 anywhere in the
room with grid clips.

Suspended Ceiling Leak Diverter
Above-the-Ceiling Leak Diverter
Kit — Clip in place to control leaks
— Catch the leak before it damages
and drips.
your tile.
• Low-profile, hangs inches from ceiling; won’t impede traffic or
draw attention

•	Diverter remains completely out of view whilst diverting
ceiling leaks

• E asily installed close to the wall, in a corner or in middle of
room with a drop ceiling

•	
Simply place the diverter directly on the ceiling tile, right
below the leak or drip.

•  Internal fibreglass rods prevent bowing and sagging

•	Mounted on a lightweight, sturdy frame that sits on suspended
61cm x 61cm or 61cm x 122cm acoustical tile

•  Can span multiple panels

•	
Impermeable tarp is vinyl coated for strength and durability

• Diverts leaks to drain, bucket or tank
• N
 eutral tarp colour and clear drainage hose blend in with most
indoor environments
• Includes eight additional ceiling grid clips and a length of plastic
chain to create the correct hose slope for water discharge

•	
Assembles in less than 5 minutes, then it’s ready to install above
your drop ceiling
•	
Includes everything you need to set up and use

TLS620

PIG® Suspended Ceiling Leak Diverter Kit
Item #

TLS102 • 123cm W x 127cm L

1-2

3+

£190.25

£180.74

Contents • 1 Leak Diverter • 2 9.5mm x 124cm Fibreglass rods • 2 9.5cm x 137cm Fibreglass rods • 1 Hose
12 Hook style ceiling clips
NOTE: Not suitable for temperatures over 170°F/77°C.
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PIG® Above-the-Ceiling Leak Diverter
Item #

TLS620 • 56cm W x 82cm L x 18cm H

1-2

3+

£109.75 £104.26

Contents • 1 76cm x 107cm vinyl sheet • 1 762cm Hose • 2 hose clamps
NOTE: Not suitable for temperatures over 170°F/77°C.

Patent 7,331,357

•	Channel away liquids to minimise wet floors and
damaged equipment
•	Includes drain hose and clips to secure hose to ceiling grids
Flow rate of channelled liquid is 3.8 litres/minute
•	

Leak Diverters

Ceiling Tile Leak Diverters — Protect
valuable office equipment from drop ceiling
leaks and drips with this discreet system.

• A
 fter leak has been repaired, simply uninstall and store for
later use
• U
 se TLS366 to replace a standard 61cm x 61cm drop-ceiling tile;
use TLS367 to replace a 61cm x 122cm tile

PIG® Ceiling Tile Leak Diverters
1-2

3+

TLS366 • 61cm W x 61cm L

£125.00

£118.75

TLS367 • 61cm W x 122cm L

£141.50

£134.43

Item #

TLS366

Contents • 1 Leak Diverter • 1 7.6m L Drain Hose (9.5mm ID, 16mm OD) • 6 Ceiling Clips • 9 Tie Wraps
NOTE: Not suitable for temperatures over 170°F/77°C.

Ceiling Panel Leak Catcher — Catch
minor drips before they stain your tile.
• Absorbent pad rests on top of your ceiling tile to catch minor drips
•	
Poly backing prevents absorbed liquids from staining the
ceiling tile
•	
Low-profile and lightweight; won’t interfere with above-ceiling
structures or cause tiles to sag
•	
Dimpled surface pattern speeds wicking of liquid for
rapid absorption

PIG® Ceiling Panel Leak Catcher
Item #

TLS100 • 25 pads/box • Abs. up to 22.3L/box 39cm W x 51cm L

3+

1-2

£36.00 £34.20

Absorb-&-Lock Ceiling Leak Catcher Kit
— Absorb overhead leaks in crowded areas.
•	
All new way to keep water off of floors and call attention to
overhead leaks at the ground level
• H
 i-vis container with “Caution” message stands out in crowded
areas like airports, hospitals, schools, arenas and other large venues
• A
 bsorb-&-Lock Pad in bottom of container absorbs 1 gallon of
water and “locks” it inside; unlike bins and buckets, water won’t spill
out if container is knocked over
•	
Eliminates the need for bins, buckets, tapes, cones and other
objects to identify a leak area
• Quick, easy setup in the event of emergency roof and ceiling leaks
•	Store extra pads and liners in bottom for quick change-outs
• Pops open for easy assembly and folds flat for storage
Line and fill the
collection container with
super-absorbent pads!

PIG® Absorb-&-Lock™ Ceiling Leak Catcher Kit
Item #

WTR026 • 41cm W x 41cm L x 61cm H

1-2

3+

£69.00

£65.55

Contents • 3 Absorbent Pads • 3 Disposal Bags • 1 Foldable Poly Container

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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Ceiling Leak Diverters

LOOK FAMILIAR?

Leak Diverters
Leak Diverter Kits

TLS753

Spring-Open Leak Diverter Kits — Hangs and
levels easily to capture and divert overhead leaks.
• Coiled diverter springs open for easy installation
• S traps, hooks and clamps can be adjusted in seconds; just nudge diverter until it’s
centered and leveled, even if hanging points are uneven
• Rigid outer rim holds diverter open for easy handling
• A
 ll diverter components are pre-attached for speedy set-up; flexible PVC drainage hose
(included) clicks into place with preinstalled quick-connect adapter
• Conical shape funnels leaks toward center for better drainage; translucent for easy monitoring
• H
 angs easily in problem spots to catch nuisance leaks and channel them to a floor drain or
collection container
• N
 onpermeable tarp is vinyl coated for strength and durability; resists punctures, UV and
mildew for long life

Hang it in places where you need fast response.

• Includes hose and adjustable hanging straps

PIG® Spring-Open Roof Leak Diverter Kits
Item #

1-2

TLS752 • 76cm Dia. x 25cm H
TLS753 • 132cm L x 86cm W x 25cm H

Contents • 1 Leak Diverter • 1 Quick Connect • 1 762cm L Drainage Hose • 2 Adjustable Length Bungee Cords • 4 Hanging Hooks • 1 Vinyl Storage Bag
NOTE: Not suitable for temperatures over 170°F/77°C.
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3+

£112.75 £107.11
£117.00 £111.15

A unique rigid outer rim opens like a pop-up tent
and holds the diverter open for easy installation.

Leak Diverters

TLS121

Leak Diverter Kits

Use bucket as a collection
container for diverted liquid.
TLS121

Leak Diverter Bucket Kits for Roofs — Be ready
for roof leaks with all-in-one diverter kits.
•	Contains supplies for rapid response to roof leaks, all in a
24.6-litre bucket
•	
Non-permeable tarp is vinyl coated for strength and durability;
resists punctures, UV and mildew for long life
•	Flow rate of 12.6-litres per minute when used with a
1/2" ID hose

•	TLS667 and TLS668 have preinstalled quick-connect set and
permanently attached adjustable hanging straps allow
speedy set-up
• Included PIG Mat and Wipes help you clean up to keep
floors dry (TLS667, TLS668)

• Basic kits (TLS950, TLS121, TLS951) have diverter, hose and
separate adjustable hanging straps

TLS667

PIG® Leak Diverter Bucket Kits for Roofs
Item #

1-2

3+

TLS667 • 152cm W x 152cm L • Abs. up to 7L/kit

£166.50 £158.18

TLS668 • 213cm W x 213cm L • Abs. up to 7L/kit

£189.00 £179.55

TLS667 and TLS668 Contents • 1 Leak Diverter • 1 Drainage hose • 4 Adjustable Hanging Straps • 1 Bucket
1 Quick Connect Set • 30 Mat Pads • 50 Wipes

TLS950

Printed “Caution” message
on back of buckets doubles
as a warning sign.

TLS950 • 76cm W x 76cm L

£113.75 £108.06

TLS121 • 152cm W x 152cm L

£130.50 £123.98

TLS951 • 213cm W x 213cm L

£154.00 £146.30

TLS950, TLS121 & TLS951 Contents • 1 Leak Diverter • 1 Drainage hose 4 Adjustable straps • 1 Bucket
1 Drain fitting
NOTE: Not suitable for temperatures over 170°F/77°C.
Dimensions are nominal size due to pinched corners and reinforced side walls.

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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Leak Diverters

Cinchable & Low-Profile Leak
Diverters — Channel a leak away
from oddly shaped components.
•	
Compact size lets you target a specific leak in tight spaces
•	Impermeable material is vinyl coated for strength
and durability
•	
UV resistant up to 12 months for long-term outdoor use
without degradation
•	
Cinchable drawstrings (TLS182) get you close to the leak to
capture more liquid
• TLS190 is low-profile and perfect for a leak in a tight spot
• Hoses sold separately on page 167

Pipe Leak Diverters

Low-profile design lets
you target leaks and
drips in tight spaces.

PIG® Cinchable Leak Diverter
Item #

TLS182 • 49.5cm W x 81cm L

1-2

3+

£46.25 £43.94

Contents • 1 Leak Diverter • 1 Drain Fitting

PIG® Low-Profile Leak Diverter
Item #

TLS182

TLS190 • 29cm dia x 23cm H

1-2

3+

£60.50 £57.48

NOTE: Not suitable for temperatures over 170°F/77°C.

Oil Pipe Leak Diverter Kit — Quick
response to overhead leaks.

High-Reach Leak Diverter — Installs
up to 6m in the air without a ladder!

•	Hangs from a leaking pipe or other overhead oil system to catch
nuisance leaks and channel them to a collection pail (included);
nonpermeable tarp is vinyl-coated for strength and durability and
tested for compatibility with high-viscosity oils

• Lengthen telescoping pole 183cm - 610cm to quickly catch leaks
TLS190
and channel them
to a floor drain or collection container

•	24.6L bucket has removable plug to allow drainage hose to be
inserted without having to remove the lid

• Tension mounted pole with rubber cups secures pole to floor and
ceiling; easy for one person to install or move a Leak Diverter from
one location to another
• Nonpermeable tarp is vinyl-coated for strength and durability
and it resists punctures, UV and mildew for long life
• Hoses sold separately on page 167

PIG® Oil Pipe Leak Diverter Bucket Kit with Absorbents
Item #

TLS707 • Ext. Dia. 46cm x 46cm H

PIG® High-Reach Leak Diverter

1-2

3+

£168.50

£160.08

Contents • 1 Leak Diverter • 1 762cm L Drainage Hose • 4 Rubber Hanging Straps • 1 Quick Connect Set • 1 75-Pack
Wipes • 10 Mat Pads • 1 24.6-litre bucket
NOTE: Not suitable for temperatures over 170°F/77°C.
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Item #

TLS564 • 30cm Dia. x 28cm H

1-2

Contents • 1 30cm Ext. Dia. x 28cm H Leak Diverter • 1 183cm L - 610cm L Spring Loaded Expanding Pole
1 Wire Frame • 2 Pole End Fittings
NOTE: Not suitable for temperatures over 170°F/77°C.

3+

£296.25 £281.44

Leak Diverters

UH OH...

Pipe Leak Diverters

NO
WORRIES!

TLS248

Leak Diverter for Pipes — Capture pipe leaks at
the source before slips and falls occur.
•	Hangs from a leaking pipe to catch nuisance leaks and channel
them to a floor drain or collection container
•	Impermeable tarp is vinyl coated for strength and durability; resists
punctures, UV and mildew for long life
•	Hose coupling accepts drainage hoses (sold separately on
page 167)
•	
TLS691, TLS248 and TLS200 feature built-in grommets and
included rubber straps for easy hanging from a pipe
Standard funnel design
(top) is made for single
point leaks. TLS147
(left) wraps to catch
spraying leaks.

•  TLS147 wraps completely around pipes from 1.9cm to 10cm
diameter to contain spraying liquids; hangs easily with hook-andloop fasteners

PIG® Leak Diverter for Pipes
Specify Colour:

Clear

Grey

Yellow
1-2

3+

TLS200 • 30.5cm Dia. x 30.5cm H

£58.75

£55.81

TLS248 • 46cm Dia. x 46cm H

£68.25

£64.84

TLS691 • 61cm Dia. x 61cm H

£92.00

£87.40

Item #

Contents • 1 Leak Diverter • 1 Drain fitting • 4 Rubber straps

PIG® Leak Diverter for Pipes - Horizontal
Item #

TLS147 • 76cm L x 47cm H

1-2

3+

£83.25

£79.09

Contents • 1 Leak Diverter • 1 Drain fitting
NOTE: Not suitable for temperatures over 170°F/77°C.

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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Leak Diverters

TLS462

Translucent
See page 157.

Use hanging
straps to
suspend from
roof or ceiling.

A

Leak Diverter Accessories

B
Additional connectors available
for quick-deploy or angled
installations.

Attach a clear
drainage hose.

C

ADD YOUR

LEAK DIVERTER

ACCESSORIES

Use a holding tank or
bucket to collect liquids.

D
166
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TLS684

The search for accessories is over! From straps and hoses to collection tanks and more, you’ll find everything you need to help make your PIG Leak
Diverter the best it can be.

A

TLS470–TLS472

Rubber Hanging Straps

Adjustable Hanging Straps

• R ubber hanging straps are
sunlight-resistant and will not
rot or crack

• Straps are designed to hang Leak
Diverters from uneven surfaces.
Adjustable tension and length offer
a variety of uses, while the
co-polymer hook design is up to
five times stronger than most
rubber cord hooks
TLS559

Rubber Hanging Straps
10+

TLS470 • 4/pack • 36cm L

£17.75

£16.86

Adjustable Hanging Straps

TLS471 • 4/pack • 49cm L

£19.95

£18.95

Item #

TLS472 • 4/pack • 61cm L

£22.75

£21.61

TLS559 • 4/bag • From 1.5m L to 15cm L

B

Elbow Hose Connector

• P
 rovides instant connection/
disconnection between your Leak
Diverter and Drainage Hose — just
click the ends together!

• P VC elbow connector lets you
connect a drainage hose to your leak
diverter at a 90-degree angle

Item #

TLS680 • 8cm L x 3.8cm Dia.

C

1-9

10+

£8.75

£8.31

TLS682

Elbow Hose Connector
Item #

TLS682 • 5cm W x 5cm L x 2.5cm H

• C
 hannels liquid from Leak Diverters
and allows you to monitor flow at
a glance

• G
 arden hose adapter lets you
connect a drainage hose to
your diverter to safely channel
liquids away; tapered end inserts
easily into bottom of diverter and
accepts a standard 3/4" hose

1-9

10+

TLS679 • 1 each • 1.2cm ID x 762cm L

£22.25

£21.14

TLS690 • 1 each • 1.2cm ID x 305cm L

£14.50

£13.78

TLS174 • 1 each • 1.6cm ID x 305cm L

£46.25

£43.94

D

10+

£10.21

Garden Hose Adaptor

Item #

TLS685

1-9

£10.75

Clear Drainage Hose

Clear Drainage Hose

TLS679

10+

£25.18

Quick Connect Set

Quick Connect Set
TLS680

1-9

£26.50

Garden Hose Adaptor
TLS645

Item #

TLS645 • 1 each

1-9

10+

£4.75

£4.51

Tote-N-Stor Holding Tank

PIG Leak Diverter Bucket & Lid

• E asy to move even when it’s full,
this light-weight but durable
tank is ideal for capturing liquid
from your diverter

• C
 hannel liquids into a collection
bucket that has a removable plug
to allow a drainage hose to be
inserted without having to remove the
entire lid
• “
 Leak Diverter” identification
on one side; “Caution” message
on reverse

TLS684

Tote-N-Stor® Holding Tank
Item #

TLS683 • 22.7L • 30cm W x 51cm L x 20cm H

TLS683

1-2

3+

£73.25

£69.59

TLS684 • 41.6L • 36cm W x 81cm L x 20cm H £132.50 £125.88
TLS685 • 56.8L • 43cm W x 79cm L x 24cm H £136.75 £129.91

PIG® Leak Diverter Bucket & Lid
Item #

TLSE155

TLSE155 • 24.6L Storage Capacity

Ext. Dia. 36cm x 45cm H

1-2

3+

£37.50

£35.63

SEE MORE OF OUR LEAK DIVERTER RANGE ON PAGES 154-165
Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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Leak Diverter Accessories

1-9

Item #

Leak Diverters

Leak Diverter Accessories — Choose the
accessories you need!

FLOOR MATS & TAPES

Take control of your floor safety.

ARE YOU DOING
ENOUGH TO KEEP
FLOORS SAFE?
Reduce slips, trips and falls with our
range of floor safety solutions for the
entire workplace.

INDEX
Floor Mats & Tapes.............. 171-184
Entrance Mats.................................. 171
PIG Grippy Adhesive-Backed
Floor Mats............................. 172-175
PIG Grippy Floor Mats................ 172-173
PIG Grippy Floor Mat with
Safety Borders.................................. 174
PIG Grippy Floor Mat Starter Pack..... 175
PIG Grippy Adhesive-Backed
Mat Accessories................................ 175
Specialty Floor Mats
& Tapes................................... 176-178
Hygiene & Drainage Mats.................. 176
Anti-Slip & Walkway Mats................. 177
Non-Skid Step Tapes......................... 177
PIG Sticky Steps Mat......................... 178
Anti-Fatigue Mats................ 180-184
For Dry Environments................. 180-181
For Wet Environments................ 182-184

Featured Products
PIG Grippy
Adhesive-Backed
Floor Mat
Adhesive-backed floor mat
stays exactly where you put it
with no shifting, bunching up
or flipping over.

See page 160-162
PIG Grippy
Adhesive-Backed
Floor Mat with
Safety Borders
It’s essential to keep floors clean and dry whenever possible. Everything in this
range is designed to help you prevent slips, trips and falls as well as protect
employees, visitors and your flooring from the hazards that liquid, dirt and
debris can bring.
Whether you are preventing slips, trips and falls in wet or smooth-surface walking
areas, or protecting employees from fatigue at their workstation, New Pig’s range
of Floor Mats and Tapes are suitable for a wide variety of applications and
industrial uses.

TAKE A SIMPLE STEP TOWARDS IMPROVED FLOOR
SAFETY — FIND OUT MORE ABOUT OUR RANGE OF
PRODUCTS AND HOW TO SELECT THE RIGHT ONES
FOR YOU ON PAGES 170 & 179.

This floor safety solution
combines a hi-vis border
with a high-traction surface
and adhesive backing.

See page 163
Cushion Trax
Industrial AntiFatigue Mat
Long wearing top surface
and vinyl base are ideal for
heavy duty use in dry
industrial environments.

See page 167
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NEED AN ENTRANCE MAT?

LET US HELP YOU CHOOSE THE RIGHT ONE.
Entrance Mats are designed to absorb rainwater and dry footwear, helping to reduce slip hazards and keep floors looking cleaner around entrances
and reception areas.
Our PIG Grippy Adhesive-Backed Floor Mat range takes entrance and floor mats to the next level. Not only do they absorb rainwater quicker
than traditional entrance mats, but they also trap dirt and other nasties to prevent them from being trodden across your floors.
New Pig also offers a whole host of innovative floor and entrance mat solutions for a variety of environments – from offices to warehouses,
factories to showrooms and everywhere in between.

Application Key

USE THESE ICONS TO HELP YOU SELECT THE RIGHT MAT FOR YOUR APPLICATION
Use for HEAVY foot traffic

Indoor use

Absorbing

Protection/cushioning

Use for MEDIUM foot traffic

Cold resistant

Drainage

NFSI

Use for LIGHT foot traffic

Use for dust control

Oil Resistant

No bunching

Slip-resistance

Carts/wheeled access

Hot water jet wash

Scrub over

Outdoor use

Wheelchair accessible

Insulation

ENTR ANCE MATS

GRIPPY ADHESIVE-BACKED FLOOR MAT

GRIPPY ADHESIVE-BACKED FLOOR
MAT WITH SAFET Y BORDERS

Protect interior floors from dirt, debris
and rainwater.

Prevent slips, trips and falls in high-traffic
areas with our easy-to-clean, adhesive-backed
absorbent floor mat.

Highlight hazards and provide no-slip paths
with our adhesive-backed, absorbent hi-vis
floor mat.

See range on pages 171 & 176

See range on pages 172-173

See range on page 174

ANTI-SLIP MAT

WALK WAY MAT

STICK Y STEPS MAT

Anti-slip mat for use in industrial
environments - indoors and out.

Create high-visibility walkways in dry
industrial environments.

Grab grime from shoes and wheels to keep
dirt out of areas where clean floors are vital.

See range on page 177

See product on page 177

See range on page 178
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Floor Mats and Tapes
FLME301

FLME376

Entraplush Entrance Mat — Economical
solution to stop dirt and cut cleaning costs.

• Ideal for heavy foot traffic areas, for loose lay placement indoors

•	Suitable for light foot traffic areas, for loose lay placement indoors

• Raised, reinforced ‘waffle’ pattern scrapes dirt away from
footwear, helping to reduce the amount of dirt/debris brought into
the building

•	Low price and inexpensive maintenance save you money

• Slip resistant vinyl base and ramped edges have a low 7mm height for
easy wheelchair access; able to retain up to 5.4 litres water

•	PVC backing prevents mat from sliding

Superdry Entrance Mat

Entraplush Entrance Mat

Specify Colour:

Black

Blue

Brown

Grey

•	Crush-resistant, quick-drying polypropylene fibres create a
durable mat that captures dust, dirt and moisture

Specify Colour:

Red

Blue

Brown

Grey

Red

1-2

3+

1-2

3+

FLME375 • 60cm W x 90cm L

£16.25

£15.44

FLME303 • 60cm W x 90cm L

£16.00

£15.20

FLME376 • 90cm W x 150cm L

£54.25

£51.54

FLME301 • 90cm W x 150cm L

£39.75

£37.76

FLME377 • 120cm W x 180cm L

£87.75

£83.36

FLME302 • 120cm W x 180cm L

£63.00

£59.85

Item #

Item #

FLME311

FLME370

Brushway Mat — Unique double rib
design provides superior wiping action.

Washable Entrance Mat — Machinewashable mat saves money.

• Double rib pattern incorporates high/low design for better
scraping; brushes away dirt and grit and removes moisture

• Suitable for medium foot traffic areas

• Suitable for medium foot traffic areas, for loose lay placement indoors;
slip resistant vinyl base has a low 7.5mm height, perfect for easy
wheelchair access

•	Washable in a domestic washing machine; can be vacuumed

Brushway Mat

Washable Entrance Mat

Specify Colour:

Blue

Brown

Charcoal

Green

• Absorbs up to 3.5L/m2 of water and traps 800g of dry dust
•	 A
 nti-slip nitrile backing prevents mat from sliding

Specify Colour:

Red

Black/Blue

Black/Brown

Black/Grey

Black/Red

1-2

3+

FLME370 • 60cm W x 90cm L

£21.25

£20.19

FLME310 • 85cm W x 120cm L

FLME371 • 90cm W x 120cm L

£48.50

£46.08

FLME311 • 85cm W x 150cm L

£91.25

£86.69

FLME372 • 90cm W x 150cm L

£54.95

£52.20

FLME312 • 115cm W x 175cm L

£142.25

£135.14

Item #

Item #

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900

1-2

3+

£73.25

£69.59
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Entrance Mats

Superdry Entrance Mat — Premium waffle
mat features optimum moisture retention.

Floor Mats and Tapes
Grippy Adhesive-Backed Floor Mat

Don’t let wet floors
compromise workplace safety!

NO SLIP.
ALL GRIP.
GRP36200

HALLWAYS AND RECEPTIONS
172

ENTRANCES

Cleaner, Safer, Better • 100% Money-back Guarantee*

MANUFACTURING FLOORS

SUPERMARKET AISLES

Floor Mats and Tapes

Grippy Adhesive-Backed Floor Mats — Turn wet,
slippery floors into worry-free walkways.
• P IG Grippy Adhesive-Backed Floor Mat is highly absorbent, very low
profile, extremely durable and effortless to maintain; traps dirt,
salt and moisture to keep it from being tracked around
• A
 dhesive-backed floor mat stays exactly where you put it
with no shifting, bunching up or flipping over but peels
up easily when it’s time to replace
• P IG Grippy Adhesive-Backed Floor Mat will stick to
most common commercial floor surfaces,
including: concrete, vinyl tile, ceramic tile,
quarry tile and linoleum

GRP36200

• E asy to use: roll out continuous walk-off coverage for
entrances and walkways with no gaps, ripples or overlaps that
cause slips and trips
• E asy to customise: lets you create custom-size floor mats for transition
areas and wet problem spots
• P IG Grippy Adhesive-Backed Floor Mat has up to a 91% lower
environmental impact than rental floor mats*

HOW IT WORKS
ABSORBS

ABSORBENT TOP wicks
liquid and dries fast.

EVAPORATES

EVAPORATES

WICKS

WICKS

PIG Grippy Adhesive-Backed Floor Mat takes the hassle out of nightly
floor cleaning — you can sweep it, vacuum it or run your floor
scrubber over it. You can even use a wet vac to remove excess water.
And unlike other entrance mats, you never have to pick it up!

TESTED AND CERTIFIED
EU: D
 IN 51130:2014 – PIG Grippy Adhesive-Backed Floor Mat

classified as slip resistance R13 according to DIN51130 suitable for use on floors in workrooms and work areas where
there is increased risk of slipping due to grease, oil, water,
foods, left-overs, dust, flour, paint clippings etc.
BS7976-2:2002+A1:2013 - Low slip. Tested in accordance
with BS 7976-2:2002+A1:2013, and demonstrated low slip
potential in both wet and dry conditions.
BS EN 13501-1:2007+A1:2009 - Fire classification Bfl-s1
when tested according to BS EN 13501-1.

PIG® Grippy® Adhesive-Backed Floor Mat
Specify Colour:

Black

Grey

Item #

Size

# Units

Abs. Up To

1+

GRP24200

61cm W x 30m L

1 roll

20L

£225.00

GRP36207

91cm W x 7.6m L

1 roll

7.6L

£101.00

GRP36201

91cm W x 15.3m L

1 roll

15L

£174.00

GRP36202

91cm W x 15.3m L

10 mats/roll

15L

£189.00

GRP36200

91cm W x 30m L

1 roll

30L

£322.00

Please note: New Pig provides the warranties implied by law only in relation to New Pig adhesive-backed mats. The customer must ensure that
these products are suitable for use in their premises and on their flooring. Further details to relevant terms and conditions can be found
on pages 130 and 253.

US: National Floor Safety Institute (NFSI): When used as

part of your floor safety program, high-traction surfaces such
as PIG Grippy Adhesive-Backed Floor Mat have been proven to
reduce slip-and-fall claims by as much as 90%.

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900

FIND OUT MORE - SEE GRIPPY
SPECIAL FEATURE ON PAGES 117-130
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Grippy Adhesive-Backed Floor Mat

• E xtreme durability that stands
up to heavy traffic to keep it on
the job for up to 6 months, depending on
conditions and traffic patterns

Floor Mats and Tapes
Grippy Adhesive-Backed Mat with Safety Border

HI-VIS MEETS

HIGH-TRACTION.
GRPSB36200

Grippy Adhesive-Backed Mat with Safety Border —
Provide a no-slip path for foot traffic with our hi-vis,
adhesive-backed runner.
• Y ellow and black pattern runs down both edges of mat roll, helping you
indicate hazards and boost safety
• A
 dhesive-backed floor mat stays exactly where you put it with no
shifting, bunching up or flipping over but peels up easily when it’s
time to replace
• W
 ill stick to most common commercial floor surfaces, including:
concrete, vinyl tile, ceramic tile, quarry tile and linoleum
• E xtreme durability that stands up to heavy traffic — even
forklifts — to keep it on the job for up to 6 months, depending on
conditions and traffic patterns

GRPSB36200

ADHESIVE

• E asy to clean: you can sweep, vacuum, mop, use your shop/wet vac or
run your floor scrubber over the mat and it won’t budge. (cleaning helps to
restore hi-vis properties of safety border)

BACKING

• E asy to customise: lets you create custom-size floor mats that promote
the safest path, even around corners
• P IG Grippy Adhesive-Backed Mat with Safety Border has up to a 91%
lower environmental impact than rental floor mats*

SEE MORE GRIPPY STYLES AND ACCESSORIES
ON PAGES 117-130
174

Cleaner, Safer, Better • 100% Money-back Guarantee*

PIG® Grippy® Adhesive-Backed Floor Mat with Safety Borders
Item #

Size

# Units

Abs. Up To

1+

GRPSB36201

91cm W x 15.3m L

1 roll

15L

£210.00

GRPSB36200

91cm W x 30m L

1 roll

30L

£387.00

Please note: New Pig provides the warranties implied by law only in relation to New Pig adhesive-backed mats. The customer must ensure that
these products are suitable for use in their premises and on their flooring. Further details to relevant terms and conditions can be found on
pages 130 and 253.

• P IG Grippy Adhesive-Backed Floor Mat is highly absorbent, very low profile,
extremely durable and effortless to maintain with a broom,
vacuum, mop or floor scrubber; traps dirt, salt and moisture to keep it from
being tracked around

• P IG Grippy Adhesive-Backed Floor Mat will stick to most common
commercial floor surfaces, including: concrete, vinyl tile, ceramic tile,
quarry tile and linoleum
• P IG Grippy Adhesive-Backed Floor Mat has up to a 91% lower
environmental impact than rental floor mats*

GRPE36206
PIG® Grippy® Floor Mat Starter Pack
Item #

Size

# Units

Abs. Up To

Colour

1+

GRPE36206

91cm W x 7.6m L

1 roll

7.5L

Grey

£129.00

Please note: New Pig provides the warranties implied by law only in relation to New Pig adhesive-backed mats. The customer must ensure that
these products are suitable for use in their premises and on their flooring. Further details to relevant terms and conditions can be found on
pages 130 and 253.

Accessories — Everything you need to install and remove Grippy Mat.

GRP012-001

GRP021

Eliminates the need to get down on your knees
during Grippy Adhesive-Backed Mat installation.

GRP001

Convenient, pre-scored tool helps make precise
cuts and angles for custom fit.

GRP020

Provides a firm handgrip for pulling up
adhesive-backed mat.

Optional Installation Tools
• Custom tools are designed to help make PIG Grippy Mat installation
even easier!

Installation Roller For Grippy® Adhesive-Backed Mats

• Installation Roller and Removal Tool are ergonomically designed
for maximum comfort

Installation Board

• Installation Board and Safety Cutting Knife help you achieve the
most precise cuts and angles

1+

Item #

GRP021 • 96.5cm W x 147.3cm L • 1 each

£105.50

1+

Item #

GRP001 • 96.5cm W x 15cm D • 1 each

£25.00

Safety Cutting Knife
1+

Item #

GRP012 • Safety Knife with 2 blades

£11.25

GRP011 • Replacement Blades • 10/bag

DISCOVER THE FULL RANGE OF ADHESIVE-BACKED MATS
ON PAGES 117-130

£10.50

Removal Tool For Grippy Adhesive-Backed Mats
®

Item #

GRP020 • 9cm W x 19cm L x 13cm H • 1 each

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900

1+

£26.00
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Grippy Adhesive-Backed Mat Starter Pack
andFloor
Accessories
Grippy
Mat

• A
 dhesive-backed floor mat stays exactly where you put it with
no shifting, bunching up or flipping over but peels up easily when
it’s time to replace; stands up to heavy traffic to keep it on the job for
up to 6 months, depending on conditions and traffic patterns

FloorFloor
MatsSafety
and Tapes

Grippy Adhesive-Backed Mat Floor Mat Starter Pack — Everything
you need to give safer, cleaner floors a try for only £129!

Floor Mats and Tapes
Entrance Mats

FLME381

Entra-Clean Hygiene+ Entrance Mat —
Machine washable doormat that actively
kills germs.
• Ideal for heavy foot traffic areas; for loose lay placement indoors
• Improve floor level hygiene around your business; mat removes
visible dirt and kills invisible microbes
• Mat is treated with EU-registered biocide — BI-OME,
registered with OEKO-TEX®, an antimicrobial and virus reducing
technology; BI-OME works by effectively killing bacteria when contact
is made with the mat
• Fully machine washable at 30°C with no reduction in active
cleaning power for the life of the mat; Low 9mm profile with anti-slip
vinyl backing

FLME430

Fingerbrush Mat — Heavy-duty mat holds
litres of disinfectant to clean shoes.
• Manufactured using premium quality rubber, this durable mat
combined with its weight and non-slip backing, will stay firmly in
place in the most extreme conditions
• Heavy-duty rubber mat is designed for external use and
withstands weather extremes and heaviest foot traffic
• Thousands of flexible rubber bristles clean shoes fast
• Anti-trip bevelled rubber border to reduce the risk of trips
• Gripper underside detail to prevent mat movement
• Thick surrounding border stands higher than finger-scrapers to
contain disinfectant solution*

• Suitable for multiple locations, in particular offices, hotels and
leisure, retirement homes and healthcare settings

Fingerbrush Mat

Entra-Clean Hygiene+ Entrance Mat
Specify Colour:

Anthracite

Brown

Item #

Grey

1-2

3+

£36.00

£34.20

1-2

3+

FLME430 • 60cm W x 80cm L

FLME380 • 60cm W x 90cm L

£49.75

£47.26

FLME431 • 80cm W x 100cm L

£54.25

£51.54

FLME381 • 90cm W x 150cm L

£125.00

£118.75

FLME432 • 90cm W x 180cm L

£113.75

£108.06

FLME382 • 120cm W x 180cm L

£197.75

£187.86

Item #

*Use quaternary ammonium, iodine, chlorine or any other sanitiser but always test its concentration. Most sanitisers are concentrated and must be
diluted before use in a footbath. Follow label directions for appropriate dilutions.

Cellmax Mat — Solid cellular construction
makes rubber mat incredibly sturdy.
•	Suitable for heavy foot traffic areas, for loose lay placement or
recess frames, indoors or outdoors
•	Straight edge product design allows the mats to be joined together
to cover large areas when used with Connector (FLME411)

Cellmax Mat
Item #

FLME410 • 100cm W x 150cm L

1-2

3+

£63.00

£59.85

Cellmax Mat Connector
1+

Item #

FLME411 • Use with Cellmax Mat • 1 each
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FLME153

GripGuard Anti-Slip Mat — Grit surface
offer anti-slip properties.

SitePath Walkway Mat — Create high
visibility walkways with ease.

•	Recommended for light-duty use in wet or dry industrial
environments, indoors or outdoors

•	Recommended for heavy-duty use in dry, indoor
industrial environments

• E ffectively reduces the risk of slipping in wet or oily
conditions, where fluid spillage is prevalent

• A lightweight matting for easy deployment on construction or
factory sites

•	Mineral coated matting creates an abrasive ‘super-grip’ standing
surface that sits flush to the floor

• Flexible material can be laid on uneven surfaces
• Easily cleaned with a jet washer or hose

GripGuard Anti-Slip Mat
SitePath Walkway Mat

1-2

3+

FLME151 • 90cm W x 150cm L x 2.25mm H

£118.50

£112.58

Item #

FLME152 • 90cm W x 600cm L x 2.25mm H

£431.75

£410.16

FLME153 • 100cm W x 10m L x 2mm H

Item #

1-2

3+

£108.25

£102.84

Non-Skid Step Tapes — Add traction to ladders, floors and steps.
•	Sealed with 2-part epoxy resin to provide durability and
prevent shedding
• Cut to length, remove backing and apply
u	Helps you comply with
The Disability Discrimination Act 1995,
Part III and the Equality Act 2010

Non-Skid Step Tapes
Specify Colour:

Black

Hazard

Item #

Yellow
Colour
Black

FLM640 • 1 roll • 5cm W x 18.3m L

Hazard
Safety Yellow
Black

FLM641

FLM641 • 1 roll • 10cm W x 18.3m L

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900

Hazard
Safety Yellow

1-2

3+

£22.00
£31.50
£31.50
£43.75
£63.00
£63.00

£20.90
£29.93
£29.93
£41.56
£59.85
£59.85
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Sticky Steps Mat

MAT566

Sticky Steps Mat — Pull dirt off shoes and
keep floors clean.
•	Low-profile mat’s “tacky” top layer lifts dirt and debris from
shoes and cart wheels without transferring the adhesive, keeping
dirt out of offices, classrooms and other areas where clean floors
are vital
•	30-sheet mat pack, with numbered pull tab system, shows you
when you’re running low
•	Each box comes complete with 4 pads of 30 sheets
•	Used sheets tear off easily and individually
•	Easy to apply – adhesive backing adheres to the floor

MAT565

PIG® Sticky Steps® Mat
Specify Colour:

MAT567
Three colour options available.
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Blue

Grey

White
1-2

3+

MAT565 • 30 sheets/pad, 4 pads/box • 48cm W x 116cm L x 1.3cm H

£126.75

£120.41

MAT566 • 30 sheets/pad, 4 pads/box • 63cm W x 116cm L x 1.3cm H

£148.50

£141.08

MAT567 • 30 sheets/pad, 4 pads/box • 93cm W x 155cm L x 1.3cm H

£265.00

£251.75

Item #

NEED AN ANTI-FATIGUE MAT?
LET US HELP YOU CHOOSE THE RIGHT ONE.

New Pig offers a wide range of anti-fatigue mats designed to reduce the fatigue caused by standing for prolonged periods of time.
Available for a wide range of applications, Anti-Fatigue Mats act as a barrier, absorbing shocks from floor surfaces and encouraging movement to
improve blood flow, minimise leg and back strain and reduce fatigue.

Application Key

USE THESE ICONS TO HELP YOU SELECT THE RIGHT MAT FOR YOUR APPLICATION
Use for HEAVY foot traffic

Slip-resistance

Oil Resistant

Fire Retardant

Use for MEDIUM foot traffic

Carts/wheeled access

Hot water jet wash

Welding

Use for LIGHT foot traffic

Absorbing

Insulation

Modular

Anti-fatigue Properties

Drainage

Protection/cushioning

Tiles

DID YOU KNOW?

ANTI-FATIGUE MATS INCREASE COMFORT
AND PRODUCTIVITY.
Effects of long-term standing.
• Standing on hard surfaces for long
periods of time causes muscles to
restrict and reduce blood flow. As a
result, muscles and joints hurt and the
blood stagnates.
• Long-term standing also causes
pronation, or excessive flattening of
the foot. This is tiring, painful and
can lead to plantar fasciitis and lower
back pain.
How Anti-Fatigue Mats help.
• Anti-fatigue mats encourage subtle
leg and calf muscle movements,
which increase blood and oxygen flow
and keeps it from stagnating in the
veins, which is what causes workers
to feel fatigued.
• Anti-Fatigue mats significantly
improve productivity and employee
satisfaction while reducing
absenteeism and chronic illnesses
related to long-term standing.
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Kumfi Pebble Mat — For comfort and traction in light-duty areas.
•	
Pebble surface pattern for added traction and grip; thick
closed cell vinyl foam provides basic worker comfort
•	All four sides are bevelled to minimise tripping hazards
•	Sold per metre, you can customise your mat length to your
workplace with clean, factory-cut edges; maximum full roll length
is 18.3m
•	Recommended for light-duty use in dry industrial environments

Anti-Fatigue Mats for Dry Environments

FLME413
Available with yellow
borders for added visibility
and improved floor safety.

Kumfi Pebble Mat
Specify Colour:

Black

Black/Yellow

Item #

Colour

FLME413 • Cut Length (per linear metre)

Black

60cm W x 9.4mm H

FLME413

FLME414 • Cut Length (per linear metre)

90cm W x 9.4mm H

Black w/ Yellow Borders
Black
Black w/ Yellow Borders

1-2

3+

£32.50
£35.50
£44.00
£47.00

£30.88
£33.73
£41.80
£44.65

FLME155

FLME165

EliteDiamond Anti-Fatigue Mat —
Durable with diamond pattern top.

Orthomat Comfort Plus Anti-Fatigue
Mat — Thicker foam construction.

•	Recommended for heavy-duty use in dry industrial
environments indoors

•	Recommended for light-duty use in dry indoor
industrial environments

• This individual workstation mat improves comfort when standing
in the workplace

• A thicker, single layer foam anti-fatigue mat for maximum
levels of comfort

EliteDiamond Anti-Fatigue Mat

Orthomat Comfort Plus Anti-Fatigue Mat
1-2

3+

1-2

3+

FLME155 • 60cm W x 90cm L x 18mm H

£88.75

£84.31

FLME165 • 60cm W x 90cm L x 15mm H

£51.00

£48.45

FLME156 • 90cm W x 120cm L x 18mm H

£135.25

£128.49

FLME166 • 90cm W x 150cm L x 15mm H

£99.00

£94.05

Item #
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Bubblemat Anti-Fatigue Mat — Get smart fatigue relief.
• Raised bubble patterned surface stimulates feet and legs to
aid circulation
• Underfoot cushioning also makes prolonged occupational
standing more comfortable
• Recommended for medium-duty use in dry industrial environments
• Made of 100% heavy-duty natural rubber compound
(FLME418, FLME419), ideal for general purpose applications at
workstations

Anti-Fatigue Mats for Dry Environments

• Made of 100% heavy duty nitrile rubber compound
(FLME428, FLME429), resistant to most industrial oils, ideal for
general purpose applications at workstations
FLME419

Moulded edges on all
four sides are bevelled to
prevent tripping.

Plus for
FLME428 &
FLME429:

Bubblemat Anti-Fatigue Mat
1-2

3+

FLME418 • Natural Rubber • 60cm W x 90cm L x 14mm H

£33.50

£31.83

FLME419 • Natural Rubber • 90cm W x 120cm L x 14mm H

£51.25

£48.69

FLME428 • Nitrile Rubber • 60cm W x 90cm L x 14mm H

£42.75

£40.61

FLME429 • Nitrile Rubber • 90cm W x 120cm L x 14mm H

£61.75

£58.66

Item #

FLME418

Deckplate Anti Fatigue Mat — Relief in demanding areas.
•	Hardwearing top surface ensures a long life in normal use;
recommended for heavy duty use in dry industrial environments
Diamond plate pattern provides traction while allowing easy
•	
twist turns
•	Sold per metre, this custom length option fits your workplace with
clean, factory-cut edges; maximum full roll length is 18.3m
• Bevelled edges minimise tripping hazards
FLME433

Available with yellow
borders along sides
for added safety

Deckplate Anti-Fatigue Mat
Specify Colour:

Black

Black/Yellow

Item #

Colour

FLME433 • Cut Length (per linear metre)

Black
Black w/ Yellow Borders
Black
Black w/ Yellow Border

60cm W x 15mm H

FLME434 • Cut Length (per linear metre)
90cm W x 15mm H

1-2

3+

£61.50
£71.75
£87.00
£89.00

£58.43
£68.16
£82.65
£84.55

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900

FLME433
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Workzone Nitrile Mat — Multi-purpose mat with anti-slip surface.
•	Hard wearing nitrile rubber mat is recommended for
heavy-duty use
•	Suitable for oily and greasy environments, as well as standard
wet and dry areas
•	Honeycomb structure provides a safe working surface; traps
swarf and allows liquids to disperse quickly
•	
Slip-resistant surface ensures safer footing
•	At 13mm thick, the mat is durable yet easy to handle and clean
FLME412

Anti-Fatigue Mats for Wet Environments

Honeycomb structure allows
liquids to disperse, and bevelled
sides prevent tripping.

Workzone Nitrile Mat
1-2

3+

£54.50

£51.78

Item #

FLME412 • 91cm W x 152cm L x 13mm H

FLME412

ADD PIG MAT UNDER YOUR ANTI-FATIGUE MAT
TO SOAK UP LIQUIDS. SEE PAGES 10-33

Industrial Safety Matting — Provides traction in oily work areas.
•	PVC cross-ribbed mat has flexible extrusions for safer footing
•	Anti-fatigue properties provide enhanced comfort
and safety
•	Interwoven PVC matting resists many oils, greases, mild acids
and alkalis so it can be used in a variety of industrial settings
•	Fully reversible Mat is easy to clean and reposition
FLML400

Large drainage holes are ideal for
wet, oily work environments.

Industrial Safety Matting
Specify Colour:

Black

Blue

Green

Red
1-2

3+

FLML400 • 60cm W x 5m L x 12mm H

£267.00

£253.65

FLML401 • 60cm W x 10m L x 12mm H

£535.00

£508.25

FLML402 • 90cm W x 5m L x 12mm H

£402.00

£381.90

FLML403 • 90cm W x 10m L x 12mm H

£809.00

£768.55

Item #
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FLME214

Workstation Mat — Relieves worker
fatigue and increases traction.

Rampmat — Economical mat offers
superior slip resistance.

•	Recommended for medium-duty use in wet industrial environments,
suitable for frequent oil spills

• Recommended for medium-duty use in wet industrial environments

•	Interwoven, loose lay PVC mat resists many oils, greases, mild
acids and alkalis so it can be used in a variety of industrial settings

• Raised surface provides superior slip resistance in wet
conditions; Large drainage holes and raised circular surface provide
aeration and allow fluids and debris to fall through
• Moulded edges on all four sides are bevelled to prevent tripping
on the mat; slip resistance R10 according to EN13552

• Slip resistance R10 according to EN 13552

Workstation Mat
1-2

3+

FLME233 • 60cm W x 120cm L x 12mm H

£106.25

£100.94

Item #

1-2

3+

FLME234 • 100cm W x 150cm L x 12mm H

£199.00

£189.05

FLME213 • 80cm W x 120cm L x 14mm H

£28.00

£26.60

FLME235 • 120cm W x 180cm L x 12mm H

£273.00

£259.35

FLME214 • 90cm W x 150cm L x 14mm H

£39.25

£37.29

Item #

Rampmat

Worksafe Mat — Hard-wearing workstation mat provides anti-slip and
fatigue relief in all industrial areas.
• Recommended for heavy-duty use in wet industrial environments
• Large drainage holes provide aeration and allow fluids and
debris to fall through, leaving a dry and tidy top surface
• Hardwearing, yet comfortable to stand on
• Anti-slip underside helps hold the mat in position
• Cleaning with detergent and water-jet is recommended for extended
service life
• FLME196: Blend of SBR rubber and nitrile reduces the risk of
slipping on floors
• FLME197: Made of nitrile rubber compound designed to
withstand industrial oils and harsh chemicals

FLME197
FLME196

Moulded edges on all
four sides are bevelled to
prevent tripping.

Worksafe Mat
Item #

FLME196 • Standard • 90cm W x 150cm L x 15mm H
FLME197 • Oil Spec • 90cm W x 150cm L x 15mm H

FLME210

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900

1-2

3+

£71.00
£102.75

£67.45
£97.61

DON’T SEE WHAT YOU NEED?

CALL 0800 919 900 WITH YOUR SPECIFICATIONS.
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Fatigue-Step Anti-Fatigue Mat — Modular rubber mats with holes
provide excellent drainage for a dry, clean work area.
• Recommended for heavy-duty use in wet industrial environments
• Soft, yet resilient rubber floor tiles link together to provide an
anti-fatigue surface for particularly wet areas
• Open holes (22mm dia) allow efficient drainage of spilt liquids
• Slip resistance R10 according to DIN51130
• Contains 50% post-consumer recycled rubber

Anti-Fatigue Mats for Wet Environments

• FLME437: Grit Top Anti-Fatigue Mat features a gritty top layer
that provides exceptional grip even in oily conditions
• Choose male and female attachable edges FLME435 (for use with
FLME417) and FLME445 (for use with FLME437) for smart, safe
bevelling solutions to minimise the risk of tripping
FLME417

Liquids drain easily
through 22mm
diameter holes.
FLME417

Fatigue-Step Nitrile Grit Top Anti-Fatigue Mat

Fatigue-Step Anti-Fatigue Mat
1-2

3+

£42.25

£40.14

Item #

FLME417 • Rubber Mix • 90cm W x 90cm L x 18mm H

Fatigue-Step Edge
Specify Colour:

Black

Item #

FLME437 • Nitrile • 90cm W x 90cm L x 18mm H

1-2

3+

£82.50

£78.38

Fatigue-Step Nitrile Edge
Yellow; Specify Connector: Male or Female

Item #

Colour

FLME435 • Use with Fatigue-Step Anti-Fatigue Mat

Black

Rubber Mix

Specify Colour:

Yellow

1-2

3+

£7.25
£10.50

£6.89
£9.98

Black

Yellow; Specify Connector: Male or Female

Item #

Colour

FLME445 • Use with Fatigue-Step Nitrile Grit Top

Black

Anti-Fatigue Mat

Yellow

1-2

3+

£10.25
£16.25

£9.74
£15.44

ToughDeck Workplace Modular Tiles — Non-slip interlocking decking is
ideal for wet working environments.
• Recommended for heavy-duty use in wet industrial
environments indoors
• Manufactured from 100% recycled rubber and plastic
• Combination of substantial product height and large holes offers
excellent drainage
• Can be installed into almost any configuration to protect
nearly any size or shape floor
• Edges and Corner Edges (sold separately) add a finished bevelled edge
that helps prevent trips and falls

FLME171-173
Need order boxes
Jen can you check PAL for copy?
This is
FLME171

ToughDeck Workplace Modular Tiles
1-2

3+

£13.25

£12.59

Item #

FLME171 • Recycled rubber & plastic • 48cm W x 48cm L x 20mm H • 1/each

Accessories for ToughDeck Workplace Modular Tiles
Specify Colour:

Black

FLME172 • Corner Edges • 4/package
FLME173 • Bevelled Edge • 1/each
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FLME173

Yellow; Specify Connector for FLME173: Male or Female

Item #

on web... SS

Colour

1-2

3+

Black

£4.25

£4.04

Yellow

£6.50

£6.18

Black

£9.95

£9.45

Yellow

£15.00

£14.25

Cleaner, Safer, Better • 100% Money-back Guarantee*

FLME172

LIQUID & MATERIAL
HANDLING
Dispense and transport liquids quickly
and safely with PIG proven solutions.

INDEX
IBC & Drum Funnels........... 186-189
PIG Essentials IBC Funnel.................. 186
PIG Poly Drum Funnels............... 186-187
PIG Burpless Drum Funnels......... 188-189
Drum Lids & Covers....................191
PIG Latching Drum Lids | Dust Cap
Drum Covers | Snap-On Drum Lids
Drum Accessories...............188-191
Pop-Up Drum Gauges....................... 188
Drum Wedge & Adaptors.................. 189
Drum Wrenches................................ 190
Drum Liners...................................... 190
Safety Drum Vents............................ 190
Drum Taps..............................192-193
Drum Pumps......................... 194-200
Lever Action.............................. 194-195
Rotary Action............................. 196-197
Lift Pumps........................................ 198
Small Container Pumps......................199
Electric & Syphon Pumps................... 200
Drain & Oily Waste Cans...........201
Drum Transportation......... 202-203
Drum Stands & Caddy....................... 202
Drum Clamp..................................... 202
Drum Trucks.............................. 202-203
IBC & Dispensing Dollies..........204
Drums & Buckets..........................205
PIG Aerosol Can Recycler.........206
Oil Safe Range...............................207
Containers | Lids |
Attachments | Pumps

We’re dedicated to making liquid handling safer and faster for you.
Our range of innovative, patented drum funnels offer a quick, clean way for you
to handle fluids safely, while our extensive range of manual or powered
industrial drum pumps also provide quick and easy liquid transfers from drums,
tanks and storage containers – even handling your thickest oils and lubricants!
Our drum accessories include gauges, taps, wrenches and tools to help make
your work with drums easier and safer. We also offer a wide variety of drum lifters,
loaders and grabs for the control, lift and power you need to load steel, poly,
or fibre drums onto pallets and racks.
We even have UN-approved drums to help you get the job done right!
It’s important to check compatibility with your liquids. Need help?
Call us on 0800 919 900.

Unikart.............................................208
PIG Overpack Drums
& Accessories................................209
Overpack Drums | UV Cover |
Overpack Dolly

FOR SAFER WAYS TO STORE YOUR
LIQUIDS CHECK OUT OUR
CONTAINMENT RANGE ON
PAGES 214 – 246.
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Drum & IBC Poly Drum Funnels

DRM1406

For 2" drum bung

DRM1407

For 10-15cm
IBC opening

PIG Barrel Top
Universal Mat
sold on page 19.

DRM1406

Tight-Head Poly Drum and IBC Funnels — Pour liquids
easily and safely into your drums, totes, tanks and buckets.
• N
 on-threaded funnels stay securely in place after installation and
are easily removed
• M
 olded-in nozzles easily fit 2" bungs (DRM1406), 10-15cm IBC
openings (DRM1407)
• Lightweight LLDPE resists chemicals and corrosion
• C
 lamshell design directs the flow of liquid toward the drum opening,
reducing splashing and spilled liquid
• Smooth surface allows for easy clean-up; black colour hides grime

PIG® Tight-Head Poly Drum and IBC Funnels
Item #

1-2

3+

DRM1406 • Use with 76L to 210L Tight-Head Steel & Poly Drums with a 2" bung

30cm L x 16.5cm W x 13cm H Draining Area

£69.00 £65.55

DRM1407

DRM1407 • Use with 1000L IBCs • 30cm L x 16.5cm W x 15cm H Draining Area

£69.00 £65.55

Now you can easily pour into your IBCs without struggling to reach
over the top of the container.

NOTE: Not for use with flammables (f.p.<141°F/60.5°C). For chemical compatibility call Technical Advice Team at 0800 919 900 or
visit www.newpig.co.uk.

Essentials Poly IBC Funnel — Use this large diameter funnel for clean
and easy draining and pouring.
• L arge diameter funnel rests on top of your IBC to minimise drips
and spills
• F itted with an 85mm diameter stainless steel strainer plate to
capture solid particles larger than 6mm
• L ift-off lid blocks out dirt and contaminants whilst still
allowing quick access
• High 7cm sidewalls add splash protection
• L evel inside surface allows easy draining of containers, parts
or filters
• 1
 0cm long downspout drains liquids directly into the 15cm
diameter top opening on your IBC
• Polyethylene construction resists corrosion and most chemicals
PIG® Essentials Poly IBC Funnel
Item #

1-2

DRME400 • Use with 1,000L IBCs • 15cm H x 64cm Dia.

3+

£71.00 £67.45

NOTE: Not for use with flammables (f.p.<141°F/60.5°C). For chemical compatibility call Technical Advice Team at 0800 919 900 or
visit www.newpig.co.uk.
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Poly Drum Funnel

DRM459

Optional Strainer lifts in and out
of the drum funnel.

DRM672

Poly Drum Funnels — Cover your entire drum
top for clean, easy draining and pouring.
Level surface keeps draining containers from tipping. Zig-zag ridges
prevent splashes and catch parts.
• DRM672 features 10cm-high sidewalls for added splash protection;
large-diameter funnel fits 210L steel or poly tight-head drums;
attached hinged lid keeps out contaminants
• DRM452 features 6.7cm-high sidewalls for pouring of up to 23 litres;
Funnel fits 210L closed-head steel and 115L closed-head or open-head
steel drums
• DRM454 includes all the features of DRM452 with a detached cover
• DRM459 filters debris from fluid poured into a waste drum

DRM452

PIG® Universal Poly Drum Funnel
Specify Lid Colour:

Black

Red

Yellow

Item #

1-2

3+

DRM672 • Funnel with hinged lid • 67cm W x 73cm L x 29cm H

£77.00 £73.15

DRM454 • Funnel and detached cover • 19cm H x 63cm Dia.

£56.25 £53.44

DRM452 • Black Only • Funnel only • 14cm H x 60cm Dia.

£37.25 £35.39

PIG® Poly Drum Funnel Strainer
Item #

DRM454 Funnel with detached cover.

DRM459 • 7.5 cm Dia.

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900

1-2

3+

£10.75 £10.21
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Burpless Poly Drum Funnels and Pop-Up Gauges

DRM1680
DRM138

Burpless Poly Drum Funnels — Chugs as fast as you can pour
without burps or splashbacks.
• B urpless design vents during pouring for fast, smooth flow with
no dangerous splashback; pour without venting through 3⁄4" bung
• T hick-wall, 100% polyethylene construction resists UV rays,
rust, corrosion and most chemicals

• D
 RM1680 includes PTFE tape to provide an excellent seal
between funnel and drum
PIG® Burpless® Poly Drum Funnel
Specify Lid Colour:

Black

Red

Yellow

• Lockable to prevent unauthorised access

Item #

• Multiple lid colour options let you segregate drums

DRM1680 • Standard w/Overfill Preventer • Use with 115L and 210L Steel and Poly

Drums w/ 2" BSP • 17cm H x 23cm Dia. Draining Area

£59.50 £56.53

• Attached hinged lid won’t get lost or separated from funnel

DRM138 • Large • Use with 115 and 210 ltr. Steel Drums w/ 2" BSP Bung

£79.00 £75.05

56cm Dia. x 29cm H

• D
 RM1680 includes overfill preventer that acts as a shutoff
valve that tells you to stop pouring

1-2

3+

Patent 5,676,185 / 5,402,835
NOTE: Not for use with flammables (f.p.<141°F/60.5°C). For chemical compatibility call Technical Advice Team at 0800 919 900 or
visit www.newpig.co.uk.

DRM1680

Pop-Up Fill Gauges — Signals when drum is nearly full. Never overfill a drum again!
• Gauges fit in the 3⁄4" bung of steel 115L and 210L
drums; “pops-up” when drum is nearly full;
gives time to slow pouring and prevent overfilling.
•	Made of corrosion-resistant polyethylene

DRM245

DRM317

Corrosive Liquids Pop-Up Drum Gauge
Item #

1-2

3+

DRM245 • 13cm L • Use with 210L and 115L drums with 3/4" bung

£15.00 £14.25

DRM317 • 28cm L • Use with 210L and 115L drums with 3/4" bung

£16.00 £15.20

NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and handling of flammable
liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapours, static discharge and heat sources. For further assistance,
please call Technical Services.
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DRM245

Liquid & Material Handling

POUR
IT.
DON’T WEAR IT.

Burpless Funnels, Drum Adaptors and The Wedge

THE DREADED
SPLASHBACK
DRM1125

Burpless Funnels — Clean pouring, no splashback and a onehanded latch that seals tight.
• Patented Burpless internal vent tubes prevent pressure buildup,
splashback and “burping” back
• Convenient, single-handed latching lid opens and closes quickly
and easily; seals tight
• Nitrile gasket and locking mechanism seals lid securely to help
reduce vapour emissions; available in multiple colours for colour coding
• NPT/BSP threads screw into standard 2" bung openings; bung
does not need to be removed for venting
• DRM1127 includes Overfill Preventer to close off drum when nearly full
• DRM617: Spark-snuffing insert makes it safer to funnel flammable
liquids; FM approved for use in temporary drum fills

PIG® Burpless® One-Hand Sealable Drum Funnel
Specify Lid Colour:

Black

Red

Yellow

Item #

3+

1-2

DRM1125 • 2" NPT/BSP thread • 29cm W x 38cm L x 33cm H

£206.75 £196.41

DRM1127 • w/ Overfill Preventer • 2" NPT/BSP thread • 29cm W x 38cm L x 33cm H

£274.50 £260.78
Patent 5,676,185

PIG® Drum Funnel Flame Arrestor
Item #

DRM617 • 15cm L • Use with DRM1125 & DRM1127

1-2

3+

£84.25

£80.04

Drum Adaptors and The Wedge — Get the most out of your drums.
• Adaptor converts 2" BSP threads to other thread styles; choose
DRML400 to convert to 2" Trisure, DRML401 to convert to 2"
Mauser or DRML402 to convert to Din 61
• Economical Wedge fits under the edge of 210L and 115L drums
stored vertically

DRML400

DRML401

DRML402

Drum Adaptors
1-2

3+

DRML400 • Converts 2" BSP to 2" Trisure Buttress M56x4 • Orange

£4.95

£4.70

DRML401 • Converts 2" BSP to 2" Mauser M70x6 • Blue

£4.95

£4.70

DRML402 • Converts 2" BSP to Din 61 • Yellow

£4.95

£4.70

Item #

The Wedge
Item #

DRM299 • 24.5cm W x 30.5cm L x 14cm H

1-2

3+

£20.25

£19.24
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DRM299
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• Drum Wrench for Bungs & Bung Adaptors (DRME108) are made
of heavy-duty plastic that is strong, durable, and non-sparking. Fits all
2" drum adaptors to easily tighten or unscrew
•	Universal Drum Plug Wrench (DRM315) is made of durable cast
iron with a zinc-plated finish; provides fast, inexpensive drum access
• Deluxe Drum Plug Wrench (DRME1020) has an elongated handle
for extra leverage and knuckle protection; non-sparking bronze alloy
construction is great for use around flammables; also works on rings
and taps

Drum Wrenches, Liners and Safety Vents

Liquid & Material Handling

Drum Wrenches — Open and close almost any drum.

DRM315

DRME1020

DRME108

Drum Wrench for Bungs & Adaptors
Item #

DRME108 • 25cm L

1-2

3+

£14.25

£13.54

Universal Drum Plug Wrench
Item #

DRM315 • 31cm L x 6cm H

1-2

3+

£31.75

£30.16

Deluxe Drum Plug Wrench
DRM315

Item #

DRME1020 • 30cm L x 5cm H

1-2

3+

£26.75

£25.41

Round Bottom Drum Liners — Lets you reuse
drums and save on cleaning costs.
• Reduces the cost associated
with cleaning, reconditioning
and disposing of used drums
• Polyethylene is safe for use
with food and cosmetics
• Contoured design is easy to
insert; won’t leave pockets
that trap liquid
• Saves time cleaning and
eliminates residue that could be
a source of liability
• Liners are ideal for storing
paints, inks, coatings and
other hard-to-clean materials

DRM201

DRM415

Safety Drum Vents —Relieve pressure
build-up.
•	Automatically relieves pressure at 5 psig
•	Can vent manually to relieve vacuum for fast, easy dispensing
•	Flame arrestor prevents flashback
• Fits 2" bung openings
•	Solid cast brass construction is strong and chemical resistant
u	Helps you comply with HS(G) 140
DRM923
Safety Drum Vents

Round Bottom Drum Liners
Item #

1-2

DRM923 • 150/box • 57cm dia x 142cm H • Use with 210L drums
DRME924 • 25/pack • 57cm dia x 142cm H • Use with 210L drums
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3+

£550.00 £522.50
£95.25 £90.49

Cleaner, Safer, Better • 100% Money-back Guarantee*

1-2

3+

DRM201 • Brass for Horizontal Drums • 6.7cm W x 3.8cm L x 10cm H

£52.50

£49.88

DRM415 • Brass with Buna-N Gasket for Vertical Drums • 8.3cm L x 8.3cm H

£89.75

£85.26

Item #

• Nitrile gasket and locking mechanism seal lid to help reduce vapour
emissions and keep drum contents dry and secure
• Latching design opens and closes with one hand for easy in-andout drum access — keep drums covered
• Easy-access lid closes securely; multiple lid colour options available
• Hinge stops keep funnel lid upright when open

Liquid
Material
& Material
Handling
Handling

Latching Drum Lid — Opens and closes with one hand. No nuts,
no bolts, no fuss!

• Chemical-resistant powder coat helps ensure long service life
• Lockable latch helps prevent unauthorised access
• Hinge pin is made for easy lid removal without loosening band
around drum
Drum Lids andDrum
DustTaps
Cap Drum Covers

PIG® Latching Drum Lid
Specify Lid Colour:

Black

Red

Yellow

Item #

DRM659 • Use with 210L Steel Open Top Drums • 59cm W x 68cm L x 11cm H

1-2

3+

£225.50

£214.23
Patent 5,676,185

Adjustable tension means the
latching handle will close
properly every time!

Removable hinge pin lets you
remove the lid without loosening
the band.

DRM149

DRM614

Dust Cap Drum Covers — Economical, cap
protects open drums from contamination.

Snap-On Drum Lids — Economical drum
protection for open- or tight-head drums.

• Durable, low-density polyethylene meets requirements for use in
food production environments
• Block dirt and moisture out of containers to keep contents pure
• Clear 4 mil polyethylene protects contents but makes them easy
to inspect
• Recommended for indoor use

•	Cover and protect drum heads and contents from dirt and
moisture whilst keeping bungs rust-free
•	Black poly drum lids allow you to write directly on covers to
indicate drum contents
•	Durable, rigid construction can withstand palletised stacking
• For inside or outdoor storage

Snap-On Drum Lids
1-2

3+

DRM613 • For 210L tight-head drums • 5/box • 2.5cm H x 57.8cm Int. Dia.

£41.75

£39.66

DRM146 • For 210L tight-head drums • 25/box • 2.5cm H x 57.8cm Int. Dia.

£196.25

£186.44

DRM614 • For 210L open-head drums • 5/box • 2.5cm H x 59.4cm Int. Dia.

£41.75

£39.66

DRM147 • For 210L open-head drums • 25/box • 2.5cm H x 59.4cm Int. Dia.

£196.25

£186.44

Item #

Dust Cap Drum Covers
Item #

DRM149 • 100/box • Use with 210L drums
DRME152 • 20/pack Use with 210L drums

1-2

3+

£168.00
£36.25

£159.60
£34.44
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Drum Taps

DRUM TAPS

Safely dispense liquids with our wide range of
Drum Taps.
• Models available for flammable and non-corrosive liquids, viscous
heavy fluids and everything in between

DRME105

• Control liquid flow to dispense liquids with accuracy
• Decant liquids safely and easily, avoiding leaks or spillages

DRME109

DRME104

Brass Self-Closing Drum Tap —
Drains non-corrosive liquids
from 210-litre drums.

Push Button Drum Tap — Ideal
for most flammable and
non-corrosive liquids.

Steel/Cast Iron Drum Tap —
Steel construction with
cast-iron outlet.

• Able to dispense non-corrosive liquids
heavier than SAE30

• Self-closing with nitrile seal to prevent spills

• Lockable; for use with most flammable
and non-corrosive liquids

192

• Fits 2" BSP bung for dispensing large
volumes of liquid

Cleaner, Safer, Better • 100% Money-back Guarantee*

Plugless/Molasses Tap —
Dispense heavy oils, treacle
varnish, and non-flammable
viscous heavy fluids.
• Cast iron body with brass faceplate
for perfect seal
• Lockable to prevent unauthorised or
accidental dispensing

DRM346

DRM347

Polyethylene Drum Tap —
Ideal for use with non-viscous
adhesives, resins and more.

Polyethylene Drum Tap —
Dispense viscous resins,
adhesives and other liquids.

• Economic alternative to steel drum taps
to help ensure chemical compatibility

• Can be discarded after dispensing liquids
that may harden or gel tap

• For non-viscous, non-corrosive liquids;
for use with 0.75" NPT Bung

• For viscous, non-corrosive liquids; for
use with 2" NPT Bung

Drum Taps

Stainless Steel Drum Tap —
Compatible with corrosives.
• PTFE seal offers
secure, leak-free
operation with a wide
range of liquids
• Lockable

DRME102

• Built-in flame
arrestor prevents
ignition

DRME101

• DRME103 Screw-on
extension for secure
fitment to the
drum tap

DRME103

DRME110

Alloy Drum Tap —
 Ideal for
most flammable and
non-corrosive liquids.

Nickel Plated Brass Drum Tap
— Ideal for most flammable and
non-corrosive liquids.

• Self-closing with nylon seal to prevent spills

• Lockable to prevent unauthorised or
accidental dispensing

• Lockable to prevent unauthorised or
accidental dispensing

• 3/4" barbed hose-tail

Plastic Drum Tap — Durable,
chemical-resistant and easy
to clean.
• Comes with 2"
BSP male x 3/4"
BSP female
plastic adaptor

DRM244

• Polyethylene
material is
durable and
chemicalresistant

DRME100

DRM244-01

Adjustable Brass Safety Drum
Tap — Prevents ignition when
dispensing flammables.

Non-Adjustable Brass Safety
Drum Tap — Dispense
flammables without ignition.

• Built-in flame arrestor keeps drum
contents from igniting; FM approved

• FM Approved for dispensing flammable
liquids; has built-in flame arrestor

• Self-closing with a PTFE seal

• Dispenses non-corrosive, non-viscous
liquids

Drum Taps
Item #

DRM347
DRME105
DRME109
DRME104
DRME107
DRME100
DRM346
DRM244
DRM244-01
DRME102
DRME103
DRME101
DRME110

Liquid & Material Handling

DRME107

Product Name

Liquids

Bung Fitting

2" Polyethylene Drum Tap

For Viscous, Non-corrosive Liquids

For 2" NPT/BSP Bung

2" Brass Self-Closing Drum Tap

For Non-corrosive Liquids Heavier than 30 wt. Oil

For 2" NPT/BSP Bung

2" Aluminium Push Button Drum Tap

For Flammable & Non-corrosive Liquids

For 2" NPT/BSP Bung
For 2" NPT/BSP Bung

2" Steel/Cast Iron Drum Tap

For Flammable & Non-corrosive Liquids

2" Cast Iron & Brass Plugless/Molasses Tap

For Viscous, Non-corrosive Liquids

For 2" NPT/BSP Bung

3/4" Plastic Drum Tap with 2" Adaptor

For Non-viscous, Non-corrosive Liquids

For 2" or .75" NPT/BSP Bung

3/4" Polyethylene Drum Tap

For Non-viscous, Non-corrosive Liquids

For .75" NPT/BSP Bung

3/4" Brass Safety Drum Tap

For Non-viscous, Non-corrosive Liquids

For .75" NPT/BSP Bung
For .75" NPT/BSP Bung

3/4" Brass Safety Drum Tap

For Non-viscous, Non-corrosive Liquids

3/4" Stainless Steel Drum Tap

For Flammable & Corrosive Liquids

For .75" NPT/BSP Bung

Flexi Extension for 3/4" Stainless Steel Drum Tap

—

Use with 3/4" Stainless Steel Drum Tap

3/4" Alloy Drum Tap

For Flammable & Non-corrosive Liquids

For .75" NPT/BSP Bung

3/4" Nickel Plated Brass Drum Tap

For Flammable & Non-corrosive Liquids

For .75" NPT/BSP Bung

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900

Additional Feature

1-2

£13.25
Self closing
£102.75
Self closing with Nitrile seal
£10.50
Lockable
£65.50
Lockable
£53.50
Use in either 2" or 3/4" bungs
£2.25
Twists open / closed
£4.25
Self closing with builtin flame arrestor
£36.75
Adjustable, Self closing with builtin flame arrestor £55.25
Self closing with PTFE seal
£77.50
Flexible, bend & shape
£14.75
Self closing with nylon seal
£6.75
Lockable, with barbed hose-tail
£26.75
Twists open / closed

3+

£12.59
£97.61
£9.98
£62.23
£50.83
£2.14
£4.04
£34.91
£52.49
£73.63
£14.01
£6.41
£25.41
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Lever Action Drum Pumps

DRUM PUMPS LEVER ACTION

PMPE126

An excellent option for fast, controlled dispensing.
• No power source required — ideal for applications where you don’t
have access to electricity or compressed air

• Adjustable suction tube accommodates a range of drum sizes (does
not apply to PMPE146 and PMPE129)

• Lightweight designs can be broken down for compact storage or
disassembled for easy cleaning

• Typically suitable for low viscosity fluids

194
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Ryton Lever Hand Pump —
Chemically resistant lever
action pump is ideal for
strong chemicals.

• Telescopic suction tube fits 50- to
210- litre drums

• Telescopic suction tube fits 50- to
210- litre drums

• Suitable for diesel, biodiesel B100,
petrol, kerosene, light oils, paraffin,
antifreeze, water,
water-based
chemicals, acid
and alkaline
solutions

• Suitable for strong acids, including
nitric and strong alkaline solutions

• Telescopic suction tube fits 50- to
210- litre drums
• Ideal for light industrial use
• Suitable for diesel, biodiesel up to B30,
light oils, transmission and hydraulic
fluid, but not water, solvents or corrosives

PMPE126

Heavy-Duty Aluminium Lever Hand Pump —
Works for all grades of oil, including heavy
gear oils.
• Suitable for all petroleum products, kerosene, oil and
lubricants, including heavy gear oils

Lever Action Drum Pumps

PMPE125

Metal Lever Hand Pump —
Lever action pump is ideal for
light industrial use.

PMPE114

AdBlue Lever Hand Pump — Ideal for
dispensing AdBlue and a wide range of liquids.
• Suitable for AdBlue, light oils, kerosene, diesel, mild
chemicals, ketones
• Capable of delivering up to 500mL per stroke

• Features an inbuilt tray with cover and drip return
to hold small containers
whilst dispensing

PMPE146

PMPE129

Lever Action Drum Pumps
Item #

Use with

Fits

Outlet

Max. Flow

1-2

3+

Max. Liquid Viscosity

Composition / Wetted Parts

£68.50 £65.08

PMPE146

Oil Based & Flammable or Combustible Liquids

210 ltr. Drum w/ 2" NPT/BSP Bung

20mm OD 600mL/Stroke

1000 cSt, or SAE 50+W Oil (@ 40°C)

Aluminium, Plated Steel, NBR, Acetal,
Polyethylene

PMPE114

Oil Based & Flammable or Combustible Liquids

50 to 210 ltr. Drum w/ 2" NPT/BSP Bung

20mm OD 300mL/Stroke

240 cSt, or SAE 20W Oil (@ 40°C)

Steel, Aluminium, Nylon

£24.75 £23.51

PMPE125

Oil Based Liquids & General-Purpose Chemicals

50 to 210 ltr. Drum w/ 2" NPT/BSP Bung

23mm OD 500mL/Stroke

240 cSt, or SAE 20W Oil (@ 40°C)

Polypropylene, 304 Stainless Steel, Viton

£35.75 £33.96

PMPE126

Acids, Alkali Solutions, and Nitric Acid

50 to 210 ltr. Drum w/ 2" NPT/BSP Bung

23mm OD 500mL/Stroke

240 cSt, or SAE 20W Oil (@ 40°C)

Ryton, Stainless Steel, Viton

£52.50 £49.88

PMPE129

AdBlue, Diesel, Light Oils, and Mild Acids & Caustics

210 ltr. Drum w/ 2" NPT/BSP Bung

23mm OD 500mL/Stroke

240 cSt, or SAE 20W Oil (@ 40°C)

Polypropylene, 316 Stainless Steel, Viton

£25.00 £23.75
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Polypropylene Lever
Hand Pump — High quality
lever action pump is ideal for
a wide range of liquids.
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Rotary Drum Pumps

DRUM PUMPS ROTARY ACTION

PMPE142

For fast, easy dispensing of large volumes of liquid.
• Rugged and hard wearing for frequent use
• No power source required - ideal for applications where you don’t have
access to electricity or compressed air
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• Lightweight designs can be broken down for compact storage or
disassembled for easy cleaning

• Delivery hose and nozzle are perfect
for use for refuelling in garage or
fleet areas

Cast Iron Rotary Pump —
Stands up to everyday use.
• Heavy-duty cast iron construction
enables Pump to withstand heavy,
frequent use
• Excellent for use with light oils, diesel
and other non-corrosive fluids

Corrosion-Resistant Rotary
Pump — For light oils, solvents
and water-based chemicals.
• Low cost corrosion-resistant Rotary
Pump is ideal for light oils, solvents and
water-based chemicals

• Built-in #80 mesh strainer at inlet removes
fibre or particle contamination

Liquid & Material Handling

Hi-Flow Petrol & Diesel Rotary
Hand Pump —Perfect for use
for refuelling in garage or
fleet areas.

PMPE147

Rotary Drum Pumps

PMPE142
PMPL107

Polypropylene and Ryton Rotary Pumps —
Highest quality construction provides
excellent chemical resistance.
• PMPE137 Suitable for water based solutions of acids, alkalis and
salts, some organic solvents, water, and all petroleum products
• PMPE138 Suitable for aggressive chemicals such as chlorinated
solvents, aromatic and aliphatic hydrocarbons

Stainless Steel Rotary Pumps — Made for
specialised applications.
• PMPE139 A high quality, technical rotary drum pump for specialised
applications using Aggressive Chemicals & Solvents. Suitable
for corrosive chemicals, solvents, oils, and liquid foodstuffs such as
juice, milk, wine, cooking oils, water, vinegar, liquid additives etc.
• PMPE140 Stainless steel and Teflon components for the highest
level of chemical resistance. Suitable for chemicals and solvents
including acids, acetones, alcohols, mineral oils, sodium solutions etc.

PMPE137
PMPE139

Rotary Drum Pumps for 210 ltr. Drum with 2” NPT/BSP Bung
Item #

PMPE147

1-2

3+

Use with

Outlet

Max. Flow

Max. Liquid Viscosity

Composition / Wetted Parts

For Oil Based & Flammable or Combustible Liquids

32mm OD w/2m Hose

100 ltr./Min.

110 cSt, or SAE 10W Oil (@ 40°C)

Aluminium, Iron, Stainless Steel, NBR, Vinyl, Polyethylene Hose

£169.50 £161.03

PMPE142

For Oil Based & Flammable or Combustible Liquids

25mm OD

27 ltr./Min.

440 cSt, or SAE 30W Oil (@ 40°C)

Iron, Steel, Nitrile

£28.25 £26.84

PMPL107

For Oil Based Liquids, Detergents & Mild Corrosives

25mm OD

27 ltr./Min.

200 cSt, or SAE 20W Oil (@ 40°C)

PVC, PTFE, Stainless Steel

£41.00 £38.95

PMPE137

For Oil Based Liquids, Detergents & Mild Corrosives

25mm OD

35 ltr./Min.

440 cSt, or SAE 30W Oil (@ 40°C)

Polypropylene, Ryton, Viton, Polyethylene

£73.25 £69.59

PMPE138

For Aggressive Chemicals & Solvents

25mm OD

35 ltr./Min.

440 cSt, or SAE 30W Oil (@ 40°C)

Ryton, Viton, PTFE

£91.50 £86.93

PMPE139

For Aggressive Chemicals & Solvents

25mm OD

25 ltr./Min.

440 cSt, or SAE 30W Oil (@ 40°C)

Ryton, 304 Stainless Steel, PTFE

£159.50 £151.53

PMPE140

For Aggressive Chemicals & Solvents

25mm OD

25 ltr./Min.

440 cSt, or SAE 30W Oil (@ 40°C)

304 Stainless Steel, PTFE

£399.00 £379.05

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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Drum Pumps - Lift/Syphon

DRUM PUMPS LIFT / SYPHON

PMPE141

T-handle design is easy to operate and ideal for applications where
you don’t have access to electricity or compressed air.
Stainless Steel and PTFE Pumps —
Resist chemicals.

Dual Purpose PVC and Nylon Syphon/Lift
Pumps — High output for a range of fluids.

• Stainless steel and Teflon components
for the highest level of
chemical resistance

• Dual purpose pump for can be
used as conventional lift pump
for drums or to syphon fluids
from boats, sumps, tanks,
vats, etc.

• Compatible with highly aggressive
chemicals & solvents with
concentrations up to 100%, acids/alkalis,
de-greasers and AdBlue

• Suitable for light oils, water,
diesel, non-corrosive
chemicals and detergents
• PMPE135 composed of
PVC, polypropylene
and polyethylene
• PMPE136 composed of
nylon, polypropylene
and polyethylene

PMPE135

PMPE141
Lift Drum Pumps
Item #

Use with

Fits

PMPE141 For Aggressive Chemicals & Solvents 50 to 210 ltr. Drum w/ 2” NPT/BSP Bung
PMPE135

For Oil Based Liquids &
General-Purpose Chemicals

PMPE136

For Oil Based Liquids &
General-Purpose Chemicals
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1-2

3+

Outlet

Max. Flow

Max. Liquid Viscosity

Composition / Wetted Parts

19mm OD

500mL/Stroke

240 cSt, or SAE 20W Oil (@ 40°C)

316 Stainless Steel, PTFE

£94.50 £89.78

PVC, Polypropylene, Polyethylene

£24.75 £23.51

210 ltr. Drum w/ 2" NPT/BSP Bung

250mL/Stroke;
38mm OD w/135cm Hose 30 ltr/Minute
(as syphon) 440 cSt, or SAE 30W Oil (@ 40°C)

210 ltr. Drum w/ 2" NPT/BSP Bung

250mL/Stroke;
38mm OD w/135cm Hose 30 ltr/Minute
(as syphon) 440 cSt, or SAE 30W Oil (@ 40°C) Nylon, Polypropylene, Polyethylene £24.75

Cleaner, Safer, Better • 100% Money-back Guarantee*

£23.51

Liquid & Material Handling

SMALL CONTAINER PUMPS

Small Container Pumps
PMPL117

Capable of moving liquids from small 25-ltr containers or emptying
liquids from containment pallet sumps without removing the grates.
Nylon Lift Pump for 25-Litre
Drums — A versatile lift pump
for 20- & 25-litre drums.

Stainless Steel and PTFE
Pump — Resists chemicals.
• Stainless steel and Teflon components for the
highest level of chemical resistance

• Fitted with a universal, internal-clamp
adaptor to fit into all 2" drum openings

• Includes an extension hose for easy
dispensing

• Suitable for light to medium oils, diesel,
kerosene, solvents and
some chemicals

Battery Operated Syphon
Pump — Low-cost, compact
solution for liquid transfer.
• Battery operated Pump for a low-cost,
compact solution for liquid transfer
from small containers
• Can be used with a variety of noncorrosive liquids like water, light
oils, diesel, kerosene and detergents

PMPE145

PMPL117

PMPE101

Pumps for Smaller Containers
Item #

PMPE145

Fits

Outlet

Max. Flow

Max. Liquid Viscosity

Composition / Wetted Parts

Drums/Containers up to 25 ltr.

16mm OD

100mL/Stroke

240 cSt, or SAE 20W Oil (@ 40°C)

Nylon, Viton, Stainless Steel

£24.75 £23.51

316 Stainless Steel, PTFE

£79.00 £75.05

Polyethylene, Polypropylene & Steel

£14.95 £14.20

PMPL117

For Aggressive Chemicals & Solvents

25 ltr. Drum w/ 2” NPT/BSP Bung

500mm Hose

200mL/Stroke 1000 cSt, or SAE 50+W Oil (@ 40°C)

PMPE101

For Water and Non-Corrosive Liquids

Drums/Containers up to 400mm depth

580mm Hose

10 ltr./Minute

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900

50 cSt, or SAE 10W Oil (@ 40°C)

1-2

3+

Use with
For Light to Medium Oils
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Electric and Syphon Drum Pumps & IBC Gravity Feed Kit

PMPE118

PMPL102

Seal-less Drum Pump — An ideal
combination of value and performance.

Electric Pump — Designed for
container-to-container transfer of liquids.

•	Pump motor is double insulated and splashproof (IP24)
making it suitable for use indoors or outdoors; will also handle liquids
up to 66°C

•	Pumps up to 151 litres per minute

•	Powerful 1/3rd horsepower (230-250W) continuous duty motor
transfers up to 64 ltrs/min utilising a two speed switch for control
of the fluid flow

•	Quick connection of motor to pump tube with unique collet design
— no tools required

•	Supplied with a 102cm long intake tube to accommodate two
10-litre drums

EF Series Drum Pump System

PF Series Drum Pump System

Specify: 110 volt or 240 volt

Specify: 110 volt or 240 volt
3+

1-2

PMPE118 • Motor Power:230-250W • 6.1m Max Head • 200cm L x 1.9cm
ID PVC output hose

• Infinitely variable electronic speed control for
3,500 - 10,000 rpm speed
•	Double wall thermoplastic motor housing reduces
noise and vibration

• Integrated hose and cord clip on pump tube keeps
hose and plug off the floor

Item #

•	Pump motor is double insulated and splashproof (IP24)
making it suitable for use indoors or outdoors

£595.00 £565.25

Item #

1-2

PMPL102 • Motor Power: 650W • 24m Max Head • 200cm L x 1.9cm

ID PVC output hose

3+

£1049.00 £996.55

PMPE104
PMPL105

PMPL100

IBC Gravity Feed Kit — Ideal for filling smaller
drums and containers.

Manual Syphon Pumps — Help save time
and reduce liquid waste.

• 3 metre long dispensing hose fitted with trigger nozzle to control
liquid flow

• Chemical-resistant and durable construction maximises life of pump

• T rigger can be latched open
providing a flowrate of up
to 30 litres per minute

• PMPE104 has a 590mm L suction tube for drums up to 60L
• PMPL105 has an 850mm L suction tube for drums up to 210L
•	Efficient pump delivers mild solvents, light oils, corrosives,
disinfectants, diluted acids/caustics and liquid waxes

• U
 ses gravity to dispense
into containers positioned
lower than the IBC
• S wivel hose fitting threads
onto the 2" outlet valve
on your IBC

Manual Syphon Pumps

200

3+

£4.61

PMPE104 • 590mm L suction tube • For drums up to 60L

£9.95

£9.45

PMPL105 • 850mm L suction tube • For drums up to 210L

£15.50 £14.73

PMPL100 • 380mm L suction tube • For drums up to 25L
1-2

PMPE127 • For 1,000L IBC w/2" outlet valve

1-2

£4.85

Item #

IBC Gravity Feed Kit
Item #

• PMPL100 has a 380mm L suction tube for drums up to 25L

3+

£44.50 £42.28

Cleaner, Safer, Better • 100% Money-back Guarantee*

Liquid & Material Handling

CAN140
CAN166

CAN167

Oily Waste Cans — Prevent fires started by
oily solid waste.

•	Wide-mouth funnel top minimises drainage drips and splashes

• Foot operated cover allows easy access

•	Built-in flame arrestor prevents ignition

• Oily Waste Cans are available in 23, 38, 53 and 79 litre sizes

•	100% leak-tested and fully FM compliant construction

•	Elevated can bottom with air vents; disperses heat

•	Durable galvanised steel construction with powder-coated finish helps
prevent corrosion

•	Stores oily rags and cloths safely

• C
 AN167 protects contents when can is not in use

Drain and Oily Waste Cans

Drain Can — Makes solvent collection
easier and neater.

•	Label reads: “Empty Every Night”

u	Helps you comply with HS(G) 140
Oily Waste Cans
1-2

3+

CAN138 • 23 Litres • 40cm H x 32cm ext. Dia

£76.00

£72.20

Item #

Drain Cans
1-2

3+

CAN139 • 38 Litres • 46cm H x 35cm ext. Dia

£87.50

£83.13

CAN166 • 19 Litre capacity

£113.50

£107.83

CAN140 • 53 Litres • 51cm H x 41cm ext. Dia.

£99.75

£94.76

CAN167 • Cover only

£29.75

£28.26

CAN141 • 79 Litres • 60cm H x 47cm ext. Dia.

£161.00 £152.95

Item #

SOME
LIQUIDS
JUST CAN’T CONTAIN THEMSELVES
PIG can help! Shop reliable containment like
Pallets, Decks, Roll Tops, IBCs, Collapsible
Containment and Spill Trays.

AVAILABLE ON PAGES 210-246.

PALLETS

DECKS

ROLL TOPS

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900

COLLAPSIBLE

TRAYS
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Add a Drip Tray
(DRME224) to catch
liquid from drum tap.

Drum Transportation

DRME221

DRME201

Mobile Drum Stand — Transport,
load and dispense from drums with
one stand.
• Four nylon wheels (2 fixed, 2 swivel) let you easily bring 210L steel
drums directly to point of use
• Horizontal drum position allows for hassle-free dispensing
• Use included 107cm long Tilt Lever Handle to tip stand from
vertical to horizontal for simplified loading and unloading
Mobile Drum Stand
Item #

1-2

• 450kg load capacity is strong enough to easily handle a standard
210-litre drum
• Drum caddy's removable handle doubles as a drum tilter to
facilitate easy loading
• Handle incorporates drum opening lugs for 2" and 3/4" bungs
• Two fixed wheels and rear castor for complete manoeuvrability
when loading or unloading drums

3+

DRME221 • Mobile Drum Stand with Tilt Lever • With drum rotation

£269.00 £255.55

DRME224 • Hook On Drip Tray for Mobile Drum Stand • Sump capacity: 5L
28cm W x 39cm L x 5cm H

£57.50

Load capacity: 250kg • 72.5cm W x 88cm L x 58cm H

Drum Caddy — Low-profile Drum
Caddy is ideal for use with 210-litre
steel or plastic drums.

£54.63

Drum Caddy
Item #

DRME201 • Yellow • Load Capacity 450kg • 97cm W x 88cm H x 58cm D

1-2

3+

£122.50

£116.38

DRME203

DRME260

1-drum Clamp

210-Litre Drum Clamp — Safely lift
Hydraulic Drum Truck with
and transport steel drums with ease. 90-degree Legs — Load and unload
drums on and off pallets of all sizes.
•	Clamp slides over forklift prongs and is held in place by handtightened T-bolts; simply drive forklift forward and jaws automatically
grab and lift drum as unit is raised and disengage when lowered into
position; the heavier the drum, the tighter the hold
• Durable epoxy finish withstands harsh environments and helps
prevent rusting
• Compatible with open-top or closed-head 210L steel drums
with rolling hoops
210-Litre Drum Clamp
Specify Colour:

Yellow

Orange

Item #

202

Hydraulic Drum Truck with 90-degree Legs
1-2

DRME260 • Load capacity: 500kg • 58cm W x 84cm L x 11cm H

• Maximum lift height of 50cm accommodates pallets and drum
sumps of all sizes
• Automatic drum grip lifts the drum by its rim
• Foot operated hydraulic pump lifts drum with ease; pedal folds
up when not in use
• Certified lifting capacity of 450kg
• Use with 210-ltr. steel tight-head drums

3+

£455.00 £432.25

Cleaner, Safer, Better • 100% Money-back Guarantee*

Item #

DRME203 • Yellow • Load Capacity 450kg • 102cm W x 125cm H x 90cm D

1-2

3+

£895.00

£850.25

Drum Truck — Spring-loaded axle
easily lifts drums up to 454kg.

•	Drum Truck tips for easy dispensing into a
19-litre bucket

•	Load and wheel drums weighing up to 454kg
•	Nose prongs and slide hook hold drum securely in place by
its top rim

•	Nose prongs and rim hook hold drum
securely in place by its top rim

•	Spring-loaded floating axle provides easy tilting action

•	Durable 2.5cm steel
pipe construction

• Moulded rubber wheels for smooth travel
•	Heavy-duty 2.5cm steel pipe construction

•	Stores upright with
kickstand; 4 rubber
wheels for a smooth ride

Liquid & Material Handling

Multi-Purpose Drum Truck — Acts
as a cradle, too!

•	Drum Truck stores upright with kickstand;
tips for easy dispensing
• 56cm wide from wheel to wheel

DLY303

Drum Trucks

Easily tips
for dispensing.

Multi-Purpose Drum Truck
Item #

3+

1-2

DLY303 • 41cm W (at nose), 42cm drain height • Load capacity: 454kg
54cm W x 61cm L x 144cm H

£359.25 £341.29

DLY306

Drum Truck
Item #

1-2

DLY306 • 42cm W (at nose) • Load Capacity: 454kg • 56cm W x 155cm H

3+

£408.00 £387.60

Pallet Loading Drum Truck — Load
and unload 210L steel drums
without a forklift.

Universal Drum Truck —
Easily move drums around
your facility.

• Heavy-duty, tubular steel frame is strong and durable; retention
clamp secures both tight-head and open-top
210L steel drums

•	Cost-effective solution lets you use a single truck for multiple
drum sizes and types; works with steel, plastic, fibre and
salvage drums

•	Tapered foot prongs slide under base of drum, easily lifting
even full drums

• Retaining strap with tensioner and
safety catch holds drums securely
against truck

•	Optional Clamp (DRME215) converts Drum Truck for use with
210L poly drums

•	Blue powder-coated finish
adds durability and helps
prevent rusting
• Steel footplate slides
under base of drum,
easily lifting even full drums
•	L arge, rubber-cushion
wheels with roller
bearings offer
smooth travel

DRME210

DRME200

Pallet Loading Drum Truck
Item #

DRME210 • Load capacity: 300kg • For use with pallets up to 19cm H

61cm W x 166cm L x 110cm H

DRME215 • Plastic drum clamp

1-2

3+

£395.00 £375.25
£81.50

£77.43

Universal Drum Truck
Item #

DRME200 • Load capacity: 250kg • 66cm W x 133cm H

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900

1-2

3+

£177.50 £168.63
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1,000-Litre IBC with Plastic Pallet — Store liquids in bulk in this
durable IBC unit in a steel cage.
• 1 ,000-litre Intermediate Bulk Container replaces five 200-litre
drums, saving space and reducing costs associated with filling,
dispensing, handling and disposal
• UN-certified IBC meets storing and shipping requirements
• Steel cage surrounds and protects inner polyethylene tank
• Attached support pallet adds strength and manoeuvrability
• Forklift entry for quick and easy transportation, even when full
• H
 igh Density Polyethylene (HDPE) tank is chemical-resistant
and lightweight

Dispensing Dolly and IBC

• 2" outlet valve is fitted at IBC’s base for easy dispensing

IBC with Plastic Pallet
Item #

DRME300 • With Plastic Pallet • 1,000L capacity • 120cm L x 100cm W x 119cm H
UN Y1.5

1-2

3+

£335.00

£318.25

Mobile Dispensing Dollies — Do-it-all dollies transport,
dispense and provide containment.
• 	Transports 210-litre drums; tilts to create a dispensing station; acts
as secondary containment
• 	Dispensing well contains minor leaks and drips from a drum
tap – cleans easily before liquid enters main sump
• 	One-piece polyethylene construction with UV inhibitors — corrosionproof, durable, won’t degrade in sunlight
• DRM662 features poly wheels for smooth transport;
DRM664 features hard rubber wheels for rough terrain
u	Helps you comply with the Control of Pollution
(Oil Storage) (England) 2001, The Water Environment (Oil Storage)
(Scotland) Regulations 2006, and The Control of Pollution (Oil
Storage) Regulations (Northern Ireland) 2010.

Dispense liquids
without removing
the drum.

DRM662

PIG® Mobile Dispensing Dollies
Item #

1-2

3+

DRM662 • Poly wheels for smooth transport • 272kg load capacity

£592.50 £562.88

DRM664 • Hard rubber wheels for rough terrain • 272kg load capacity

£694.00 £659.30

265L sump capacity • 83cm W x 175cm L x 67cm H

265L sump capacity • 83cm W x 175cm L x 67cm H

NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and handling of flammable
liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapours, static discharge and heat sources. For further assistance,
please call Technical Services.
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Cleaner, Safer, Better • 100% Money-back Guarantee*

DRM664

Dolly features a rugged polyethylene with UV inhibitors for indoor or
outdoor use.

Liquid & Material Handling

DRME308

DRME312

DRME307

DRME306

DRME310
DRME302
DRME304

UN-Approved Drums — Ideal for storage and shipping a wide variety
of chemicals.
• Tight Head Poly Drums are manufactured from heavy-duty, foodgrade polyethylene and resist a wide variety of chemicals; threaded
2" Trisure Buttress M56x4 Thread allows a tap or pump to be
attached to drum
• Open Top Poly Drums are manufactured from heavy-duty, foodgrade polyethylene and resist a wide variety of chemicals; removable
lid, internal gasket and steel closure ring with toggle action handle
• Open Top Steel Drums have a removable lid with external lever
closure ring and internal gasket; DRME309 has an internal lacquer
coating for added resistance to rusting; DRME310 has an internally
plain finish
• Tight Head Steel Drums are fitted with internally threaded 2" and
3/4" Trisure BSP bungs for a tap, pump, fill gauge or vent; DRME312
has an internal lacquer coating adds resistance to rusting; DRME313
has an internally plain finish

Tight-Head Poly Drums
Item #

DRME302 • 60L capacity • 38cm dia x 56cm H • UN 1H1/Y2.1
DRME303 • 120L capacity • 50cm dia x 79cm H • UN 1H1/Y1.4
DRME304 • 210L capacity • 57cm dia x 93 cm H • UN 1H1/Y1.5

1-2

3+

£34.50
£55.50
£65.00

£32.78
£52.73
£61.75

Open-Top Poly Drums
Item #

DRME305 • 30L capacity • 31.5cm dia x 52cm H • UN 1H2/X55/S
DRME306 • 60L capacity • 40cm dia x 62cm H • UN 1H2/X95/S
DRME307 • 120L capacity • 50cm dia x 79cm H • UN 1H2/Y221/S
DRME308 • 220L capacity • 59cm dia x 98cm H • UN 1H2/X333/S

1-2

3+

£26.00
£36.00
£51.75
£73.50

£24.70
£34.20
£49.16
£69.83

Steel Drums
1-2

3+

DRME309 • 205L capacity Open Top • Internal lacquer • 57cm dia x 87cm H

£129.50

£123.03

DRME310 • 205L capacity Open Top • Internally plain • 57cm dia x 87cm H

£127.50

£121.13

DRME312 • 210L capacity Tight Head • Internal lacquer • 57cm dia x 87cm H

£111.50

£105.93

DRME313 • 210L capacity Tight Head • Internally plain • 57cm dia x 87cm H

£108.50

£103.08

Item #
UN 1A2/Y/100

UN 1A2/Y/100 • Colour is black or blue, depending on availability
UN 1A1/X

UN 1A1/X • Colour is black or blue, depending on availability

UV Resistant Bucket & Lid — Store, transfer and ship solids with confidence.
• Built-in locking mechanism lets you close lid simply and securely
• Open-head container can store solid or liquid materials
• Durable HDPE construction is chemical resistant
• UN Rated for storing or transporting solid materials

UV Resistant Bucket & Lid
Item #

DRME329 • 25L capacity • 36cm dia. x 45cm H • UN 1H2/Y30/S • UN 1H2/X11.5/S

1-2

3+

£21.00 £19.95

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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Drums and Buckets

DRME305
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Aerosol Can Recycler —
Avoid the hassle and expense of
hazwaste handling.
• R ecycling system easily punctures aerosol cans,
rendering them exempt from hazardous
waste regulations when properly emptied
• E liminates the risks associated with illegal
aerosol disposal and the expense
of hazardous waste handling

Aerosol Can Recycler

• M
 inimises worker injuries caused by fire,
explosion or VOC release from improperly
emptied cans
• S ystem works with domed mini, standard
and jumbo aerosol cans
• T wo-piece coalescing filter/carbon cartridge
captures odours and potentially harmful
VOC’s released by punctured aerosol cans

DRME1266

• T imestrip indicator eliminates the guesswork
of carbon cartridge changeouts
• U
 nit mounts directly into 2" bung on a
115- or 210-litre closed-head drum; residual liquids
drain directly into drum (not included). Drum
should not be filled more than 70% full to provide
proper displacement for released contents
• Included ground wire helps prevent static
electricity build-up
• R
 eplacement filters also sold separately as
combo (DRM1151) or carbon cartridge only
(DRM1150); coalescing filter life is six months;
carbon cartridge life is three months

Punctured cans
have no sharp,
jagged edges.

PIG® Aerosol Can Recycler
1-2

3+

£549.75

£522.26

Item #

DRME1266

DRME1266 Contents • 1 Puncture Unit • 1 Goggles • 1 Instruction Sign
1 Plastic Sleeve • 1 Combination Filter • 1 Grounding Wire
8 Gaskets (various sizes)

DRM1151 • PIG® Combination
Replacement Filter

£151.00

£143.45

DRM1150 • PIG Carbon
Replacement Cartridge • 2/box

£166.50

£158.18

®

Disposal of empty aerosol cans
as HAZARDOUS WASTE is too expensive

PUNCTURE & RECYCLE
INSTEAD

210L Drum

370 CANS

£266

£256

Cost of drum &
drum disposal

190

Collected “empty”
cans per drum

Cost of drum &
drum disposal

Empty cans are now
valuable scrap metal

£1.40

Per can disposal cost

4000

Collected “empty”
cans per drum

£0.06

Per can disposal cost

DRME1266
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PAYS FOR
ITSELF IN

Cleaner, Safer, Better • 100% Money-back Guarantee*

The PIG Aerosol Can Recycling
System (DRME1266) will help:
• Exceed compliance
• Reduced Disposal Cost
• Reduced Handling Requirements
• Recycling Profits

Liquid & Material Handling

GLE0014
GLE0015

Stretch
Spout Lid

Storage Lid
GLE0016

GLE0003

Stumpy
Spout Lid

5L Container

Stretch spout extension (GLE0006)
reaches tough places; replaces tip of
stretch spout lid.

GLE0011

Mini Spout Lid
GLE0004

10L Container

GLE0002

3L Container
GLE0001

2L Container

GLE0018

GLE0017

Premium
Pump

Pump

Storage lid (GLE0014) with moulded handle
fits all containers; prevents contamination.

GLE0013

Stumpy Spout
Hose Extension

GLE0006

Stretch Spout
Hose Extension

Oil Safe Containers — Store and dispense
your lubricants, and choose from six lid
colours to help prevent contamination.
These compact, ergonomically designed
containers are available in 5 sizes – all
have a wide-mouth opening, so you can fill
them quickly without spilling.
•	Made of industrial grade HDPE, Oil Safe
Containers are heat and contamination
resistant and treated with UV stabilisers
and anti-static additives

Lids and premium pump available in 6 colours:
Blue

Yellow

Green

Orange

Red

Specify lid colour for GLE0017, GLE0014, GLE0011, GLE0015, GLE0016: Black, Blue,
Green, Orange, Red or Yellow

Item #

•	See-through containers are marked with
both litre and quart measurements and
include labels to identify contents

•	Add Pumps GLE0008 or GLE0018 to your
oilsafe system to dispense lubricants in
hard-to-reach spots

Black

Oil Safe® Lids & Attachments

•	Choose from several lid styles. “Quicktwist” spouts completely seal
container and open for dispensing

•	Containers have standard neck sizes, so all
lids fit all containers. Vent button on
spout lids restricts flow until depressed

Utility lid (GLE0017) with screw cap allows
you to pour without removing lid; also
accepts pump.

1-2

3+

GLE0017 • Utility Lid

£25.50

£24.23

GLE0014 • Storage Lid

£22.00

£20.90

GLE0011 • Mini Spout Lid

£48.00

£45.60

GLE0015 • Stretch Spout Lid

£44.50

£42.28

GLE0016 • Stumpy Spout Lid

£60.25

£57.24

GLE0013 • Stumpy Spout Hose Extension

£24.75

£23.51

GLE0006 • Stretch Spout Hose Extension

£18.25

£17.34

Stretch spout lid (GLE0015) has a
twist-open valve to regulate flow of
low-viscosity liquids.

Oil Safe® Containers
1-2

3+

GLE0012 • 1.5L capacity

£19.25

£18.29

GLE0001 • 2L capacity

£20.50

£19.48

GLE0002 • 3L capacity

£23.50

£22.33

GLE0003 • 5L capacity

£26.25

£24.94

GLE0004 • 10L capacity

£39.75

£37.76

1-2

3+

£78.50

£74.58

Item #

Stumpy spout lid (GLE0016) is great for
high-volume delivery of lubricants.

Oil Safe® Pump
Item #

GLE0008 • Fits GLE0002, GLE0003 and

GLE0004 only

Oil Safe® Premium Pump
Specify lid colour: Black, Blue, Green, Orange, Red or Yellow

1-2

3+

£125.50

£119.23

Item #

GLE0018 • Fits GLE0002, GLE0003 and

GLE0004 only

NOTE: GLE0008 and GLE0018 requires GLE0017 to attach to drum.

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900

Pump (GLE0008) dispenses liquids in difficult
places; requires utility lid (GLE0017).
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Oil Safe Containers

GLE0008

Utility Lid

Liquid & Material Handling
UniKart

Contents not
included.

Essentials UniKart — Mobile bin suitable for indoor and
outdoor storage.
• Made from polyethylene, it’s strong, durable, has good impact
resistance, and is easy to clean

PIG® Essentials Unikart

• Large capacity is ideal for storing grit, sand or absorbents

PAKE260 • 59cm W x 43.5cm D x 107cm H • 75L capacity

• Compact and space saving design easily fits through
standard doorways
• Robust rubber wheels and slanted lid are ideal for outdoor use
and storage

ACID SPILLS?

THINK PINK!
Only PIG HazMat Chemical
Absorbents are designed to absorb
high concentration chemicals —
even 98% sulfuric acid.

SHOP RANGE ON PAGES 71-77.
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Item #

1-2

3+

£108.75

£103.31

NEED ABSORBENTS? SEE PAGES 13-77

360 litre

Liquid & Material Handling

PAK725

Notched lid for
closing with pole.

Overpack Drums and Accessories
PAK709

115 litre
PAK708

76 litre

Drum is easily
moved by forklift
using ledges.

PAK725

UV Cover (PAK201) protects contents;
fits 360L drums.

Overpack Drums — Ship damaged drums and
containers safely.
•	Tough UN Rated overpacks are built to withstand rough handling
• Ideal for regulated packaging applications, including
shipping hazardous waste by land, sea or rail
• Containers are nestable when empty to save storage space
• Designed and proven to withstand the abuse of shipping to help
keep hazardous waste safely contained

PIG® Overpack Drums
Item #

Capacity Container
(Litres) Size (Litres)

Ext. Dimensions
(H x Base)

UN Marking

1-2

3+

PAK725

360

210

105.5cm H x 80cm Ext. Dia.

UN1H2/X295/S

£259.50

£246.53

PAK709

115

61

76cm H x 58.5cm Ext. Dia.

UN1H2/X70/S

£109.00

£103.55

PAK708

76

19

48cm H x 58.5cm Ext. Dia.

UN1H2/X46/S

£88.50

£84.08

NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and handling of
flammable liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapours, static discharge and heat sources. For further
assistance, please call Technical Services.
NOTE: Overpacks are not approved for air transport.

PIG® Overpack Drum Accessories

Wheeled Dolly (PAK414) adds mobility to
Overpack Drum; fits PAK725.

1-2

3+

PAK201 • UV Cover • For use with 360L Overpacks • 58cm L x 83cm Dia.

£63.50

£60.33

PAK414 • Overpack Dolly

£159.00

£151.05

Item #

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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SPILL CONTAINMENT
With spills, secondary containment comes first!

PREVENT SPILLS
AND KEEP LIQUIDS
IN THEIR PLACE
Comply with regulations and avoid fines
with PIG-proven solutions to control,
confine & contain.
Most workplaces handle hazardous liquids in some capacity. If you’re one of them,
you know proper transport, organisation, storage, and training are essential ...
all easier said than done in a busy workplace, right? That’s where no-nonsense
PIG Containment Pallets, Decks and more can help.

INDEX
Spill Containment Pallets.214-217
Poly........................................... 214-217
Steel................................................. 216
Covers & Ramps......................... 215-217
Spill Containment
Decks & Ramps.................... 218-221
IBC Containments............... 222-227
IBC Poly Containment
& Accessories............................. 222-226
IBC Steel Containment...................... 227
Portable Containment....... 228-231
Rolltops & Hardcovers....... 232-235
Steel Drum Storage Units..........235
Outdoor Safety Stores....... 236-237
Storage Cabinets................. 238-240
Flammable Liquid
Storage Cabinets............................... 238
Hazardous Substance Cabinets.......... 239
Corrosive Liquid Storage Cabinets..... 240
Spill & Utility Trays/
Decks....................................... 241-245
Sumps, Pans, Containers
& Drainers.......................................246

Keep liquids secure – no matter the conditions.
PIG Spill Containment products are tested and workplace-proven to handle
real-world abuse and harsh weather, year after year. Perfect for helping you store
and secure liquids in drums, IBCs and tanks safely – no matter the conditions.

DOUBLE-UP ON DRAIN
PROTECTION SEE OUR FULL RANGE
OF SPILL CONTROL PRODUCTS ON
PAGES 135-148.

Our range includes PIG Heavy-Duty Spill Pallets - featuring the toughest
grates and the lowest profile of any pallet on the market, while our Drum and IBC
Storage Units are built to handle up-to 96 drums of your liquid.
We also offer Collapsible Containment, featuring patented designs and offering
portable, quick-deploy solutions with capacities from 29 to over 2800 litres.
New Pig has you covered.
Precautions are a necessity when storing drums outdoors. Without containment,
your leaks and spills are direct contaminants to the environment. Even regular
pallets don’t cut it — they just fill up with rainwater and spill out.
PIG Roll Top Hardcovers are a customer favourite for oil containment indoors or
out. They stand up to even the toughest conditions, keeping liquids in and the
elements out.
You can find out more about how our range of Spill Containment helps you
comply with regulations and which products are manufactured using recycled
content — just look out for the icons on pages 214-246.
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YOU CAN’T BUY A
STRONGER PALLET
OR DECK.

Designed
& Tested

PIG
TOUGH

Containment products are your last line of defence
against nasty liquids — so failure is not an option.
That’s why PIG makes the best pallets and decks
you can buy.

Extreme measures for
extreme strength
We built the hulking machine shown on this page to
push the limits of our decks and pallets. It can easily
simulate your real-world applications, but that’s just
the beginning. We crank up the pressure — and keep
it there for months — to ensure performance when it
counts. So whatever you do to your PIG Pallets, we’ve
torture-tested ours even more.
Don’t waste your money on products that can’t take
the pressure. PIG Decks and Pallets are designed,
tested and guaranteed not to fail.

Thickest grates
on the market
Anti-slip structural grates
on our heavy-duty
pallets add incredible
strength, provide
enhanced foot traction.

Lowest Loading
Height
A low pallet height
means less effort to
load and unload drums
safely on and off the
drum pallet.

PASS! PIG grates can take the pressure.

Proven chemical
compatibility
Steel and poly pallets are
compatible with every
type of liquid you need to
store, whether it’s
flammable or hazardous.

Our compression tester simulates long-term, full-capacity drum storage. PIG Decks
and Pallets pass the test with flying colours!

USED
OIL

Fireproof
painted steel
Our rugged steel pallets
provide safe, ultra-duty
storage for flammable
liquids. They’re tough,
groundable for extra
safety and painted for
rust-resistant durability.
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FAIL! Other brands bend and bow.
Anything less than level is an accident waiting to happen. Why risk it? Play it safe
with stronger grates from PIG!

NEED CONTAINMENT?

LET US HELP YOU CHOOSE THE RIGHT TYPE.

PALLET DECK?
OR

PAK210

PIG Poly Spill Containment Pallet

See page 215

PAK531

PIG Poly Modular Spill Deck

See page 221

Pallets are best when:

Decks are ideal when:

• You need full containment for your drum storage area to meet
regulations; Spill Pallets have larger sumps to accommodate the
number of drums they’re intended to be used with

• You need to store drums of non-hazardous liquids in order to
catch leaks and drips, but compliance is not required

• You need to move your containment with a forklift; most models
can only be moved without drums, but our Heavy-Duty Pallets can be
moved fully loaded (see page 217)
• You don’t have enough floor space to build a modular drum
storage system; pallets are taller, making them a better choice when
you can’t build outward

• You need to store smaller containers of hazardous liquids in full
containment to meet regulations; as long as the math works out,
decks can help you meet regs, but not as efficiently as pallets
(call us on 0800 919 900 for help if you’re not sure!)
• You need easier access to your drum tops or containers; decks are
lower profile than pallets, keeping stored items closer at hand
• You need to connect multiple units with shared sumps

HELPS YOU COMPLY
Anyone storing > 200l of oil must comply:
u The Control of Pollution (Oil Storage) (England) 2001.
u The Water Environment (Oil Storage) (Scotland)
Regulations 2006

u The Control of Pollution (Oil Storage) Regulations
(Northern Ireland) 2010

u The Water Resources (Control of Pollution) (Oil Storage)
(Wales) Regulations 2016

You must follow the regulations for businesses if your oil container
can hold more than 200 litres of oil and oil based liquids. They state
that bunds or drip trays are required to prevent pollution, and bunds
must have a 110% capacity of the largest container, or 25% of the
total volume being stored, whichever is the greatest.

You might also need to consider:
u The Control of Substances Hazardous to Health

Regulations (COSHH) 2002 are designed to protect people
from hazardous substances used at work.

When compliance is a must, put your
trust in PIG. Look for the blue diamond.

u HSG 51 The Storage of Flammable Liquids in Containers
Provides guidance on the safe storage of flammable liquids
establishes steps which can be taken to control the risks of fire
and explosion.

u The Dangerous Substances and Explosive Atmospheres

Regulations 2002 (DSEAR) places duties on employers to
protect people from safety risks due to fires, explosions and
similar events in the workplace. This includes any substances
that could, if not properly controlled, harm people as a result of
a fire or explosion. They include such things as solvents, paints,
varnishes, flammable gases and LPG.

ISO14001 Compliance
ISO14001 is an international standard which specifies
the requirements for an environmental management
system (EMS) that an organisation can use to
enhance its environmental performance.
Just look for the ISO14001 icon throughout
this section to find PIG products that help!
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Spill Containment
Poly Pallets

4-way forklift entry for easy
movement when not loaded.

PAKE232

Essentials Poly Spill Containment Pallets —
Affordable containment for everyday drum storage.
• 1, 2 and 4 drum spill containment pallets
• Moulded-in sump catches leaks, drips and spills to help you comply
with regulations and keep your storage areas clean and safe
• Polyethylene construction resists UV rays, rust, corrosion
and most chemicals
• Lift out grate for easy sump access and inspection
• 2-way forklift entry for PAKE231 and 4-way forklift entry for
PAKE232 allow easy movement from either direction (unloaded only)
u	Helps you comply with all current UK Oil Storage Regulations –
see page 213 for full details

PAKE233
Low profile
PIG® Essentials Poly Spill Containment Pallets
1-2

3+

PAKE230 • 1-Drum • 400kg load capacity • 250L sump capacity

100cm W x 68cm D x 60cm H

£134.25

£127.54

PAKE231 • 2-Drum • 650kg load capacity • 250L sump capacity
130cm W x 75cm D x 44cm H

£146.75

£139.41

PAKE232 • 4-Drum • 1250kg load capacity • 250L sump capacity
138cm W x 129cm D x 28cm H

£183.00

£173.85

PAKE233 • 4-Drum InLine • 1250kg load capacity • 235L sump capacity

£206.75

£196.41

Item #

245cm W x 66cm D x 27cm H

NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and handling of flammable
liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapours, static discharge and heat sources. For further assistance,
please call Technical Services.
NOTE: Remove all drums & containers from the pallet before moving.
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Lift out grate for
easy inspection.

PAKE231

Spill Containment

Anti-slip surface
provides secure footing
(both models).

Poly Pallets

Easy-to-load
25cm profile.

PAK210

Poly Spill Containment Pallet — The strongest
standard pallet you can buy for everyday storage.
• Strength and durability for everyday applications without paying for
more pallet than you need; 100% polyethylene with UV-inhibitors resists
weather and most chemicals
• 	4-drum Pallet (PAK210) has a low 25cm profile to make loading and
unloading easy; made from 97% post-industrial recycled polyethylene
• 	2-drum Pallet (PAK605) is small enough to fit tight spaces; made from
40% post-industrial recycled polyethylene

PAK605

2-Drum Pallet

u	Helps you comply with all current UK Oil Storage Regulations

PIG® Poly Spill Containment Pallet
1-2

3+

PAK605 • 2-Drum • 680kg load capacity • 250L sump capacity

£201.00

£190.95

PAK210 • 4-Drum • 2,722kg UDL load capacity • 250L sump capacity

£243.25

£231.09

Item #
73cm W x 135cm L x 41cm H

130cm W x 130cm L x 25cm H

NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and handling of flammable
liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapours, static discharge and heat sources. For further assistance,
please call Technical Services.
NOTE: Remove all drums & containers from the pallet before moving.
NOTE: PAK605 not recommended for long-term storage of poly drums.

PAK442

4-Drum Cover

PIG® Poly Loading Ramp
Item #

1-2

PAK734 • For 25cm high pallets • 317.5kg load capacity • 72cm W x 120cm L x 25cm H £225.25

3+

£213.99

PIG® Pallet Covers
1-2

3+

PAK381 • 4-Drum Pallet Cover • Yellow • For use with PAK210
STR123 • 2-Drum Pallet Cover • Yellow • For use with PAK605

£172.25

£163.64

£169.50

£161.03

PAK442 • 4-Drum Pallet Cover • Clear • For use with PAK210

£172.25

£163.64

Item #

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900

STR123

Add a durable PIG
Pallet Cover for outdoor
storage; choose yellow
for high visibility or
clear for easy visual
inspection. Sized to fit
the 2- or 4-drum pallets
on this page.

2-Drum Cover
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Spill Containment

Steel Drum Pallets — Ideal for storage of flammables, chemicals and
other hazardous liquids.
•	Steel Drum Pallets retain and recover spillages and leaks from
drums to prevent slips and falls
•	Tough, one-piece 2.0mm sheet steel construction with fully
welded seams adds strength and durability; stands up to flammables,
chemicals and other hazardous liquids
•	Support beams securely hold removable galvanised grates in place and
distribute loads for maximum stability
•	High-gloss, 100-micron painted finish resists chemicals,
corrosion, scratching, chipping and flaking

Steel Drum Pallets

u	Helps you comply with all current UK Oil Storage Regulations and
HSG 51 “The Storage of Flammable Liquids” – see page 213 for
full details
NPL212

4-drum
Steel Pallet

Easily relocated
with a forklift.
Steel Drum Pallets
Price

Item #

Adjustable Ramp assists
with loading and unloading
drums from pallets.

NPL212 • 4-Drum • 300L sump capacity • 1,500kg load capacity • 140cm W x 140cm L x 27.5cm H
NPL213 • 8-Drum • 590L sump capacity • 3,000kg load capacity • 140cm W x 270cm L x 27.5cm H

Steel Loading Ramp
Price

Item #

PAKL820 • Adjusts from 27.5cm to 35cm H • Load capacity UDL 300kg

PAKL820

Call for
a Quote

80cm W x 200cm L x 35.5cm H

Call for
a Quote

NEED A RAMP?

LET US HELP YOU CHOOSE THE RIGHT ONE.
PALLETS

PAK734 - PIG Poly Ramp

PAK989 - PIG Loading Ramp

See pages 215, 217 & 223

See pages 217, 214 & 235

Suitable for use with: Pallets PAK210, PAK672,
PAK213 & Roll Tops PAK601, PAK901.

Suitable for use with: Pallets PAK987,
PAK232, PAK223.

PAKL820 - Steel
Loading Ramp

Suitable for use with: Pallets NPL212, NPL213.

See page 216

DECKS
PAKE242 - Poly
Workfloor Ramp

Use with Decks: PAKE240, PAKE241

See page 219
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PAK726 - PIG Poly
Loading Ramp

Use with Decks:PAK527, PAK565,
PAK566, PAK524, PAK529 and PAK531

See pages 219 & 221

Spill Containment

STAND FIRM
PAK672

ON PIG

Heavy-Duty Poly Pallets

Only 22cm
high!

Anti-slip structural
grates on the deck
surface won’t bow,
buckle or break.

Four-way forklift entry
for easy movement —
even when fully loaded!

Heavy-Duty Spill Pallet — The strongest pallet
on the market won’t bow or buckle. Guaranteed.
•	Heavy structural grates are the toughest on the market – won’t
bow, buckle or break under the load
• Ideal for storing liquids with high specific gravities in steel or
poly 210-litre drums
•	Pallet can be moved with fully loaded drums in place (except
PAK213 3-Drum Pallet)
•	Anti-slip grate adds traction to reduce slips and falls whilst low
profile provides easy access to pumps and funnels
• Multiple access for forklifts: PAK987, PAK604 and PAK213 have
2-way forklift entry and PAK672 has 4-way forklift entry
PAK604

•	
PAK987 contains 30% post-industrial recycled polyethylene
• PAK604 contains 38% post-industrial recycled polyethylene
•	
PAK213 contains 43% post-industrial recycled polyethylene
PAK672 contains 48% post-industrial recycled polyethylene
•	
u	Helps you comply with all current UK Oil Storage Regulations –
see page 213 for full details

Engineered to be moved fully loaded. Straps not included.
PIG® Heavy-Duty Poly Spill Containment Pallets
1-2

3+

PAK987 • 1-Drum • UDL 363kg load capacity • 231L sump capacity

£211.50

£200.93

PAK604 • 2-Drum • 2,041kg load capacity • 250L sump capacity

£254.00

£241.30

PAK213 • 3-Drum • 2,041kg load capacity • 250L sump capacity

£299.50

£284.53

PAK672 • 4-Drum • 4,082 kg load capacity • 284L sump capacity

£338.00

£321.10

Item #
102cm W x 102cm L x 30cm H

102cm W x 168cm L x 22cm H • Deck surface: 66cm W x 132cm L

Anti-slip structural
grates on the deck
surface won’t bow,
buckle or break.

88cm W x 211cm L x 22cm H

159cm W x 159cm L x 22cm H • Deck surface: 132cm W x 132cm L

NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and handling of flammable
liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapours, static discharge and heat sources. For further assistance,
please call Technical Services.

PIG® Loading Ramps
1-2

3+

PAK734 • For 22cm to 25cm high pallets • Load capacity 317.5kg

£225.25

£213.99

PAK989 • For 30cm H pallets • Load capacity 317.5kg

£338.00

£321.10

Item #
72cm W x 120cm L x 25cm H

PAK987

72cm W x 178cm L x 30cm H

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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PAKE240
PAKE241

PAKE242
PAKE240

Poly Decks

PAKE242
PAKE241

Essentials 2- and 4-Drum Poly Workfloor — Capture nuisance
drips and small spills before they ever hit your floor.
• Low-profile 15cm high design is easy to load or unload;
pumps and funnels are easy to access
• Moulded-in sump catches leaks, drips and spills to help keep
your storage areas clean and safe
• Polyethylene construction resists UV rays, rust, corrosion
and most chemicals
• Ramp features user friendly gradient for easy loading; slip
resistant texture on surface provides traction for added safety

PIG® Essentials 2- and 4- Drum Poly Workfloor
1-2

3+

PAKE240 • 2-Drum • 1000kg load capacity • 120L sump capacity
160cm W x 80cm D x 15cm H

£177.00

£168.15

PAKE241 • 4-Drum • 2000kg load capacity • 240L sump capacity
160cm W x 160cm D x 15cm H

£249.00

£236.55

PAKE242 • Ramp • 129cm L x 81cm W x 18cm H

£116.25

£110.44

Item #

NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and handling of flammable
liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapours, static discharge and heat sources. For further assistance,
please call Technical Services.

Poly Deck with Pallet Truck Pockets — Just slide in your pallet truck to
easily transfer drums.
• Fork

pockets are spaced to fit most pallet trucks; deck can be
moved fully loaded with properly secured drums (straps not included)
• 9
 08kg UDL capacity is strong enough to support two fully loaded steel
or poly drums; PIG decks will never buckle or bow
• Low-profile

16.5cm H design is easy to load or unload; pumps and
funnels are easy to access
• 83-litre sump catches leaks, drips and spills during drum transfers
• L ow-density polyethylene (LDPE) construction resists UV rays, rust,
corrosion and most chemicals
• PAK1020 contains 39% post-industrial recycled polyethylene

PIG® 2-Drum Poly Deck with Pallet Truck Pockets
Item #

PAK1020 • 908kg load capacity • 83L sump capacity
66cm W x 132cm L x 16.5cm H

1-2

3+

£242.25

£230.14

NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and handling of flammable
liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapours, static discharge and heat sources. For further assistance,
please call Technical Services.
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Spill Containment

PAK565

Anti-slip surface
provides sure footing.

PAK566

2-drum

4-drum

PAK527

1-drum

Poly Drip Deck — Won’t buckle or bow. Guaranteed for life.
•	Low-profile 15cm high design is easy to load or unload; pumps and
funnels are easy to access

• Low-density polyethylene (LDPE) construction resists UV rays,
rust, corrosion and most chemicals
• PAK527

contains 39% post-industrial recycled polyethylene
• PAK565 contains 43% post-industrial recycled polyethylene
• PAK566 contains 48% post-industrial recycled polyethylene
PAK726

Light weight Poly Ramp
attaches securely to Deck; holds
up to 272kg.

PIG® Poly Drip Decks
1-2

3+

PAK527 • 1-Drum • 66cm W x 66cm L x 15cm H • 680kg load capacity

£105.50

£100.23

PAK565 • 2-Drum • 66cm W x 132cm L x 15cm H• 1,360kg load capacity

£191.00

£181.45

PAK566 • 4-Drum • 132cm W x 132cm L x 15cm H • 2,722kg load capacity

£275.00

£261.25

Item #
42L sump capacity
83L sump capacity

167L sump capacity

NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and handling of flammable
liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapours, static discharge and heat sources.
For further assistance, please call Technical Services.

PIG® Poly Loading Ramp
Item #

PAK726 • For 15cm high Decks • 272kg load capacity • 85cm W x 61cm L x 15cm H

1-2

3+

£130.00

£123.50

PAK466

4-drum Deck

PAK465

2-drum Deck

Removing predrilled ports lets
you connect deck sections for
larger storage and increased
sump capacity.

Poly Modular Spill Decks — The lowest, strongest decks on the market
are built to handle your heaviest loads.
•	Bulkhead fittings lock sections together
•	Patented “flow-through” design allows liquid to flow
between sumps
•	Removable anti-slip grates
•	100% polyethylene with UV inhibitors resists the effects of
sunlight and weather
• PAK465

contains 58% post-industrial recycled polyethylene
• PAK466 contains 63% post-industrial recycled polyethylene
u	Helps you comply with all current UK Oil Storage Regulations
when configured accordingly – see page 213 for full details

PIG® Poly Modular Spill Decks
1-2

3+

PAK465 • 2-Drum • 11,340kg load capacity • 66L sump capacity

£312.75

£297.11

PAK466 • 4-Drum • 22,860kg load capacity • 132L sump capacity

£482.25

£458.14

Item #
69cm W x 138cm L x 11cm H

138cm W x 138cm L x 11cm H

UK Patent 2,300,847 and other Foreign Patents
NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and handling of flammable
liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapours, static discharge and heat sources. For further assistance,
please call Technical Services.

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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Poly Decks

• Moulded-in sump catches leaks, drips and spills to help keep your
storage areas clean and safe

Spill Containment
Poly Modular Decks

Drum tops and
funnels are easy
to reach!

PAK529
2-drum

PAK531
4-drum

Predrilled ports

Anti-slip grate provides
secure foot traction.
PAK726
Poly ramp
(sold on opposite page).

Poly Modular Spill Decks — Build up to your required
sump capacity with our connectable, sump-sharing decks.
Our 15cm High Modular Decks feature our patented bulkhead fittings
with pre-drilled ports to easily connect deck sections. Each deck comes
with everything you need to use it alone or connect it to other decks —

cheaper than concrete containment walls.
•	Patented flow-through sump design lets liquid pass from one
sump to another; helps you meet containment regs
•	Made of 100% polyethylene treated with UV inhibitors
•	Built to last with thick grates set on moulded supports; ideal
for drums
• Special tools and hardware to connect sections included
• Mix and match the sections you need to fit your space and help
meet sump capacity requirements
•	
Textured grating adds traction and lifts out for easy sump access

PAK524

Our patented bulkhead fittings let liquids from leaking drums flow
from one connected deck to another.

•	Low-profile 15cm high design is easy to load or unload; pumps
and funnels are easy to access
•	Translucent white sidewalls allow easy visual inspection
•	
PAK524 contains 39% post-industrial recycled polyethylene
• PAK529 contains 43% post-industrial recycled polyethylene
PAK531 contains 48% post-industrial recycled polyethylene
•	
u	Helps you comply with all current UK Oil Storage Regulations when
configured accordingly – see page 213 for full details
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PAK529

Removing the predrilled ports lets you connect deck sections,
creating a larger storage or work area and increasing sump capacity.

Spill Containment

PAK529

Poly Modular Decks

PAK524

PAK531

Combine sections to create a custom
containment area:
PIG® Poly Modular Spill Decks
1-2

3+

PAK524 • 1-Drum • 680kg load capacity • 42L sump capacity

£132.50

£125.88

PAK529 • 2-Drum • 1,360kg load capacity • 83L sump capacity

£221.50

£210.43

PAK531 • 4-Drum • 2,722kg load capacity • 167L sump capacity

£338.75

£321.81

Item #
66cm W x 66cm L x 15cm H

66cm W x 132cm L x 15cm H

132cm W x 132cm L x 15cm H

UK Patent 2,300,847 and other Foreign Patents
NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and handling of flammable
liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapours, static discharge and heat sources. For further assistance,
please call Technical Services.

DID YOU
KNOW?

Configure to tight spaces easily.

Uniform Distribution Load (UDL) refers to
the amount of weight a product can handle
over its entire surface. For example, a unit
with a 2,722kg UDL capacity will not be able
to support the weight of a 2,722kg tank on
four legs. The weight needs to be evenly
distributed over the entire surface.

Create a 6-drum deck
that complies – with just
2 sections.

Create a linear storage area.

Loading Ramps — Add a ramp to make
drum loading and unloading easier.

PAK538

Steel ramp

• A poly ramp (PAK726) is easy to handle and more economical
• A steel ramp (PAK538) has a heavier weight capacity

PIG® Poly Loading Ramp
Item #

PAK726 • For 15cm high Decks • 272kg load capacity • 85cm W x 61cm L x 15cm H

1-2

3+

£130.00

£123.50

PIG® Adjustable Steel Loading Ramp
PAK726

Poly Ramp

Item #

PAK538 • For 11-15cm high Decks • 454kg load capacity • 75cm W x 97cm L

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900

1-2

3+

£289.00

£274.55
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Poly IBC Containment Units

THIS SETUP DOESN’T MEET REGS.

COMPLY

PAK736

Bucket shelf makes dispensing easy.
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AND KEEP
IT CLEAN!

Spill Containment
Poly IBC Containment Units

Anti-slip grate
surface provides
secure footing.

PAK735

2-way forklift entry for easy
movement when not loaded.

Poly IBC Containment Units — Your heavy IBC is no
problem for our 3,632kg capacity pallet.
•	Strong enough for long-term storage of IBCs, this innovative
design transfers weight to load bearing channels to maximise capacity
•	Moulded-in sump catches leaks, drips and spills to help you comply
with regulations and keep storage areas clean

PAK753

Keep rainwater out of your
sump with this affordable
cover for outdoor storage.

•	Low-density polyethylene (LDPE) construction resists UV rays, rust,
corrosion and most chemicals
•	Textured grating holds a variety of IBC sizes; lifts out for easy access
to sump
•	Low profile for easy access to and dispensing from IBC tanks
•	2-way forklift entry for easy movement when not loaded
•	Add a PIG IBC Cover (PAK753) for outdoor storage; keeps out
rainwater whilst diverting leaks into sump
• PAK735

contains 27% post-industrial recycled polyethylene
• PAK736 contains 26% post-industrial recycled polyethylene
u	Helps you comply with all current UK Oil Storage Regulations –
see page 213 for full details

PIG® Poly IBC Containment Units
1-2

3+

PAK735 • 1,363L sump capacity • UDL capacity: 3,632kg
157cm W x 157cm L x 66cm H

£818.50

£777.58

PAK736 • With bucket shelf • 1,363L sump capacity • UDL capacity: 3,632kg

£887.50

£843.13

Item #

157cm W x 157cm L x 66cm H

NEED AN IBC FOR YOUR PALLET? SEE PAGE 204

NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and handling of
flammable liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapours, static discharge and heat sources.
For further assistance, please call Technical Services.
NOTE: Remove all drums & containers from the pallet before moving.

PIG® IBC Outdoor Cover
Item #

PAK753 • 132cm W x 132cm L x 137cm H

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900

1-2

3+

£84.25

£80.04
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Modular IBC Spill Pallets & Accessories

Three-IBC Pallet
(PAKE131) includes
three pallet sections
and two expansion
tanks. (IBCs not
included).

Modular IBC Spill Pallets — Create a low-profile,
expandable storage system.
• 	Expandable system allows you to add sump capacity with additional
Pallet sections (PAK672) and Expansion Tanks (PAK116) as your
storage needs change; pallet sections accommodate all 1,000-litre IBCs
• 	Provides capacity more economically than individual storage units;
5.7cm flow-through bulkhead fittings let your pallets share sump
capacity (additional Bulkhead Fittings sold separately as PAK118)
• E asy-to-assemble systems include a specially designed Tool Kit (also
sold separately as PAK117)
• PAK672

contains 48% post-industrial recycled polyethylene
u	Helps you comply with all current UK Oil Storage Regulations – see
page 213 for full details

Flow-through connections let system components share sump
capacity to help you meet regulations.
PAKE131

PIG® Modular IBC Spill Pallets
Item #

1-2

PAKE130 • PIG® Two-IBC Modular Spill Pallet • Load capacity 8,164kg
Sump capacity 1,306L each • Each pallet 159cm W x 159cm L x 22cm H
Each tank 79cm W x 155cm L x 32cm H

3+

£1340.50 £1273.48

PAKE130 Contents • 3 Expansion tanks • 2 Pallets • 1 Tool kit • 4 Bulkhead fittings (2/pack)

PAKE131 • PIG® Three-IBC Modular Spill Pallet • Load capacity 12,246kg
Sump capacity 1,344L each • Each pallet 159cm W x 159cm L x 22cm H
Each tank 79cm W x 155cm L x 32cm H

£1499.25 £1424.29

PAKE131 Contents • 2 Expansion tanks • 3 Pallets • 1 Tool kit • 4 Bulkhead fittings (2/pack)

PAKE132 • PIG® Four-IBC Modular Spill Pallet • Load capacity 16,328kg
Sump capacity 1,382L each • Each pallet 159cm W x 159cm L x 22cm H
Each tank 79cm W x 155cm L x 32cm H

£1658.25 £1575.34

PAKE132 Contents • 1 Expansion tank • 4 Pallets • 1 Tool kit • 4 Bulkhead fittings (2/pack)

PAKE133 • PIG® Five-IBC Modular Spill Pallet • Load capacity 20,410kg
Sump capacity 1,420L each • Each pallet 159cm W x 159cm L x 22cm H

£1817.25 £1726.39

PAKE133 Contents • 5 Pallets • 1 Tool kit • 4 Bulkhead fittings (2/pack)
Patent 5,562,047 and other foreign patents
NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and handling of flammable
liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapours, static discharge and heat sources. For further assistance,
please call Technical Services.
NOTE: Remove all drums & containers from the pallet before moving.

Add individual components to increase
sump capacity:

Each system includes the pallets, expansion tanks and bulkhead
fittings to create your IBC storage area.

CHOOSING THE RIGHT
IBC PALLET SYSTEM IS EASY!
Two-IBC pallet
(PAKE130)
Includes: 2 pallets, 3 expansion tanks • Capacity: 1,306L
Provides secondary containment for two 1,000-litre IBC units.

Three-IBC pallet
(PAKE131)
Includes: 3 pallets, 2 expansion tanks • Capacity: 1,344L
Provides secondary containment for three 1,000-litre IBC units.

Four-IBC pallet
(PAKE132)

PIG® Modular IBC Spill Pallet and Accessories
1-2

3+

£338.00

£321.10

Includes: 4 pallets, 1 expansion tank • Capacity: 1,382L

PAK116 • Expansion Tank • Sump capacity 246L each • 79cm W x 155cm L x 32cm H £179.25

£170.29

Provides secondary containment for four 1,000-litre IBC units.

PAK117 • Tool Kit

£55.58

Item #

PAK672 • PIG® Heavy-Duty Poly Spill Pallet • Load capacity 4,082kg
Sump capacity 284L each • Each pallet 159cm W x 159cm L x 22cm H

£58.50

Five-IBC pallet
(PAKE133)

PAK117 Contents • 1 - 3" Hex Socket • 1 - 3" Lug Spanner Wrench • 1 - 2.25" Hole Saw

PAK118 • Bulkhead Fittings • 2/pack

£17.75

£16.86

Patent 5,562,047 and other foreign patents
NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and handling of flammable
liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapours, static discharge and heat sources. For further assistance,
please call Technical Services.
NOTE: Assembly required.
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Includes: 5 pallets • Capacity: 1,420L
Provides secondary containment for five 1,000-litre IBC units.

Spill Containment

PAKE738

Twin Poly IBC Containment Unit

Capture leaks and drips with
optional Bucket Shelf.

PAKE737

Twin Poly IBC Containment Unit — Get easy access to
two IBC units and catch stray liquids from errant pouring
or dispensing.
• 	Low-profile deck surface provides easy access for filling
and dispensing
• 	All-poly construction resists chemicals, rust and corrosion
• 	Full, flat-grate deck surface makes it easy to position IBCs
• 	 2,500kg UDL weight capacity is strong enough to hold two
fully-loaded IBCs
• 	 1,140-litre sump capacity helps you comply with regulations
• 	 Bucket Shelf (PAKE738) can be bulkheaded to main sump to drain
away drips and splashes

PAKE737

u	Helps you comply with all current UK Oil Storage Regulations –
see page 213 for full details

PIG® Twin Poly IBC Containment Unit
1-2

3+

PAKE737 • 1,140L sump capacity • 2,500kg UDL capacity

135cm W x 256cm L x 51cm H

£835.00

£793.25

PAKE738 • Bucket Shelf • 86L sump capacity • 51cm W x 53cm L x 56cm H

£115.00

£109.25

Item #

NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and handling of flammable
liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapours, static discharge and heat sources. For further assistance,
please call Technical Services.

This deck stores your drums while the built-in
sump contains any leaks, spills or drips.

NOTE: Remove all drums & containers from the pallet before moving.

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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Spill Containment

Essentials Single IBC Poly Containment Pallet — With integral
dispensing bucket.
• Open top with integrated support columns provides easy sump
access and inspection
• Integrated dispensing bucket helps reduce spills during filling and
dispensing
• Strong enough to support one fully loaded IBC
• Molded-in sump catches leaks, drips and spills to help you comply
with regulations and keep your storage areas clean and safe
• Polyethylene construction resists UV rays, rust, corrosion and
most chemicals
• Forklift entry (from rear only) allows easy movement (unloaded only)

IBC Poly Containment Pallets

• Compact footprint reduces floor space needed for IBC storage
u	Helps you comply with all current UK Oil Storage Regulations —
see page 213 for full details

PIG® Essentials Single IBC Poly Containment Pallet
with Integral Dispensing Bucket
Item #

PAKE238 • 1500kg load capacity • 1100L sump capacity

PAKE238

145cm W x 207cm L x 71cm H

1-2

3+

£628.00

£596.60

NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and handling of flammable
liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapours, static discharge and heat sources. For further assistance,
please call Technical Services.
NOTE: Remove all drums & containers from the pallet before moving.

Essentials Twin IBC Poly Pallet without Deck — Easy access to two IBC
units whilst catching stray liquids from errant pouring or dispensing.
• Low-profile Twin IBC Pallet features a 52cm height for easier
access and dispensing
• Open top with integrated support columns provides easy sump
access and inspection
• 2,800kg UDL weight capacity is strong enough to support two
fully-loaded IBCs
• All-poly construction resists chemicals, rust and corrosion
• Moulded-in sump catches leaks, drips and spills to help you comply
with regulations and keep storage areas clean and safe
• Add Dispensing Bucket (PAKE741) to create a contained
dispensing station
u H
 elps you comply with all current UK Oil Storage
Regulations — see page 213 for full details

PAKE741
PIG® Essentials Twin IBC Poly Pallet without Deck
PAKE740

1-2

3+

PAKE740 • 2800kg load capacity • 1150L sump capacity
234cm W x 136cm L x 52cm H

£698.25

£663.34

PAKE741 • Dispensing Bucket • 86L sump capacity • 52cm W x 53cm L x 53cm H

£115.00

£109.25

Item #

NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and handling of flammable
liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapours, static discharge and heat sources. For further assistance,
please call Technical Services.
NOTE: Remove all drums & containers from the pallet before moving.
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Spill Containment

Essentials Single IBC Poly Containment Pallet
— Affordable containment for everyday storage.
• 2000 kg UDL capacity is strong enough to support one fully loaded IBC
• Moulded-in sump catches leaks, drips and spills to help you comply with regulations and keep
your storage areas clean and safe
• Polyethylene construction resists UV rays, rust, corrosion and most chemicals
• Lift out grates for easy sump access
and inspection

Essentials Dispensing
Bucket — For Single IBC Poly
Containment Pallet.

• Central support under grate to maintain
UDL capacity
• 2-way forklift entry allows easy movement
from either direction (unloaded only)

u	Helps you comply all current UK Oil Storage
Regulations — see page 213 for full details

• 100 litre “mini-sump” hooks onto the
main sump and allows easy dispensing into
containers from an IBC
• Raised edges overflow any excess liquid back
into the main sump of the containment unit
• Robust 100% polyethylene construction
is strong, durable and corrosion resistant

PIG® Essentials Single IBC
Poly Containment Pallet
Item #

1-2

PIG® Essentials Dispensing Bucket

3+

Item #

PAKE235 • 2000kg load capacity • 1100L
sump capacity • 145cm W x 145cm D x 100cm H £661.75 £628.66
NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations
that apply to storage and handling of flammable liquids and the safety of this
application, specifically flammable vapours, static discharge and heat sources.
For further assistance, please call Technical Services.

PAKE236 • 100L sump capacity

64cm W x 59cm D x 106cm H

PAKE235

NOTE: Remove all drums & containers from the pallet before moving.

1-2

3+

£84.75

£80.51

NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations
that apply to storage and handling of flammable liquids and the safety of this
application, specifically flammable vapours, static discharge and heat sources.
For further assistance, please call Technical Services.

Steel IBC Pallets — Get 1,100 litres of IBC sump capacity for hazardous liquids.
• 	 Contains entire contents of IBC to protect personnel and
the environment
• 	 Tough 2.0mm sheet steel with fully-welded seams stands up to
flammables, chemicals and other hazardous liquids
• 	Support beams securely hold removable galvanised grates in place and
distribute loads for maximum stability
• 	Chemical and corrosion-resistant finish resists harsh liquids and
weather
• 	 Lower-profile Double Pallet (NPL251) allows you to store 2 IBCs side
by side
u	Helps you comply with all current UK Oil Storage Regulations and HSG
51 “The Storage of Flammable Liquids” — see page 213 for full details

NPL251

Double

NPL214

Pallet supports a full
1,000 litre IBC.

Steel IBC Pallets
Item #

NPL214 • Single • 1,100L sump capacity• 1,750kg load capacity • 135cm W x 166cm L x 61cm H
NPL251 • Double • 1,100L sump capacity• 3,000kg load capacity • 271cm W x 41cm H x 166cm D

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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IBC Poly & Steel Pallets

Add this Bucket Shelf to the Single IBC Poly
Containment Pallet to create a contained
dispensing station. Shelf’s mini-sump over-flows
back to the main sump to drain away drips
and splashes.

• Compact footprint reduces floor
space needed for IBC storage

Collapse-A-Tainer

Spill Containment

CONTAIN LIQUIDS
ANYWHERE!

Collapsible sidewalls have attached skirt
with aluminium-reinforced supports.

Collapse-A-Tainer Spill Containment Berm —
Affordable drive-in containment sets up quickly
anywhere you need it.
• R e-engineered to provide exceptional value whilst maintaining the
quality and performance you expect from PIG Collapse-A-Tainers
• Durable, coated geomembrane resists chemicals, abrasion
and tearing
• Folds to a compact size for easy handling and storage
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• Ideal

for use under storage tanks, tote tanks, pillow tanks,
pallets loaded with drums and more; can be stowed in a vehicle
for containment in remote locations
• One-piece design requires no additional parts or tools
u	Helps you comply with all current UK Oil Storage Regulations —
see page 213 for full details

Spill Containment
Sides easily fold down to allow pallet jacks and forklifts to be driven
into and out of containment.

PIG® Collapse-A-Tainer® Spill Containment Berm
1-2

3+

PAK793 • Sump dimensions: 305cm W x 305cm L x 30cm H

£1164.50

£1106.28

PAK792 • Sump dimensions: 183cm W x 244cm L x 30cm H

£768.25

£729.84

£592.50

£562.88

Item #
Overall dimensions: 365cm W x 365cm L • Sump Capacity: 2,831L
Overall dimensions: 244cm W x 305cm L • Sump Capacity: 1,359L

PAK791 • Sump dimensions: 122cm W x 183cm L x 30cm H

Overall dimensions: 183cm W x 244cm L • Sump Capacity: 678L

Folds to a size that’s
easy to handle, carry
and store.

NOTE: Not suitable for temperatures over 65°C/150°F.

NEED A CUSTOM SIZE?

CALL 0800 919 900 FOR DETAILS.

Accessories for Collapse-A-Tainer Containment Berm — Extras can help
extend product life.
These helpful accessories can enhance the life and durability of your
Collapse-A-Tainer containment system. Maximise the service life of your
system by giving it the care it deserves!

1
PAK595

2
PAK924

3

1

Track Belting on the floor of a Collapse-a-Tainer System
offers heavy protection against lorry tyres. Sold in 30cm
length increments.

2

Ground Mat is a thick protective underlayer; made of
PVC-coated polyester for unpaved surfaces. Sold in 30cm
length increments.

3

Ground Tarp provides extra puncture resistance on
paved surfaces.

PIG® Accessories for Collapse-a-Tainer® Containment Berm
PAK594

Cost per 30cm length increment • Please specify total length when ordering
Item #

PAK595 • Heavy-Duty Track Belting • 91.4cm W x 1.7mm H • Sold in 30cm lengths

1-2

3+

£17.00

£16.15

PAK924 • Heavy-Duty Ground Liner • 183cm W x 1.7mm H • Sold in 30cm lengths

£22.25

£21.14

PAK594 • Ground Tarpaulin • 335cm W x 335cm L x 0.5mm H

£264.50

£251.28

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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Collapse-A-Tainer

Quick setup! Just pull out one support and the entire wall
takes shape.

Spill Containment
Collapse-A-Tainer

Pallet jacks roll right in for easy
loading and unloading.

Collapse-A-Tainer IBC Containment Berm — IBC spill
containment has never been easier.
• Helps meet secondary containment regs with a small footprint

• Folds up flat for easy storage and transport

• E asy to set up and tear down; lightweight and portable for
on-the-go containment of IBCs at job sites

• C
 an be held in place with sandbags or with stakes through
attached grommets

• S idewalls collapse completely flat for fast and easy forklift
access to your IBC

u Helps you comply with all current UK Oil Storage Regulations —
see page 213 for full details

• N
 o assembly required; collapsible sidewalls have attached skirt
with outside aluminium-reinforced supports that help the walls stay
rigid and upright
• One-piece design requires no additional parts or tools

PIG® Collapse-A-Tainer® IBC Containment Berm

• C
 onstructed of a durable, coated geomembrane that resists
chemicals, abrasion and tearing

Item #

IBC300 • Sump dimensions: 122cm W x 183cm L x 58cm H

Overall Floor Space Required: 183cm W x 224cm L • Sump Capacity: 1,476L

1-2

3+

£592.50

£562.88

NOTE: Not suitable for temperatures over 65°C/150°F.

Collapse-a-tainer Lite Spill Containment Berms — Easy-to-handle containment for
small jobs.
• 	Made of durable high-visibility yellow vinyl – lightweight, easy to
handle, chemical resistant
• 	 No assembly required – compact and easy to deploy; provides
portable containment when space is limited
• 	 20cm sidewalls – standard “step-over” height makes
entrances and exits easy; ideal as a decontamination station
• Folds easily for carrying or storing

PIG® Collapse-a-tainer® Lite Spill Containment Berm
1-2

3+

PAK720 • Sump/Overall dimensions: 122cm W x 122cm L x 20cm H

Usable floorspace dimensions: 69cm W x 69cm L • Sump Capacity: 299L

£217.25

£206.39

PAK721 • Sump/Overall dimensions: 122cm W x 183cm L x 20cm H

Usable floorspace dimensions: 69cm W x 129cm L • Sump Capacity: 451L

£327.50

£311.13

PAK722 • Sump/Overall dimensions: 122cm W x 244cm L x 20cm H

£422.75

£401.61

Item #

Usable floorspace dimensions: 69cm W x 190cm L • Sump Capacity: 603L
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PAK721

Spill Containment

Portable Containment Pools — Don’t
leave home without our “stow & go” spill
pool in your vehicle.
• Spill catcher for blown hydraulic lines, punctured tanks,
leaking containers and decontamination operations
• Decontaminate and re-use
PIG® Portable Containment Pools
Item #

1-2

3+

PAK925 • 76L storage capacity • 74cm Dia. base • 46cm Dia. top opening • 28cm H

£103.00 £97.85

PAK926 • 250L storage capacity • 122cm Dia. base • 82cm Dia. top opening • 30cm H

£125.75 £119.46

Portable Containment Pools, Bags & Pads

PAK927 • 379L storage capacity • 147cm Dia. base • 110cm Dia. top opening • 30cm H £141.00 £133.95
PAK928 • 568L storage capacity • 180cm Dia. base • 135cm Dia. top opening • 33cm H £162.75 £154.61

PIG® Portable Containment Pool Bags
1-2

3+

PAK929 • Storage bag for 76-litre pool

£30.25

£28.74

PAK930 • Storage bag for 250-litre pool

£34.50

£32.78

PAK931 • Storage bag for 379-litre pool

£37.25

£35.39

PAK932 • Storage bag for 568-litre pool

£46.25

£43.94

Item #

PAK929

Storage Bag
E asy to store in a lorry or emergency
response vehicle. Position the Pool under
the leak to catch and contain liquids.

FlexBerm Containment Pads — Roll
over soft sidewalls for easy washdowns.
• 	Pliable, 5cm-high foam sidewalls contain
liquids and spring back to shape after
you roll over them; no ramps or drum
lifters needed
• Double layer, 18 oz. vinyl bottom resists
punctures and tears
• Ideal as a flexible solution for drum or
battery storage, equipment washdowns
or vehicle maintenance

Closed-cell foam
sidewalls spring
back to shape.

PIG® FlexBerm Containment Pads
Item #

1-2

3+

PAK127 • Sump capacity 133L • 122cm W x 244cm L x 5cm H

£317.00 £301.15

PAK936 • Sump capacity 518L • 305cm W x 335cm L x 5cm H

£423.50 £402.33

PAK128 • Sump capacity 758L • 305cm W x 549cm L x 5cm H

£613.50 £582.83

PAK936

Note: Not intended for larger vehicle traffic such as cars, vans or trucks

WE WILL... WE WILL...

BLOCK YOU!
PIG SpillBlockers and Dikes
go down fast and seal tight
to stop spills.

SHOP RANGE ON PAGES 142-145.

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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Spill Containment
Roll Top Hardcover Pallets

IBC & DRUM STORAGE FOR

RAIN, SHINE,
SLEET OR SNOW.

PAK902

Roll Top Spill Pallets — Protect your drums
from the elements using our roomy roll tops.
• Roll top slides up for easy access to drum tops while the rest of
the unit stays closed; store drums with pumps or funnels in place

• PAK902 contains 14% post-industrial recycled polyethylene

• Low-profile pallet with sump catches leaks, drips and spills while
keeping drum tops and accessories within reach

• PAK601 contains 13% post-industrial recycled polyethylene

• Weather-resistant design prevents contaminants from
entering stormwater and protects the drums or IBC’s inside
• Heavy-duty construction allows unit to be lifted by a forklift
with drums in place

• PAK901 contains 17% post-industrial recycled polyethylene
• PAK150 contains 12% post-industrial recycled polyethylene
u	Helps you comply with all current UK Oil Storage Regulations –
see page 213 for full details

• Low-density polyethylene (LDPE) with UV inhibitors resists UV
rays, rust, corrosion and most chemicals
• Durable swing-out doors on front for easy loading and unloading
(PAK601); swing-out doors on front and rear provide easy access
from both sides (PAK901, PAK902)
• Doors and roll top can be secured with padlock (not included)
• Single
drum roll top features a two-piece design to provide

protected storage and liquid containment
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DRM828 USES A DOLLY. FIND IT ON PAGE 234

Spill Containment
Roll Top Hardcover Pallets

PAK901

PAK601

Outdoor storage that helps you comply
with environmental regulations.

PIG® Roll Top Hardcovers
Item #

PAK601 • 2-Drum • 250L sump capacity

2,041kg load capacity • 171cm W x 188cm H x 105cm D

1-2

3+

£952.50

£904.88

PAK901 • 4-Drum • 284L sump capacity

£1365.75

PAK902 • IBC unit • 1,363L sump capacity

£1810.75

4,082kg load capacity • 164cm W x 201cm H x 157cm D

3,632kg load capacity • 164cm W x 244cm H x 165cm D

NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and handling of flammable liquids and the
safety of this application, specifically flammable vapours, static discharge and heat sources. For further assistance, please call Technical Services.

Hardcover and pallet (PAK901,
PAK601, PAK902, PAK150) can be
lifted by a forklift with drums in
place. No need to unload them!

Removable top lets you
insert and replace drums.

DRM828

Ramp (PAK734) makes
drum loading and unloading
easier. See page 234 for
more information.

Setup is simple! Just load a
drum on the pallet, drop
sleeve over drum and attach
roll top hardcover.

Forklift collar lets you move
a fully loaded unit.

PAK150

Extra-high and extra-wide design lets you
store drum with a pump or funnel in place.

Protected storage and liquid containment
for a frequently accessed drum.

PIG® Roll Top Hardcovers

PIG® Roll Top Hardcovers

Item #

DRM828 • 1-drum • 265L sump capacity

363kg load capacity • 84cm W x 165cm H x 89cm D

1-2

3+

£461.00

£437.95

NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and handling of flammable liquids and the
safety of this application, specifically flammable vapours, static discharge and heat sources. For further assistance, please call Technical Services.

Item #

PAK150 • 1-Drum • 231L sump capacity

363kg load capacity • 102cm W x 102cm L x 203cm H

1-2

3+

£667.00

£633.65

NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and handling of flammable liquids and the
safety of this application, specifically flammable vapours, static discharge and heat sources. For further assistance, please call Technical Services.

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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Spill Containment
Hardtop Pallets & Accessories

Accessible through
both sides.

PAKE223

3 units shown.
PAKE222

Sliding door can be
padlocked shut for
added security
(padlock not included).

Forkliftable from both
sides, whilst empty.

Essentials 2- and 4-Drum Hard Top Containment Pallets — Roomy all-weather
protection and liquid containment.
• Rigid, double walled construction is ideal for the storage of
chemicals, drum dispensing and hazardous waste collection
• Tall headspace easily accommodates drums with rotary pump
equipment and conical funnels still in place
• Pallet sump catches leaks, drips and spills while keeping drum
tops and accessories within reach
• Weather-resistant design prevents contaminants from entering
stormwater and protects the drums inside
• PAKE223 has access to both sides (one side at a time) via two, tough,
flexible and ribbed easy sliding shutters. PAKE222 has access, via
sliding shutter door, to one side only.
• Supplied assembled and ready to use immediately

• 4 recessed external side pockets for bolting the unit to the
ground (bolts not supplied)
u	Helps you comply with all current UK Oil Storage Regulations – see
page 213 for full details
PIG® Essentials 2- and 4 -Drum
Hard Top Containment Pallets
1-2

3+

PAKE222 • 2-Drum • 650kg load capacity • 250L sump capacity

£847.25

£804.89

PAKE223 • 4-Drum • 1250kg load capacity • 250L sump capacity

£1099.00

£1044.05

Item #
156cm W x 100cm D x 211cm H
156cm W x 162cm D x 211cm H

NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and handling of flammable
liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapours, static discharge and heat sources. For further assistance,
please call Technical Services.

DLY301-01

PAK734

Drum Dolly — Expands for a precise fit
on drums/overpacks up to 67cm diameter.

Poly Loading Ramp — Make loading
and unloading easier.

• H
 eavy-duty 5mm steel frame adjusts in minutes with bolts
and lock nuts; works with DRM828

• E asy to handle and has a ribbed surface for traction; edge
guards guide drum trucks to help prevent them from rolling off sides

• Curved ends hold drum tight

• C
 ompatible with Pallets: PAK210 (Page 215), PAK672 (Pages
217, 224) and PAK213 (Page 217)

• Wide, stable wheelbase helps prevent tipovers

• Compatible with Roll Tops PAK601 and PAK901 (Page 233)
PIG® Poly Loading Ramp

PIG® Drum Dolly
Item #

1-2

DLY301-01 • 363kg load capacity
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£164.25

3+

£156.04
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Item #

PAK734 • For 22cm to 25cm high pallets

317.5kg load capacity • 72cm W x 120cm L x 25cm H

1-2

3+

£225.25

£213.99

Spill Containment
Hardtop and Steel Pallets

PAKE234

PAKE224

The opening flap of the cover
has ties to hold it in place
when ‘rolled’ up and open.
PAKE221

Essentials Covered Drum and IBC Containment Pallets — Load your drums
inside for all-weather protection and liquid containment.
• Ideal for the storage of chemicals, drum dispensing and
hazardous waste collection
• Tall headspace easily accommodates drums with rotary pump
equipment and conical funnels still in place
• Pallet sump catches leaks, drips and spills while keeping drum
tops and accessories within reach
• Self-assembly steel frame with PVC Cover prevents stormwater
from entering and protects the drums inside

u	Helps you comply with all current UK Oil Storage Regulations – see
page 213 for full details
PIG® Essentials Covered Drum & IBC Containment Pallets
1-2

3+

PAKE221 • 4-Drum • 1250kg load capacity

410L sump capacity • 141cm W x 131cm D x 207cm H

£929.00

£882.55

PAKE224 • 8-Drum or 2-IBC • 2500kg load capacity
1140L sump capacity • 256cm W x 135cm D x 221cm H

£1789.50

£1700.03

PAKE234 • 1-1000L IBC • 1500kg load capacity
1100L sump capacity • 135cm W x 176cm L x 241cm H

£1599.00

£1519.05

Item #

NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and handling of flammable
liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapours, static discharge and heat sources. For further assistance,
please call Technical Services.

Steel Drum Storage Units — Lift lids for easy inspection.
• Hinged lid features gas spring-assisted opening – stays upright
when open
• Removable galvanised grid mesh floor
• Easily relocatable with a forklift
• Designed specifically for outdoor storage
• For use with 210-litre drums — accommodates 2 drums
horizontally (with additional frame) or 4 drums vertically
u	Helps you comply with all current UK Oil Storage Regulations
and HSG 51 “The Storage of Flammable Liquids” –
see page 213 for full details

NPL200

Lockable lift-up lid prevents
unauthorised access
(padlock not included).

NPL201

Integral 2-point rod-lever
locking mechanism
(2 keys included).

Steel Drum Storage Units
Item #

NPL200 • 4-Drum Storage Unit with lift-up lid• 300L sump capacity • 1,500kg load capacity
140cm W x 144cm H x 140cm D

NPL201 • 4-Drum Storage Unit with lockable doors • 300L sump capacity • 1,500kg load capacity
140cm W x 144cm H x 140cm D

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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Spill Containment
Outdoor Storage Units for Flammable Liquids

Available options:
• Shelving
• Loading Ramp
• Extractor Fans
• Temperature Control
• Flame Proof
Heaters and Lights
Tested & Approved by the
Warrington Fire Research
Service to a 1-hour
resistance in accordance
with BS476: Part 22 1987
Clause 5. Tested July 1996.

GENL208

Relocatable Safety Stores — 1-hour fire resistance
for highly flammable liquid storage.
•	Designed for the safe storage of highly
flammable liquids, petroleum mixtures
and other hazardous materials
•	Constructed from British Steel Corporation’s
plastic-coated sheet for exterior wall
panels and roofing for superior
performance, colour stability and resistance
to degradation
• Base is liquid-tight; bund covered with
walkway grid in removable sections
• Interior walls made of galvanised
steel; base constructed from 3mm steel
with integral large spillage sump

•	Walls, roof and doors are insulated with
75mm Rockwool Firebatt
•	Steel doors feature high-security lock

Relocatable Safety Stores
Price

Item #

GENL200 • Load capacity UDL 2,690kg • Sump capacity
350L • 1.372m W x 1.372m L x 2.635m H

GENL201 • Load capacity UDL 3,885kg • Sump capacity
740L • 1.981m W x 1.981m L x 2.635m H

GENL202 • Load capacity UDL 5,035kg • Sump capacity
1,200L • 2.565m W x 2.565m L x 2.735m H

•	High and low flame arrested
ventilators allow air circulation through
the unit

GENL203 • Load capacity UDL 7,170kg • Sump capacity

u	Helps you comply all current UK Oil Storage
Regulations and HSG 51 “The Storage of
Flammable Liquids” – see page 213 for
full details

GENL205 • Load capacity UDL 11,966kg • Sump capacity

CUSTOM SIZES ARE AVAILABLE

CALL US ON 0800 919 900
TO DISCUSS YOUR NEEDS!

1,750L • 2.565m W x 3.657m L x 2.735m H

GENL204 • Load capacity UDL 9,570kg • Sump capacity
2,350L • 2.565m W x 4.876m L x 2.735m H
2,950L • 2.565m W x 6.096m L x 2.735m H

Call for
a Quote

GENL206 • Load capacity UDL 14,359kg • Sump capacity
3,550L • 2.565m W x 7.315m L x 2.735m H

GENL207 • Load capacity UDL 16,752kg • Sump capacity
4,150L • 2.565m W x 8.534m L x 2.735m H

GENL208 • Load capacity UDL 19,145kg • Sump capacity
4,750L • 2.565m W x 9.753m L x 2.735m H

GENL240 • Double door loading ramp • Load

capacity UDL 500kg • 178cm W x 183cm L x 29.5cm H

NOTE: Due to bespoke nature of Relocatable Safety Stores, these items are not
returnable or refundable.

Dual-Purpose Storage Units — Secure steel storage units have capacity for
both Drums and IBCs.
• Large sump capacity captures leaks, drips
and spills from Drums or IBCs

GENE228

• Per HSG 51, lightweight roof is designed to be
the weakest point to maximise safety; in case
of fire or explosion, the blast will go
upwards instead of outwards
• GENE229 & GENE230 have sliding doors/
access from 2 sides
u	Helps you comply all current UK Oil Storage
Regulations and HSG 51 “The Storage of
Flammable Liquids” – see page 213 for details
Dual-Purpose Storage Units
Specify Colour:

Blue

Green

Red

Yellow
Price

Item #

GENE225 • 8 drums or 2 IBCs • 1,116L sump capacity

3000kg load capacity • 300cm W x 165cm D x 240cm H

GENE226 • 16 drums or 4 IBCs • 1,125L sump capacity
6000kg load capacity • 300cm W x 165cm D x 320cm H
GENE227 • 32 drums or 8 IBCs • 2,000L sump capacity
12,000kg load capacity • 590cm W x 165cm D x 320cm H
GENE228 • 48 drums or 12 IBCs • 3,000L sump capacity
18,000kg load capacity • 890cm W x 165cm D x 320cm H

Call for
a Quote

GENE229 • 64 drums or 16 IBCs • Sliding doors on
2-sides • 4,000L sump capacity • 24,000kg load capacity
590cm W x 330cm D x 320cm H
GENE230 • 96 drums or 24 IBCs • Sliding doors on
2-sides • 6,000L sump capacity • 36,000kg load capacity
890cm W x 330cm D x 320cm H
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Fixed cross member support
beams on both the upper
and lower storage levels.

Spill Containment

Fixed shelves are
made of perforated
galvanised steel.

Vents
encourage
air circulation.

GENE260

External Drum Store for 25L Drums — High capacity cabinet holds up to
48 25L drums on three levels.
• Lockable for added security
• Galvanised grid flooring removes easily for inspection and cleaning

u	Helps you comply with all current UK Oil Storage Regulations and
HSG 51 “The Storage of Flammable Liquids” – see page 213 for full details

• V
 ents located on upper and lower half of cabinet encourage air
circulation within the cabinet
• Ideal storing flammables, chemicals and hazardous materials
• P er HSG 51, lightweight roof is designed to be the weakest point to
maximise safety; in case of fire or explosion, the blast will go
upwards through the roof instead of blowing the doors or
walls outwards

External Drum Store for 25L Drums
Price

Item #

NPL250 • For (16) 25L drums • 250L sump capacity • 375kg load capacity
141cm W x 148cm H x 81cm D

GENE260 • For (48) 25L drums • 380L sump capacity • 1,500kg load capacity
80cm W x 250cm L x 240cm H

“T” latch lock system prevents
unauthorised access.
NPL206

Call for
a Quote

Relocatable Stores can be
moved with a suitable forklift,
crane or hi-ab (by using boat
slings and spreader bars).

General Purpose Safety Stores — Safely store flammables, chemicals and
other hazardous materials.
•	Fully welded, 2mm-thick steel construction with bunded base
offers increased strength and durability over alternative riveted stores

uH
 elps you comply with all current UK Oil Storage Regulations and
HSG 51 “The Storage of Flammable Liquids” – see page 213 for full details

•	Lightweight, galvanised roof is pitched to prevent rainwater from
puddling and collecting

CUSTOM SIZES ARE AVAILABLE

•	Per HSG 51, the roof is designed to be the weak point of the stores; in
the event of a fire or explosion, the blast will go upwards
instead of outwards
•	Removable galvanised grid flooring for sump inspection and
removal of collected liquids
•	Fully opening double doors are lockable via a drop “T” latch lock
(2 keys included)

CALL US ON 0800 919 900 TO DISCUSS YOUR NEEDS!
General Purpose Safety Stores
Item #

NPL206 • 800L sump capacity • 3,375kg load capacity

Ext. dim.: 210cm sq. x 240cm H • Shelf dim.: 50cm W x 200cm L

NPL207 • 1300L sump capacity • 5,545kg load capacity

Price

Call for
a Quote

Ext. dim.: 250cm W x 290cm D x 240cm H • Shelf dim.: 60cm W x 270cm L

NOTE: These units are not suitable for temperature-sensitive liquids such as low flash point flammables and paint.

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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Outdoor Storage Units for Flammable Liquids

Lockable double doors
keep drums extra secure.

NPL250

Spill Containment

CABE106

Flammable Liquid Storage Cabinets

183cm H

Marked with
appropriate
warning label to
identify contents.

CABE107

91.5cm H

CABE104

61cm H

CABE105

71cm H

Flammable Liquid Storage Cabinets — Safely store
flammables in compliance with current legislation.
• Welded construction of 0.9mm thick steel is designed to maintain its
integrity for a 30-minute fire resistance as per HSG 51
• 	 Adjustable spillage tray and liquid-tight sump tray act as
shelving for small containers; design still allows liquids to drain through
and collect in bottom sump, which removes easily for cleaning
• 	Rebated door securely closes with a strong, 3-way chrome locking
grab handle; helps create a vapour seal when closed
• 	High-visibility +PREMIERSHIELD powder-coat finish is a hardwearing coating with active silver ions; inhibits bacteria growth and
resists chemicals, corrosion and humidity
u	Helps you comply with HSG 51 “The Storage of Flammable Liquids”,
The Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Regulations (COSHH)
2002 and The Dangerous Substances and Explosive Atmospheres
Regulations 2002 (DSEAR)
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Flammable Liquid Storage Cabinets
Specify Colour:

Grey

Yellow
1-2

3+

CABE104 • Capacity 6L • Single door • 1 Adjustable shelf • 1 Removable sump

£259.95

£246.95

CABE105 • Capacity 15L • Double door • 1 Adjustable shelf • 1 Removable sump

Item #
46cm W x 61cm H x 46cm D

£382.50

£363.38

CABE106 • Capacity 15L • Double door • 3 Adjustable shelves • 1 Removable sump £615.00
91.5cm W x 183cm H x 46cm D

£584.25

CABE107 • Capacity 6L • Single door • 1 Adjustable shelf • 1 Removable sump

£289.00

£274.55

CABE108 • Capacity 15L • Double door • 1 Adjustable shelf • 1 Removable sump

£407.50

£387.13

91.5cm W x 71cm H x 46cm D

46cm W x 91.5cm H x 46cm D
92cm W x 91.5cm H x 46cm D

NOTE: 50 litres is the maximum volume of any flammable liquid with a flash point below 32°C that may
be stored in a flame-resistant cabinet within a workroom, regardless of the total cabinet capacity.

Spill Containment

CABE146

CABE145

180cm H

180cm H
Powder coated
with Germ Guard
Active Technology
anti-bacterial paint.

CABE143

Hazardous Liquid Storage Cabinets

90cm H

CABE140

70cm H

CABE144

120cm H

CABE142

90cm H
CABE141

70cm H

Hazardous Substance Cabinets — Comply with the control
of hazardous substances in all working environments.
• E nables the separate storage of hazardous substances as demanded
by the COSHH regulations

Hazardous Substance Cabinets
1-2

3+

• “No snag” handles with 2-point locking

CABE140

Capacity 3L • Single Door • 1 Adjustable shelf
35cm W x 70cm H x 30cm D

£196.00

£186.20

• S pill-retaining, galvanised shelf is adjustable to accommodate
various container sizes

CABE141

Capacity 14L • Double Door • 1 Adjustable shelf
90cm W x 70cm H x 46cm D

£271.00

£257.45

CABE142

Capacity 7L • Single Door • 1 Adjustable shelf
46cm W x 90cm H x 46cm D

£231.00

£219.45

CABE143

Capacity 14L • Double Door • 1 Adjustable shelf
90cm W x 90cm H x 46cm D

£296.00

£281.20

CABE144

Capacity 14L • Double Door • 2 Adjustable shelves
90cm W x 120cm H x 46cm D

£374.00

£355.30

CABE145

Capacity 14L • Double Door • 3 Adjustable shelves
90cm W x 180cm H x 46cm D

£439.75

£417.76

CABE146

Capacity 18L • Double Door • 3 Adjustable shelves
120cm W x 180cm H x 46cm D

£519.00

£493.05

• Integral liquid-tight sump in base of cabinet collects and controls
leaks and spills
• N
 ew regulation labels enclosed allow the cabinet to be
identified to suit regulations or liquids
u	Helps you comply with HSG 51 “The Storage of Flammable
Liquids”, The Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Regulations
(COSHH) 2002 and The Dangerous Substances and Explosive
Atmospheres Regulations 2002 (DSEAR)

Item #

Size

NOTE: 50 litres is the maximum volume of any flammable liquid with a flash point below 32°C that may be stored in a
flame-resistant cabinet within a workroom, regardless of the total cabinet capacity.

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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Spill Containment
Corrosive Liquid Storage Cabinets

PAKE265

PAKE266

PAKE269

Essentials Polyethylene Storage Cabinets — Store 1, 5 and 25 L containers in
these robust cabinets.
• Integral sump contains any leaks and drips from containers
• Two internal, removable shelves for simple organisation of stored
containers (PAKE265 & PAKE266 only, not PAKE269)

PIG® Essentials Polyethylene Storage Cabinets
1-2

3+

• Lockable door provides secure storage

PAKE265 • 44cm W x 55cm D x 99cm H • 30L sump capacity

£211.00

£200.45

• Made from polyethylene, it’s strong, durable, has good impact
resistance, and is easy to clean

PAKE266 • 57cm W x 65cm D x 165cm H • 70L sump capacity

£344.50

£327.28

PAKE269 • 92cm W x 72cm D x 152cm H • 100L sump capacity

£476.00

£452.20

• Suitable for storing oil, chemicals, batteries or paint

Item #

NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and handling of flammable
liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapours, static discharge and heat sources. For further assistance,
please call Technical Services.

Essentials Polyethylene Storage Cabinets — Store a single 210-litre drum in
this robust polyethylene cabinet.
• Integral sump contains any leaks and drips from the drum – sump is
compliant with current oil storage regulations
• Removable grid gives easy access to sump for inspection
or cleaning
• Lockable door provides secure storage
• PAKE268 - Internal, removable shelf for simple organisation of
smaller stored containers
• Made from polyethylene, it’s strong, durable, has good impact
resistance, and is easy to clean
• Internal height allows a small pump to be fitted to the drum
being stored
• Suitable for storing oil, chemicals, batteries or paint
u	Helps you comply with all current UK Oil Storage Regulations –
see page 213 for full details

PAKE267

PIG® Essentials Polyethylene Storage Cabinets
1-2

3+

PAKE267 • 92cm W x 72cm D x 184cm H • 225ltrs sump capacity

£433.50

£411.83

PAKE268 • With Shelf • 92cm W x 72cm D x 184cm H • 225ltrs sump capacity

£519.00

£493.05

Item #

NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and handling of flammable
liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapours, static discharge and heat sources. For further assistance,
please call Technical Services.
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PAKE268

Spill Containment

Essentials Mobile Poly Spill Tray — Perfect for transporting and storing up to four 25L
drums of oil, acid, caustic, or other liquid.
• Durable tray contains liquid messes from oily parts and
leaky containers
• Ideal for temporary storage of small containers that may leak
or drip liquids onto the floor
• Features four castors (two lockable) and 100cm high steel
handle for stability and easy movement
• Strong sidewalls won’t bend or warp
• Lightweight, chemical-resistant poly won’t rust or corrode and is
easy to clean

Item #

Size

Sump capacity

1-2

3+

PAKE249

70cm W x 55cm L

100L

£259.00

£246.05

Poly Spill Trays

PIG® Essentials Mobile Poly Spill Tray
PAKE249

NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and handling of
flammable liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapours, static discharge and heat sources. For further
assistance, please call Technical Services.

Essentials Poly Spill Trays — Designed to store several small to medium containers of oils,
acids, caustics or other liquids.
• Durable, one-piece tray contains liquid messes from oily parts and
leaky containers
• Ideal for temporary storage of small containers that may leak
or drip liquids onto the floor
• Sidewalls won’t bend or warp; containers sit deep into the sump,
minimising any potential splashes

PIG® Essentials Poly Spill Trays
Item #

Size

Sump capacity

1-2

3+

PAKE285

73cm W x 73cm L x 29.5cm H

110L

£86.50

£82.18

PAKE286

67cm W x 129cm L x 29.5cm H

230L

£132.00

£125.40

PAKE287

59cm W x 63cm L x 17cm H

45L

£47.00

£44.65

PAKE288

92cm W x 145cm L x 7cm H

60L

£82.00

£77.90

PAKE287

NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and handling of
flammable liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapours, static discharge and heat sources. For further
assistance, please call Technical Services.

Essentials Poly Spill Trays with Grate — Ideal for storing 25L drums of oil, acid, caustic
or other liquid.
• Durable tray contains liquid messes from oily parts and
leaky containers
• Ideal for temporary storage of small containers that may leak or
drip liquids onto the floor
• Removable platform elevates the drums to keep away from any
captured liquids
• Strong sidewalls won’t bend or warp

PIG® Essentials Poly Spill Trays with Grate
Item #

Size

Sump capacity

1-2

3+

PAKE248

72cm W x 92cm L x 17.5cm H

100L

£139.50

£132.53

NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and handling of
flammable liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapours, static discharge and heat sources. For further
assistance, please call Technical Services.
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Spill Containment

Poly Utility Trays — Great for lining your benches and shelving.
• 	Light-coloured, flat-bottom design makes it
easy to see screws, springs and other
small parts
• 	All-poly construction resists most chemicals;
will not rust or corrode
• Rotationally moulded spill tray is ideal
for applications that would compromise
injected or thermoformed trays

Utility Trays

• Made from FDA-compliant resins for
containment of food and cosmetic products

Poly Utility Trays
1-2

3+

PAK656 • 27cm W x 38cm L x 2.5cm H

£14.50

£13.78

PAK657 • 41cm W x 51cm L x 6.4cm H

£31.75

£30.16

PAK658 • 43cm W x 61cm L x 5.7cm H

£33.25

£31.59

PAK659 • 75cm W x 75cm L x 5cm H

£45.25

£42.99

PAK661 • 65cm W x 96.5cm L x 6.4cm H

£57.75

£54.86

PAK662 • 61cm W x 94cm L x 10cm H

£63.50

£60.33

Item #

PAK656

NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations
that apply to storage and handling of flammable liquids and the safety of this
application, specifically flammable vapours, static discharge and heat sources.
For further assistance, please call Technical Services.

PAK741

PAKE704

Fibreglass Chemical Trays — Catch
drips and control messes with
seamless trays.

Steel Utility Trays — Tough steel
trays catch small leaks and drips of
flammable liquids.

• 	Reinforced Thermoset composite fibreglass resists chemicals; retains
shape even with heavy loads

• Welded, 0.9mm thick steel with box-style walls provides a rigid,
liquid-tight tray that won’t warp or bend

•	Moulded edges range from 2.5cm–5cm in height – safely
contains minor spills or leaks from containers or oily parts

• +PREMIERSHIELD powdercoat finish with active silver ions is hard
wearing, inhibits bacteria growth and resists chemicals,
corrosion and humidity

• 	Smooth corners, seamless design – Trays can be steam cleaned or
sterilised for repeated use
Fibreglass Chemical Trays
Specify Colour for PAK744:

Black

Steel Utility Trays

White
1-2

3+

1-2

3+

PAK739 • 27cm W x 34cm L x 1.8cm H • White Only

£22.00

£20.90

PAKE700 • Capacity: 2.5L • 23.5cm W x 35cm L x 3cm H

£34.00

£32.30

PAK741 • 40.5cm W x 55.5cm L x 1.8cm H • White Only

£31.75

£30.16

PAKE701 • Capacity: 4.3L • 23.5cm W x 60.5cm L x 3cm H

£35.00

£33.25

PAK742 • 35.5cm W x 46cm L x 1.8cm H • White Only

£26.00

£24.70

PAKE702 • Capacity: 7.9L • 39cm W x 45cm L x 4.5cm H

£36.00

£34.20

PAK743 • 45.5cm W x 65.5cm L x 1.8cm H • White Only

£39.25

£37.29

PAKE703 • Capacity: 15.9L • 39cm W x 90.5cm L x 4.5cm H

£42.50

£40.38

PAK744 • 51cm W x 76cm L x 5cm H • Black & White

£67.50

£64.13

PAKE704 • Capacity: 21.2L• 39cm W x 121cm L x 4.5cm H

£51.00

£48.45

Item #
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Item #

Spill Containment

Utility Trays — Store batteries, leaky containers and more on
this heavy-duty tray.
• D
 urable tray is great for temporary storage of leaking parts
or cores awaiting degreasing, repair or pick-up
• Saves valuable bench space by allowing you to store large,
heavy parts safely on floor

PAK112

• Polyethylene tray resists many chemicals
• Heavy-duty walls add strength and prevent warping
• Ribbed bottom prevents batteries and containers from resting in
spilled liquids
• PAK112 is designed to fit on
top of a pallet for easy mobility
with a forklift

Utility Trays

PAK922

PAK918

PIG® Utility Trays
1-2

3+

PAK124 • 64cm W x 125cm L x 5cm H

£61.00

£57.95

PAK918 • 41cm W x 133cm L x 13cm H

£52.75

£50.11

PAK921 • 72cm W x 102cm L x 13cm H

£61.00

£57.95

PAK919 • 72cm W x 133cm L x 13cm H

£65.75

£62.46

PAK922 • 102cm W x 102cm L x 13cm H

£77.50

£73.63

PAK112 • 111cm W x 131cm L x 10cm H

£113.50

£107.83

PAK920 • 86cm W x 132cm L x 13cm H

£92.25

£87.64

Item #

PAK921

NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and handling of
flammable liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapours, static discharge and heat sources.
For further assistance, please call Technical Services.

Utility Tray with Grate — Creates storage area for batteries or
liquid containers.
•	Sump catches leaks and drips from batteries, liquid 		
containers and more
•	Grate elevates stored objects out of sump and away from
collected liquids to keep them cleaner
•	Heavy-duty walls and ribbed bottom enhance overall strength
•	Polyethylene tray resists many chemicals; will not rust or corrode

PAK123

•	Additional trays can be purchased separately (PAK124)
•	PAK123 contains 55% post-industrial
recycled polyethylene
Grate lifts out for easy
access to sump.
PIG® Utility Tray with Grate
1-2

3+

PAK123 • With grate • Sump Capacity 30L • 64cm W x 125cm L x 8cm H

£110.75

£105.21

PAK124 • Tray only • 64cm W x 125cm L x 5cm H

£61.00

£57.95

Item #

NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and handling of
flammable liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapours, static discharge and heat sources.
For further assistance, please call Technical Services.
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PAK123
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Spill Containment

PAKE710

PAK1292

Utility, Drip and Spill Trays

Collapsible Utility Trays — Fold for
compact storage but deploy instantly.

Galvanised Steel Drip Tray with Handles
and Mesh Cover — Handles leaks and drips
of flammable liquids.

• 	Collapsible trays require less storage space, so it’s easy to
keep them handy wherever needed to catch leaks and drips
• 	Easy-to-clean PVC trays are perfect for small liquid
transfers, maintenance, fluid changing areas, and engine
part degreasing and cleaning
• 	Deploy quickly and easily to catch unexpected leaks
and drips
• 	 Rigid corner supports hold shape when in use

•G
 alvanised 0.6mm steel construction provides a heavy-duty tray
• S ide handles make it easy to lift or reposition
• Removable mesh cover keeps containers out of collected liquids
• Deploy quickly and easily to catch unexpected leaks and drips

PIG® Collapsible Utility Trays
Galvanised Steel Drip Tray with Handles and Mesh Cover

1-2

3+

PAK1290 • 25L Capacity • 46cm W x 46cm L x 12cm H

£59.50

£56.53

Item #

1-2

3+

PAK1291 • 70L Capacity • 76cm W x 76cm L x 12cm H

£92.75

£88.11

PAKE710 • Capacity: 3L • 32cm W x 47.5cm L x 4cm H

£22.00

£20.90

PAK1292 • 178L Capacity • 122cm W x 122cm L x 12cm H

£119.75

£113.76

PAKE711 • Capacity: 6L • 62cm W x 47.5cm L x 4cm H

£29.75

£28.26

Item #

Pour hole lets you
drain liquid.

Add a dolly
(DRM484)
to move
loaded tray.

DRM787
DRM369

Drum Spill Trays — Contain drips and
spills from 210L drums.
• 	Lightweight polyethylene won’t corrode
• 	 DRM369 holds 19 litres of liquid with a
210-litre drum in place
• 	 DRM371 keeps drums out of collected
DRM371 with Grate
liquids;lift out grates for sump access;
pour hole allows you to recapture collected liquids
•	
DRM371 contains 40% post-industrial recycled polyethylene
• Add a Dolly (DRM484) to move loaded tray

DRM786

Mobile Spill Tray — Simple answer for
drum storage and transport holds up to
227kg and includes 42-litre sump.
•	Dolly holds 42-litres when empty and 19-litres with a
210-litres drum in place
•	Free-rolling castors and optional Handle (DRM787) make moving a
drum easy
• Rugged polyethylene with UV inhibitors for indoor and
outdoor use

PIG® Drum Spill Trays
1-2

3+

DRM369 • Tray only • 83L sump capacity • 82cm W x 82cm L x 21cm H

£73.25

£69.59

DRM371 • Tray with grate • 79L sump capacity • 681kg load capacity

£94.00

£89.30

DRM484 • Drum Spill Tray Dolly • 15cm H x 72cm Dia.

£152.50

£144.88

Item #

82cm W x 82cm L x 21cm H

NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and handling of flammable
liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapours, static discharge and heat sources. For further assistance,
please call Technical Services.
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PIG® Mobile Spill Tray
1-2

3+

DRM786 • Tray without handle • 227kg load capacity • 42L sump capacity

£188.25

£178.84

DRM787 • Handle only • 93cm L

£39.75

£37.76

Item #
22cm H x 79cm Dia.

NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and handling of flammable
liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapours, static discharge and heat sources. For further assistance,
please call Technical Services.

Spill Containment

Essentials Spill Trays — Ideal
for storing several small- to
medium-sized containers.
• All-polyethylene spill trays are ideal for acids, caustics, oils or
other liquids
• Lightweight, chemical-resistant poly won’t rust or corrode
• High-quality polyethylene sump is extremely durable
• Stackable for easy transportation and storage
• Designed to easily fit multiple units onto standard Euro
shipping pallets

PAKE277

100 Litre
Spill Trays and Drip Decks

• Standard trays (PAKE270, PAKE272, PAKE274 and PAKE276)
have high sidewalls that won’t bend or warp; containers sit deep into
the sump, minimising any potential splashes
• Spill Trays with grate (PAKE271, PAKE273, PAKE275
and PAKE277) have an anti-slip, removable grate that
keeps containers out of the sump and away from
collected liquids

PAKE274

40 Litre

PIG® Essentials Spill Trays
1-2

3+

PAKE270 • 20L capacity • 40cm W x 60cm L x 15.5cm H

£29.25

£27.79

PAKE271 • With Grate • 20L capacity • 40cm W x 60cm L x 15.5cm H

£44.00

£41.80

PAKE272 • 30L capacity • 40.5cm W x 80.5cm L x 15.5cm H

£33.00

£31.35

PAKE273 • With Grate • 30L capacity • 40.5cm W x 80.5cm L x 15.5cm H

£52.50

£49.88

PAKE274 • 40L capacity • 60cm W x 80cm L x 15.5cm H

£35.50

£33.73

PAKE275 • With Grate • 40L capacity • 60cm W x 80cm L x 15.5cm H

£61.50

£58.43

PAKE276 • 100L capacity • 80cm W x 120cm L x 17.5cm H

£67.75

£64.36

PAKE277 • With Grate • 100L capacity • 80cm W x 120cm L x 17.5cm H

£124.50 £118.28

Item #

NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and handling of flammable
liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapours, static discharge and heat sources. For further assistance,
please call Technical Services.

PAKE273

PAKE270

30 Litre

20 Litre

Mini Drip Decks — If containers leak,
drip or crack, this tray’s built-in sump
will catch the liquid.
• 	 Built-in pour spout for quick and easy sump drainage
• 	 Chemical-resistant polyethylene won’t rust or corrode
• 	Translucent sidewalls make it simple to spot leaks
• 	 Compact size fits on tabletop or counter; ideal for use in labs

PIG® Mini Drip Decks
Item #

PAK372

1-2

3+

PAK371 • 5.6L sump capacity • 30.5cm W x 43cm L x 10cm H

£39.25 £37.29

PAK372 • 11.3L sump capacity • 43cm W x 53cm L x 10cm H

£65.75 £62.46

NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and handling of flammable
liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapours, static discharge and heat sources. For further assistance,
please call Technical Services.

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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Spill Containment
Sumps, Pans, Containers and Drainers

Spill Sumps — Catch drum leaks before they hit the floor with
stackable sumps.
• 	Polyethylene sump is compatible with a wide variety of
chemicals; won’t rust or corrode
• 	 Keeps liquids off the floor – reduces the risk of slip
and fall hazards
• 	Double-stack with drums in place to save valuable
floor space
• 	Grime-hiding black colour
• 	PAK360 holds up to 91L
• 	PAK361 holds up to 182L

PAK361

4-drum

PIG® Spill Sumps
1-2

3+

PAK360 • 2-Drum • 91L sump capacity • 63cm W x 126cm L x 15cm H

£91.00

£86.45

PAK361 • 4-Drum • 182L sump capacity • 126cm W x 126cm L x 15cm H

£153.75 £146.06

Item #

Double-stacked
sumps with
drums in place.

NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and handling of flammable
liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapours, static discharge and heat sources. For further assistance,
please call Technical Services.

Utility Pans — Lightweight pans have
many uses throughout your workplace.

Oil Drain Pans — Collect drained fluids from
multiple points with minimal mess.

•	Capture drips, temporarily
greasy parts, organise a
workbench
and much more

• Large collection area and capacity
allow you to drain high volumes
of fluids from multiple sources;
simplify maintenance and repairs by
using a single pan
TLSE152
• Spout lets you empty pan without
drips or spills; waste tanks stay clean
• Moulded-in handles makes carrying,
pouring and storing easy
• Chemical-resistant; won’t rust or corrode

contain

•	Chemical-resistant
polypropylene can be used
with a variety of workplace materials
•	Easy to clean for re-use
•	Nestable – occupies minimal space for shipping and storing
•	Use alone or with PIG Small Pillows (PIL204, sold on page 39)

TLSE153

Oil Drain Pans
PIG® Utility Pans
Item #

PAN404 • 12/box • 27cm W x 27cm L x 8cm H

1-2

3+

1-2

3+

TLSE152 • 5-litre

£3.00

£2.85

£28.50

£27.08

TLSE153 • 12-litre

£9.95

£9.45

Item #

Single Drum Container — Economical
containment for a 210L drum.

Oil & Fluid Extractor Drainer — No need to
get under vehicles or machines to drain oil.

• Low-density polyethylene construction
resists UV rays, rust, corrosion
and most chemicals

• Operates by manual pre-pressurisation,
this device extracts waste oils & fluids simply
from dip stick openings, filler cap openings
and other apertures

• Top collar lets you easily move
container with a forklift

• Suitable for use on vehicles, marine
engines, plant & industrial
machinery, it can be used to extract
waste oils, cutting fluids and low viscosity
fluids such as water

• Translucent white sidewalls allow
easy visual inspection
u Helps you comply with all current
UK Oil Storage Regulations – see
page 213 for full details

• Comes with three suction probes:
6mm dia x 1140mm L, 9mm dia x 1160mm L;
and 10mm dia x 1120mm L

PIG® Single Drum Container
Item #

DRM373 • 83cm L x 83cm W x 69cm H • 544 kg Load Capacity UDL
265 L Sump Capacity

1-2

3+

£158.75

£150.81

NOTE: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and handling of flammable
liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapours, static discharge and heat sources. For further assistance,
please call Technical Services.
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Oil & Fluid Extractor Drainer
Item #

PMPE128 • Use With Oil Based Liquids

Maximum Viscosity 440 cSt, or SAE 50W Oil (@ 40°C)

1-2

3+

£83.50 £79.33

PIG EXTRAS

Handy products for general maintenance
& repair.

INDEX
Repair & Barricade Tapes.........248
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PIG Plug-N-Seal Patching Paste......... 250
Rupture Seal for Pipe Leaks............... 250
Bioremediation
& Degreaser ..................................251
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FleetKleen Cleaner & Degreaser........ 251

Featured Products
Polythene
Disposal Bags
Safe, temporary storage
of hazardous or
contaminated waste.

See page 248
Scoops
Non-sparking tool for safer
clean-ups of volatile or
flammable waste.

See page 249
Patching Paste
Ready to use paste instantly stops
leaks for up to 2 hours even in
cold temperatures!

See page 250
Liquid Remediact

General maintenance is about so much more than just keeping machines running.
It’s also about keeping your premises and grounds clean and in good repair, and we
have a unique selection of handy ‘extras’ that are a great addition to any toolbox or
response kit.

Effective non-toxic microbial
remediation that works on soil
and water within 60 days.

See page 251

Whether you’re looking to make quick repairs using our one-of-a-kind PIG Putty,
tackle pipe, drum, tank, or IBC leaks quickly with our temporary PIG Patching Paste
and rupture seal solutions, or even tackle soil and water contamination with our
Liquid Remediact products you’ll find them all (and more) right here at New Pig!
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PIG Extras
Tapes and Disposal Bags

X-TREME TAPE™ — Military-grade, self-fusing
tape seals out air and water permanently up
to 204°C.
• Originally developed for military use, this tough 700 PSI tensile
strength tape is a great addition to any toolbox

Barricade Tape — Control access to
hazardous or dangerous areas.
•	Keeps spill areas secure
•	Bright colour feature large, easy-to-read warning
•	Rolls provide enough tape for multiple uses or to section off a
large area

• Contains no adhesive but bonds to itself when wrapped
under tension
• Silicone construction permanently seals out air or water;
thermally resistant tape remains flexible at -45°C to 204°C continuous
and -62°C to 260°C intermittent temperatures

Barricade Tapes

X-TREME TAPE™
Item #

Size

Units

1-2

3+

TLS527

2.5cm W x 11m L

1 roll

£26.00

£24.70

Item #

1-2

PLS3000 • Yellow • “CAUTION DO NOT ENTER” • 8cm W x 305m L

Poly Disposal Bags — Temporarily store hazardous or
contaminated waste safely.
• 	Durable polyethylene resists punctures and chemicals; bright
yellow colour with black caution message alerts workers.
Self-locking ties included
• 	 BAG201, BAG202 and BAGE203 feature a
thickness of 3 mil/75 microns

BAG201

• 	 BAG111 is twice as thick at 6 mil/150 microns
• 	Choose standard Poly Bags (BAG201, BAG202
and BAG111) or Regran Bags (BAGE203) which
are made from 100% mixture of pre-and-post
consumer recycled plastic

BAG111

PIG® Polyethylene Disposal Bags
1-2

3+

BAG201

Small - 50/pack • 46cm W x 76cm L

£34.50

£32.78

Item #
“Caution Handle with Care”

Large - 25/pack • 91cm W x 152cm L

£53.00

£50.35

BAG202

Small - 50/pack • 46cm W x 76cm L

£34.50

£32.78

“Hazardous Material- Handle With Care”

Large - 25/pack • 91cm W x 152cm L

£53.00

£50.35

BAG111 “Used Absorbents”

100/box • 91cm W x 97cm H

£269.00

£255.55

PIG® Regran Polyethylene Disposal Bags and Ties
Item #

BAGE203 • “Caution Handle with Care” 50/package • 76cm L x 46cm W
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1-2

3+

£34.50

£32.78

Cleaner, Safer, Better • 100% Money-back Guarantee*

3+

£34.00 £32.30

Handle

• M
 ade of durable,
corrosion-resistant
polypropylene for excellent
chemical resistance

TLSE315

PIG Extras

Nonsparking Tools — These tools make it safer to clean
up flammable or volatile spill waste.

TLSE317

• H
 ardwood-core handle
resists hundreds of pounds
of pressure

Squeegee

• S hovel is in two pieces for
easy storage
Foam Rubber Squeegees and Nonsparking Tools

• Ideal for use with
flammable or
volatile chemicals

Foam Rubber Squeegees —
Move spills from work areas.
• Straight Squeegee Head is ideal for
clearing liquids from wet work areas;
available in two widths (TLSE315, TLSE316)

GEN305

• Double-bladed design wipes floors
clean and virtually streak-free
• Squeegee head, with its durable steel
fixing clamp, securely holds a squeegee
handle (sold separately)

TLS290

• Heavy-duty, vinyl-coated Steel Handle
(TLSE317) lasts a lifetime; won’t twist
or break
Foam Rubber Squeegees
Item #

1-2

3+

GEN305

Nonsparking Tools
Item #

1-2

3+

TLSE316 • 76cm W

£17.75

£16.86

TLSE315 • 45cm W

£7.95

£7.55

GEN305 • Shovel
35.5cm W x 103cm L x 46cm H

£65.25

£61.99

TLSE317 • Handle

£6.25

£5.94

TLS290 • Scoop
15cm W x 23cm L x 9cm H

£6.50

£6.18

137cm L x 22mm Dia.

Shovel comes in
two pieces for
easy storage.

BETTER

THAN

CLAY
IN EVERY WAY

New Pig’s loose absorbents
are lighter, more absorbent
and clean-up better than
clay ever could.

SHOP FULL RANGE
ON PAGES 40-42

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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PIG Extras

PIG Multi-Purpose Epoxy Putty — Top quality resins bond better and
stay stronger so repairs last - we guarantee it!
• C
 ustomer-favourite PIG Epoxy Putty sticks to almost anything
and cures fast
• M
 ade with the highest-quality epoxy resins to bond better and stay
stronger; adheres to steel, glass, masonry and most plastics
• C
 onvenient, premeasured epoxy has
Parts A and B in one tube ready for kneading
• S ets in 20 minutes and cures
concrete-hard in 1 hour for drilling,
tapping, sanding or painting

Part B

• N
 ontoxic, VOC- and solvent-free putty can be
used on potable water lines

Part A

Putty, Seals & Paste

• 3- to 5-minute working time

PTY291

PIG® Multi-Purpose Epoxy Putty
1-2

3+

PTY291 • 18cm L • 12/box

£69.00

£65.55

PTY292 • 18cm L • 6/box

£38.25

£36.34

Item #

PTY291

NOTE: Not intended for structural applications. For repairing applications only.

PTY1002

PTY1003

Rupture Seal™ for Pipe Leaks — Deploys in
seconds to provide temporary control of leaks.
• 	Seals in seconds – no tools required;
Can be used on rough, unclean or
splintered surfaces
• Choose PTY1000 for pipes, PTY10011003 for drums, tanks and IBCs

Plug-N-Seal Patching Paste — Stop
leaks now so you can fix them later, even in
cold temps!
• E xcellent chemical resistance makes it ideal for flammable or
hazardous leaks

PTY1003

•	
Stops leaks from 2 minutes up to 2 hours until the system can be
drained or the source moved into a containment area
• Ready to use without mixing
• No surface preparation needed; even works on dirt and rust

PTY1000
Rupture Seal™ for Pipe Leaks
Item #

For

Size

Unit

1-2

3+

PTY1000

Pipes

Ext. Dia. 2.5cm x 2.5cm H

3/pack

£41.50

£39.43

PTY1001

Drums, Tanks, IBCs

Ext. Dia. 2.5cm x 2.5cm H

1/pack

£30.75

£29.21

PTY1002

Drums, Tanks, IBCs

Ext. Dia. 5cm x 5cm H

1/pack

£37.25

£35.39

Item #

PTY1003

Drums, Tanks, IBCs

15cm W x 5cm L

1/pack

£94.50

£89.78

PTY220 • 454 gram container
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PIG® Plug-N-Seal® Patching Paste
1-2

3+

£16.00

£15.20

Is bioremediation safe?
Bioremediation is very safe because it uses
the same microbes that already naturally occur
in soil or water; this process simply adds more
of these organisms to those already present.
No dangerous chemicals are used in the
process, and harmful contaminants are
completely destroyed.

What are oil-eating microbes?
Commonly known as “bio-bugs,” these
microscopic, single-celled organisms digest
hydrocarbons and transform them into
harmless carbon dioxide and water. Microbes
are found naturally everywhere in the world
and are collected from sources such as soil
and water.

How long does it take?
Although they start to work immediately,
bio-bugs, unlike humans, aren’t in a big hurry.
They do take some time to work.
The time it takes for complete remediation
depends on the types and amounts of
contamination present, the size and depth of
the polluted area, the type of environment, and
other conditions present. So, results will vary
from site to site.

What are the advantages?
Bioremediation is a safe, natural process that
produces no harmful by-products. Since it can
be done on-site, it is often more cost effective
than having soil or water hauled away for
burning or other reclamation. It is also safer for
workers, because no harmful chemicals are
used in the process.

What happens to the microbes
after the oil has been consumed?
Like any living creature, if there is no
food source, bio-bugs will die out. When
this happens, their final by-products are
carbon, carbon dioxide and water.

Liquid Remediact — Soil and water
contamination? This effective microbial
remediation that works within 60 days.

FleetKleen Cleaner & Degreaser — Clean and
degrease hard surfaces, parts and tools
without harsh solvents.

• Solve soil and water contamination problems with one product and
economically dispose of potentially hazardous waste; helps
you comply with ISO 14001and provides effective microbial
remediation within 60 days

•	Eats grease and oil for economical disposal of potentially hazardous
waste; helps you comply with ISO 14001 and eliminates hydrocarbon pollution and leaves surfaces slip free

•	Oxidises and unadheres hydrocarbons from soil to quickly
tackle contamination
•	Highly concentrated; dilute with water to treat over 50 tons of soil
• 	Environmentally friendly micro-organisms are obtained from
natural and sustainable sources
• 	Solvent-free, pH-neutral product is not toxic or hazardous

Liquid Remediact™
Item #

CLNE203 • 2 -10-litre bottles

•	Effective on workplace surfaces, tools and more; even works
on oily rags, allowing disposal with normal waste
•	Highly concentrated; dilute with water 20:1 for heavy-duty tasks,
50:1 for routine maintenance or 75:1 for use in scrubber/dryer floor
machines
•	Cleans and pulls oils out of concrete surfaces; dilute with water
20:1 and allow to soak for at least 10 minutes before scrubbing

FleetKleen™ Cleaner & Degreaser
1-2

3+

£639.00

£607.05

NOTE: Treated spillages should always be checked before discharge into the environment to ensure effective remediation has taken place.

Item #

CLNE200 • 2 - 10-litre bottles

1-2

3+

£219.00

£208.05

NOTE: Treated spillages should always be checked before discharge into the environment to ensure effective remediation has taken place.

Online: newpig.co.uk • Email: pigpen@newpig.com • Phone: 0800 919 900
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Cleaner, Degreaser & Bioremediation

Bioremediation is the process of using
micro-organisms to digest harmful
contaminants and turn them into non-toxic
compounds. Nature will heal itself, but it often
takes a great amount of time. Using microbes
helps speed up this process by concentrating
the number of helpful micro-organisms within
a given area.

PIG Extras

BIOREMEDIATION: WHAT IS IT?

Terms & Conditions

Terms and Conditions of Sale
TERMS & CONDITIONS OF SALE
New Pig advises the Buyer to read these Terms and Conditions
carefully, prior to placing an order, and to save a copy for future
reference. By ordering from New Pig the Buyer agrees to be bound by
these Terms and Conditions (including terms and conditions referred
to in them).
New Pig may amend or update these Terms and Conditions from
time to time without notice to the Buyer to comply with law or
otherwise as required by New Pig. Any updates or amendments will
be posted on the Website at www.newpig.co.uk.The Buyer confirms
that it is not dealing as a consumer (i.e. acting otherwise than in
the course of business), and that any order it places shall be on a
business-to-business basis. Anyone wishing to purchase Goods from
New Pig as a consumer must contact New Pig for formal written
approval in the first instance. New Pig will not supply Goods to
any person under the age of 18, and can only deliver Goods to an
address within the United Kingdom.
1. INTERPRETATION
In these Conditions:
(a) the following words have the following meanings:
The Buyer/you: the person, firm or company who purchases the
Goods from New Pig;
New Pig/we/us/the Seller: New Pig Limited, a company incorporated
in Scotland under the Companies Acts (Company Number
SC141633), with its registered office at Hogs Hill, Watt Place,
Hamilton International Technology Park, Blantyre, Glasgow, G72
OAH;
Contract: any contract between New Pig and the Buyer for the sale
and purchase of the Goods, which contract shall incorporate these
Conditions;
Delivery Point: the place where delivery of the Goods is to take place
under condition 4;
Goods: any goods agreed in the Contract to be supplied to the Buyer
by New Pig (including any part or parts of them);
(b) references to any statute or statutory provision shall, unless
the context otherwise requires, be construed as a reference to
that statute or statutory provision as from time to time amended,
consolidated, modified, extended, re-enacted or replaced;
(c) references to one gender include the other genders and to the
singular include the plural and vice versa as the context admits or
requires; and
(d) headings are for reference only and will not affect the
construction or interpretation of these Conditions.
2. APPLICATION OF TERMS
Subject to any variation permitted under this condition 2, the
Contract will be on these Conditions to the exclusion of all other
terms and conditions (including any terms or conditions which the
Buyer purports to apply under any purchase order,
confirmation of order, specification or other document). The Buyer
acknowledges that no representations have been made or relied
upon other than those expressly set out herein.
No terms or conditions endorsed upon, delivered with or contained
in the Buyer’s purchase order, confirmation of order, specification or
other document will form part of the Contract simply as a result of
such document being referred to in the Contract.
These conditions apply to all New Pig’s sales and any variation to
these Conditions and any representations about the Goods shall
have no effect unless expressly agreed in writing and signed by a
director of New Pig.
Each order for Goods by the Buyer from New Pig shall be deemed
to be an offer by the Buyer to purchase Goods subject to these
Conditions and an order shall not be deemed to have been
withdrawn unless New Pig acknowledges the withdrawal in writing
and the Buyer shall be liable for all costs, expenses or other losses
suffered by the Seller due to the withdrawal by the Buyer of any
such order.
No order placed by the Buyer shall be deemed to be accepted by
New Pig until a written acceptance of order is issued by New Pig or
(if earlier) New Pig delivers the Goods to the Buyer (or allows the
Buyer to uplift the Goods in the case of collection by the Buyer).
The Buyer must ensure that the terms of its order and any applicable
specification are complete and accurate.
Any quotation is given on the basis that no contract will come into
existence until New Pig despatches an acknowledgement of order to
the Buyer. Any quotation is valid for a period of 60 days only from its
date, provided that New Pig has not previously withdrawn it.
Any typographical, clerical or other error or omission in any sales
literature, website, quotation, price list, acceptance of offer, invoice
or other document or information issued by New Pig (whether in
electronic format or otherwise) shall be subject to correction without
any liability on New Pig’s part.
3. DESCRIPTION
The description, packaging and specification of the Goods shall be as
set out in New Pig’s current website and catalogues and marketing
material (whether in electronic format or otherwise), subject to any
changes in design, specification or form from time to time introduced
by New Pig in its discretion.
All drawings, descriptive matter, specifications and advertising
issued by New Pig and any descriptions or illustrations are issued or
published for the sole purpose of giving an approximate idea of the
Goods described in them for guidance only, and will not form part
of the Contract.
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4. DELIVERY & COLLECTION
Unless otherwise agreed in writing by New Pig, delivery of the Goods
shall take place at the Buyer’s United Kingdom address as intimated
in the Buyer’s order for Goods (or at New Pig’s premises in the case
of Buyer collection).
New Pig will not be able to process orders or facilitate collection
of Goods on UK Bank Holidays, Saturdays and Sundays. Saturday
deliveries may be available upon request, subject to carrier
restrictions and availability.
Any “non-stocked”, “supplier delivered” or “special order” Goods,
not held in stock by New Pig, will be highlighted to the Buyer at time
of order. Where possible, part-delivery/collection will be arranged.
The Buyer will provide at its expense at the Delivery Point adequate
and appropriate equipment and manual labour for unloading the
Goods.
New Pig only delivers products to buyers in the United Kingdom,
Channel Islands, Isle of Man and Scottish Islands and will not deliver
to box numbers whether Post Office or British Forces Post Office.
Delivery shall normally be completed by one person (the driver)
up to the vehicle tailgate only unless New Pig agrees otherwise in
writing with the Customer). The Buyer is responsible for ensuring
that adequate vehicular access is available to its desired Delivery
Point. For the avoidance of doubt, delivery to the ‘Delivery Address’
means New Pig’s carrier or driver will deliver only to the postal
address provided there is a suitable road to the point where delivery
is requested. If no such road exists, delivery shall be made to the
nearest point at which, in the driver’s opinion, the vehicle can safely
and lawfully unload. New Pig’s carrier is not obliged to deliver orders
to a particular part of a property or location within the property at
the Delivery Address.
Any dates specified by New Pig for delivery of the Goods are
intended to be an estimate and time for delivery shall not be made
of the essence by notice. If no dates are so specified, delivery will be
within a reasonable time.
Delivery charges, timescales and restrictions vary depending on the
type of Goods ordered, the service selected by the Buyer and the
Delivery Address. Further information on New Pig’s delivery charges
and restrictions can be obtained by calling 0800 919 900 or visiting
the website at www.newpig.co.uk.
Subject to the other provisions of these Conditions New Pig will
not be liable for any direct, indirect or consequential loss (all three
of which terms include, without limitation, loss of profits, loss of
business, depletion of goodwill and like loss), costs, damages, charges
or expenses caused directly or indirectly by any delay or default in the
delivery of the Goods (even if caused by New Pig’s negligence), nor
will any delay entitle the Buyer to terminate or rescind the Contract
unless such delay exceeds 180 days.
If for any reason the Buyer will not accept delivery, or New Pig
is unable to deliver the Goods on time because the Buyer has
not provided appropriate instructions, documents, licences or
authorisations, New Pig may in its discretion deem:
(a) the Goods to have been delivered and all risk in the Goods will
pass to the Buyer; or
(b) the Contract to have been repudiated by the Buyer in which case
New Pig may recover from the Buyer New Pig’s whole losses, costs
and expenses related to the Contract.
New Pig reserves the right to deliver by way of instalments. Where
the Goods are to be delivered in instalments, each delivery shall
constitute a separate agreement and any failure to deliver any one
or more of the instalments, in accordance with these Terms and
Conditions, or any claim by the Buyer in respect of any one or more
instalments shall not entitle it to treat any agreement as a whole as
repudiated.
In the case of orders for collection by the Buyer, New Pig will contact
the Buyer to confirm when the Goods are available for collection.
Goods may usually be collected by the Buyer between the hours of
08:45 until 17:30, Monday to Friday (excluding bank holidays) from
New Pig’s premises at Hogs Hill, Watt Place, Hamilton International
Technology Park, Blantyre, Glasgow, G72 0AH.
It is the Buyer’s responsibility to provide the appropriate vehicle to
collect the Goods. If the Buyer is unable to complete the collection on
the agreed date, then New Pig shall be entitled to place the Goods
in storage until such times as collection or delivery may be effected
and the Buyer shall be liable for any expense associated with such
storage or delivery. Goods will be reserved for 10 working days from
the date on which all stocked Goods subject to the Contract become
available for collection. If the Buyer has not collected the Goods by
the expiry of this period New Pig may at its discretion treat such
order as cancelled.
5. NON-DELIVERY
The quantity of any consignment of Goods as recorded by New
Pig upon despatch or collection (as the case may be) from New
Pig’s place of business shall be conclusive evidence of the quantity
received by the Buyer on delivery unless the Buyer can provide
evidence proving the contrary in terms satisfactory to New Pig.
New Pig shall not be liable for any non-delivery of Goods (even if
caused by New Pig’s negligence) unless written notice is given to
New Pig within 7 days of the date when the Goods would, in the
ordinary course of events, have been received.
Any liability of New Pig for non-delivery of the Goods shall be limited
to replacing the Goods within a reasonable time or issuing a credit
note at the pro rata Contract rate against any invoice raised for such
Goods.
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6. RISK & TITLE
6.1 The Goods are at the risk of the Buyer from the time of delivery
(or collection). Ownership of the Goods shall not pass to the Buyer
until New Pig has received in full (in cash or cleared funds) all sums
due to it in respect of:
(a) the Goods (including VAT and applicable delivery charges); and
(b) all other sums which are or which become due to New Pig from
the Buyer on any account. New Pig shall be entitled to recover
payment for the Goods notwithstanding that ownership of any of the
Goods has not yet passed from New Pig.
6.2 Until title in the Goods does pass to the Buyer then (without
prejudice to the Buyer’s right to resell the Goods in the ordinary
course of business), the Buyer shall keep the Goods separate from its
own Goods and the Goods of others and clearly marked or identified
as being the property of New Pig and shall ensure that the Goods are
kept safe, secure and insured.
For as long as the Goods have not been resold by the Buyer in the
ordinary course of business and title in the Goods has not passed to
the Buyer, New Pig may at any time retake possession of the Goods
in such way as it thinks fit, including entering any premises of the
Buyer where the Goods are to remove them. This right to retake
possession shall apply whether or not the Buyer is or is deemed to be
insolvent or otherwise.
7. PRICE
Unless otherwise agreed by New Pig in writing the price for the
Goods shall be the price set out in New Pig’s website, catalogue,
price list or other marketing material current on the date of the
order and such price is, up to that date, subject to alteration without
notice although we will make every reasonable effort to maintain
quoted prices.
The price for the Goods are in pounds sterling and are exclusive of
any value added tax and all costs or charges in relation to loading,
unloading, carriage and insurance all of which amounts if applicable
the Buyer will pay in addition when it is due to pay for the Goods.
8. PAYMENT
Except where the Buyer wishes to pay using its credit account with
New Pig, payment for all Goods shall be made by credit or debit
card (Visa, MasterCard or American Express) at the time the order is
placed. If it is not possible to obtain the full payment for the Goods
from the details provided then the Contract shall be cancelled by
New Pig and any further deliveries suspended.
By using a credit or debit card to pay for Goods, the Buyer confirms
the card being used is theirs or that it is authorised to use it.
All credit and debit card holders are subject to validation checks and
authorisation by the card issuer. If the issuer of the card refuses to
authorise payment New Pig will not accept the Buyer’s order, will not
be obliged to inform the Buyer of the reason for refusal and will not
be liable for the Goods not being supplied or delivered to the Buyer.
New Pig are not responsible for the card issuer or bank charging the
Buyer’s card as a result of New Pig’s processing of the Buyer’s credit
or debit card payment in accordance with its order.
New Pig recommends that Buyers do not communicate payment card
details to anyone, including New Pig, via email or other electronic
means. New Pig cannot be responsible for any losses the Buyer may
incur in transmitting information to them by internet link or email.
Any such loss, in its entirety, shall be the Buyer’s responsibility.
The Buyer is responsible for all orders placed by its employees and
for any purchases made on cards issued to them and New Pig are
not bound by any individual order limit the Buyer may impose on its
employees or representatives.
Applications for trade credit are subject to status and acceptance. In
the event that an application is accepted the Buyer will be notified
of the credit limit available to it. If the Buyer exceeds the stated
credit limit New Pig shall be entitled to suspend performance of all
its obligations hereunder without liability to the Buyer to the fullest
extent permitted by relevant law.
If the Buyer holds a credit account with New Pig, unless otherwise
agreed in writing, payment of the price for the Goods, value added
tax and any other applicable costs, is due on the last working day of
the month following the month in which the Goods are delivered,
subject to approved credit terms, or deemed to be delivered, and all
payments payable to New Pig under the Contract shall become due
immediately upon termination of this Contract despite any other
provision.. Time for payment shall be of the essence, and no payment
shall be deemed to have been received until New Pig has received
cleared funds.
If the Buyer fails to pay New Pig any sum due pursuant to the
Contract the Buyer will:
(i) be liable to pay interest to New Pig on such sum from the due
date for payment at the annual rate of 2% above the base lending
rate from time to time of the Bank of Scotland, accruing on a daily
basis until payment is made, whether before or after any judgment;
(ii) forfeit any discount previously agreed by New Pig;
(iii) have its account suspended until payment has been received in
full, meaning the Buyer will not be able to order any Goods from
New Pig until it has settled its account in full; and
(iv) be liable for all costs relating to collection of the amount owed by
the Buyer and not paid in time, including all judicial and extrajudicial
costs and costs for legal assistance.
And New Pig shall be entitled to:
(i) require payment in advance of delivery in relation to any Goods
not previously delivered;
Continued on next page
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9.8 Where Goods are returned pursuant to clause 9.7 (where they
are not faulty):
(a) a restocking charge may apply; and

(b) the risk and cost of returning the Goods shall be the Buyer’s.
9.9 New Pig will examine the returned Goods and process any refund
due to the Buyer within 30 days of receipt. Any refund offered will
include VAT (if applicable) and exclude all applicable carriage charges.
Any refund offered will be by way of a credit to the Buyer’s account.
9.10 Subject to the provisions of clause 9.6, if Goods do not comply
with the warranty given at clause 9.6, New Pig shall, at its option,
repair or replace the defective Goods, or refund the price of the
defective Goods in full. The Buyer may be responsible for some or all
of the costs of transporting the Goods to New Pig.
9.11 If New Pig so requests, the Buyer shall return any defective
Goods to New Pig. Any Goods which have been replaced following
such return will belong to New Pig.
10. THIRD-PARTY GUARANTEES & WARRANTIES
10.1 New Pig shall pass to the Buyer, to the extent it is able, any
benefits obtainable under any warranty and/or guarantee given
by New Pig’s suppliers provided that ownership and title in the
goods has passed to the Buyer. During the continuance of any such
warranty and/or guarantee, New Pig undertakes, at its option, to
replace or refund the purchase price of any Goods sold or supplied in
the following circumstances only:
(a) where the Goods do not correspond to any written identifying
description applied to them; and/or
(b) where the Goods prove to be unfit for a particular purpose which
has been expressed in writing by New Pig; and/or
(c) where the Goods prove to be defective and not fit for purpose.
10.2 New Pig’s liability under this clause shall be accepted by
the Buyer in lieu of any warranty or condition whether express or
implied by law (except those warranties that may not be lawfully
excluded by New Pig). Concerning New Pig’s PIG Branded Products
100% Money-Back Guarantee, please refer to the special conditions
available under clause 9.5.
11. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
Subject to condition 9, the following provisions set out the entire
financial liability of New Pig (including any liability for the acts or
omissions of its employees, agents and subcontractors) to the Buyer
in respect of:
(a) any breach of these Conditions; and
(b) any representation, statement or delictual act or omission
including negligence arising under or in connection with the Contract.
Although nothing in these Conditions excludes or limits the liability of
New Pig for death or personal injury caused by New Pig’s negligence
fraud or fraudulent misrepresentation or for any other liability which
cannot be limited or excluded under applicable law:
(i) New Pig’s total liability in contract, delict (including negligence or
breach of statutory duty), misrepresentation, restitution or otherwise,
arising in connection with the performance or contemplated
performance of this Contract shall be limited to the price paid by the
Buyer under the Contract; and
(ii) New Pig shall not be liable to the Buyer for any indirect or
consequential loss or damage (whether for loss of revenue or
profit, interruption to or loss of business, depletion of good will
or otherwise), costs, expenses or other claims for consequential
compensation whatsoever (howsoever caused) which arise out of or
in connection with the Contract.
All warranties, conditions and other terms implied by statute or
common law (save for the conditions implied by section 12 of the
Sale of Goods Act 1979) are, to the fullest extent permitted by law,
excluded from the Contract.
Goods are intended for use in the UK only and New Pig cannot
confirm the Goods comply with any laws, regulations or other
standards applicable outside the UK. All Goods are sold in
accordance with the manufacturer’s specifications and are subject
to any qualifications, representations or instructions contained in the
documentation associated with the Goods.
12. ASSIGNATION & WAIVER
The parties to this Contract do not intend that any term of this
Contract will be enforceable by any person that is not party to it.
No third party shall be entitled to enforce any of these terms and
conditions, whether by virtue of the Contracts (Rights of Third Parties)
Act 1999 or otherwise.
The Buyer shall not be entitled to assign the Contract or any part of
it without the prior written consent of New Pig. New Pig may assign
the Contract or any part of it to any person at its discretion.
Failure or delay by New Pig in enforcing or partially enforcing any
provision of the Contract will not be construed as a waiver of any of
its rights under the Contract. Any waiver by New Pig of any breach of,
or any default under, any provision of the Contract by the Buyer will
not be deemed a waiver of any subsequent breach or default and will
in no way affect the other terms of the Contract.
13. FORCE MAJEURE
New Pig reserves the right to defer the date of delivery or to cancel
the Contract or reduce the volume of the Goods ordered by the
Buyer (without liability to the Buyer) if it is prevented from or delayed
in the carrying on of its business due to circumstances beyond the
reasonable control of New Pig including, without limitation, acts of
God, tempest, fire, explosion, flood, epidemic, natural disaster or
accident, governmental actions, war or national emergency, acts of
terrorism, protests, riot, civil commotion, lockouts, strikes or other
labour disputes and industrial actions (whether or not relating to
either party’s workforce or that of a third party), or restraints or
delays affecting carriers or inability or delay in obtaining supplies
of adequate or suitable materials, labour, fuel, parts machinery or
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Goods, import or export impositions or embargoes and/or failure of
telecommunications networks, internet service providers or power
failure.
If the force majeure in question continues for a continuous period
in excess of 180 days, the Buyer shall be entitled to give notice in
writing to New Pig to terminate the Contract.
14. PRIVACY & DATA PROTECTION STATEMENT
New Pig is committed to preserving the privacy of its customers and
is registered under the Data Protection Act 2018 (as amended). New
Pig will safeguard customer information in line with the requirements
of the Act, as well as the GDPR, and as stated in New Pig’s Privacy
Policy A copy of New Pig’s Privacy Policy can be requested by calling
0800 919 900 or visiting the Website at www.newpig.co.uk/
privacypolicy. The Data Protection Act 2018 (as amended) gives
the Buyer legal rights to see personal data New Pig holds about
it and has the right to correct any inaccuracies. New Pig takes its
responsibilities as data controllers very seriously, and if the Buyer
wishes to exercise any of these rights, or if it has any queries in
general about New Pig’s approach to data protection and privacy,
they may write to New Pig at: Data Protection, New Pig Limited,
Hogs Hill, Watt Place, Hamilton International Technology Park,
Blantyre, Glasgow, G72 0AH.
15. GENERAL
Severance
Each right or remedy of New Pig under the Contract is without
prejudice to any other right or remedy of New Pig whether under the
Contract or not. If any provision of the Contract is found by any court,
tribunal or administrative body of competent jurisdiction to be wholly
or partly illegal, invalid, void, voidable, unenforceable or unreasonable
it shall to the extent of such illegality, invalidity, voidness, voidability,
unenforceability or unreasonableness be deemed severable and
the remaining provisions of the Contract and the remainder of such
provision shall continue in full force and effect. The parties to this
Contract do not intend that any term of this Contract will be enforce
able by any person that is not a party to it.
Notices
Any notice to be given by either party to the other under the Contract
shall be in writing to the address of the other party given in the
Contract or to another address intimated to the other party in terms
of this condition.
Notices will be deemed to have been duly given:
(i) When delivered, if delivered by courier or other messenger
(including registered mail) during the normal business hours of the
recipient; or
(ii) When sent, if transmitted by fax or email and a successful
transmission report or return receipt is generated.
All notices under these Terms & Conditions must be addressed to
the most recent address, email address or fax number notified to the
other party.
Law and Jurisdiction
The formation, existence, construction, performance, validity and all
aspects of the Contract shall be governed by Scottish law and the
parties submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the Scottish courts.

Adhesive-Backed Mats Disclaimer

New Pig Grippy® Adhesive-Backed Mat Notice:
New Pig adhesive-backed mats are formulated to work with
most common industrial and commercial floor surfaces but
are not intended for home/residential use and wood
flooring. All adhesive mats have some potential to leave
residue or lift or discolour finish coatings, paint, and loose or
pre-damaged tiles depending on the condition and age of
the floor surface. If you have questions about the suitability
of New Pig adhesive-backed mats for your application, test a
15 x 15cm piece in a non-critical area before use.
New Pig Grippy® Adhesive-Backed Mats should be replaced
if they show signs of wear or damage. New Pig Grippy®
Adhesive-Backed Floor Mat should always be changed out
every 3 to 6 months, depending on conditions and traffic
patterns. New Pig Grippy® Adhesive-Backed Absorbent Mat
should always be changed out every 3 months, depending
on conditions and traffic patterns.
Customer assumes the risk that a New Pig adhesive-backed
mat may damage or alter their existing flooring or floor
covering. Other than warranties implied by law, New Pig
provides no warranty of fitness for a particular purpose and
no warranty that an adhesive-backed mat will be fit for
customer’s intended use. Other than in respect of liability
which New Pig cannot lawfully exclude, New Pig shall have
no responsibility for, and customer hereby releases and
discharges New Pig from, any direct, indirect, incidental or
consequential damages to their floors, flooring material,
or any other surfaces in their premises. Customer is
solely responsible for determining the fitness and
appropriateness of the use of New Pig adhesive-backed
mats in their premises.
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(ii) refuse to make delivery of any undelivered Goods whether
ordered under the contract or not and without incurring any liability
whatsoever to the Buyer for non-delivery or any delay in delivery; and
(iii) terminate the contract.
New Pig reserves the right to require the Buyer to pay a deposit or
make a full payment for any Goods ordered prior to delivery.
The format of invoices and statements to the Buyer will solely be
dictated by New Pig.
Any liability of New Pig under the Contract shall be subject to and
conditional upon the due performance and observance by the Buyer
of all its obligations under these conditions, and subject to these
conditions, the Buyer shall make all payments due under the Contract
without any deduction whether by way of set-off, counterclaim,
discount, abatement or otherwise unless the Buyer has a valid court
order requiring an amount equal to such deduction to be paid by
New Pig to the Buyer.
9. CANCELLATIONS & RETURNS
Cancellations
9.1 Orders for Bespoke/Custom/Non-Standard Goods (meaning
those Goods manufactured, imported or sourced to the Customer’s
specification or request) are specifically excluded from this condition
and may not be cancelled.
9.2 Other orders may be cancelled by the Buyer at any time before
they are dispatched by either:
(a) Emailing pigpen@newpig.com; or by
(b) Calling New Pig on 0800 919 900.
Returns
9.3 Orders for Bespoke/Custom/Non-Standard Goods (meaning
those Goods manufactured, imported or sourced to the Customer’s
specification or request) are specifically excluded from this condition
and may not be returned (unless they are faulty).
9.4 Prior to returning Goods the Buyer must contact New Pig, to
request a ‘Product Return/Credit Request Form’, by either:
(a) Emailing pigpen@newpig.com; or by
(b) Calling New Pig on 0800 919 900.
100% Money-Back Guarantee - PIG Branded Products
9.5 If at any time following delivery, the Buyer is not satisfied with
the PIG branded Goods, the Buyer may notify New Pig to that effect.
New Pig shall then:
(a) uplift the unused portion of such Goods from the Buyer (provided
the Buyer gives New Pig all reasonable assistance in doing so) and
(b) on return to New Pig, refund to the Buyer the Price actually paid
by the Buyer for such Goods. Where Goods that have been returned
to New Pig are found to be contaminated in any way, New Pig shall
be entitled to deduct from any such refund the costs of disposing of
the contaminated Goods safely and in accordance with applicable
laws. Where the cost of disposing of contaminated Goods exceeds
the amount paid by the Buyer for them, the Buyer shall pay to New
Pig upon demand the difference between the price paid for the
Goods and the costs of such disposal.
9.6 New Pig warrants that (subject to the other provisions of these
Conditions) upon delivery the Goods will be of satisfactory quality
within the meaning of the Sale of Goods Act 1979 as amended. New
Pig shall not be liable for a breach of the foregoing warranty unless:
(a) the Buyer gives written notice of the defect to New Pig, and (if
the defect is as a result of damage in transit) to the carrier, within 7
calendar days of the time when the Buyer discovers or ought to have
discovered the defect; and
(b) New Pig is given a reasonable opportunity after receiving the
notice of examining such Goods and the Buyer (if asked to do so by
New Pig) returns such Goods to New Pig’s place of business for the
examination to take place there. New Pig shall not be liable for a
breach of the foregoing warranty if:
(i) the Buyer makes any further use of such Goods after giving such
notice; or
(ii) the defect arises because the Buyer failed to follow New Pig’s oral
or written instructions as to the storage, installation, commissioning,
use or maintenance of the Goods or (if there are none) good trade
practice; or
(iii) the Buyer alters or repairs such Goods without the written
consent of New Pig. If any of the Goods do not conform with the
foregoing warranty, New Pig shall at its option repair or replace such
Goods (or the defective part) or refund the price of such Goods at the
pro rata Contract rate and on doing so shall have no further liability
for any breach of warranty.
Returns Policy - Non-PIG Branded Products
9.7 The Buyer may return Goods for any reason within 20 working
days from the date of delivery/collection provided the following
conditions are satisfied:
(a) Goods are returned in brand-new, unused condition are fit for
immediate resale;
(b) Packaged Goods are returned with original packaging intact and
in reasonable, resalable condition; and
(c) The Buyer supplies a completed ‘Product Return/Credit Request
Form’.
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INDEX
To help you quickly locate the products
you’re looking for, we’ve listed them by
name and application.
Absorbents .................................... 06-77
Spill Kits....................................... 78-107
Wipes.......................................... 108-116
Grippy Adhesive-Backed Mats... 117-130
Spill Control............................... 133-148
Stormwater & Weather Prep...... 149-153
Leak Diverters............................ 154-167
Floor Mats and Tapes................. 168-184
Liquid and Material Handling.... 185-209
Spill Containment....................... 210-246
PIG Extras .................................. 247-253
4 in 1 Mat......................................... 31, 54
A
Absorb-&-Lock Water Strips and Pads ..... 44
Absorbent Accessories
Disposal Bags.............................. 105, 248
Mat Dispensers/Holders......................... 24
Absorbent Mats............................. See Mats
Absorbent Pillows....................... See Pillows
Absorbent Socks........................... See Socks
Absorbent, Loose.......................... See Loose
Acid Absorbent Loose................... See Loose
Acid Absorbent Mats...................... See Mats
Acid Absorbent Pillows............... See Pillows
Acid Absorbent Socks.................... See Socks
Acid Absorbing Spill Kits............... See Spill Kits
Acid Cabinets......................................... 240
Acid Neutralizing Mat.............................. 75

Barrels......................................... See Drums
Barricades.............................................. 152
Barriers and Berms
Build-A-Berm Barriers...................146-147
Collapse-A-Tainer Berm................228-230
Containment Booms............................ 148
DrainBlockers................................135-139
FlexBerm Containment Pad.................. 231
Flood Barriers...............................151-152
Plant Nappy........................................... 67
Pods.................................................... 152
Sandless Sandbags.............................. 151
SpillBlockers.................................142-145
Water-Filled Containment Dike............. 145
Base Neutralizing Mat.............................. 75
Bins............................................... 153, 208
Bioremediation (Biobugs)....................... 251
Blockers....................... See Barriers & Berms
Blue Mat............................................ 19, 21
Blue Sock................................................. 35
Booms, Absorbent......................... See Socks
Booms, Nonabsorbent............................ 148
Boot Cleaning Mat ................................ 176
Buckets.................................................. 205
Build-A-Berm Barrier.......................146-147
Bungee Cords........................................ 167
Burpless Funnels.............................188-189

Aerosol Can Recycler.............................. 206
Anti-Fatigue Mats...........................180-184
Anti-Static Absorbent Mat........................ 55

C
Cabinets.........................................238-240
Camouflage Mat...................................... 30
Can Recycler.......................................... 206
Cans...................................................... 201
Carts.............................................. 153, 208
Caustic Neutralizing Absorbents...................
.................................. See Base Neutralizing
Caution Tape ........................................ 248
Ceiling Leak Diverters......................160-161
Chat Mat ................................................ 32
Chemical Absorbent Loose............ See Loose
Chemical Absorbent Mats.............. See Mats
Chemical Absorbent Pillows........ See Pillows
Chemical Absorbent Socks............ See Socks
Chemical Spill Kits.....................See Spill Kits
Clay Replacements........................40-42, 65

B
Bags
Disposal Bags.............................. 105, 248
DrainBlocker Carry Bag........................ 138
Portable Pool Storage Bag................... 231
Sandless Sandbags.............................. 151

Cleaners
Bioremediation (Biobugs)..................... 251
Concrete Cleaner................................. 251
Degreaser............................................ 251
Hand Cleaner/Sanitiser......................... 115
Premoistened Wipers........................... 115

Adhesive-Backed Mats
Grippy Absorbent Mat.................... 27, 128
Grippy Floor Mat.......... 123, 125, 173, 175
Grippy Floor with Safety Borders.. 124, 174
Grippy Tools................................ 129, 175

Barrel Top Mat................................... 19, 73
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Clip-&-Fit Sock......................................... 34
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Collapse-A-Tainer Containment Berm.228-230
Collapse-A-Tainer Lite............................ 230
Collapsible Containment.................228-231
Containment Berm....... See Barriers & Berms
Containment Boom (Absorbent).... See Socks
Containment Boom (Nonabsorbent).........148
Containment Decks.......................See Decks
Containment Pallets.....................See Pallets
Containment Pool.................................. 231
Corrosives Safety Cabinets..................... 240
Covered Pallets...............................232-235
Covers
Drain Covers.................................135-139
Drum Covers........................................ 191
IBC Covers........................................... 223
Roll Top Hardcovers......................232-234
Spill Kit Covers.....................91-92, 97-101
D
Debris Filter....... See Stormwater & Filtration
Decks
Mini Drip Deck..................................... 245
Poly Deck with Pallet Jack Pockets....... 218
Poly Drip Deck..................................... 219
Poly Modular Spill Deck................219-221
Poly Workflow...................................... 218
Degreasers.......... See Cleaners & Degreasers
Dike, Absorbent............................ See Socks
Dike, Nonabsorbent........................142-145
Dispensers
Dispensing Dolly.................................. 204
DrainBlocker Holder............................. 138
Mat Holders........................................... 24
Oil Dispenser....................................... 207
Disposal Bags................................ 105, 248
Dollies........................... 100, 204, 209, 234
Drain Barriers............... See Barriers & Berms
Drain Covers...................................135-139
Drain Filter Insert ............................ 67, 150
Drain Plugs............................................ 140
DrainBlocker Accessories........................ 138
DrainBlocker Drain Covers...............135-139
Drip Pan.................................................. 38
Drive-Over Build-A-Berm........................ 146
Drive-Over DrainBlocker......................... 135
Drive-Over SpillBlocker........................... 145
Drum Accessories
Adaptors.............................................. 189
Covers/Lids.......................................... 191
Decks.........................................See Decks
Dollies..................................202-204, 234
Faucets................................................ 193

Drum Adaptors....................................... 189
Drum Covers/Lids................................... 191
Drum Decks..................................See Decks
Drum Funnels..................................186-189
Drum Lifters........................................... 202
Drum Pallets................................See Pallets
Drum Pumps...................................195-200
Drum Spill Pallets................................... 224
Drum Spill Tray...................................... 244
Drum Taps............................................. 193
Drum Storage Units.........................235-237
Drum Top Mat................................... 19, 73
Drum Trucks...................................202-203
Drums
Overpack Drums.................................. 209
Poly Drums.......................................... 205
Steel Drums......................................... 205
E
Elephant Mat........................................... 28
Entrance Mats.................................171-178
Epoxy Putty, PIG.................................... 250
Essentials Drain Covers.............23, 138-139
Essentials Mats....................... 22, 56-57, 74
Essentials Pillows......................... 38, 64, 75
Essentials Socks..................... 37, 60, 62, 75
Extractor Drainer.................................... 246
Extra-Duty Mat........................................ 16
F
Fat Mat.............................................. 33, 53
Faucets.................................................. 193
Filters for Can Recycler........................... 206
Filtration ........... See Stormwater & Filtration
Fire-Dri.................................................... 40
Flame Arrestor....................................... 189
Flammable Liquids Loose......................... 40
Flammable Liquids Mat............................ 54
Flammable Safety Cabinets.............238-239
FlexBerm Containment Pad.................... 231
Flood Control Products....................151-152
Floor Mats, Absorbent.................... See Mats

Floor Mats, Nonabsorbent.......171, 176-184
Foam Wall Spill Berm............................... 67
Funnels ..........................................186-189
Fork Truck Kits ........................................ 82
G
Gauges.................................................. 188
Gloves............................................106-107
Goggles................................................. 107
Grip-Dri.................................................... 41
Grippy Mat......... See Adhesive-Backed Mats
Grit Bins................................................ 153
Ground Tarp, Nonabsorbent................... 229
H
Ham-O Mat.............................................. 30
Hand Cleaner/Sanitiser........................... 115
Hardcover Pallet..............................232-234
HazMat Absorbent Loose.............. See Loose
HazMat Absorbent Mats................ See Mats
HazMat Absorbent Pillows.......... See Pillows
HazMat Absorbent Socks.............. See Socks
HazMat Spill Kits ........See Spill Kits, HazMat
High Traffic Absorbent Mats................27-33
High-Visibility Mat.............. 20, 32, 174, 177
Hose, Drainage...................................... 167
Hose, Dispensing for IBC........................ 200
I
IBC ........................................................ 204
IBC Collapse-A-Tainer Berm................... 230
IBC Funnel............................................. 186
IBC Hose................................................ 200
IBC Pallets......................................224-227
Insert, Drain..................................... 67, 150
Insert, Drum........................................... 190
K
Kits
Build-A-Berm Barrier Kit....................... 147
Leak Diverter Kits..................159, 160-164
Spill Kits.................................See Spill Kits
L
Labels..............................See Signs & Labels
Large Spill Caddy..................................... 97
Latching Drum Lids................................ 191
Leak Diverters & Accessories
Ceiling Leak Diverters...................160-161
Drainage Hose..................................... 167
Hanging Straps.................................... 167
High Flow Leak Diverter....................... 158
High Reach Leak Diverter..................... 164
Holding Tanks...................................... 167
Pipe Leak Diverters.......................164-165
Quick Control Leak Diverters........ 159, 162
Roof Leak Diverters........157-159, 162-163
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Lids........................................................ 191
Liners, Drum.......................................... 190
Lite-Dri Loose Absorbent.......................... 65
Loose, Universal
Crysta-Lite ............................................ 40
Essentials Cellulose Loose...................... 41
Fire-Dri.................................................. 40
Grip-Dri................................................. 41
PIG Dri ................................................. 42
Loose, Oil-Only
Lite-Dri.................................................. 65
Peat....................................................... 65
Loose, HazMat
Loose Absorbent.................................... 77
M
Mat Dispensers/Holders............................ 24
Mats, Anti-Fatigue & Entrance...........171-184
Mats, Sanitizing....................................... 176
Mats, Universal Absorbent
4 in 1 Mat............................................. 31
Absorbent Mat Combo........................... 16
Adhesive-Backed Mat................................
..................... See Adhesive-Backed Mats
Barrel Top Mat...................................... 19
Ceiling Tile Pad.................................... 161
Chat Mat............................................... 32
Drum Top Mat....................................... 19
Elephant Mat......................................... 28
Essentials Mat....................................... 23
Essentials Plus Mat................................ 22
Extra-Duty Mat...................................... 16
Fat Mat.................................................. 33
Grippy Mat....... See Adhesive-Backed Mats
Ham-O Mat........................................... 30
High-Traffic Mats..............................27-33
High-Visibility Mat........... 20, 32, 124, 174
Pig Blue Mat.................................... 19, 21
PIG Mat......................................13-15, 17
Poly-Back Mat............................17, 27-29
Rip-&-Fit Mat......................................... 18
Safety Message Mat.............................. 32
Thick Liquids Mat................................... 20
Traffic Mat............................................. 29
Yellow Mat...................................... 20, 32
Mats, Oil-Only Absorbent
4 in 1 Mat............................................. 54
Absorbent Mat Combo........................... 52
Essentials Mat....................................... 57
Essentials Plus Mat................................ 56
Fat Mat.................................................. 53
PIG Oil-Only Mat..............................49-51
Rip-&-Fit Mat......................................... 52
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Funnels ........................................186-189
Gauges................................................ 188
Latching Drum Lids.............................. 191
Lifters & Movers............................202-204
Liners & Inserts.................................... 190
Mat, Drum Top................................ 19, 73
Pallets.......................................See Pallets
Pumps..........................................195-200
Spill Tray.............................................. 244
Storage Units................................235-237
Taps..................................................... 193
Vents................................................... 190
Wedge................................................. 189
Wrenches............................................ 190
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Stat-Mat................................................ 55
Ultra X-Trex Mat.................................... 66

Rupture Seal........................................ 250
Sealants........................................146-147

Mats, Water Absorbent
Absorb-&-Lock Water Mat .................... 44
Water Mat............................................. 44

Peat Loose Absorbent.............................. 65
Pig Blue Mat...................................... 19, 21
PIG Dri Loose Absorbent.......................... 42
PIG Mat .......................13-15, 49-51, 71-73
PIG Pan................................................... 38
Pigs.............................................. See Socks

Mats, HazMat Absorbent
Acid Neutralising Mat............................ 75
Barrel Top Mat...................................... 73
Base Neutralising Mat............................ 75
Essentials Mat....................................... 74
Essentials Plus Mat................................ 74
PIG HazMat......................................71-73
Rip-&-Fit Mat......................................... 73
Mercury Spill Kits..................................... 86
Message Mat........................................... 32
Mildew-Resistant Sock............................. 37
Mini Drip Deck....................................... 245
Monitoring Well Sock............................... 61
N
Neutralizing Absorbents........................... 75
O
Oil & Debris Containment Boom............. 148
Oil Dispenser.......................................... 207
Oily Water Filter.See Stormwater & Filtration
Oil Safe Container.................................. 207
Oil-Only Absorbent Booms............ See Socks
Oil-Only Absorbent Mats................ See Mats
Oil-Only Absorbent Pillows.......... See Pillows
Oil-Only Absorbent Socks.............. See Socks
Oil-Only Loose Absorbents............ See Loose
Oil-Only Spill Kits......................See Spill Kits
Oily Waste Cans..................................... 201
Original Sock........................................... 34
Outdoor Drum Storage ...................232-237
Outdoor Filter Berm Pad .......................... 67
Overpacks.............................................. 209
P
Pails..................... See Buckets & Accessories
Pallets
Pallet Tarps.......................................... 215
Pallets for IBC/Totes......................224-227
Poly Pallets...........................214-215, 217
Roll Top Hardcover Pallets............232-234
Spill Carts, Wheeled............................. 241
Steel Pallets......................................... 216
Pans.........................................38, See Trays
Patch & Repair
Plug-N-Seal Paste................................ 250
Putty, PIG Epoxy.................................. 250
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Pillows, Universal Absorbent
Essentials Pillow.................................... 38
PIG Pillow.............................................. 39
Super Pillow........................................... 39
Pillows, Oil-Only Absorbent
Essentials Pillow.................................... 64
Sheen Clean Pillow................................ 58
Skimmer Pillow...................................... 64
Pillows, HazMat Absorbent
Essentials Pillow.................................... 75
HazMat Pillow....................................... 77
Pipe Leak Diverters..........................164-165
Pipe Plugs.............................................. 140
Pipe Repair ........................................... 250
Pipe Sock......................................... 66, 150
Plant Nappy............................................. 67
Plugs..................................................... 140
Pods...................................................... 152
Poly-Back Mat...............................17, 27-29
Pool, Containment................................. 231
Premoistened Wipers............................. 115
Protection Cover....................91-92, 97-101
Pulp, PIG Mat (Loose).............................. 77
Pumps............................................195-200
Putty, PIG Epoxy.................................... 250
R
Rags...................................................... 116
Remediation Agents (Biobugs)............... 251
Repair Products............... See Patch & Repair
Rip-&-Fit Mat............................... 18, 52, 73
Roll Top Hardcover Pallet................232-234
Roof Leak Diverters..........157-159, 162-163
Rugs, Entrance................................171-178
S
Safety Cabinets...............................233-239
Safety Cans............................................ 201
Safety Message Mat................................. 32
Safety Signs.....................See Signs & Labels
Safety Stores...................................236-237
Salt Bins............................................... 153
Sandbag, Sandless................................. 151
Scoop.............................................. 42, 249
Sealant...........................................146-147
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Shed, Storage.................................235-237
Sheen Clean Pillow.................................. 58
Sheen Clean Sock.................................... 58
Shovels............................................ 42, 248
Signs & Labels....................................... 105
Single Drum Container Unit.................... 246
Skimmer Pillow........................................ 64
Skimmer Sock.......................................... 60
Skimming Products.......................................
.................See Oil-Only Mats, Socks, Pillows
Sock, Universal Absorbent
Blue Sock............................................... 35
Clip-&-Fit Sock....................................... 34
Essentials Sock....................................... 37
Original Sock......................................... 34
Super Sock............................................. 36
Sock, Oil-Only Absorbent
Essentials Sock................................. 60, 62
Monitoring Well Sock............................. 61
Oil-Only Boom....................................... 63
Oil-Only Sock......................................... 59
Sheen Clean Sock.................................. 58
Skimmer Sock........................................ 60
Spaghetti Boom..................................... 62
Sump Skimmer ...................................... 61
Sock, HazMat Absorbent
HazMat Dike.......................................... 76
HazMat Sock......................................... 76
Sock, Water Absorbent
Mildew-Resistant Sock........................... 37
Super Absorbing Sock............................ 45
Spaghetti Boom....................................... 62
Spill Berm.................... See Barriers & Berms
Spill Boom.................................... See Socks
Spill Decks....................................See Decks
Spill Dikes (Absorbent).................. See Socks
Spill Dikes (Nonabsorbent)..............142-145
Spill Kit Accessories
Disposable Bags........................... 105, 248
Dollies................................................. 100
Mounting Brackets................................. 88
Outdoor Protection Cover....91-92, 97-101
Safety Signs......................................... 105
Scoop............................................ 42, 249
Shovels.......................................... 42, 249
Tamperproof Label............................... 105
Spill Kit, Universal Absorbent
Bag Kits............................... 81-88, 93, 95
Bucket Kits............................................ 80
Cabinet Kits..................................... 90, 94
Eco-Friendly Kit................................ 84, 90

Spill Kit, Oil-Only Absorbent
Bag Kits................................ 81-88, 93, 95
Bucket Kits............................................ 80
Cabinet Kits........................................... 94
Forktruck Kit.......................................... 82
High-Visibility Kits......................................
.................80-87, 89, 93-94, 97-98, 100
Large Spill Caddy................................... 97
Overpack Kits................................. 92, 100
See-Thru Kits........................ 81-85, 87, 95
UN Rated Container Kits.......... 80, 92, 100
UV-Resistant Kits................................. 103
Wheeled Kits...................... 91, 93, 98-103
You-Supply-the-Wheeled-Bin Kit.......... 104
Spill Kit, HazMat Absorbent
Bag Kits................................ 81-88, 93, 95
Bucket Kit.............................................. 80
Cabinet Kits..................................... 90, 94
Forktruck Kit.......................................... 82
High-Visibility Kits......................................
8. 0, 82, 84-87, 89, 90, 93-95, 97-98, 100
Large Spill Caddy................................... 97
Mercury Spill Kit..................................... 86
Overpack Kits........................... 88, 92, 100
See-Thru Kits.................. 81-83, 85, 87, 95
UN Rated Container Kits......80, 88, 92, 100
UV-Resistant Kits................................. 103
Wall-Mount Kit...................................... 90
You-Supply-the-Wheeled-Bin Kits......... 104

Sandbags, Sandless.............................. 151
Stormwater & Filtration
DrainBlocker Drain Covers.............135-139
Frameless Storm Drain Filter........... 67, 150
Oily Water Filter Products....................... 66
Pipe Sock....................................... 66, 150
Plant Nappy........................................... 67
Round Drain Insert ........................ 67, 150
Sump Skimmer ...................................... 61
Ultra X-Tex Mat..................................... 66
Straps, Hanging..................................... 167
Sump Skimmer ........................................ 61
Super Pillow............................................. 39
Super Sock............................................... 36
T
Tacky Mats............................................ 178
Tacky Backed Mats......................................
..................... See Adhesive-Backed Mats
Tamperproof Seals................................. 105
Tank Funnel........................................... 186
Tanks..................................................... 167
Tape
Anti-Slip Tape...................................... 177
Barricade Tape..................................... 248
Caution Tape....................................... 248
Chem Tape.......................................... 107
X-Treme Tape....................................... 248
Taps...................................................... 193
Tarps............................................. 223, 229
Thick Liquids Absorbents.................... 20, 62
Tote....................................................... 204
Tote Pallets.....................................224-227
Traffic Mat............................................... 29

Spill Pallets..................................See Pallets
SpillBlockers....................................142-145
Squeegees............................................. 249
Static-Dissipative Absorbent Mat.............. 55
Stat-Mat Absorbent Mat.......................... 55
Step Covers, Tapes and Treads................ 177
Sticky Backed Mats......................................
..................... See Adhesive-Backed Mats
Sticky Steps Mat.................................... 178
Storage Cabinets.............................238-240
Storage Shed..................................235-237

Trays
Collapsible Utility Tray......................... 244
Drum Spill Tray.................................... 244
Essentials Poly Spill Trays.............. 241, 245
Fibreglass Tray..................................... 242
FlexBerm Containment Pad.................. 231
Mini Drip Deck..................................... 245
Mobile Spill Tray.......................... 241, 244
Oil Drain Pans...................................... 246
Pallet Tray........................................... 243
Portable Containment Pool.................. 231
Spill Sumps.......................................... 246
Steel Spill Tray............................. 242, 244
Utility Spill Pan.................................... 246
Utility Tray....................................242-244

Storm Preparedness
Flood Barriers...............................151-152
Leak Diverters...............................157-165

U
Ultra X-Trek Mat...................................... 66
Universal Absorbent Mats.............. See Mats
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Universal Absorbent Pillows........ See Pillows
Universal Absorbent Socks............ See Socks
Universal Loose Absorbents........... See Loose
Universal Spill Kits.....See Spill Kits, Universal
Utility Trays.....................................242-244
V
Vents..................................................... 190
W
Waste Cans........................................... 201
Water Barriers.........................145, 151-152
Water-Absorbing Mat.............................. 44
Water-Absorbing Socks...................... 37, 45
Water-Filled Containment Dike............... 145
Water-Repellent Mats.........................49-57
Wedge, Drum........................................ 189
Wipers
Heavy-Duty...................................111-112
Light-Duty............................................ 114
Medium-Duty....................................... 113
Ultra-Duty............................................ 110
Wipers, PIG
All-Purpose Wipers PR40..................... 113
Disposable Polishing Cloth PR100........ 110
	Heavy-Duty Maintenance Wipers PR70.112
Parched Piggy Wipers PR35................. 113
Polypropylene Wipers........................... 115
Wipers, Specialty
KIMTECH Process Wipers..................... 115
Premoistened Wipers........................... 115
Wrenches............................................... 190
Y
Yellow Border Adhesive-Backed Mat.124, 174
Yellow High-Visibility Kits..........See Spill Kits
Yellow High-Visibility Mat.. 20, 32, 124, 174
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UN Rated Container Kits.... 80, 88, 92, 100
UV-Resistant Kits................................. 103
Wall-Mount Kits..................................... 90
Wheeled Kits...................... 91, 93, 98-103
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ere in the world can you buy PIG products?

Wo in der Welt können Sie PIG Produkte ka

300,000 WORKPLACES

100 COUNTRIES 27 YEARS IN THE UK
+
170 RECYCLED CONTENT PRODUCTS

OVER 90 PATENTED SOLUTIONS

ucts?

OVER 1,300 PIG
SOLUTIONS INSIDE!

Absorbents

Spill Kits

Any liquid, any job, any workplace —
soak it up with PIG. Choose from mats,
rolls, socks, booms, pillows, pans and
loose absorbents for every application.

Be prepared for spill emergencies with the only
spill kits packed with PIG absorbents. From
wheeled bins to grab-and-go bags, we have
one that’s perfect for your job.

Pg

Wipes & Rags

06

Grippy AdhesiveBacked Mats

For jobs from rough scrubbing to fine dusting,
find the best wipe or rag for any task at hand.
Ultra-duty, heavy-duty, medium-duty and
specialty wipes and rags for all your workplace
cleaning needs.

Reduce slips, trips and falls a whole new way
with the world’s first adhesive-backed mats.
Our exclusive adhesive sticks tight so mats
won’t curl or bunch.

Pg

Pg

108

117

Pg

78

Spill Control
Protect drains and control liquids with
our PIG-proven range of covers, blockers
and berms. Top-quality materials and
patented designs.

Pg

132

ukte kaufen?
Stormwater Management
& Weather Defence

Leak Diverters

Floor Mats & Tapes

Prepare for heavy wet weather events with
drain filtration inserts, socks and barriers.
You’ll capture any pollutants before they enter
your drain.

Only PIG Leak Diverters deliver the top quality
and wide selection that can keep you safe, dry
and covered in any situation.

Keeping floors clean, dry and safe is a top
priority. Products like PIG Grippy Mat, antifatigue and specialty mats, and tapes help
keep your floors clean, dry and safe.

Pg

Pg

149

154

Pg

168

Liquid & Material
Handling

Containment

PIG Extras

We’ve got safer and easier ways for you to
store, dispense, handle and transport your
liquids. Check out our patented drum funnels,
pumps and accessories.

We’ve got safer, easier ways to store and
contain every type of liquid — even hazardous
chemicals. Includes award-winning products
you’ll find only at PIG.

All the innovative solutions you need
for general workplace maintenance and
repairs. From tapes and putty to bags and
non-sparking tools, you’ll find them here.

Pg

Pg

Pg

185

210
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TAKE FLOOR SAFETY TO THE

NEXT
LEVEL

Adhesive-Backed Mats
DISCOVER ALL THE WAYS TO KEEP YOUR WALKWAYS, FLOORS AND WORKSTATIONS SAFE

PG 117

TAKE YOUR PICK!

Choose from our top-quality PIG-branded Thermo Flask, Lunch Cooler
or Pilsner Glass Set — FREE with any order over £349.
FREE GIFT limited to one per customer. Cannot be redeemed in
conjunction with any other offer. Available while stocks last. Quote PIGALOG22 to redeem.
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